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Preface
Dear Reader,
It is a great pleasure for me to introduce this book, which is a fruit of the conscientious work
of the people involved in the project. The main objective of the Central and Eastern European
Energy Market (C3EM) Project is to promote the harmonisation of energy market regulations,
and this publication is an excellent summary of the studies and professional documents that
were done in the past year and a half.
Recent global energy market developments have drawn attention to the fact that neighbouring
countries are dependent on each other, but without harmonised market rules concerning
cross border transactions it seems to be impossible to achieve the final goal of the single
European energy market. While cross border trade is one of the most important parts of the
security of supply, national level energy market regulations usually focus on the rules and
procedures within the country-borders. Multinational trade companies are using Europeanwide generation portfolios but optimization is sometimes hindered by the different national
regulations. Common, coordinated explicit or implicit capacity auctions, liquid regional power
exchanges and easier national licensing procedures could be the main tools to promote a
properly working regional energy market.
On the other hand, the results of the liberalization of the energy markets of the Central and
Eastern European countries are delicate issues, thus monitoring and supervision rights of the
national regulators shall be ensured. Historical heritage of the national energy markets and
previous contractual obligations may impede the full market opening; demolition of these
barriers can take up a lot of time. A step by step approach is a perfect way to end the existing
problems and to bring the benefit of the competition to the end-user costumers.
The C3EM Project proved to be an appropriate forum to bring research workers, market
participants and regulators together from the Central and Eastern European region and to
serve as a basis to advance a liquid and transparent regional, and someday an integrated
EU wide internal market. I would like to thank to all participants for their valuable contribution
to the success of this project and I encourage them to continue the fruitful dialogue after the
project-closing as well.
Last but not least I would like to thank the preparation, organisation and coordination of
the project to the Regional Centre for Energy Policy Research of the Corvinus University of
Budapest, which was the life and soul of this initiative thus giving overriding importance to the
Central and Eastern European Energy Market (C3EM) Project.
Budapest, July 2006
Horváth J. Ferenc
President of the Hungarian Energy Office
Member of the Project Advisory Board
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C3EM Book Introduction

The development of the Central and Eastern European Energy Market project (C3EM) is aimed
at advancing regional harmonization of national energy markets including their regulatory and
legal frameworks. The main outcome of the project, as the studies in this book display, is to
identify problematic areas where greater coordination and cooperation could occur between
all energy market players. In particular, the areas of greatest concern for this study are the
technical, legal, environmental and opinions of market participants. It is the underlining
understanding of this project that through a regional effort there can be developed a more
efficient, competitive and stable regional energy market.
Most of the research emphasis has been placed on the issues surrounding the electricity
markets of seven interconnected countries: Austria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary,
Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia. However, the basics of the region’s natural gas market
are also tackled. The overall project comes from an academic perspective in examining the
regions energy markets and their different facets in order to foster debate among industry
participants, chiefly through publication of the results and by hosting conferences examining
the specific themes or research results. We are happy to report that in both these respects our
expectations have been exceeded in highlighting areas for cooperation and spurring greater
debate about the need for greater cooperation and coordination.
The effort to highlight the need for regional cooperation and coordination does not sit alone.
Other efforts must be noted that also perceive the benefits of increasing regional efforts to
increase competition and reduce market power of incumbents. The European Regulators
Group for Electricity and Gas (ERGEG; 2005), The European Commission Director-General
for Energy and Transport (2004, March) and the European Director-General for Competition
(2006). The first two studies outline the benefits and how regionalization could go forward,
while the third report criticises and indicates possible legal action against those market players
not moving to open competitive European or (regional) markets. The C3EM project addresses
common points laid out in these studies, however, it goes further in detailing where barriers
exist in fulfilling a vision of a Central and Eastern European (CEE) regional marketplace.
The funding for this project is derived from energy companies in Hungary interested in seeing
regional cooperation increased. If it was not for their vision and financial contribution this
project would not have been possible. However, at every step we have been allowed our
independence and ability to exercise a high level of academic standards for this project.
In many of the studies contained within this book we have sought outside expert opinions
by both academics and industry representatives to ensure a high level of reliability. This
independence and academic orientation differentiates this study from others by applying a
scientific perspective to both a politically and economically contested sector. Hopefully, our
attempt to compare equally the different countries electricity and gas markets and offer up
solutions to greater coordination can result in informed debate within political and economic
circles.
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In compiling the studies for this book it was decided to organize them in a similar manner
to how the project itself approached the idea of regionalization of energy markets. First was
answering the question whether it was even technically possible to increase the amount of
interconnection in the region. Therefore Chapter Two sets out to define the technical factors
that currently exist and those that should be improved. Some of the findings emerging out
of this study are the bottlenecks at borders and the lack of general rules to aid the more
efficient flow of electricity and information about the flow of electricity. In general this study
seeks to pinpoint those technical barriers and technical drivers along with an overview of each
country’s ability to participate in a regional market.
The third chapter lays-out existing institutional arrangements and existing market conditions
in each of the seven countries. This study is meant to provide information of the general
market conditions that utilities operate under in each country. A second aim of this chapter
is to highlight those elements within particular countries which can contribute to a more
competitive national and regional marketplace. The fourth chapter dives into greater detail
of the legal aspects within each country and how the laws have been structured. That is
how they conform to EU directives and the requirements for electricity companies and other
market participants. Particular attention is paid to the legislation surrounding market trading,
which as the following chapter highlights is not a well appreciated field.
Chapter Five departs from the other chapters by providing an account of how market participants
themselves view both their national and the regional markets. It is based on interviews and a
questionnaire given to a range of respondents throughout the region representing the different
companies and governmental bodies involved in the electricity industry. It isolates three
barriers that are most often identified in the region which are preventing greater cooperation
and coordination in the electricity sector.
The role that renewable energy and the subsidization of it by the region’s governments is
questioned in Chapter Six. The current subsidy regimes should, as the authors suggest, be
structured to prepare renewables for an open and competitive market; one where they can
compete against more traditional sources of electricity. This study examines the legislation in
each of the countries and draws out those aspects which can best foster an easier transition
to competitive electricity markets for renewable energy.
The flow of electricity through the region, under different scenarios is what Chapter Seven
considers. This detailed view of the region’s electricity market builds a quantifiable pricing
structure under different competitive market conditions. It asks the question, ‘What if there
was a flow-based mechanism in the region that did allow competition to exist?’ This structured
study establishes and considers the market activities of the region’s ‘national champions’ as if
there was an open regional market. The results give impetus to the idea that reforms must not
just occur regionally, but nationally as well to lower the price of electricity and reduce market
power.
Chapter Eight considers the role of natural gas in the region and the current capacities that
exist in both transportation and storage. It also examines the consumption habits in the region
and how these may develop in the future. It also examines current pipeline plans and future
steps that may be taken to increase the regions storage capacity.
Overall, the goal of the C3EM project has been to expose those areas where greater
cooperation and coordination can occur and to identify barriers preventing greater regional
integration from going forward. We are not attempting to tear down and weaken national
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authorities, but to increase the amount of interaction and competitiveness of the whole region.
Placing competitive pressure on utilities and allowing new market actors like market traders to
operate more openly with the necessary tools may lead to greater efficiency and reduce some
regulatory burdens. At the regional scale this may foster a more free-flowing energy market
to develop.

References
European Commission, C. D. (2006). Energy Sector Inquiry, Draft Preliminary Report. Brussels,
Belgium, European Commission.
European Commission; Director-General for Energy and Transport (2004, March). Medium
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The Technical Possibilities of the Central-Eastern
European Electricity Market Integration

2.1

Introduction

The objective of this work is to identify drivers and obstacles in integrating Central and Eastern
Europe’s power market. Provided here is a collection of information that highlights the key
areas that can be concentrated on for greater change.
To reach our conclusions publicly accessible documents and data were used. This chapter
does not contain detailed calculations and does not provide detailed suggestions.
We found that only the region’s East side border is well defined. Technically the CZ-SK-A-HPL has a tradition of cooperation, but more can be done.
The region’s total rough generation and demand are equally in-balance. Some local trade can
be expected. Network bottle-neck problems are caused by the long-distance interregional
transports (D-I; PL-I).
In this chapter we deal first with the network. We summarize the former network building
philosophy of the region, the characteristics of the network, such as load interaction, the cross
border capacity.
We introduce the cooperation of the national operators, and examine the planning process,
and review the associations of the European TSO-s and the UCTE Operation Handbook.
We discuss the power system operation from the trader’s viewpoint. Some network security
aspects are also discussed.
We provide an extensive qualitative information about the generation capacity and the network
of the narrow (A, CZ, SLO, SK, HR, H, R) and the wider Central European region (PL, BIH,
SRC, BG). (see full version of the study for more information)
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2.2

Key Conclusions

Technical Barriers in the Central European regional energy market
• Bottlenecks on cross border profiles and sometimes inside the country (e.g. in A)
• The regional borders are not technically defined
• Interconnections are limited because the network was built for “local generation – local
consumption”. On the other hand trading always uses all the free capacity.
• The Middle-Europe region is overloaded by a strong North – South directional transport
flow (D, CZ, PL -> I)
•	Forced trade jeopardizes the national economy of energy production (e.g. the flat import
in the deep valley period)
• There are no general rules on how to define the NTC and TTC values. Most of them
seem to be “ad-hoc”.
• There is no regional (European) coordinated planning methodology, there is no regional
control centre
• It is hard to trade with gas (expensive) and wind (unpredictable) based energy. (According
to the capability of gas power plants, it sometimes can have some advantages)
• The price of “cheap” coal and nuclear energy can be raised due to special taxes and
environment protection issues in less developed exporting countries
• The network is highly integrated
Technological Drivers of the Central European regional energy market
• Different generation facilities (nuclear, coal, gas based generation, water plants and
pumped storage plants)
• Different prices based on place & time
• Different generation time profiles (daily schedule, seasonality)
• It is easy to trade with coal, nuclear (cheap) and water (controllable) based electrical
energy
• Demand on peak energy
• Tradable pump storage capacities
• Mutual cross-border help in alert status
Indifferences
• The amount of the renewable energy (except the water) is not significant for the regional
trade in the next 5 years. The German wind generation affects some unplanneable
situations in the region.
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2.3

Main characteristics of the countries in the region

Austria
– Small export capability from water plants, bottle-necks in the network (transferred to
interconnectors)
Bosnia and Herzegovina
– Small export capability, pumped storage plant capabilities
Bulgaria
– Net exporter if the Kozlo nuclear power plant is finished, net importer without it
Czech Republic
– Massive network development with the intention of electricity export
– Massive exports
Hungary
– High market prices
– Lack of cheap (and good controllable) internal generation, long-term import position
Poland
– Massive export capacities
Romania
– Some export capacities with low reliability
Serbia
–	Weak network, weak economy
Slovenia
– Important geographical place for transporting energy to Italy
– Bottlenecks on the border
Slovakia
– Some net export in the future
Ukraine
– A small part of Ukraine power system operates as the part of the UCTE system (Burstyn
island)
– Huge amount of demand and supply. The long term balance is not secured. From this
direction a long-term import can be expected into the CE region.
The export capacity of Poland, Slovakia and Czech Republic probably will decrease, due to
aging power plants. As counter effect the nuclear and wind generation parts can increase.
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2.4

Power technology

2.4.1

Network philosophy

The electric power is generated mainly by medium voltage units (10 – 15 kV), transformed to
high voltage (100 kV and above), transmitted in distance and retransformed in two step in low
voltage.
The different voltage levels have different functions:
• 220, 400 and 750 kV
long distance transmission grid (100-2000 km),
					
meshed operation
• 120 kV
		
local transmission (50 – 200 km) in some
					
countries it is integrated (e.g. H)
• 10, 20, 35, 66 kV 		
distribution (30 – 50 km), radial operation
• 0,4 kV			
local distribution (1 – 5 km), radial operation
Dealing with international electricity trade we investigated only the long distance transmission
grid (network, bulk system).
Fifty years ago all the national power systems were developed for local generation and local
energy consumption. Years later the national systems were connected for security and mutual
help reasons.
In East-Europe new lines were implemented for the East-West electricity transmission in the
eighties. Nowadays the European networks are not capable of the large volume North-South
transmission flows.
2.4.2

Load – Generation schedule balance

Although the electric load is a stochastic function, quite usable forecasting methods exist.
The forecast algorithm works with 2-5% error, depending on the time horizon. The balance of
generation and demand are planned with a high accuracy.
The problem comes from the contingencies.
The load, transfer and some generation possibilities heavily depend on
– The weather
• Quick demand change in case of unforeseen weather change (storm, overheating,
etc.)
• Damage of the overhead lines
•	Wind generation change (The German wind generation forecast for a winter week in
2005 is between 300 MW and 5000 MW!!! – there is no system that can tolerate
it, and that can be prepared to avoid the congestion!)
–	Other contingencies (with defined probabilities)
• Line outage
• Breaker failure
• Transformer tripping
• Generator fall out
• Protection misoperation
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From this point of view
– The trade schedule must be planned well (with tight security margin)
– The operation must be well controlled in real time
2.4.3

Cross border trading

Statement 1.
Comparing the pure cross border capacities (regarding not the long-range transports)
to the in-built capacities, the central European region is quite well interconnected
(CrossBorderLineCapacities / BuiltInCapacities = over 25 %!).
Statement 2.
This cross border capacity is sufficient for the regional trade demand.
Statement 3.
The interregional (North – South) trade limits the regional trade.
Statement 4.
All free capacities is assigned to the interregional trade.
Statement 5.
Some internal lines are closely overloaded, the cross border capacity does not mean
only border crossing lines (e.g. A).
Statement 6.
The regional NTC values are not harmonized in the calculations.
2.4.4

Estimation methodology of the inter- and intra-regional trade rate

Central –Europe suffers from heavy transit loads. To measure the effect of inter-regional transit
we recommend the following method:
Reference country: Hungary
Reference period: 2004. Sept. – Oct.
Source: MAVIR public and competitive import-export, 2003. Dec. 1. - 2004. Dec. 31.
Local interest trade
Quantity of the energy that originate from / or destined for Hungary.
This is the energy settled by trade contracts.
GWh

Public import Public export

Compet.
import

Compet.
export

Domestic
import

Domestic
export

2004

Sept.

350

51

500

230

850

281

2004

Okt.

365

55

490

190

855

245

2004

Nov.

355

110

540

280

895

390

2004

Dec.

365

110

455

310

820

420

358,75

81,5

496,25

252,5

855

334

average

Table 2‑1Total energy flow estimated from average cross border flows
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720

Total export
import

export

855

Use of domestic purpose

334

Total use

1152

720

Ratio %

74,2

46,3

MW

GWh/month

UA

400

288

SK

1000

720

RO

100

72

A

100

Typical flows
In Hungary

72
1152

Total import
From Hungary

HR

800

576

SCG

200

144

Table 2‑2 CEE regional trade

That is
Domestic use is 74% of the total import
Domestic export is 46% of the total export
Total energy flow based on-real real measurements (SCADA)
GWh

Total export

Total export

2004

Sept.

614

1181

2004

Okt.

614

1226

2004

Nov.

649

1194

2004

Dec.

853

1256

682,5

1214,25

Average

export
Use of domestic purpose
Total use
Ratio %

import

334

855

682,5

1214,25

48,93773

70,41384

Table 2‑3 Total Energy flow (SCADA)

That is
Domestic use is 70% of the total import
Domestic export is 48% of the total export
Having adequate data the same calculations can be done for other countries.
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2.4.5

Cross-border Congestion Management

The ETSO issued a document about “An Overview of Current Cross-border Congestion
Management Methods in Europe” (Download from: http://www.etso-net.org/upload/documents/Current_
CM_methods_final_20040908.pdf)

The conclusions are:
– Six different congestion management methods are used in Europe:
• Access limitation
• Priority list (first-come first-served)
• Pro-rata rationing
• Explicit auctions (ATC based)
• Market splitting (ATC based)
• Different legal framework
– Sometimes at the same border different methods are used for different direction, or on
different sides of the border
Additional conclusions:
• The time frame of the capacity auctions is different from country to country: yearly,
monthly, weekly, daily. Different auction time frames are used at different sides of the
same border.
• If there is only yearly and monthly auctions there is not the possibility to allocate crossborder capacity for short-term deals, such as daily market, intra-day market, buying
backup reserves from abroad, buying peak power, etc.
In Europe today there are four theoretical proposals (for congestion management) that have
not yet been implemented.
The first (old) and most general is the Coordinated Congestion Management scheme, proposed
by ETSO which is a practical application of explicit or implicit allocations simultaneously on
many interconnections, which respects the effects of loop flows. There is an assessment
of network security limits before energy market clearing is done, that is in terms of physical
flow margins and not in terms of ATC. CCM avoids contract path bias. If the network is
modelled in detail, it also avoids the need to assume future market conditions when specifying
transmission capacity.
The second is the Decentralised Market Coupling proposed by EuroPEX, which is the
evolution of Market Splitting (and more generally of implicit auctioning of transmission rights).
Decentralised Market Coupling aims at keeping regional energy markets as independent as
possible. Additionally, it proposes meshed networks to accommodate the concepts previously
proposed by ETSO Coordinated Congestion Management. Therefore it inherits the quality of
efficiency of Market Splitting but its feasibility in highly meshed networks is conditioned by
the one of co-ordinated auctioning. Its feasibility is also in question in specific interconnectors
between two systems with a lack of a minimum harmonization.
The third is Coordinated Cost Plus by IFIEC which aims at tackling some shortcomings of
the current methods with the idea that any cross-border marketer should profit in a nondiscriminatory way from the difference between congestion revenue and re-dispatch cost.
In addition to the fact that this method appears not to be market based, it could lead to a
counter-effective situation where re-dispatching costs would considerably exceed congestion
revenue, the expected profit being turned into a real deficit.
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The fourth, called Flow-based market-coupling, is the result of a recent collaboration between
ETSO and EuroPEX. It seeks to combine the advantages of ETSO’s CCM and EuroPEX’s
DMC, in a manner that is compatible with the wide variety of market mechanisms already in
place. It achieves a balance between the requirements for effective congestion management
(notably an accurate transmission model) and those for efficient energy trading (notably market
liquidity). The result is a model with regional pricing areas, with inter-regional trading facilitated
by market coupling subject to simplified transmission constraints. The FMC model describes
arrangements for day-ahead trading. This needs to be part of a broader set of arrangements
including, on one side, effective opportunities for participants to hedge pricing risk and, on the
other side, complementary adjustment and balancing arrangements. FMC is compatible with
pricing risk being hedged via a variety of forward physical or financial markets.
Out of these four proposals the last one (FMC – Flow-based Market Coupling) seems to be a
winner, but the EEX recommended an Open Market Coupling model (which is a “centralized
approach” of the market coupling with its coordinator function) at the Nordic Mini-Forum in
January, 2005.
Changes:
From the second quarter of 2005 there exists a joint auction at the Hungarian – Austrian
border. The yearly and monthly auctions are coordinated by the Austrian TSO, the daily is
coordinated by MAVIR.
Also there are on-going negotiations about a joint auction at the Hungarian – Slovakian border.
The yearly and monthly auctions will be coordinated by MAVIR, the daily will be coordinated
by Slovakian TSO.
As a conclusion we can state that up to this time there has been no general congestion
handling method used in the region. The parties solve the local congestion by bilateral, local
methods. In the future the local solutions will converge to the coordinated auction method that
covers more and more borders.
2.4.6

CBT mechanism

The ETSO standard is currently the CBT mechanism. The principles are the following:
• Definition of the Horizontal Network (HN): a uniform model and criteria for the identification
of the horizontal network of each country is applied.
• Definition of the costs of the Horizontal Network used for transports and of the
transmission losses in this network, i.e. the mechanism for the calculation of the CBTfund and the inter-TSO compensation: it harmonizes the costing scheme for the relevant
horizontal network.
• Definition on how the fund is financed.
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2.4.7

Cross border capacity

In the next pages some publicly accessible cross border capacity data (NTC) can be seen.
The values can be different at the two sides of the border. However the NTC calculating
method is common, the result can be different according to the actual status (for example:
maintenance) of the network and the power plants inside the actual country. So sometimes
you can find maximum four different values for one border:
• Export from A to B calculated by A
• Import from B to A calculated by A
• Export from B to A calculated by B
• Import from A to B calculated by B
The referenced table shows that there is lack of harmonization during the determination of the
NTC values. It also implies the need for the coordinated auction.
The collection of the cross-border capacity values is not a simple task, because:
• The NTC values are published by ETSO
• The ATC values are published by TSOs, before the capacity allocation auctions. The
time frame is different, because some TSOs have only yearly and monthly auctions,
but some others have weekly, daily or intra-day auctions. The total ATC value is a
combination (maybe sum) of the yearly, monthly, weekly, daily and intraday ATC values,
which vary from country to country, so the calculation is not simple and the results are
not definite.
• The TTC, TRM and AAC values are not published by all TSOs.
2.4.8

Trade and security

After the Italian black-out the investigation committee identified many problems that caused
the outage. These causes are related to the country’s deregulation:
• The level of the maintenance decreased
• There is no long-term network development strategy and development financing
• The traders do not take into account the physical realities
• The operators are not prepared for situations with heavy network loads
• The N-1 security condition was jeopardized
The alert state can be caused by
• Generation – demand imbalance
• Voltage collapse
• Device outage
• Control failure
• Protection failure, etc.
To avoid a total black-out the dispatcher may
• Start/stop generation units
• Redispatch / Counter-trade
• Switch on/off devices
• Turn off load
• Change settings, etc.
The dispatcher can be trained in particular techniques but the real situation can be hardly
foreseen.
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2.5

Power System Operation

2.5.1

Emerging power flow

There are many aspects and processes that can be investigated in the power system. For
electricity trading the most relevant is the control of the flow. Although there are a lot of
physical control techniques (transformer tap change, generator excitation, line switching,
back-to-back control, reactive power control) in the liberalized environment these are used
only locally. This is the ‘self development’ process of the power flow:
Planning phase
– Power demand occur (no limits, depends on the customers)
•	For the liberalization not the country-level-optimum (least cost) generation is allocated
to meet demand but it also depends on the interest of profit levels. This activity
called ‘trading’, is organized by traders. (According to the balance circuit allocation,
schedule-aggregating and accounting/clearing method, each balance circuit tries
to get electricity at this optimum level. The country-level optimum and sum of this
balance circuit optimums are not necessarily the same.) The consumption of the
balancing energy strongly depends on the price: now the peak price is about 22Ft/
kWh, the off-peak is about 12 Ft/kWh. The balancing energy consumption is much
less than was in 2004, when the price was about 14 Ft/kWh (peak and off-peak).
• The demand – supply plan is checked for network security reasons (congestion
forecast by the TSO)
On-line phase
• The dispatcher must provide the condition for the “free” electricity trade. In case of “online” congestion the dispatcher has no real control possibilities over the flow situation
(the trading items are not identified by the ISO/TSO)
• The only intervention possibility is the redispatch /counter trading / phase shifting.
These tools affect only the balance situation.
• In case of an emergency the demand is limited (load shedding)
Post-flow phase
•	Unplanned flows are settled through the CBT mechanism
2.5.2

Fitting the network and transactions

The detailed schedule of the inter TSO coordination is defined in the UCTE Operation
Handbook (Policy 4.).
The topological state of the power network limits its transfer capacity. The network must be
maintained, that is why not all the lines are used at the same time.
The operation planning fits the network topology and the energy transfer demand regarding
the
• Power plant maintenance plan
• Plans of the neighbouring TSOs
• Plans of the distribution companies
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The next figure shows the regime planning process. (It is mainly accepting and checking of the
regime not an optimized planning.)
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Dispatchers’ work has been smoothly changed in the last decade. Formerly the dispatcher
controlled the generation, as well, nowadays he serves the traders. With the help of the
measurements he
• controls the actual switching and loading status
• controls the security (N-1 criteria)
• controls the auxiliary services
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obstacles to regional trade. All deviances are settled.
From market aspect we have to mention three things:
x The price of the balancing energy should depend on the time period. In many
countries (e.g. in Hungary) the price of the balance is constant, cca. 1,3 times
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From market aspect we have to mention three things:
• The price of the balancing energy should depend on the time period. In many countries
(e.g. in Hungary) the price of the balance is constant, cca. 1,3 times higher than the
normal price. It does not force the energy users to keep the predefined schedules.
• The price of energy in some markets (e.g. Germany) grew higher than the local Hungarian
balance price and some traders made some fraudulent business: they sold the “cheap”
local energy for peak energy abroad.
• To avoid this speculative actions in some markets (e.g. in Czech Republic) the balancing
energy is dynamically priced, in peak time it is more expensive.
The markets can have different structures (mandatory pool, balancing groups, etc.) In most
of the neighbouring countries the traders make some balance between their contractors.
The legislative and financial form of this is the ‘balancing group’ or ‘balance circle’. The TSO
balances only the imbalance of the ‘balance circles’.
The balancing system is physically built between the TSO and the power plants, so it cannot
be easily changed, or it is hard to trade with the short term balance energy. The balancing
range can be positive or negative; in the case of a lack of energy it generates for the network
(up to the predefined physical limit), and in case of overproduction the balance plant reduces
its generation (down to the physical limits). In case of the night valley demand period, the
national (negative) balancing capacities limit the national import. This is an indirect effect of the
balancing capability on the trade. As a conclusion we can state, the whole European network
operates through the national balance systems. The balance energy has no direct effect on
the trade.
2.5.5

Electricity prices

There is NO general European transmission- and distribution fee system. The EU forces a
common system which helps avoid short term trade congestions but makes possible the long
term network developments. As the existing European interregional trade shows, the different
tariff systems are NOT obstacles to trade.

2.6

Co-operation between the TSOs

The main forms of the cooperation of TSOs are the bilateral contracts and the international
agreements, standards and rules issued by different organisations. There are lot of
organisations to coordinate the European-wide electric power network. The most important
are ETSO and UCTE. There are some other regional organisations too, such as CENTREL and
SUDEL. Beyond this agreements each country has rules, a (harmonised) individual grid code,
regulation for the internal market and rules for grid access and for distribution.
2.6.1

ETSO (European Transmission System Operators)

Transmission System Operators (TSOs) are responsible for the bulk transmission of electric
power on the main high voltage electric networks. TSOs provide grid access to the electricity
market players (i.e. generating companies, traders, suppliers, distributors and directly
connected customers) according to non-discriminatory and transparent rules. In order to
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ensure the security of supply, they also guarantee the safe operation and maintenance of the
system. In many countries, TSOs are in charge of the development of the grid infrastructure
too. TSOs in the European Union internal electricity market are entities operating independently
from the other electricity market players.
Electric utilities have been cooperating for decades, mainly in order to maximise the system’s
reliability and quality of supply, while optimising the use of primary energy and capacity
resources. Four regional organisations have emerged from this cooperation:
• TSOI, the association of TSOs in Ireland;
•	UKTSOA, the United Kingdom TSO association;
• NORDEL, the Nordic TSOs, and
•	UCTE, the Union for the Coordination of Transmission of Electricity, association of
CENTREL, TSOs of the Continental countries of Western and Central Europe.
The geographic perimeters of these organisations roughly coincide with the boundaries of
synchronously interconnected areas.
Upon the emergence of the Internal Electricity Market (IEM) in the European Union, the
leaders of the four above-mentioned regional organisations recognised the need for an EUwide harmonisation of network access and conditions for usage, especially for cross-border
electricity trade. In 1999, ETSO was created as an association with ATSOI, UKTSOA, NORDEL
and UCTE as founding association members. However, on 29 June 2001 ETSO became an
International Association with direct membership of 32 independent TSO companies from
the 15 countries of the European Union plus Norway and Switzerland. At the end of 2001
ETSO membership was enlarged to Slovenia and CENTREL countries as full and associate
members respectively. The Czech Republic and Romania were admitted as full members in
2003 and Hungary, Poland and Slovakia in 2004. The Estonian TSO has become an ETSO
Associate Member in September 2004. The networks represented by ETSO supply more
than 400 million people with electric energy. The consumption of electric energy amounts to
approx. 3000 TWh per year.
ETSO pursues scientific aims on a non-profit basis and has the following objectives:
• The study and development of common principles regarding the harmonisation and
establishment of rules in order to enhance network operation and maintain transmission
system security;
•	Facilitate the internal European market for electricity;
• Communicate and cooperate with organizations and institutions having similar
objects;
• Investigate scientific solutions for regulatory issues of common interest to the TSO
industry.
The association may undertake any activity, which directly or indirectly, enables it to achieve
the above-mentioned objects.
These objectives will be achieved with the technical expertise supported from the Regional
TSOs Associations: NORDEL, UCTE, UKTSOA and ATSOI.
Two basic rules of functioning are adopted by ETSO :
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Coordination:
Taking coordinating actions by permanent exchange of information and a strict respect
of mutual engagement.
Action:
Taking action only when the objectives of the proposed action cannot be sufficiently
achieved by its members acting independently from ETSO, without impeding the
realisation of the internal European market for electricity.
2.6.2

UCTE Union for the Co-ordination of transmission of Electricity

The „Union for the Co-ordination of Transmission of Electricity” (UCTE) coordinates the
operation and development of the electricity transmission grid from Portugal to Poland and
from the Netherlands to Romania and Greece. UCTE, the association of transmission system
operators in continental Europe in 23 countries, provides a reliable market platform to all
participants of the Internal Electricity Market (IEM) and beyond.
UCTE stands for an efficient and secure operation for the interconnected electrical „power
highways” and gives signals to markets when system adequacy declines. Over more than fifty
years, UCTE has been issuing all technical standards indispensable for the coordination of the
international operation of high voltage grids which are all working as one „heart beat”: the 50
Hz UCTE frequency related to the nominal balance between offer and demand. The UCTE
network provides a safe electricity supply for some 500 million people in one of the biggest
electrical synchronous interconnections worldwide.
UCTE also monitors and supervises the development of the UCTE synchronous area. The
resynchronization process of the two UCTE zones split in 1991 due to the war in the former
Yugoslavia was successfully achieved on 10 October 2004.
Presently, the following requests for enlargement of the UCTE area are investigated:
• the interconnection of Turkey,
• the interconnection Tunisia – Libya that would bring the UCTE frequency up to Syria
and Lebanon, and, most significantly, the assessment via a major feasibility on the
interconnection of the two largest systems (UCTE and IPS/UPS) - that would result in
one electricity system spreading from Lisbon to Vladivostok.
Following the liberalization of the European electricity market (that resulted in an steep increase
of cross border flows), and the unbundling of electricity sector (separating vertically integrated
utilities into respective generation, transmission companies and distribution companies), there
is a need to make European security and reliability standards enforceable for all interconnected
TSOs and, in a later second step, to all grid users.
The UCTE operational standards are now being brushed up and transformed into the open
document Operation Handbook gathering some 8 policies that might be commented by all
interested stakeholders via an internet-based consultation process.
The enforcement among TSOs of these standards will be supported by a Multi-lateral
Agreement (MLA).
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UCTE has been monitoring for decades the adequacy (balance between generation and
consumption to be steadily maintained) of the interconnected systems, giving investors and
market players signals for construction of generation and transmission facilities.
UCTE provides comprehensive statistics on electricity generation and transmission in the
European mainland.
2.6.3

UCTE Operation Handbook

Close co-operation of member companies is required to make the best possible use of
benefits offered by interconnected operation.
For this reason, the UCTE has developed a number of technical and organisational rules and
recommendations in the past that constitute a common reference for smooth operation of the
power system. The “UCTE Operation Handbook” is a follow-up manual to this set of rules and
recommendations that have been continually developed during the decades of construction
and extension of the power system since 1950, reflecting the changes which occurred in
technical and political terms.
The main intention of the “UCTE Operation Handbook” as a comprehensive collection of
all relevant technical standards and recommendations is to provide support to the
technical operation of the UCTE interconnected grid (synchronous areas), including
operation policies for generation control, performance monitoring and reporting, reserves,
security criteria and special operational measures. The basic objective of the Operation
Handbook is to ensure the interoperability among all TSOs connected to the synchronous
areas.
2.6.4

CENTREL

CENTREL is the regional group of four transmission system operator companies:
• ČEPS, a.s. of the Czech Republic;
• Hungarian Power System Operator Company- MAVIR Rt. of Hungary;
• PSE-Operator S.A. of Poland;
• Slovenská elektrizačná prenosová sústava, a.s. - SEPS, a.s. of the Slovak Republic.
CENTREL was founded on 11 October 1992 in Prague following significant political changes
in all of the above mentioned countries after 1989.
After establishing CENTREL, the conditions for gradual heading to the UCPTE membership
were created. Appreciating the more than three year successful parallel operation of CENTREL
power system with the Western European one, UCPTE General Assembly decided about
CENTREL companies’ associated membership as of 1 January 1999.
On 17 May 2001 the new UCTE Articles of Association came into force. At present, ČEPS,
a.s., MAVIR Rt., PSE SA and SEPS, a.s. are members of the new UCTE.
As CENTREL electricity network comprises the interconnected systems of its Members, the
main objectives and tasks of CENTREL are as follows:
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• The efficient use of transmission capacity through the establishment of economic,
business, technical and organizational conditions and the provision of mutual assistance
which facilitates electricity trading;
• Enhancing regional cooperation of CENTREL members;
• Promoting regional interests in the European electricity sector;
• Developing transmission systems in CENTREL area;
• Reliable operation of common system block;
• Exchange of experience and improvement of operational conditions of the CENTREL
Members’ transmission systems, including system services;
• Exchange of information.
In accordance with the Charter of CENTREL, observers take part in the activities of CENTREL.
Currently this status is held by:
•	UKRENERGO of Ukraine,
• Natsionalna Elektricheska Kompania AD (NEK) of Bulgaria,
• Transelectrica S.A. of Romania,
• Vattenfall Europe Transmission GmbH of Germany and
• VERBUND - Austrian Power Grid AG of Austria.
CENTREL is open and, in co-ordination with the UCTE, willing to co-operate with other power
associations and/or companies.
The official language of CENTREL is English.
2.6.5

SUDEL

The regional group for the co-ordination of production and transmission of electricity was
founded by prominent representatives of electricity companies in Austria, Italy and Yugoslavia
on April 22, 1964 in Ljubljana.
The scope of the regional group was defined in the Articles of Association as the optimum
utilization of the existing and planned production and transmission capacities in the member
countries.
In 1972 PPC, the Greek electricity company was admitted first as extraordinary and in 1976
as ordinary member. Following the dissolution of the former Federal Republic of Yugoslavia the
successive individual states of Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Serbia, Montenegro
and FYROM became members in their own right.
In 1999, when the CENTREL companies from Poland, Czech Republic, Slovak Republic and
Hungary, joined UCTE as associated members, Hungary also became member of Sudel.
In the new Articles of Association as adopted on March 2, 2002 by the SUDEL Extraordinary
Assembly in Athens, Bulgaria and Romania are already admitted as extraordinary members
and Turkey and Albania have observer status.
According to the Decision of the Enlarged Executive Committee in the meeting in Budapest
on June 27, 2002 Bulgaria and Romania are accepted as full members (after their official
application).
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SUDEL endeavours to create the optimum technical conditions for the operation of the
interconnected system within its area and with neighbouring networks whilst at the same
time protecting the common interests of the SUDEL region. The common interests of the
SUDEL Region primarily consist in the continuation of the technical co-operation that has
been growing between the present SUDEL members since 1964, in the careful integration of
other candidate systems on the outside borders of SUDEL.
With the introduction of the European internal electricity market (IEM) the transmission system
operators in the countries participating in the IEM are confronted with new tasks arising from
their role in a competitive environment. In providing a level playing field for all market actors they
have to allow for national and international grid access whilst maintaining secure synchronous
system operation. Due to their varying membership status in the European Union and their
differing organizational structures the SUDEL partners are particularly challenged when it
comes to the market harmonization required for an overall European electricity market.
From June 2002 SUDEL approved the creation of the Regional Electricity Market in South
East Europe that will be based on the same rules currently in force and being developed in
the European Union which will be integrated within the European Union’s Internal Electricity
Market (IEM) by 2005. For creation of the REM a joint SUDEL / ETSO Task Force under the
umbrella of ETSO was set up named SETSO (South East Europe TSO’s). The SUDEL WG
Market Facilitation is now the core of the SETSO TF.
In order to reflect the adaptation of the SUDEL to the new environment in the electricity sector
and in accordance with the new statute, a new logo was adopted and approved by the
Enlarged Executive Committee in the meeting in Budapest on July.

2.7

Regional approach

A lot of qualitative information about the generation capacity and the network of the narrow
(A, CZ, SLO, SK, HR, H, R) and the wider Central European region (PL, BIH, SRC, BG) can be
found in the fuller version of this study.
Country

Generation surplus/deficit
Generation security
estimated for 2010
Austria
500
Good
Bosnia and Herzegovina
300
Medium
Bulgaria
500
Good
Croatia
0
Good
Czech Republic
2000
Good
Hungary
- 1000
Good
Poland
3000
Good
Romania
500
Medium
Slovenia
Good
Slovakia
1000
Good
Serbia and Montenergro
- 300
Medium
1000
Medium
Ukraine (West)
Table 2-4 Technical capabilities of the countries in the region to participate in the regional
energy trading in the short future (estimation)
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Daily schedule – daily regime

daily load curve in 15 or 30 min. units, in MW. This is
the basic measure of the daily load planning and trade
AAC Already Allocated Capacity
ATC -Terminology
Available Transfer Capacity
Daily schedule – daily regime daily load curve in 15 or 30 min. units, in MW. This is the
DACF Day Ahead Congestion Forecast
basic measure of the daily load planning and trade
ISO - AAC Independent
System
Operator
Already
Allocated
Capacity
Available
TransferCapacity
Capacity
NTC -ATC Net Transfer
DACF Day Ahead Congestion Forecast
OTDFISO
- Outage Transfer
Factor
Independent
SystemDistribution
Operator
Net
Transfer Capacity
PPA –NTC (long-term)
Power Purchase Agreement
OTDF -	Outage Transfer Distribution Factor
SCADA
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
PPA (long-term) Power Purchase Agreement
TRM -SCADA
Transmission
Reliability
Supervisory
Control
and Data Margin
Acquisition
TRM
Transmission
Reliability
Margin
TSO Transmission System Operator
TSO Transmission System Operator
TTC -TTC Total
Transfer
Capacity
Total
Transfer
Capacity
explanation
of TTC,
TRM,
NTC,ATC
ATC and
VisualVisual
explanation
of TTC,
TRM,
NTC,
and AAC
AACvalues:Countries:
values:

TRM
TTC

ATC
NTC

AAC

A
Austria
BG
Bulgaria
BIH
Bosnia I Herzegovina
Countries:
CZ
Czech Republic
H
Hungary
A
Austria
HR
Croatia
BG PL
Bulgaria
Poland
Serbia
andI Montenegro
BIH SCG
Bosnia
Herzegovina
SK
Slovakia
CZ SLO
Czech Republic
Slovenia
H
Hungary
R
Romania
UA	Ukraine
HR
Croatia

PL
SCG
SK
SLO
R
UA

Poland
Serbia and Montenegro
Slovakia
Slovenia
Romania
Ukraine
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Table 3‑1 Major characteristics of the electricity markets in C3EM countries, 2005 (GWh)2
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Electricity generation and consumption is mostly balanced in Austria, Romania and Slovenia,
while the Czech Republic and Slovakia are exporting substantial amounts of electricity. The
major net importers are Hungary and Croatia. The group as a whole was a net exporter of
1. 4,75
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Figure 3‑1 Fuel basis for electricity generation for the seven countries, 2005

Source: UCTE
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Czech Republic and Austria. The most active multinational energy companies in the region are
EoN, RWE, EdF, Enel, Vattenfal, Atel, Dalkia, Electrabel and CEZ.
Though the national wholesale markets across the region are dominated by bilateral deals, the
establishment of electricity exchanges in Austria, the Czech Republic, Romania and Slovenia
have helped in improving price transparency on these national markets.
Finally, as an essential feature of energy sector reform, energy regulatory commissions
and authorities were established in each of the investigated countries. Note, that the level
of authority, autonomy and accountability that characterizes these institutions makes them
comparable to the original EU 15 counterparts.
Now we turn to a brief summary of local market conditions

3.2

AUSTRIA

Austria started its electricity market liberalization with an overnight 100% opening on October
1, 2001. Free customer choice happened to take place under market circumstances
characterised by vertically integrated companies being active in generation, system operation,
and distribution. Public ownership of electricity companies and local utilities has been
widespread in Austria and aided by Constitutional ownership provisions.
The division of competence and of powers between the federal state (Bund) and the regional
states (Bundeslander) is an important factor to acknowledge in order to understand the
operation of the market. The major electricity companies of the relatively fragmented power
industry are publicly owned: Verbund is majority owned by the federal state and the local or
regional authorities hold majority shares in the 9 regional and many municipal utilities. These
utilities, in turn, control a major share of hydro generation in the country.
Due to geographic conditions, the country is divided into three control areas: Vorarlberg, Tirol
and the rest of Austria. The transmission system operators for these regions are the VKW, the
TIWAG and the Verbund-APG, respectively. The balancing markets are run by two clearing
and settlement agencies: A&B in the VKW-ÜNB and TIRAG control areas and APCS in the
Verbund-APG control area.
Another characteristic of the Austrian electricity industry is its traditionally strong integration
with the German and Swiss power sectors. Due to a strong, non-congested interconnection
with Germany, the Austrian electricity market is highly integrated with the German wholesale
market.
The Austrian regulator is made up of two entities, the 100% state-owned Elektrizitats-Control
Gmbh (Electricity Control Ltd.) and the Energie-Control Kommission (ECK). E-control was
established on March 1, 2001. The Electricity Control Commission was also established on
this date, it has been empowered to take important decisions on regulatory matters. Since this
date the price of power transmission and distribution have been regulated by the Commission
and the price of electricity has been determined by the market.
	
	
	

The recently proposed takeover of Verbund by OMV, the local oil and gas company, might change this situation.
This fact is reflected by the fact that in recent antitrust cases the definition of relevant market for Austrian power companies
included Germany.
See more details on the responsibilities of E-control and of ECK in the Chapter on legal comparison.
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Since the start of liberalization there have been a lot of mergers and acquisitions on the
Austrian market. In 2000 a proposal called ‘The Austrian Power Solution’ was made to
consolidate the electricity industry in order to prevent it against foreign takeover. Verbund and
five regional utilities were supposed to team up in this project. The project collapsed and a
potential takeover of Verbund by OMV has been put forward recently.
The major electricity generators are Verbund, the 9 provincial utilities and municipal utilities in
the provincial capitals. In recent years these few companies generated about 95% of electricity
fed to the public grid.
3.2.1

Demand

The aggregate demand for electricity in Austria was 66,4 TWh in 2005. Domestic gross
production added up to 63,8 TWh, thus the country was a net importer of 2,6 TWh in this year.
Imports are coming mostly from Germany and the Czech Republic.
3.2.2

Eligibility

Since October 2001 all consumers have been eligible. With respect to switching, Austrian
industrial and commercial customers are relatively active in a European comparison: switching
is in the range of 20-50%. In the meantime, the household retail market is stuck. Customer
switching is negligible on this market segment.
3.2.3

Pricing

The abolishment of final price regulation (that is, full price liberalisation) was part of the overnight
full market opening package accomplished in Austria. Price regulation has been retained for
network access charges and renewable feed-in tariffs only. Transmission and distribution
tariffs are authorised by the ECK. There is no ‘last resort’ pricing for vulnerable customers in
Austria. Wholesale, retail and balancing market prices are liberalised with a minor arrangement
for balancing energy prices for the two western control areas of the country.
3.2.4

Supply

In 2003 Austria’s generating capacity amounted to 17,2 GW, from which 11,2 GW was hydro,
5,6 GW thermal and 0,4 GW renewable. Peak load is around 9,2 GW.
The largest electricity producer is Verbund which controls more than 40% of national power
production through majority shares in eight large-scale generating companies. In 2003 Verbund
produced 28 TWh, that is 49% of the total electricity generation of Austria. The company’s
external procurement was about 45,5 TWh. The rest of its total 76,7 TWh purchase portfolio
was eco-electricity.

	
	

Including the consumption of pump storage.
Corrigendum. Commission communication on progress in creating the internal gas and electricity market, Com (2005) 568.
And technical annex, sec (2005) 1445.
	Find more details on the renewable support scheme in a separate chapter.
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Verbund is the main trader of the region. The company sold 76,7 TWh of electricity, especially
for export, although the company’s generation was only 28 TWh. Verbund has joint ventures
in Hungary, Slovenia, Germany, Italy and in Poland.
Verbund acts as a regional hub. The company generates almost the half of the demand of
Austria and transports the 80% of the high-voltage power within the country.
3.2.5

Cross-border trade

The Austrian system is strongly interconnected with Germany, the Czech Republic, Hungary,
Slovenia, Switzerland and Italy. Except for the German interconnection, the other lines are
congested. CB capacity allocation methods with neighbours differ from border to border.
There are congestion problems on the Austrian internal network, due to two missing lines,
which would be important to facilitate North-South flows. At present, the internal congestion
problem of the country is transferred to the border by reducing available ATC for traders. The
system is most congested during the night off-peak hours (0-8 and 20-24), this impedes the
importation of available cheap base-load electricity from the region during those periods. A
Slovenian-Hungarian interconnection could ease this problem.
At present these technical constraints provide a limited scope for Eastward electricity market
integration for Austria. From the C3EM group the Czech Republic was named by interviewees
as the most important country for further integration, followed by Hungary (see Chapter
Five).
3.2.6

Unbundling

With respect to managing cross border trade, the most important TSO is Verbund-APG. The
company is part of the Verbund holding. Because of the holding’s interests in generation and
trading, cross border allocation practices are suspected to be biased towards those holding
interests. This might be reflected in the limited amount of interconnection capacity, especially
with respect to import directions, that is put on transparent auctions by the company and its
partner TSOs.10 I will return to this point later for more detail.
The insufficient unbundling of local DSOs prevents the entrance of competitors to those local
markets and essentially kills household level retail competition in the country.
3.2.7

Market trading

Wholesale electricity trading involves an exchange and the OTC market. The Energy Exchange
Austria (EXAA) is open for traders, small electricity utilities and industrial consumers across
Europe. In 2005 EXAA spot trading amounted up to 3% of the overall Austrian consumption.
EXAA and the Leipzig European Electricity Exchange (EEX) prices are strongly correlated (due
to the strong interconnection with Germany), thus EXAA prices provide solid and transparent
price information about wholesale electricity prices in Austria (and Germany).

10

See detailed information on CB capacity auctions at http://www.auction-office.at/cms/8/446/.
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2.5

Summary and best practices

The Austrian electricity market liberalisation process seems to be a mix of radical and quick
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Figure 3‑2 Electricity price development for Austrian industrial and commercial customers 

Source: Eurostat
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It seems difficult for new entrants to contest the Austrian market, especially from the East.
It seems difficult for new entrants to contest the Austrian market, especially from the East. CB
CB capacities to host transparent electricity imports from the East are extremely scarce.
capacities to host transparent electricity imports from the East are extremely scarce. Local
Local utilities, also owning cheap hydro generation facilities, are successful in keeping their
utilities, also owning cheap hydro generation facilities, are successful in keeping their local
local customers. Mergers and acquisitions, mostly supported by the government, aim at
customers. Mergers and acquisitions, mostly supported also by the government, aim at
consolidating strong local players for European competition.
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Best practices (+)
Shortcomings (-)
Best practices (+)
Shortcomings
(-)
Full final price liberalisation
Insufficient unbundling
of TSOs and DSOs
FullService
final price
liberalisation
Insufficient
unbundling
of TSOs
and DSOs
on transparently
allocated
CB capacities
Public
Obligation
is restricted to renewable support Limitations
Consumer
low cost is restricted to Limitations on transparently allocated CB
Public switching
Serviceat very
Obligation
Strong
regulatorsupport
and regulatory framework
renewable
capacities
Well functioning exchange
Table
12 3‑2 Austrian best practices and shortcomings

Note that parallel increases of taxes and surcharges offset these decreases (see Annual Report of E-control,
2005, pp. 37-47).
13
This indicator presents electricity prices charged to final industrial consumers, which are defined as follows:
11
Note that parallel increases of taxes and surcharges offset these decreases (see Annual Report of E-control, 2005, pp. 37annual
consumption of 2 000 MWh, maximum demand of 500 kW and annual load of 4 000 hours. Prices are
47).
in Euro
(without
perprices
kWhcharged
corresponding
to prices
applicable
January
year.
12 givenThis
indicator
presentstaxes)
electricity
to final industrial
consumers,
whichon
are1 defined
as each
follows:
annual
consumption of 2 000 MWh, maximum demand of 500 kW and annual load of 4 000 hours. Prices are given in
Euro (without taxes) per kWh corresponding to prices applicable on 1 January each year.
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7

3.3

CROATIA

In Croatia, the regulatory reform started in July 2001, when several laws including the Energy
Law and the Law on Electricity Market were passed. The laws came into force on January
1, 2002. An independent regulatory body, the Croatian Energy Regulatory Council began to
operate. In December 2004 the Croatian Parliament passed three new laws in order to comply
with Directive 2003/54/EC: Law on Regulation of Energy Activities, Law on Electricity Market
and amendments to the Energy Law. The new laws brought many changes in relation to the
electricity market, the gas market, as well as structural changes of the regulatory authority. The
Croatian Energy Regulatory Council (CERC) was replaced by the Croatian Energy Regulatory
Agency (CERA).
The implementation of the new legislation brings about substantial changes in the institutional
set-up of the Croatian electricity market.13 The direction of these changes is the introduction
of gradual market opening and compliance to the Electricity Directive so that the central role
of the state owned incumbent electricity company Hrvatska Elektroprivreda d.d. (HEP) is not
compromised, at least, in the short run. HEP is transformed into a holding structure, including
the legally unbundled HEP-TSO, HEP-DSO, HEP-generation and HEP-supply companies.
A separate market operator is established to manage and monitor free market transactions.
To date the participation of private and / or foreign investors on the Croatian electricity market
is negligible.
3.3.1

Demand

The total consumption of electricity was 16,6 TWh in 2005, while total domestic production
was 11,5 TWh. Thus Croatia imported a significant part of its consumption: 5,1 TWh, including
deliveries from the Krsko nuclear plant from Slovenia, which is co-owned by Slovenia and the
HEP.
3.3.2

Eligibility

According to the law, all customers whose consumption exceeded 40 GWh/year became
eligible since November 1, 2003. This meant 13 companies, giving about 10% of total
electricity consumption of Croatia. The subsequent steps of market opening is summarised
in Table 3.
Eligible consumers
Consumers > 40 GWh/y
Consumers > 20 GWh/y
Consumers > 9 GWh/y
For entrepreneurs
All customers
Table 3‑3 Eligible consumers in Croatia

In effect
November, 2003
January, 2006
July, 2006
July, 2007
July, 2008

The size of the independent retail market is still small; 39 eligible consumers are reported to
have changed supplier by April, 2006.
13

For the legislative details see a separate chapter.
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3.3.3

Price regulation for access and for the captive market

There is a centralized system put in place by recent legislation for regulatory price controls.
CERA proposes the tariff methodology and elements, but the decision on the final tariffs
remains with the Government. Regulated tariffs are set for non-eligible generation and final
consumption, transmission, distribution and system services.
3.3.4

Supply

The supply side of the market is concentrated, since 95% of generation and 100% of
transmission and distribution is controlled by one firm – HEP. The remaining part of generated
electricity comes from industrial cogeneration and small private hydro-plants.
3.3.5

The dominant player

The dominant player is HEP. After the 2002 reform the company was legally unbundled. HEP
is also involved in the district heating and telecommunication businesses.
The firm is fully state-owned. In March 2002, the Croatian Parliament enacted the Hrvatska
Elektroprivreda Privatization Act. Under this Act, at least 51 percent of HEP shares will remain
in government ownership up until Croatia’s accession to the European Union. Seven percent
of the shares will be transferred without compensation to Croatian Homeland War defenders
and their families and up to seven percent will be offered for sale to current and former
HEP employees under special privileges. At least 15 percent of the shares will be offered to
Croatian nationals through public offering with pre-emptive rights and additional privileges
to be determined, and the rest of the shares, depending on market circumstances, will be
offered on the capital market.
3.3.6

Cross-border trade

Its strong interconnection to neighbouring countries enables Croatia to be a heavy importer of
electricity as well as serving as an important transit country. Due to missing links within Austria
and the lack of Slovenian-Hungarian interconnection, North-South electricity trade flows
through the Hungarian, Croatian and Slovenian grids. The openness of the Croatian system
can be illustrated by comparing the agreed NTC values between Croatia and its neighbours
(3250 MW to and 2300 MW from the country for 200714) to HEP’s generation capacity of 3502
MW.
3.3.7

Market trading

Market trading is still in its infancy in Croatia. It is still to be seen what changes the implementation
of the new (2004) laws will have on the on this aspect of a competitive system.

14
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Source: ETSO.

3.3.8

Summary and best practices

The Croatian market liberalisation process is very young and a work in progress. A substantial
body of secondary legislation is still to be enacted. The process seems to be driven by the dual
goal of complying with EU legislation and protecting the position of the incumbent company.
Best practices (+)

Shortcomings (-)
Government decides on regulated prices
Very much concentrated generation market
Table 3‑4 Croation best practices and shortcomings

3.4

CZECH REPUBLIC

The Czech Republic began restructuring its electricity industry in 1992. The former CEZ was
broken up into a dominant generator Czech Power Company (CEZ), which also operated
the transmission network, and 8 regional distribution companies. All 9 companies were
transformed into joint stock companies, and CEZ with a 30 per cent voucher was privatized
in the same year. In 1995, foreign investors and municipalities received minority stakes in the
regional distribution companies. (OECD, 2001; Paizs, 2000)
Although privatising the majority of shares of CEZ was, for a long time, the intention of the
Czech Government, the deal has not been realized as yet because of unsuccessful bidding
rounds. At present the restructured CEZ has an expansive growth strategy. As the second
largest exporter of electricity in Europe, CEZ intends to become the dominant regional
electricity company in CEE.
Before January 2001, the contractual relations of the Czech electricity industry were organized
according to the single buyer model. This means that CEZ, who also acted as a monopoly
provider of transmission and power dispatch, retained the statutory monopoly over the
wholesale activity. There was no third party access to the grid; neither domestic producers
nor generators abroad could sell power directly to the distribution companies or end-users of
electricity. Similarly, there was no open access to the distribution lines.
After adopting the State Energy Policy Guidelines in 2000, the Energy Act (458/2000) came
into force as of January 2001, which set the regulatory framework for the energy market
liberalization. The Act was amended by the Act 256/2003.
Ownership unbundling of the TSO has been completed in the Czech Republic. CEPS is the
licensed transmission operating company of the Republic. Until April 2003, CEPS was 100%
owned by CEZ. Since then 75% of its shares was transferred so that it is controlled by the
Ministry of Finance (51% through a Ministry owned company, Osinek), and another 15% stake
into the ownership of the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs of the Czech Republic.
Some competition seems to exist on the balancing and ancillary services market organized
by CEPS. Several providers, including foreign ones supply CEPS, as a monopoly buyer, with
such services at present. Transmission losses, purchased also by CEPS, are provided by CEZ
and the Polish dominant wholesale company, PSE.
Pursuant to the stipulations of the Act, the Czech Energy Regulatory Office (ERO) was set up
in January 2001. The ERO responsibilities include granting licenses for the business activities
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in the energy sector; setting prices for electricity, gas and heat and for services in the energy
sector; setting up the framework for the third party access to the electricity and gas grids. The
ERO is financed from the national budget.
Also the Electricity Market Operator (OTE), a body in charge of collecting electricity supply and
demand information, as well as organizing a spot electricity market started to function in July,
2001 (ENVIROS, 2003).
3.4.1

Demand

National consumption of electricity was 62,6 TWh in 2005. Domestic gross production added
up to 76,1 TWh, while the exchange saldo was 12,6 TWh net exports.
3.4.2

Eligibility

The sequence of demand side electricity market opening in the Czech Republic is summarised
in Table 5.
Eligible consumers
Market opening in %
In effect
30
January, 2002
Consumers > 40 GWh/y
40
January, 2003
Consumers > 9 GWh/y
45
January, 2004
Consumers* > 1 GWh/y
55
January, 2005
Consumers > 100 MWh/y
All end users
100
January, 2006
Sources: Energy Act, in: OECD 2001, p. 18.
Table 3‑5 Eligible consumers in the Czech Republic
*inserted step after the amendment of the Energy Act (256/2003).

After 4 years of consequent and gradual opening, the market is fully open for all end users
from January 2006.
3.4.3

The size of the independent retail market

Market opening created the possibility for consumers and distribution companies to
purchase electricity from agents (domestic or foreign) other than CEZ. We might consider
that independent purchase as the “competitive fringe” of the domestic electricity market.
We estimated the share of retail purchases being independent from CEZ sales in 2003.15
Sources for such purchases are imports and purchases from domestic IPPs. We estimate that
26% of retail purchases (cc. 15,7 TWh) were independent from CEZ sales in 2003, 11% of
which came from (net) imports of the independent fringe of the market. Interestingly, while the
country as a whole, and also CEZ is a major net exporter of electricity, the competitive fringe
of the market was a net importer of 1,7 TWh last year (see Table 6.).

15	For such estimations we have made use of the electricity balances of the countries and that of the dominant companies.
For example, in the Czech case we calculated the net import position of the competitive fringe by re-ordering the following
balance equation: GENcez+IMPcez+GENi+IMPi=OCcez+OCi+LOSSESceps+OScez+RETAILcez+RETAILi+EX Pcez+EXPi,
where GEN is for generation, IMP is for import, OC is own consumption, LOSSES is for network losses, OS is own supply
for CEZ generators, RETAIL is sales for retail customers, EXP is for export and the subscription i stands for generation or
consumption independent from CEZ.
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3.4.4

Price regulation for access and for the captive market

ERO is responsible for setting network access prices in the Czech Republic and also for
establishing tariffs for last resort customers. ERO is also responsible for selecting last resort
suppliers. Wholesale prices are pegged closely to the neighbouring German market because
of strong CBT activity. CEZ usually offers at a rate competitive with Germany. CEZ also has a
strong influence on prices in Poland (Platts, 2004a).
The Czech Energy Regulatory Office eliminated subsidies for household electricity prices in
2002. (EIA, 2003)
3.4.5

Supply

The supply side of the market is concentrated in the Czech Republic. While there are about 25
large (>50MW) power stations around the country, state owned giant CEZ owns 70% of the
17,4 GW of installed capacity. There are also independent power and heat companies present
in the country. The biggest are: Elektrany Opatovice (installed capacity 360 MW), Energotrans
(352 MW), Dalkia Morava (346 MW), Chemopetrol (almost 298 MW), ISPAT (254 MW), United
Energy (236 MW) and Sokolovska uhelna (220 MW).
3.4.6

The dominant player

CEZ, 66,7% state owned, is clearly the dominant player on the Czech generation market. The
figures in Table 6 indicates this dominant position in all the major segments on the market.
Nevertheless, the presence and activities of IPPs in the Czech Republic are clearly superior to
that of in the case of Slovakia or Slovenia.
Market segments

Share of CEZ

Installed capacity

70%

12153 MW

5191

Domestic production

74%

61399 GWh

21828

88%

73177 GWh

74%

44833 GWh

Wholesale purchases from
domestic producers
Sales
for
domestic
customers / retailers
Net exports

Table 3‑6 Market characteristics, Czech Republic, 2003 

Figures for CEZ

18 TWh

Figures for Independent

15677 GWh
-1,7 TWh
Source: own estimates

Beyond being the dominant generator and wholesaler, CEZ has a dominant position also in the
distribution business (Table 7). CEZ has the majority shares in six out of the eight distribution
companies, while German EoN is the majority owner of the remaining two companies (IEA
2001).
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Company
Region
Jihomoravska (JME)
Southern Moravia
Severomoravska (SME)
Northern Moravia
Severoceska (SCE)
Northern Bohemia
Vychodocesa (VCE)
Eastern Bohemia
Prazska (PRE)
Prague
Stredoceska (STE)
Central Bohemia
Zapadoceska (ZCE)
Western Bohemia
Jihoceska (JCE)
Southern Bohemia
Table 3‑7 The ownership of the Czech distribution companies 

Majority Owner
(E.ON)
CEZ
CEZ
CEZ
CEZ
CEZ
(E.ON)
Source: IEA (2001)

According to CEZ Annual Reports, the company seems not to be limited in competing in
any of the market segments. CEZ both purchases from IPPs and sells directly to eligible and
captive customers significant amounts of electricity.
3.4.7

Cross border trade

The Czech system is strongly interconnected to Poland, Germany, Slovakia and Austria. Import
capacity (NTC) is 3,6 GW which is 23% of installed generating capacity (EU Commission,
2004, p.17). CEZ is Europe’s second biggest net exporter of electricity (behind EdF).
Since the start of 2006, available transmission capacity at its borders with Germany, Poland
and Slovakia have been put on coordinated auctions. CEPS plays a central role in running the
auctions.
As indicated above, the competitive fringe of the market is in a net importer position.
3.4.8

Market  trading

The free wholesale market is dominated by bilateral contracts. OTE operates a spot market
also, but its turnover accounts for only about 2% of generated electricity. (Platts, 2004a)
3.4.9

Summary and best practices

The Czech market reform seems to be a consistent. Major structural elements for an effective
market are in operation. The advantages of local primary fuel sources and traditions in
energy generation are consolidated into a strong, well managed local generating company,
potentially competitive on the European market. CEZ is also active in foreign acquisitions.
Price liberalization is occurring. Ownership unbundling of the TSO has been accomplished.
Private and foreign investors are gaining share in the generation and distribution business,
bringing diversity and competition to the local market. A transparent exchange has been
established. The market is strongly interconnected to the Slovak market.
Best practices (+)
Full price liberalisation for eligible customers
Ownership unbundling of TSO
Transparent and coordinated allocation of CB capacities
Exchange in operation
Table 3‑8 Czech best practices and shortcomings
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Shortcomings (-)

3.5

HUNGARY

The Hungarian electricity industry was a vertically integrated state owned monopoly in 1990.
The restructuring of the electricity sector started with the unbundling of the incumbent
Hungarian Electricity Trust (MVMT). The company was assembled into a holding (joint stock)
company with 15 subsidiaries: 8 generation companies, a transmission company (MVM Rt.)
and 6 regional distribution companies. The 1994 Act on Electricity set up a purchasing agency
model for the coming years of the electricity sector, and also created a favourable regulatory
framework for future privatisation. In this model the transmission company, MVM Rt. was the
single buyer with monopoly export/import and wholesale rights.
The Hungarian energy regulatory institution, the Hungarian Energy Office (HEO) was established
by the 1994 Gas Act. The main responsibilities of the Office is to prepare administrative
prices and price regulation for the Minister of Economy; issue licences for electricity and gas
companies; and to deal with sector specific consumer complaints.
At the beginning of 1995 the government of Hungary decided to sell the electricity companies
to strategic investors, and accomplished the rest of this plan in just nine months. As a result,
today the sector is controlled by numerous private strategic investors (as a result of massive
privatisation in the mid 1990s) and the incumbent, still state owned transmission company,
the former single buyer MVM Rt. Transmission and generation that remained unsold (including
Paks Nuclear Plant, the only nuclear generation company), plus a portfolio of long term power
purchase agreements (PPAs) between MVM, domestic generators and foreign traders makes
up today MVM Rt.
Since transparent and cost reflective price regulation was missing at the time of privatisation,
the massive use of long-term (15-20 years) PPAs was a major components of the Hungarian
electricity sector privatisation process. PPAs were also used to contract long-term imports
and stimulate major green-field developments in 1995 and 1996 (Csepel) and even around
the end of 2001 (Újpest, Kispest, Tisza, Dunamenti).
Naturally, these PPAs, comprising 75-80% of generators’ sales, are major obstacles to supply
side competition in a liberalized context. They also served as the basis for the stranded cost
compensation scheme that was developed in parallel with market liberalization recently. The
scheme is still to be tested against Community competition law.
By the adoption of Act CX of 2001 (the Electricity Act: VET) in December 2001, the liberalisation
of the electricity sector started in Hungary. The Act came into force on January 1, 2003.
The legislation that opened the way for free consumer choice has accomplished two major
things. First, it put the most important and progressive preconditions for competition in place.
Most of all, it created a cost-reflective regulated TPA regime for system users; unbundled, in
a legal way, the Independent System Operator (MAVIR Rt.) from the incumbent monopolist
MVM Rt.; liberalised cross border trade16 while putting interconnection auctions in place where
it was feasible to do so; and created relatively easy entry conditions for new traders / suppliers
into the sector. Second, it created an unusual and inflexible public service segment. According
to this regulation, captive customers and eligible customers that opted to remain in the public
supply segment are supplied through a single buyer-like system. Supply obligation is put on
generators holding long term PPAs with MVM to supply MVM as the Public Utility Wholesaler
(PUW) and on MVM to supply regional Public Utility Suppliers (PUSs), and finally on PUSs to
16

Full liberalization is in effect from May 1, 2004.
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supply captive consumers. PUW and PUS prices and tariffs are set administratively by the
Minister of Economy and Transport.
3.5.1

Demand

Aggregate consumption of electricity was 39,3 TWh in 2005 in Hungary. Domestic gross
production added up to 33 TWh and the country was a net importer of 6,3 TWh in this year.
3.5.2

Eligibility

The sequence of demand side electricity market opening in Hungary is summarised in Table 9.
Eligible consumers
Consumers > 6,5 GWh/y
All non-household customers
All end users
Table 3‑9 Eligible consumers in Hungary

Market opening in %
35
65
100

In effect
January, 2003
May, 2004
July, 2007

The Hungarian electricity market had a smooth take-off in 2003. After the legal framework
had been put in place by January 1, a lively demand side development indicated that the
newly licensed traders and eligible consumers could live with the rules of the game. While the
market was opened up to 35% in principle, about 18 % of consumption changed actually
supplier. All customers (consumption sites) over 100 GWh annual consumption have entered
the market.
There are two important characteristics of the demand side of the Hungarian electricity market
that are important to note.
First, in Hungary eligibility and the connected right for regulated access to grids is restricted to
industrial and commercial customers, generating companies and licensed traders. A peculiar
feature of the system is that neither the regional distribution companies nor the public utility
suppliers are allowed to choose their suppliers: they are obliged to purchase from MVM Rt.
Another remarkable characteristic of the Hungarian model is that for an eligible customer the
decision to move from the administratively priced captive to the free market segment and vice
versa is an almost costless one.
3.5.3

The size of the independent retail market

We estimate that about 15% of retail purchases (5963 GWh) was independent from MVM
sales in 2003. Imports accounted for 44% of this figure and domestic production for 56%
(see Table 10.).
3.5.4

Price regulation for access and for the captive market

In the Hungarian case the fair, non-discriminatory and transparent pricing of third party access
was ensured by the publication of the ministerial decree No. 57/2002 (XII. 29) of the Minister
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of Economy and Transport. The methodology and the actual rates for network pricing was
established and calculated by the regulatory authority HEO. The proposal of the Office was
accepted and published in the ministerial decree.
For ensuring non-discrimination, administrative and bundled retail prices for captive consumers
are calculated in a manner as if they were paying the same access price as free market
consumers do actually pay.
For transmission a pure price cap, for distribution a service quality adjusted price cap, and for
system use charges an annual rate setting system is in place.
3.5.5

Supply

Installed generation capacity amounts up to 8,3 TW in Hungary, while peak demand for
electricity is around 6 TW.
At the ownership level, the Hungarian generating sector belongs to the less concentrated
ones in the CEE region. We find 5-6 major players on the market (state owned MVM / Paks
nuclear, Electrabel, AES, ATEL, RWE, Edf, EoN). Nevertheless, MVM has a purchasing option
for capacity and electricity included in the PPAs. Thus, if we take PPAs into consideration, the
wholesale market can be characterised as concentrated as generation in Slovakia or in the
Czech Republic.
3.5.6

The dominant player

The dominant player of the Hungarian market is MVM Rt. The company stabilized its overwhelming
shares both in wholesale purchase and in sales for (retail) customers (see Table 10).
Market segments
Wholesale purchases from domestic producers
Sales for domestic customers / retailers
Net exports
Table 3‑10 Market characteristics, Hungary, 2003

Share of MVM
89%
85%

Figures for MVM

Figures for Independent

28289 GWh
3343 GWh
32619 GWh
5963 GWh
- 4330 GWh
- 2620 GWh
Source: VESTÉK, 2004 and own estimates

In order to prevent the unfair operations of a market player having a dominant production
portfolio contracted and also certain monopoly rights, the law obliges the PUW (MVM) not to
interfere with open market operations and to put its excess contracted capacity17 on transparent
(virtual) auctions. The company is also allowed to collect stranded cost compensation on
proved losses it suffered as a consequence of such auctions.
Nevertheless, MVM seems to play around these rules. In its strive to dominate the complete
domestic wholesale electricity market, the company has been successful in optimising the
amount of capacity put on public auctions from its own perspective.18 Such a capacity
rationing helps MVM to control free market prices through regulating supply for it. MVM is also
present on the free retail market segment through its market trader subsidiary, MVM Partner
and, as other traders, strives to gain a major market share.
17
18

I.e. in excess of proven public service needs.
A supply shock, namely the termination of generation in one of the four nuclear units at Paks after a 3 level accident in April
2003 that has decreased the base-load capacity by 400 MW for now more than a year has clearly added to this effect.
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3.5.7

Cross border trade

The Hungarian system is well interconnected to Slovakia, Ukraine, Austria, Croatia, Romania
and Serbia. Import capacity (NTC) is 1,8 GW which is 22% of installed generating capacity (EU
Commission, 2004, p.17). It is important to note that about 40% of the available interconnection
capacity is allocated on the basis of long-term import contracts that were concluded between
MVM and foreign energy traders in the mid 1990s.
The country is a net importer (10-20%) and an important transit country. The typical flow is from
North to South (from Ukraine and Slovakia to Croatia, Serbia and Italy). Increased access to
interconnectors and to greater imports was a major force to push market development ahead
in Hungary. This is reflected in the fact that the net imports of the country was doubled from
2002 to 2003. Due to increasing import prices, net imports started to decrease in 2005.
The allocation rules for CB capacities differ for the different interconnections. MAVIR ZRt, the
legally unbundled TSO is responsible for capacity allocation. MAVIR is running coordinated
auctions today with its Austrian and Croatian partners. There are common auctions at the
Slovak and Romanian borders. The allocation of the capacity between Hungary and Ukraine
is not transparent. For information on auction results, visit www.mavir.hu.
3.5.8

Market trading

More than 20 licensed electricity traders are active on the market. The free wholesale market
is dominated by bilateral contracts. Daily day-ahead trading by traders aim at minimizing the
purchase of - highly priced – balancing energy by balance groups.
3.5.9

Summary and best practices

Despite its apparently active electricity market and high switching rates, the Hungarian
sector reform has not yet answered the question how to handle long-term PPAs properly
within a liberalized market environment. Price liberalisation is slow and contradictory. Price
transparency is still missing. The balancing regime is not really market-based.
Best practices (+)
Well functioning network access regime
Moderate access charges as compared to others
High rate of consumer switching

Table 3‑11 Hungarian best practices and shortcomings
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Shortcomings (-)
Insufficient unbundling of TSOs and DSOs
Limitations on transparently allocated CB capacities
Missing price transparency
Contradictory price liberalisation
Inflexible generation market due to PPAs

3.6

ROMANIA

The liberalization of the electricity market in Romania started in 1997 with the unbundling of
the former vertically integrated companies. While the majority of the actors of the Romanian
electricity market are still state owned, the gradual privatisation of the distribution companies
was started in recent years. The Romanian government established the regulatory agency
(ANRE) in March 1999 and it started its activity in the same year.
The government worked out a road map for the liberalization of the electricity market. The
government determined the main tasks to be accomplished until 2007, when the market will
become fully open.
The structure of the Romanian market is as follows. Transelectrica S.A is the National Power
Grid Company and it is acting as the Transmission System Operator. On the generation side
there are 22 licensed generating companies, the three main generators being Nuclearelectrica,
Hidroelectrica and Thermoelectrica. These three companies generate about 90% of Romania’s
annual consumption. There are eight major distribution network operators on the market that
have also an exclusive right to supply tariff customers. Two of them are controlled by ENEL
and one by EoN. As of February 2006, ANRE registered 39 independent suppliers.
The Romanian wholesale electricity market has two segments. The captive market is served
at administratively set tariffs. The competitive fringe is served at market prices. OPCOM, the
subsidiary of Transelectrica is the market operator, responsible for managing the day-ahead
and green certificate markets and is also the settlement coordinator. The organisation of the
balancing market is the responsibility of Transelectrica.
3.6.1

Demand

In 2005 national consumption of electricity was 51,8 TWh in Romania. Production added
up to 54,8 TWh, thus Romania was a net exporter of 3 TWh in the same year. The installed
capacity of Romania is around 16,4 GW.
3.6.2

Eligibility

As of February 2006, 40% of electricity consumption is reported to be purchased on the free
market by ANRE.
Eligible consumers

Market opening
40%
55%
80%

Consumers>1 GWh
Consumers
Industrial consumers
Domestic consumers
Table 3‑12 Eligible consumers in Romania

100%

In effect
January 2004
November 2004
July 2005
January 2007
July 2007

Eligible consumers have the right to import electricity directly, to choose their local suppliers
and to remain captive consumer and stay with the incumbent supplier. They can also purchase
electricity on the spot market.
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3.6.3

Supply

Romania has made a major effort to create a competitive, multi-player domestic generation
market. While the fuel basis for generation is well diversified, it is also significantly less
concentrated that other generation markets in the region. ANRE calculated a Hirshman
Herfindal Index for generation as low as 1275 early 2006.
3.6.4

Cross border trade

Romania has its strongest interconnection with Serbia but has also important connections to
Bulgaria, Ukraine and Hungary. NTC values for these borders are 1200-1300, 800, 600 and
400 MW, respectively. Since its re-connection to UCTE, Romania has became an important
exporter to Hungary and the C3EM region.
3.6.5

Price regulation for access and for the captive market

Until January 2005, a rate-of-return style price regulation was in place for captive consumers.
Since then captive tariffs are regulated on a (basket) price-cap basis. Since 2003, ANRE has
also had the right to set connection fees.
Transmission tariffs are also regulated in Romania. ANRE set up 14 zonal tariffs with two
components: the injection and the extraction component. The transmission charge has a
postage stamp nature.
The distribution tariffs are also regulated and differentiated by 5 regions. ANRE applies a rateof-return regulation for the establishment of the distribution tariffs.
3.6.6

Summary and best practices

Market reform in Romania has been well planned and consistent. Major institutions have been
put in place. UCTE re-connection created a major opportunity for Romania to integrate into
the Central and Southern Eastern electricity market.
Best practices (+)
Well functioning network access regime
Legal/ownership unbundled TSO
Competitive local generation market
Exchange operational
Strong regulator
Table 3‑13 Romanian best practices and shortcomings
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Shortcomings (-)
Limitations on transparently allocated CB capacities
Contradictory price liberalisation

3.7

SLOVAKIA

Despite the fact that the Slovak Parliament has passed legislation that made the country’s
electricity sector legislation compliant with the 54/2003 Directive in October, 2004, Slovakia
has indeed created almost all the necessary institutions, or even more, that are required by the
Directive for promoting electricity market competition.
Most importantly, SEPS, a legally unbundled, 100% state owned transmission system operator
(TSO) was established in January 2002. The role of SEPS in granting access to the system
is crucial. Beyond being responsible for transmission, balancing and dispatch of electricity,
SEPS provides ancillary services to system users and controls access to interconnectors.
Network access, balancing, dispatch, and operations of the network are governed by the Grid
Code and the Commercial Rules of the TSO. Both the Code and the Rules were prepared by
the TSO and entered into force after approval by the Regulatory Authority.
The Regulatory Authority of Network Industries (URSO) started its operation in August, 2001.
URSO is responsible for regulating, among other things, the electricity and gas industries
and its status is characterized by a level of autonomy, authority and accountability that is a
precondition for an “independent” regulator. An indication of this is that the Regulatory Council
and URSO has survived two dramatic energy price increases and the consequent political
battles in 2002 and 2003. URSO, in times of the privatisation of the three regional distribution
and supply companies, created a transparent and cost reflective access pricing system.
A system for accounting for balancing energy was established by January 2004. Nevertheless,
this segment of the market is in an embryonic stage. On the supply side of the system we
find a monopoly provider of balancing energy and ancillary services. Supply is priced by the
regulator. Market customers can contract for balancing energy directly with SEPS or with a
balancing responsible. The latter solution today is limited to the three distribution companies.
3.7.1

Demand

Aggregate demand for electricity in Slovakia was 26,3 TWh in 2005. Domestic production
added up to 29,1 TWh, and the country was a net exporter of 2,8 TWh. Retail customers can
purchase directly from the dominant generator Slovanské Electrarne (SE), import themselves
or be supplied by one of the 3 regional distribution and supply companies. With the shut down
of two 440 MW reactors in Bohunice in 2006 and 2008, the country is expected to become
a net importer of electricity. Interconnections and imports will then play an even stronger role
on the Slovak electricity market. (Juris, 2004).
3.7.2

Eligibility

The sequence of demand side electricity market opening in Slovakia is summarised in Table 14.
Eligible consumers
Consumers > 100 GWh/y
Consumers > 40 GWh/y
Consumers > 20 GWh/y
All consumers, except for households
All consumers
Table 3‑14 Eligible consumers in Slovakia

Market opening in %
35
37
41
72
100

In effect
January 1, 2002
January 1, 2003
January 1, 2004
January 1, 2005
July 1, 2007
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In addition to large customers, all of the three regional distribution companies are eligible
customers without restriction.
3.7.3

The size of the independent retail market

For 2003 we estimated the magnitude of the retail market independent from the dominant
local generator Slovenske Electrarne (SE) sales to add up to 4,6 TWh, that is 18% of total
retail purchases. While the economy as a whole and also SE is a significant net exporter of
electricity, the independent segment turned out to be a net importer of 1,3 TWh. (about 30%
of independent retail purchases). This latter figure indicates the scope for import competition
on the really competitive part of the Slovakian electricity market. Note that the size of the
independent retail segment is much larger than the aggregate consumption of – almost nonexisting – free market customers this year. This was made possible by providing the eligible
status for the regional distribution and supply companies to purchase transmission losses as
well as for serving their tariff customers.
Due to missing secondary legislation, only a few eligible customer entered the free market and
changed its supplier in 2005. The expectation is that market activity will accelerate in 2006.
3.7.4

Price regulation for access and for the captive market

According to the Act on Network Industries, the Regulatory Authority (URSO) has the power
to set the prices of the following activities:
• Generation in excess of 5TWh/annum (in practice, the incumbent operator SE)
• Provision of balancing and ancillary services for the System Operator (in practice, SE
only)
• Transmission of electricity and system charges (charged by the System Operator)
• Supply of electricity to non-eligible customers
• Distribution charges for eligible customers
• System charges to distribution system users
• ‘Feed in’ tariffs for renewable energy and CHP
Although transparent and cost reflective network access pricing is provided by the independent
regulator URSO, there are some elements in the pricing regime that object competition (Kotiers,
2004). The explanation for exceptionally high transmission tariffs is unclear (see ETSO 2006).
3.7.5

Supply

The supply side of the Slovak market is heavily concentrated. Main fuel types include nuclear
(57,1%), fossil fuels (30,8%) and hydro (12,1%). The rest of the plants belong to the same
generation company, SE, owned 66% by ENEL.
3.7.6

The dominant player

SE is clearly the dominant player of the Slovak market. The >80% figures in Table 15 indicates
this dominance in all the different segments of the industry: capacity, generation and wholesale.
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Beyond SE generators, captive generation plants, small hydro and CHP plants add 1GW to
SE assets.
Market segments
Installed capacity
Domestic production
Wholesale purchases from domestic producers
Sales for domestic retailers
Net exports
Table 3‑15 Market characteristics, Slovakia, 2003

Share of SE
87%
84%
88%
82%

Figures for SE
6881 MW
26047 GWh
27527 GWh
21377 GWh
3574 GWh

Figures for Independent
1074 MW
5100 GWh
3248 GWh
-1319 GWh
Source: own estimates

In addition, to date SE is the sole provider of balancing energy and ancillary services to the
TSO, since this was the only provider of ancillary services meeting the technical requirements
defined in the Slovakian Grid Code (SE Annual Report, 2003). The prices of these services are
administratively set by URSO.
The problem of local supply market concentration is eased by the strong and un-congested
interconnection with the Czech system. The Czech and Slovak markets are highly integrated.
CEZ offers ancillary services for SEPS and also has eligible customers in Slovakia.
3.7.7

Cross border trade

At the same time the country is well interconnected to most of its neighbours. Cross border
capacity totals 3,5 TW, which is equivalent to 44% of installed generation capacity. From this
capacity the use of 1,2 TW is reserved under long-term transit agreements (Juris, 2004). Major
export markets for SE are Hungary, Germany, Austria, Croatia, and Romania.
3.7.8

Wholesale market

Slovakia’s electricity market consists mainly of bilateral trade between SE, distributors and
eligible customers. No organized wholesale market exists in the country.
Dominant price leadership seems to be a characterisation that most closely describe the
Slovak wholesale electricity market. Independent purchases of customers and distribution
companies both from domestic and import sources comprise the competitive fringe of this
market. The lack of price transparency and liquidity are major features of the free market
segment.
3.7.9

Summary and best practices

Slovakia has created the most important institutions of market opening. Ownership unbundling
of the TSO, the operation of a powerful regulatory body and full price liberalisation for eligible
customers are major structural elements of the reform. Limited transparency over CB
transactions and market prices as well as a concentrated generation market seem to be the
major threats for further market opening and integration.
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Best practices (+)
Full price liberalisation for eligible customers
Ownership unbundling of TSO
Suppliers are unconstrained in procuring network losses

Shortcomings (-)
Limitations on transparently allocated CB capacities
Missing price transparency
Generation market concentration
Prohibitive level of transmission charges

Table 3‑16 Slovakian best practices and shortcomings

3.8

SLOVENIA

In Slovenia the market opening was remarkably fast, stipulated by the Energy Act of 1999. In
the next two years the most important institutions were set up. From January 1, 2003 a partial
market opening took place for 65 percent of consumption.
3.8.1

Demand

Aggregate consumption was 12,7 TWh in 2005. Domestic gross production was 13,2 TWh in
this year, thus Slovenia was minor net exporter of electricity in that year.
3.8.2

Eligibility

In Slovenia, since January 1, 2003, all consumers with higher than 41 KW connected
capacity at one point are eligible customers. There are other eligible customers as well, those
customers which are directly connected to the high-voltage or the middle voltage networks.
These customers made up 67.8 % of the demand in 2003, and the number of them was 1%
of all customers in Slovenia. From July 1, 2004 all non-residential customers are eligible, which
means about 75% of the demand. Most of the trade was realized by bilateral contracts. About
10% of consumption changed supplier.
3.8.3

Price regulation for access and for the captive market

Network charges and the price of ancillary services are regulated by the independent regulator,
the Energy Agency. However, regulated final prices are set by the government.
3.8.4

Supply

There are 8 large power plants, which are legally separated. The concentration of ownership is
very high in Slovenia. Table 17 summarizes the ownership structure of the actors in producing
and distributing energy:
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and distributing energy:
Table 11. Ownership structure of the Slovenian electricity industry

Table 3‑17
Ownership
of the
Slovenian electricity industry
Source:
Annual
Reportstructure
of the ERS
(2004)

Source: Annual Report of the ERS (2004)

On the
Slovenske
Elektrarne
(HSE),
which
is a fully
On
the producer
producer side,
side, the
the main
mainactor
actorisisthe
theHolding
Holding
Slovenske
Elektrarne
(HSE),
which
is a
state-owned
enterprise.
The major
hydrohydro
and thermal
plantsplants
are owned
by thisbyholding,
which
fully
state-owned
enterprise.
The major
and thermal
are owned
this holding,
produces
50.6%50.6%
of electricity
in Slovenia.
The second
owned
by owned
the subsidiary
which
produces
of electricity
in Slovenia.
Thelargest
secondplayer,
largest
player,
by the
of the transmission
company,company,
Elektro-Slovenia
(ELES-GEN),
is the Nuclear
subsidiary
of the transmission
Elektro-Slovenia
(ELES-GEN),
is the Power
NuclearStation,
Power
which produces
40.6% of
the total
electricity
production
of the country.
This power
is
Station,
which produces
40.6%
of the
total electricity
production
of the country.
Thisplant
power
situated
the Croatian
andborder,
jointly owned
by Slovenia
to a
plant
is near
situated
near the border,
Croatian
and jointly
ownedand
by Croatia.
SloveniaAccording
and Croatia.
contract, 50%
the production
this
power plant
transferred
to Croatia.
The nuclear
plant
According
to aofcontract,
50% ofofthe
production
of is
this
power plant
is transferred
to Croatia.
is operated
a must-run
mode.
other generating
are verycompanies
small compared
to
The
nuclearinplant
is operated
in The
a must-run
mode. Thecompanies
other generating
are very
these compared
large producers.
small
to these large producers.
As itit isis clear
ownership. The
The
As
clear from
fromthe
the table
table above,
above, all
all large
largegenerating
generating capacities
capacities are
are in
in state
state ownership.
share of
of other
other producers
producers (small
(small plants,
plants, co-production)
co-production) make
makeup
uponly
only 3%
3% of
of total
total electricity
electricity
share
consumption. Consequently
Consequently one
onecannot
cannotexpect
expectcompetition
competitionamong
amongfirms
firmswithin
within the
the country,
country,
consumption.
only
from
imports.
only from imports.
We can
other
participants
of the
electricity
market are
also inare
state
ownership.
We
cansee
seethat
that
other
participants
ofSlovenian
the Slovenian
electricity
market
also
in state
The
system
operator,
Electro-Slovenia
(Eles)
is
state-owned,
and
one
of
it’s
affiliates
the
ownership. The system operator, Electro-Slovenia (Eles) is state-owned, and oneowns
of it’s
50%
of
the
Nuclear
Power
Plant.
Even
more
strange,
ELES
owns
one
of
the
largest
firms
of
affiliates owns the 50% of the Nuclear Power Plant. Even more strange, ELES owns one of
the
country,
TALUM,
which
is
an
aluminium
producer,
and
BORZEN,
the
electricity
market
the largest firms of the country, TALUM, which is an aluminium producer, and BORZEN, the
operator. The
majority
of all 5The
distribution
are ownedcompanies
by the state
well. by the
electricity
market
operator.
majoritycompanies
of all 5 distribution
areasowned
state as well.
To conclude, in Slovenia the market structure is very concentrated even compared to other
CEE countries. As more than 97% of all capacities is owned by the state, there will be no real
competition without the close integration of the country, as there is effectively no competitive
24
fringe.
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3.8.5

Cross border trade

As mentioned before, the cross border capacities can play a major role in the Slovenian
competition as the concentration of the local market is very high. Import capacity (NTC) is
1,6 GW which is 53% of installed generating capacity of the country (EU Commission, 2004,
p.17).
Since January 1, 2003 Slovenia is a member of the European unified electricity market. The
country has cross-border connections with Croatia, Austria and Italy. To Croatia, the capacity
constraints are not binding. The allocation of these capacities was based on bids, but partly
on non-market criterion, “pro-rata”, which is a proportional system. Coordinated auctions of
capacities is to start nowadays. In 2005 on the Slovenian-Austrian border, 100 MW of export
capacity and 147 MW of import capacity was put on auction.
In 2003, the import was not an effective constraint on the prices in Slovenia, as market prices
were 31% above the level in Germany on average.
3.8.6

Market trading

There is an organized market for electricity, operated by BORZEN, which is owned by the
network operator. The market mainly means a daily spot market. As the supply is very
concentrated, the market is very thin, thus the EX price can not be considered as representative
for the price of electricity in Slovenia.
3.8.7

Summary and best practices

Slovenia is on its way to market integration. Well functioning market operator is in place. CB
allocation is to become transparent and market-based from July 2007.
Best practices (+)
CBT allocation regulation is clear and free from the PPA
problem from July 2007
Market operator BORSEN set up a transmission rights
market
Active customer-side participation on the balancing
market
Full price liberalisation for eligible customers
Table 3‑18 Slovenian best practices and shortcomings

3.9

Shortcomings (-)
Concentrated generation market

BARRIERS TO MARKET INTEGRATION

In this part of the paper I begin to sum up the lessons that emerge from the individual national
experiences and to point to developments that are favourable or disadvantageous for increased
wholesale competition both at the national and the regional level.
The original idea that the way to an integrated internal European electricity market is through
opening up local markets rests on the hypothesis that the more contestable19 is a local electricity
19
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Contestability means that demand can be served by competing suppliers.

market by new entrants (suppliers and generators), the better this market is positioned for
market integration. I accept this assumption and focus the forthcoming analysis on market
and regulatory conditions that might restrict the scope and scale of contestability of local
markets. The scope of contestability refers to the share of local demand for electricity and
generation capacity that is open for competitive supply. The scale of contestability refers to
the presence (or lack) of different sorts of distortions for supply competition on a given market.
For example, the demand for reserve capacities of a given country can be open for supply
competition, while different price setting regimes (e.g. regulated versus competitive) on this
market might present different levels of distortions and thus different scale of contestability.
Regarding demand, I differentiate between final consumption20 and the demand for balancing
and ancillary services (in the forthcoming: balancing market). I further divide the market for
final consumption into two segments according to the mode of pricing prevailing for given
customers.
Tariff consumers make up one segment of the retail market (TM).21 Captive consumers are tariff
consumers by definition. For an eligible consumer who is at the same time a tariff consumer,
there are two preconditions for being in this category. First, he or she has to have the right to
purchase at the administrative retail price. Second, he/she has to decide to do so instead of
purchasing at a competitive retail price. From July 1, 2007 (2008 for Croatia), we do not have
to count with captive but only with tariff consumers.22
The other segment of final consumption is the competitively priced market segment (CM).
As demand side opening proceeds, the potential for the competitive segment to grow is
increased. However, market and regulatory conditions might prevent such an extension of
the CM.
In principle, the contestability of these market segments might be independent of the prevailing
pricing regimes. The TM, while priced administratively, can be contestable if e.g. its supply
franchise is tendered out. As opposed, a concentrated local generation market might make
a free priced CM hardly contestable. Nevertheless, since the exclusive right to supply tariff
customers is generally granted to specific incumbent companies throughout Europe, we can,
in general, consider the TM being less contestable than the CM. Thus we can argue that ceteris paribus - the larger the share of the TM in a country, the less it is prepared for market
integration.
What follows from the above discussion is that in order to foster the contestability of a local
market and thus to increase its preparedness for electricity market integration, one has at
least
a) to reduce the size of the TM to the possible minimum
b) introduce elements of competition into the supply of the TM (tendering out the supply
right, no procurement obligation for the supplier)
c) to remove distortions of supply competition for the CM.

20

I consider network loss as being part of final consumption: it is consumed by certain large consumers (network
companies).
21
I call tariff consumers all those electricity consumers who purchase electricity at a regulated retail price (including access
prices) set by a regulatory commission or a minister.
22	From this point of time the concept of ‘eligible’ consumer as we use it today should be redefined by saying that an eligible
consumer is someone who has the right to purchase electricity at an administratively set price.
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right , no procurement obligation for the supplier)
c) to remove distortions of supply competition for the CM.
This section is about searching for barriers to market integration, that is, for market and
This section is about searching for barriers to market integration, that is, for market and
regulatory conditions reducing the contestability of national markets. As part of this search I
regulatory conditions reducing the contestability of national markets. As part of this search I
will touch upon the following issues.
will touch upon the following issues.
A. Size of the TM
A. Sizei. of the
TM that conserve the size of the TM in times of market opening
Causes
i.
Causes
that conserve
B. Exclusive supply
rights the size of the TM in times of market opening
B. Exclusive
supply
rights
ii. Presence of exclusive right for supplying the TM
ii.iii.Presence
of exclusive
right
for for
supplying
thenetwork
TM
Presence
of exclusive
right
providing
losses
iii.
Presence
of
exclusive
right
for
providing
network
losses
C. Balancing market
Balancing
market
D. Conditions
distorting supply competition
C. Conditions
distorting
supply
competition
iv. Generation
market
concentration
iv.v.Generation
Barriers market
to accessconcentration
cross border (CB) capacities
v.vi.Barriers
access cross border (CB) capacities
TSO to
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vi.
structure
vii.TSOLevel
of access charges
vii.
of access charges
viii.Level
Subsidies
viii. Subsidies
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of athe
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JulyExcept
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the
CM.
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differences
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market
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customers are free to choose their suppliers and to pay market driven prices in the July1,
group. In
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group andinafter
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customers
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12. Differences
some
standard
design requirements
July1,
for the restacross
of theC3EM
groupcountries
and afterinJuly
1 2008
alsomarket
for Croatia.
foreseen in the Electricity Directive
Country

Introduction of
RTPA

Austria
Czech Republic
Croatia
Hungary
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia

2001 (100%)
2002 (33%)
2005
2003 (35%)
1999 (33%)
2003 (36%)
2001(65%)

Market
opening, Threshold for
2006, %
eligibility
100%
100%
67
83
79
77

x
x
9 GWh*
non HH
non HH
non HH
non HH

Consumer
switching (non
HH), %

Unbundling
of TSO

TSO part of
incumbent
holding

TSO is
network
owner

20-50
~10
x
35
40***
10
10

Legal
Ownership
Legal
Legal
Legal
Ownership
Ownership

Yes
1
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

* July1, 2006
** Source: ERRA homepage (www.erranet.org), 2002 data, homepages of regulators, own collection.
*** Switching and renegotiation of contract together
1. CEZ holds 34%of CEPS shares

Table 3‑19 Differences across C3EM countries in some standard market design requirements foreseen in the27
Electricity Directive

The traditional measure of “real” market opening is the rate of consumer switching (see column
four of table 19.). For each of the countries these figures are substantially below the theoretical
maximum figures in column 2.
I claim that consumer switching is an insufficient measure of the “real” openness (or contestability)
of a market and in that way it is of limited use for our purposes. First, figures on consumer
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switching might include renegotiated but administratively priced contracts. Second, it does
not include customers who intentionally remain with their old service providers while paying
market based prices. These latter customers are subject to potential supply competition. The
measure that we would need is (1 – the market share of the TM). Since I do not have exact
data on this, I present additional information in Table 19 to get closer to estimates on this
measure.
We can see from the first two columns that Austria, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and
Slovenia opted for full price liberalisation for non-captive customers: no regulated tariffs are
set for eligible customers in these countries. As opposed, Croatia, Hungary and Romania set
regulated tariffs for eligible customers and also allow them to switch between the CM and the
TM at a relatively low cost. Romania sets a limit on such switching, while this behaviour is not
limited in Croatia and Hungary.
Based on the above discussion I propose a potentially useful classification for the observed
market models by their approach to consumer choice and price liberalisation:
• “Full market”: 100% market opening overnight with the abolishment of regulated final
prices (Austria).
• “Dual market”: Regulated and open market segments coexist until 100% opening,
but the option for eligible customers to purchase at regulated final prices is abolished
(Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia).
“Hybrid market”: Regulated and open market segments coexist temporarily. The option for
eligible customers to purchase at regulated final prices - at some switching cost - is retained
until 100% opening (or even further). (Croatia, Hungary, Romania).
Taking the above information into account, we can re-estimate the size of CM for the countries
(Table 20.)
Country
Size of CM, %
Market type
Austria
100
Full
Croatia
~0
Hybrid
Czech Republik
Min. 60 (all non-household)
Dual
Hungary
35 - 40
Hybrid
Romania
35 - 40
Hybrid
Slovakia
79
Dual
Slovenia
77
Dual
Table 3‑20 Estimated size of the market priced segments of national electricity markets, 2006

As we see the picture is reversed as compared to the case when we rely on consumer
switching figures. Formerly well performing Hungary and Romania fall back significantly.
A major lesson is that inconsistent price liberalisation in the course of demand side market
opening can result in conserving a relatively extensive TM and thus create a barrier to the
international integration of that market. Figure 3 illustrates this process by using the Hungarian
example between January 2003 – August 2005. There are at least two things to note. First,
the size of real CM falls well below the potential one. Second, in times of relatively high CM
prices23 (fall and early winter in 2003 and 2004) customers start to switch back to the TM and
vice versa when CM prices recover (or TM prices raised).
23

Because of lack of transparent free market data, such a relative price curve is impossible to accomplish for the same period.
The statement is based on anecdotic evidence.
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relatively high CM prices24 (fall and early winterin 2003 and 2004) customers start to switch
back to the TM and vice versa when CM prices recover (or TM prices raised).
Figure 3. The development of the Hungarian electricity market, 2003-05.
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Figure 3‑3 The development of the Hungarian electricity market, 2003-05. 
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One could argue that low consumer switching rates (see table 12.) for the Czech, Slovakia and
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consumers on these “dual” markets, however, might be a signal of increased competition for
it is too early to draw conclusions from this point. Recent favourable price developments for
these customers on newly liberalised markets (figure 4.).
large consumers on these “dual” markets, however, might be a signal of increased competition
for these customers on newly liberalised markets (Figure 4.).
Figure 4.

Electricity prices for industrial customers (ex tax). New member states and accession countries.
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Figure 3‑4 Electricity Prices for industrial Customers

Source: Eurostat
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choice but also the (gradual) removal of regulatory price controls for competitive activities

A note on half-hearted price liberalisation
Electricity market liberalization means not only the (gradual) liberalization of customer choice
but also the (gradual) removal of regulatory price controls for competitive activities (generation
and supply) and for final consumption. The Directive itself and the political talk is vague on
this point. But as we have seen, the mode of price liberalisation has a decisive impact on real
market opening.
The market and the political context of price liberalisation is significantly different for Austria as
opposed to the rest of the group. Austria started with a high price environment prior to market
opening, while price liberalisation in new member and accession states often coincides with
the removal of final- and cross- price subsidies inherited by the sector from the socialist past.
The coincidence of these price reform elements might have opposite effects on the final prices
for non-household customers. The establishment of cost-based pricing and the removal of
final price subsidies have an upside pressure on non-household electricity prices. On the other
hand, since the traditional practice was to cross subsidise below-cost household prices from
above-cost industrial charges, price liberalisation and the increased competition to serve large
(non-household) customers has a downside pressure on prices. The result is a relatively stable
price on the open market after price liberalisation.
Half-hearted price liberalisation is a distinguishing feature of the hybrid model: customers are
allowed to get back from market rates to the shelter of regulated rates whenever they want
(two times in Romania). Such a system opens the possibilities for serious, market distorting
regulatory interventions, since the size of the CM can be controlled simply by regulated price
setting.
Below-market regulated rates will shrink or completely destroy the CM. Such a regulatory
strategy might cost a lot of subsidies24, but might be appealing from short-term political
perspectives and also support short-term anti-inflationary economic policies.25 If such a policy
is combined with an exclusive right provided to some local incumbent to serve tariff customers,
then the market design as a whole helps to protect the customer base of the incumbent while
being out of step with some details of the Directive.
Another distorted regulatory strategy under the hybrid regime is setting above market regulated
tariffs in order to push the rest of eligible customers to the CM. Such a policy might produce
fascinating switching rates to present to the Commission, but under certain market conditions
can lead to ever-increasing TM and CM prices thus undermining the competitiveness and
welfare of energy customers.26
I conclude that it is favourable from a market integration perspective when demand side market
opening goes hand in hand with full final price liberalization. Ceteris paribus, the hybrid market
model seems to be the least attractive from a regional market integration perspective.
3.9.2

Non-contestability of the tariff market

In principle the organisation of supply for tariff customers can utilise the forces of competition.
For example, tendering out the supply right of tariff customers for domestic and international
suppliers could bring the demand of that market segment to a regional level thus fostering
24
This subsidy might take the form of losses accounted by state-owned electricity sector operators.
25	We suspect such policies prevailing today in Croatia and Slovenia.
26
A policy that has been typical for Hungary.
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market integration. On the other hand, the abolishment of procurement obligations for
TM suppliers to purchase from “public” generators could also bring significant additional
wholesale market liquidity at a regional level. The removal of existing exclusive supply rights
for network losses where such rights are prevailing (e.g. in Hungary and Croatia) could also
bring additional demand side liquidity for the region. All together I estimate that the removal
of such restrictions from the market could bring about 80 TWh annual consumption to the
(regional) free wholesale market.
However, columns 3-5 of Table 21 reports that whenever this is a relevant issue27, serving tariff
customers remains granted as an exclusive right for the local incumbent supplier. Moreover,
up to the extent of tariff customer demand, some form of price regulation for generation for
this market segment remains in place. This might take the form of ex-ante price regulation
or contractual agreements to provide public generation at pre-specified regulated price
levels. For example, in Romania the regulatory commission decides on the percentage that
major generating companies are obliged to sell under regulated rates to serve tariff customer
suppliers.

27
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There are no tariff costumers any more in Austria and the Czech Republic.
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Yes; 8 regional suppliers have
a monopoly right to serve tariff
customers

Yes; but eligible consumers
can return only 2 times into the
regulated segment.

Yes

Yes

No

Hungary

Romania

Slovakia

Only household customers are
tariff customers until 1.7.2007

Generally no. But
default supply might
Yes, for the 5 local distribution
be developed in due
companies, within them the
time for households
section to supply tariff customers.
Slovenia
Not applicable
in case they did
This relates to households only,
not change nor
and will expire on 30. June 2007.
sign corresponding
contracts.
Table  3‑21 The structure of serving tariff customers in C3EM countries

Not applicable

Not applicable

Supplier to tariff customer is a
public service, undertaken by
public undertakings, responsible
for the distribution. They are
regionally divided and cover all
the state.

3 large (over 1500 GWh)
distribution system operators

Granted by law (?)

To serve tariff customers until 30.
June 2007 is a local monopoly.
To serve as supplier of last resort,
at present is a part of the same
public service. But after 1. July
2007, it is not defined by law.

Yes (?)

Yes

Yes. Serving tariff customers is an
obligation and a monopoly right
of regional public utility suppliers
(by law).

Monopoly right granted through
a fixed term license to regional
public utility suppliers.

Yes. MVM Rt and local public
utility suppliers

Yes, on their request within 30
days (obligatory for suppliers)

No. Conditions are determined in
Energy Act.

Last resort only. Prices are
determined by ERO. Supplier of
the last resort is chosen by ERO.

No

Czech R.

No tariff customer.

Yes

Yes. Serving tariff customers is an
obligation and a monopoly right
of public utility supplier – the HEP
Group

The Law on Electricity Market
grants the monopoly right of last
resort / public supply provider
status to the HEP Group

Hrvatska elektroprivreda d.d.
as the mother company and
its daughter companies of the
vertically integrated company
(HEP Group)

Not applicable.

Not applicable

Legal (or other serious) obstacle
for international providers/players  
to serve tariff customers  

No tariff customer; 100% open
market

Croatia

Yes. Detailed conditions or
procedure haven’t been defined
yet.

Not applicable

Serving tariff customers* is an
Mode of selecting providers for
exclusive right/obligation for (a)
tariff customers
particular company(ies), namely…

No

Is switching between the
regulated and free market
segments allowed for eligible
customers? Under what
conditions?

Austria

Can eligible
customers choose to
purchase at regulated
prices?

3.9.3

Non-contestability of the balancing market

Balancing and ancillary services market operators28 procure a substantial share of generation
Non-contestability
of the
balancing
marketsupply and contestability of these markets
capacity9.3
in the
region (reserve).
The
competitive
by international bidders is a crucial question for future
market integration. A common pool of
Balancing and ancillary services market operators29 procure a substantial share of generation
reserve capacities
could
successfully
reduce
the
necessary
reserve margins
kept by
capacity in the region (reserve). The competitive supply and contestability
of these markets
by national
BM operators
at present
up question
capacityforasfuture
a source
additional
international
biddersand
is afree
crucial
marketfor
integration.
A liquidity
common for
poolthe
of regional
market. reserve capacities could successfully reduce the necessary reserve margins kept by national
BM operators at present and free up capacity as a source for additional liquidity for the
regional market.

Table 21 provides some details on the national BM regimes in the region. These markets seem
to be theTable
most
in Austria,
Slovenia
to some
extentin inthethe
Czech
Republic.
14.open
provides
some details
on the and
national
BM regimes
region.
These
markets On the
other end
wetofind
Slovakia,
Romania
and
Croatia
BMextent
regimes
closed
for internal
and
seem
be the
most open
in Austria,
Slovenia
andwith
to some
in thefully
Czech
Republic.
On
the other
end we find
Slovakia,
Romania and Croatia
with Hungary
BM regimeshas
fully
forof some
international
competition
and
also administratively
priced.
a closed
mixture
internal
internationaland
competition
and also administratively
priced. Hungary
hassegments
a mixture of this
competition
in and
procurement
an administrative
pricing regime
for some
of some competition in procurement and an administrative pricing regime for some segments
market. of this market.
9.4

3.10
3.10.1

Distortions to supply side competition

Distortions to supply side competition

9.4.1 Access charges

Access
charges,
in case they are set too high, can prohibit the competitive supply of final
Access
charges
customers and sharply reduce the contestability of the market. Figure … provides a
comparison of C3EM countries in this respect.30

Access charges, in case they are set too high, can prohibit the competitive supply of final
customers
and5.sharply
reduce
theacross
contestability
the market.
Figure
Access charge
levels
the C3EM of
countries,
2005 Figure 5 provides a comparison
of C3EM countries in this respect.29
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Figure 3‑5 Access charge levels across the C3EM countries, 2005
Sources: ETSO (2006) and European Commission (2005).

Sources: ETSO (2006) and European Commission (2005).

With regard to transmission, Austria seems to be the less expensive while Slovakia the most
With regard
to transmission, Austria seems to be the less expensive while Slovakia the most
expensive in the group. In Slovakia transmission costs three times the Austrian level. Total
expensive
in
thecharges
group.
In Slovakia
transmission
costs
three in
times
theand
Austrian
Total
network
payable
by household
customers are
the highest
Austria
Slovenialevel.
at
network charges payable by household customers are the highest in Austria and Slovenia at
29
TSO
or a separate Market
Operator. household
See table 14. customers have to pay half of this amount. The
around 50
Euro/MWh.
Hungarian
30
Comparable data for Croatia was not available. We also have missing data for Romania.
charge structure
makes the access to Slovak large customers (connected to transmission)
very expensive. On the other hand Austrian and Slovenian household customers seem to be
33 seem to
protected for local suppliers by expensive distribution charges. Hungarian customers
be the cheapest for getting access from this respect.
28
29
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TSO or a separate Market Operator. See table 14.
Comparable data for Croatia was not available. We also have missing data for Romania.

30
31
32
33
34
35
36

http://www.ote-cr.cz/
ERO Decree No. 541/2005 Coll (n.a.)
http://www.transelectrica.ro/en.html
http://www.anre.ro/engleza/default_e.htm
See footnote No 4
http://www.sepsas.sk/seps/
DECREE of the Regulatory Office for Network Industries of 30 June 2005 No. 2/2005, http://www.urso.gov.sk/index_en.html
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No.
The HEP’s Transmission System No.
(Only balancing group regime
Operator (by the Law on
The Law on Electricity Market
option is through the HEP Group). Electricity Market).
defines the HEP’s Transmission
System Operator as responsible
entity, but today this is an activity
and responsibility attributed to
the HEP Group.

Yes

Hungary

TSO (SEPS)35
Customer or balance group
responsible at the level of
balancing group. At the level of
state, the TSO.

Yes

yes

Slovakia
Slovenia

Regulated rates.
CERA defines methodology, but not
clear who defines rates.
By the Law on Electricity Market
the TSO is responsible for passing
objective, transparent and nondiscriminatory rules on balancing the
electric power system, including the
rules for charging the fees paid by
the system users for electric power
imbalances. Those shall be passed
in cooperation with the Market
Operator.

ERO lays down only the rules for
electricity market organization and
the principles of pricing the market
operator’s activities31.

Market price with details and price
formula set up in the general terms
and conditions www.e-control.at,
www.apcs.at

Mode of pricing for
balancing energy

Regulated by RONI36

Prices are set by the methodology
determined by ANRE34

Yes.
Regulated in a way that the TSO
The TSO collects them for the
makes no profit nor loss from this
services which are available at source.
the market. The large customers
are allowed to provide such bids.

No

TSO operates the balancing
market according to the
Technical Transmission Grid
Code33

Occasionally. Bids are dominated Administratively determined; linked
by MVM Rt.
to regulated captive wholesale
prices.

Table 3‑22 The structure of balancing market regimes in C3EM countries

TSO (Transelectrica S.A.)32

Romania No.

Customer or balance group
responsible. TSO aggregates
and operate the balancing
“market”.

Yes, by the market operator
(OTE30).

Croatia

The dispatching centres.
The market operator
organises the regulation
energy compensatory market
in collaboration with the
transmission system operator.

Yes, the dispatching centres are
responsible for maintaining an
equilibrium between the sources
of, and need for, electricity and
the secure and reliable operation
of the Grid.

Czech
Republic

Yes, by clearing & settlement
agent who produces merit order
list which is then used by the
TSO

Are competitive bids
to procure reserves
and ancillary services
collected? By whom?

Austria has a market based on
balance groups and a balancing
market

Balance group responsible
parties for their balance
groups; TSO and clearing and
settlement agent process them
according to market rules

Who is responsible for
scheduling?

Austria

Does a balancing group
regime prevail in the
country?

Yes, the TSO may acquire balancing energy on
the market abroad.

No

No

Yes, the TSO may acquire balancing energy on
the market abroad, given that the bidder can
prove its provision of sufficient CB capacity to
meet its bid.

International bids into the balancing market are
allowed through the HEP Group. The HEP TSO
is responsible to secure energy to cover the
losses in the transmission system, to secure
balancing energy, and energy required for the
provision of system services under transparent,
non-discriminatory and market principles. But
the TSO shall not trade in electricity. Electricity
procurement for balancing, covering the system
losses, and providing system services shall not
be considered trading.

No. Balancing energy from abroad are imported
under contracts.

Presently no cross-border balancing, discussion
ongoing

Are international bids accepted by
the BM operator?

A typical, although not at all unique, feature of the newly created electricity markets in
Central and Southern East Europe is their highly concentrated generation and wholesale
markets. In Slovenia, Croatia and the Czech Republic the rest of generation units are simply
3.10.2 by Local
wholesale market
owned
the incumbent
majorityconcentration
state owned dominant companies. In Slovakia, the
dominant generating company was sold to ENEL, an Italian strategic investor. In Hungary,
A typical,
although not
at all unique,
feature ofseems
the newly
electricity
in Central
while
concentration
in generation
ownership
less created
of a problem,
themarkets
existence
of long
and
South
East
Europe
is
their
highly
concentrated
generation
and
wholesale
markets.
In
term power purchase agreements (PPAs) between independent power producers (IPPs) and
Slovenia,
Croatia
and
the
Czech
Republic
the
rest
of
generation
units
are
simply
owned
by
the
the transmission and dominant wholesaler company MVM repeat the problem at the
incumbentlevel.
majority
state owned
dominant2-3
companies.
In Slovakia,
the dominant
generating
wholesale
In Austria
and Romania
publicly owned
generating
companies
produce
company
was
sold
to
ENEL,
an
Italian
strategic
investor.
In
Hungary,
while
concentration
in
more than 75% of electricity. For Austria this problem is less serious due to its strong
generation
ownership
seems
less
of
a
problem,
the
existence
of
long
term
power
purchase
interconnection to and integration with the German and Swiss markets. Figure 6. illustrates
agreements
between
independent
power
producers
(IPPs)(wholesalers)
and the transmission
and
this
point by (PPAs)
indicating
the market
share of
dominant
producers
in a local
as
dominant
wholesaler
company
MVM
repeat
the
problem
at
the
wholesale
level.
In
Austria
and
well in a regional context. Note that local “giants” seem to be small generation companies in a
Romania 2-3 publicly owned generating companies produce more than 75% of electricity. For
regional
context, with the exception of CEZ. Thus intuition suggests a limited market power
Austria this problem is less serious due to its strong interconnection to and integration with
issue in generation for the region given an efficient and transparent use of CB interconnection
the German and Swiss markets. Figure 6. illustrates this point by indicating the market share
capacities. A systematic analysis of generation competition outcomes under the present
of dominant producers (wholesalers) in a local as well in a regional context. Note that local
generation and network conditions for potential regional market integration scenarios is
“giants” seem to be small generation companies in a regional context, with the exception of
provided in the next Chapter of this book.
CEZ. Thus intuition suggests a limited market power issue in generation for the region given
an efficient and transparent use of CB interconnection capacities. A systematic analysis of
Figure 6. Local versus regional position of large producers (wholesalers) in the region (based
generation competition outcomes under the present generation and network conditions for
on
2003 data).
potential regional market integration scenarios is provided in Chapter Seven of this book.
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Figure 3‑6 Local versus regional position of large producers (wholesalers) in the region (based on 2003 data).

Company
countries:
Verbund
(Austria);
CEZ
(CzechRepublic),
Republic), HEP
HEP (Croatia);
(Croatia); MVM
MVM
Company
homehome
countries:
Verbund
(Austria);
CEZ
(Czech
(Hungary); SE (Slovakia); Electrica (Romania); HSE and Elektro-Slovenia (Slovenia)
(Hungary); SE (Slovakia); Electrica (Romania); HSE and Elektro-Slovenia (Slovenia)

3.10.3

Non-transparent allocation of cross-border capacities

Cross border trade and import competition are key elements of market integration. The
37
contestability of local markets are significantly reduced if competition is stopped at the borders
by blocking the use of interconnection capacities by incumbent players.
As we saw in Chapter Two of this book, the technical, especially network conditions for
increased market integration in the C3EM region are relatively favourable. We also see intensive
trading and large amounts of international electricity exchanges taking place in the region. In
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region. In 2005 net imports to domestic generation is up to 44% and 19% for Croatia and
Hungary, respectively, while net exports to local generation is 17% for the Czech Republic
and 9% for Slovakia. While Romania exports only 5% of its generation, the country’s export
2005 net imports to domestic generation is up to 44% and 19% for Croatia and Hungary,
potential
is expected to boost as market integration proceeds (see next chapter).
respectively, while net exports to local generation is 17% for the Czech Republic and 9% for
Slovakia. While Romania exports only 5% of its generation, the country’s export potential is
Whileexpected
intensive
is unquestionably
present
in the
region, how can we judge
to CB
boosttrading
as market
integration proceeds
(see next
chapter).

efficiency and transparency of access to CB interconnection capacity?

the

While intensive CB trading is unquestionably present in the region, how can we judge the

and Itransparency
of access
to CB
interconnection
In theefficiency
following
try to give
a simple
measure
of the capacity?
ratio of non transparent use of
interconnection capacities across the C3EM borders. The process of calculation is as follows.
following I try to give a simple measure of the ratio of non transparent use of interconnection
First IIn the
take
the 2005 actual electricity exchanges matrix across the C3EM countries as
capacities across
37 the C3EM borders. The process of calculation is as follows. First I take the
published
UCTE
. Each
cell of matrix
this matrix
amount
GWh (EA
37
i,j ) that
2005by
actual
electricity
exchanges
acrosscontains
the C3EMthe
countries
as of
published
by UCTE
. was
received
by
country
j
(column)
from
country
i
(row).
Second,
I
take
the
base-load
Each cell of this matrix contains the amount of GWh (EAi,j) that was received by country j CB
capacities
(both
export
and
import
directions)
that
were put
transparent
coordinated
(column)
from
country
i (row).
Second,
I take the
base-load
CBon
capacities
(both and
export
and
import
directions)
that werein
putquestion
on transparent
and 38
coordinated
auctionsthe
among
the countries
auctions
among
the countries
for 2006.
Then I calculate
maximum
amount of
in question
for 2006.
Then I calculate
the maximum
of electricity
that could
be
electricity
that could
be 38transported
in each
relevant amount
direction
by assuming
full capacity
39
transported
in
each
relevant
direction
by
assuming
full
capacity
utilisation
of
these
auctioned
utilisation of these auctioned
capacities (ETi,j ). Then I calculate the following ratio for each
capacities (ETi,j).39 Then I calculate the following ratio for each relevant interconnection:
relevant interconnection:

EA i, j - ETi, j
EA i, j
Table Table
23 summarises
thethe
results.
are the
therecipients
recipients
(importers)
23 summarises
results.Row
Row countries
countries are
(importers)
from from
the the
column
countries.
Positive
percentage
indicatethe
thepotential
potential
share
of non-transparent
column
countries.
Positive
percentagefigures
figures indicate
share
of non-transparent
exchanges
at theat given
interconnection.
thevague
vague
interpretation
the 93%
exchanges
the given
interconnection.For
For example,
example, the
interpretation
of theof93%
figure
in
the
first
column
is
that
only
7%
of
the
electricity
actually
received
by
Austria
from
the
figure in the first column is that only 7% of the electricity actually received by Austria from
CzechRepublic
Republic in
be physically
feasible
to enterto
theenter
Austrian
at the
same at the
the Czech
in2005
2005would
would
be physically
feasible
the system
Austrian
system
point through the capacity that was put on the 2006 CB auction. The rest should be taken
same point through the capacity that was put on the 2006 CB auction. The rest should be
by loop-flows or non-transparent transactions. The higher is the percentage, the higher is
taken the
by share
loop-flows
or non-transparent
transactions.
higher is the
percentage,
the higher
of potential
non-transparent use
of the givenThe
interconnection
in the
given direction.
is theNegative
share of
potential
use of the
in the
figures
indicatenon-transparent
a ‘slack’ or no-congestion
stategiven
in theinterconnection
associated directions.
For given
direction.
Negative
figures
state in
thetransfer
associated
example,
the figure
43700%indicate
in columna 2 ‘slack’
indicatesor
thatno-congestion
the auctioned capacity
could
437 times
amountthe
of electricity
in 2006 that
the Czech
received from
last year. capacity
directions.
For the
example,
figure 43700%
in column
2 indicates
thatAustria
the auctioned
could transfer 437 times the amount of electricity in 2006 that the Czech received from
I am
aware
Austria
last
year.of the shortcomings of this measure. Peak load capacities and monthly allocations
are disregarded in the calculations. The distribution of capacities taken by loop-flows from
transparent use is clearly unequal around the region. It is risky to compare physical flows
I am aware
of the shortcomings
of thisfigures
measure.
Peak
capacities
monthly
allocations
to commercial
flows. Nevertheless,
confirm
theload
“stylised
facts” orand
“gossips”
from
the
are disregarded
in the calculations.
The distribution
of capacities
byserious
loop-flows
industry: non-transparency
and suspected
import-protection
seems totaken
be most
in the from
transparent
usesignalled
is clearly
unequal
region.
It is risky
toimporting
compareand
physical
flows to
directions
in the
table. Itaround
is also the
intuitive
that those
are net
/ or major
transiting countries (Austria, Croatia and Hungary) that seem to have the highest shares of
potential non-transparency at critical borders. Import protection might serve the interest of the
37
affiliated generating companies of the relevant TSOs. On the other hand, high margins from
http://www.ucte.org/statistics/onlinedata/definition/e_default.asp.
38
non-transparent
transits might
the relevant
TSOshttp://www.mavir.hu/;
and their affiliates.
Date
was downloaded
from favour
the following
sites:
http://www.auctionoffice.at/cms/8/347.
39
8760 hours a year, full capacity.
37
38
39
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http://www.ucte.org/statistics/onlinedata/definition/e_default.asp.
Date was downloaded from the following sites: http://www.mavir.hu/; http://www.auction-office.at/cms/8/347.  
8760 hours a year, full capacity.
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affiliated generating companies of the relevant TSOs. On the other hand, high margins from
non-transparent transits might favour the relevant TSOs and their affiliates.
Table 15. Index of non-transparent use of interconnection capacity.

AT
CZ
HR
HU
RO
Sl
SK
SUM

AT

93%

CZ
-43700%

-2%
-64%
71%

HR

61%
-705%
-1371%

100%
66%

HU
-8%

63%
78%
66%

RO

-50%

-50%

Sl
4%
100%

86%

SK
-6%

-37%

SUM
-243%
45%
94%
29%
63%
46%
15%
30%

Have coordinated auctions helped?

Table 3‑23 Index of non-transparent use of interconnection capacity.

Recently major efforts have been taken by TSOs to correct for the inefficiencies of the typical

Have
coordinated
auctions
helped?
individual
explicit CB
capacity
auctions and have teamed up to organise coordinated CB

capacity auctions. The Polish, Czech, Austrian and two German TSOs started coordinated

auctions major
from January
2006.been
The taken
TSO of
started
auctions
with
its
Recently
efforts have
byHungary
TSOs toalso
correct
for coordinated
the inefficiencies
of the
typical
partners from
Austria
and Croatia.
Slovenia
and Croatia
starting
coordinated
auctions.
individual
explicit
CB capacity
auctions
and have
teamedisup
to organise
coordinated
CB
While this institutional development seems promising at first sight, coordination alone is
capacity auctions. The Polish, Czech, Austrian and two German TSOs started coordinated
insufficient to bring more CB capacity to transparent auctions. Furthermore, if we – perhaps
auctions
from
Januarythat
2006.
TSO ofaHungary
alsoshare
started
coordinatedCB
auctions
with its
incorrectly
– assume
in The
the region
significant
of preferential
reservations
partners
from
Austria
and
Croatia.
Slovenia
and
Croatia
is
starting
coordinated
auctions.
While
facilitate the transactions among generation (trading) affiliates of the TSOs in question, then
a
this
institutional
development
seems
promising
at
first
sight,
coordination
alone
is
insufficient
strong and independent antitrust oversight of those coordinated auctions seems necessary to
undue CB
behaviour
of to
TSOs.
toprevent
bring more
capacity
transparent auctions. Furthermore, if we – perhaps incorrectly
– assume that in the region a significant share of preferential CB reservations facilitate the
Additional information
on the details
overaffiliates
the transparency
of and
authority over
capacity
transactions
among generation
(trading)
of the TSOs
in question,
thenCB
a strong
and
allocation
in
C3EM
countries
is
provided
in
table
16.
independent antitrust oversight of those coordinated auctions seems necessary to prevent
undue
behaviour of TSOs.
9.4.4 Insufficient TSO unbundling

Additional
onindicated
the details
the transparency
of andunbundling
authority over
CBTSO.
capacity
A way outinformation
of concerns
in over
the foregoing
is ownership
of the
In
allocation
in C3EM
is provided
in Table
24.generation and supply interests plays a
general, the
propercountries
unbundling
of the TSO
from
crucial role in preventing vertical foreclosure on electricity markets. The structural solution
chosen by 4 out of the 7 C3EM countries in this respect goes beyond the minimum
requirements
of the Directive
and seems favourable for competition and market integration
3.10.4
Insufficient
TSO unbundling
(see table 12.). Slovakia has been the most radical in this respect by keeping the TSO (SEPS)
in

A way out of concerns indicated in the foregoing is ownership unbundling of the TSO. In
general, the proper unbundling of the TSO from generation and supply interests plays a crucial
role in preventing vertical foreclosure on electricity markets. The structural solution chosen
by 4 out of the 7 C3EM countries in this respect goes beyond the minimum requirements
39
of the Directive and seems favourable for competition and market integration (see Table
19.). Slovakia has been the most radical in this respect by keeping the TSO (SEPS) in state
ownership and privatising the generation and supply businesses at the same time. In the
Czech Republic and Slovenia the TSO is legally separated from generation and controlled by
different state agencies. The Structure for Romania is similar, the most important owner of
the legally unbundled TSO and of major generating companies is the state. In Austria, Croatia
and Hungary the legally unbundled TSOs are parts of the (majority state owned) incumbent
holding companies.
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40

41
42
43
44
45

rules for transmission system operation, extract from the grid code (in compliance with the Czech Energy Act (Act No.
458/2000), Article 24, Paragraph 10): http://www.ceps.cz/doc/kodex/part_I_II_III_an_fin_rev06.pdf
http://www.ceps.cz/doc/obchod/dokumenty/2005_11_28_Auction%20Rules%20APG-CEPS%202006_rev.pdf
http://www.e-trace.biz/2006/docs/Auction%20Rules_2006_V2.pdf
http://www.transelectrica.ro/code[1].pdf
http://www.anre.ro/engleza/default_e.htm, Secondary Legislation,
ordinance of the government of the Slovak Republic of 30 March 2005, which lays down rules for operation of the electricity
market, http://www.urso.gov.sk/index_en.html, Legislation
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The regulator (RONI) controls electricity
flows in the system, including cross-border
exchange of electricity, settle disputes and
determines the method of publishing of
information on use of capacity of crossborder electricity exchange, use of national
system and network capacity

Table 3‑24 Transparency of and authority over the allocation of CB capacities

of electricity is laid down by the
Government.45 SEPS as TSO allocates free
tradable capacity on auctions according to
its published rules

Slovakia The framework of Cross-border exchange

issues the Technical Transmission Grid
is subject to the approval of the regulator
Code of the Romanian Power System43,
(ANRE).
laying down the rules for the operation of
the transmission network interconnections
with other power systems and of the
coordination of export, import or transit
activities, as the System Operator. As the
operator of net transfer capacities it carries
out auctions of interconnections capacity
in line with its Commercial Code of the
Wholesale Electricity Market.

Romania Transelectrica as TSO and system operator The Grid Code and the Commercial Code

On its website, the transmission system operator shall publish
a) information on expected free tradable transmission capacities on connection lines on
individual days and hours offered to electricity market participants,
b) summary information on allocated capacities of connection lines by hours and days and on
their use; hourly measured flows are published on the nearest next business day,
c) conditions and rules of auctions, which shall be published not later than 14 business days
before the auction bid closing day,
d) conditions for reservation of capacities from auctions and from transfers of capacities,
e) price for the reserved capacity,
f) information on capacities of cross-border lines reserved by long-term contracts.
http://www.sepsas.sk/seps/en_aukcieSEPS_CEPS.asp?kod=156

http://www.ope.ro

The following information will be made available by the Market Operator not later than 02:00
p.m. on the day during which takes place the auction for the allocation of the transfer capacities:
a) the quantity of ATC offered to the auction participants;
b) the total volume of the offers submitted;
c) the quantity of ATC allocated to the auction participants.

Yes, by the TSO: www.mavir.hu

Authorisation of the rules proposed by
rules for CB capacity allocation. TSO
the TSO; In case of complaint investigate
prepares the detailed rules and submits for reasons for denial
authorisation to the regulator.

down also the rules for auctions of
transmission capacity available for trading
on CEPS interfaces. Auctions are organised
based upon a bilateral/multilateral
agreement between the respective TSOs
on both sides of the interface/interfaces
concerned.

Hungary Government decree sets the framework

The CERA shall monitor in particular the rules Not yet. To be published by the HEP TSO.
on managing and allocating interconnection In the annual report the TSO shall report to the CERA on the implementation of the all obligations
capacity in co-operation with regulatory
referred to in the Article 18, the Law on Electricity Market (OG, 177/04).
bodies of neighbouring countries to which the
electric power system is connected.

The HEP TSO sets the framework rules for
CBT allocation.

- According to the Auction Rules for the Reservation of Capacities with respect to the CEPS
– APG)41 Transmission Border summary results (for each hour and direction the offered capacity,
total requested capacity, total allocated capacity and Auction Price) will be published in the
system “Damas ePortal” and on the website of CEPS (http://www.ceps.cz).
- In line with the rules for coordinated auctions of transmission capacity at the common borders
of ČEPS, a.s., E.ON Netz GmbH, PSE-Operator S.A., Slovenská elektrizačná prenosová sústava,
a.s., Vattenfall Europe Transmission GmbH, for the year 200642 the Auction Office publishes
results of yearly and monthly Auctions after each session on the Auction Office’s webpage (www.
e-trace.biz) for each Commercial Profile and direction, and the Auction Office will publish on the
same webpage only aggregate results of the daily Auction procedure daily at 10:00 – with the
exception of a change of this time closure according to a business day regime change.

Regulator

TSO prepares and submits to regulator.

Yes TSO and PEX, www.apg.at and www.auction-office.at

Are the results of CB transactions published? By whom?

Czech CEPS as TSO issues the Rules for Operating ROTS is subject to the approval of the
40
Republic the Transmission System (ROTS) , laying regulator (ERU)

Austria
Croatia

Player that sets the detailed cross Regulatory power over CB
border capacity allocation rules
allocation rules

9.4.5 “Non-profit” incumbents

State owned vertically integrated companies have traditionally been used in new member
states3.10.5
and accession
countries
to absorb the difference between sharply increasing costs of
“Non-profit”
incumbents
electricity supply and politically controlled final prices. This tradition is not yet dead. The
State profitability
owned vertically
integrated
have traditionally
beenwholesalers
used in newinmember
moderate
or loss
makingcompanies
of some national
state-owned
the region
states
and accession
countries
to absorb
the difference
between
sharply for
increasing
costs
can be,
at least
in an economic
manner,
considered
as hidden
state subsidy
final customers
of
electricity
supply
and
politically
controlled
final
prices.
This
tradition
is
not
yet
dead.
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Figure 8. Stylised scheme of the typical C3EM domestic wholesale electricity market
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Figure 3‑8 Stylised scheme of the typical C3EM domestic wholesale electricity market

The structure of the purchasing side of the DW as it was described in Figure 8 creates an
The structure of the purchasing side of the DW as it was described above creates an additional
additional major, but perhaps less apparent market (power) problem. Both property rights and
major, but perhaps less apparent market (power) problem. Both property rights and the typical
the typical PPA delegates the right to schedule the production of available slack capacity to
PPA delegates the right to schedule the production of available slack capacity to the DW.
the DW. Thus the DW has both the right to purchase from the generators and the right not to
Thus the DW has both the right to purchase from the generators and the right not to allow
allow others to purchase from the generators in question. This is a major sales restriction even
others to purchase from the generators in question. This is a major sales restriction even for
for unbundled, private and ‘independent’ power producers (‘I’PP).
unbundled, private and ‘independent’ power producers (‘I’PP).
As we have seen in the forthcoming discussion, the natural domestic sales basis for the DW
As we have seen in the forthcoming discussion, the natural domestic sales basis for the DW is
is the AM through exclusive rights and for the competitive fringe is the CM.
the AM through exclusive rights and for the competitive fringe is the CM.
An additional piece of bad news for the development of competition is the way renewable
An additional piece of bad news for the development of competition is the way renewable and
and CHP support schemes are structured on the C3EM markets. The mean to promote
CHP support schemes are structured on the C3EM markets. The mean to promote green and
green and CHP generation is the obligatory feed in system that channels such production into
CHP generation is the obligatory feed in system that channels such production into the
the purchase portfolio of the DW. These schemes decrease available electricity for the CM
purchase portfolio of the DW. These schemes decrease available electricity for the CM
segment in an increasing amount (see Chapter 6).
segment in an increasing amount (see separate chapter).
The above characteristic of the wholesale level market structure might explain one of the
The above characteristic of the wholesale level market structure might explain one of the
surprising findings of the country reviews. Namely, that the competitive fringe in each of the
surprising findings of the country reviews. Namely, that the competitive fringe in each of the
countries is a massive importer, even in those major net exporting countries like Slovakia or the
countries is a massive importer, even in those major net exporting countries like Slovakia or
Czech Republic. It seems that the DW, by using its right to command the slack in generation,
creates a shortage in domestic supply for those serving the competitive fringe.

3.11

CONCLUSIONS

43

After a few years of introducing TPA regimes in the investigated states, the emerging domestic
electricity market structures exhibit some similarities. First, the new structure is stuck between
two consistent systems. These markets are not any more vertically integrated ones, neither are
sufficiently competitive. Second, the level of wholesale market concentration is exceptional:
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no such a level of concentration in other industrial sectors would easily be tolerated by national
antitrust authorities. Third, under the prevailing market structure the scope for the emergence
of alternative wholesalers with a large-enough consumer portfolio is strictly restricted. In case
this is a durable situation, new IPP investors will be forced to contract with the dominant
incumbents, thus reinforcing the present market structure.
Together with many other colleagues, I think a deeper regional integration of some markets in
Central and Southern Eastern Europe could be a way out of this world of small, segmented
and distorted local markets.
The technical preconditions for a deeper market integration seems to exists, given that the
ratio of import capacity to installed capacity for these countries are among the highest in
Europe.46 The finding, that local competitive market fringes are massive importers even in
large exporting countries indicates the outstanding importance CBT might and can play in
further market integration in the region.
The rationales for such a development and integration are apparent. With regard to electricity
market development size really matters. A larger market with harmonized market rules could
provide for a significant gain in systems efficiency. A larger integrated market could also
enhance (private) investment opportunities in generation and also the network. Increased
investment, in turn, would mean an increased security of supply. With a larger market, the still
missing liquid and regional exchange is expected to develop and replace the present staterun47 initiatives.
Also, a dominant incumbent wholesaler in a domestic market context can be a small or middle
sized market player on a regional or European level. Perhaps with the exception of CEZ,
the size of national incumbents are negligible when compared to the group of the ‘seven
brothers’ (Thomas, 2003), that is major European energy companies. In Chapter 7 of the book
it is further investigated what effects an oligopolistic competition on a more integrated CEE
electricity market would have on the performance of local dominant wholesalers and regional
electricity prices.
The review and comparison of national electricity market developments throughout this chapter
helped to identify the scope and scale of contestability of local markets and in identifying “good
practices” around the region to tackle major barriers to market integration. Based on those
findings I offer a list of potential priority actions that could move regional market integration
ahead. Each of the proposals are compatible with the Electricity Directive and would not
require excessive legislative changes from the individual countries. Coordinated support and
action from policy makers and regulators could do the job.
(1) Full removal of regulated prices for eligible customers (at least for nonhousehold)
As we have seen, the inconsistent price liberalisation in the course of demand side market
opening can result in conserving a relatively extensive TM and thus create a barrier to the
international integration of that market. The removal of regulated final prices can also help in
fully liberalising generation prices, a precondition to competition in generation. Inconsistent
price liberalisation leads to a “hybrid” market model. This model will always tempt policy
makers to restrict final electricity prices and to subsidise tariff customers in some way.
46
47
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However, a major bottleneck between Austria and CEE exists
Except for EXAA

The examples of Austria, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Slovenia demonstrate that a
consistent price liberalisation policy does not result in price shocks that could undermine
industry competitiveness or the credibility of the market opening process.
(2) Eligible status for network companies to purchase network losses
Network losses consist about 10% of final demand for electricity in the region. There are still
a variety of regimes around that restrict the freedom of network operators to purchase their
losses on the open market. Such restrictions retain liquidity from the (regional) market and
thus reduce the scope for market integration.
Slovakia provides a good practice in this respect.
(3) Removal of the restrictions on procurement for TM suppliers
In a number of cases we found that local generating and or / wholesaler companies have a
preferential right to provide electricity for tariff suppliers/customers. Such a regime seriously
restricts the contestability of this market segment. This barrier to market opening and
integration is significant, since it is envisioned that even after full market opening, the majority
of countries will introduce last resort supply for the entire household sector. This means that
such restrictions retain cc. 25-30% of liquidity from the regional market and thus reduce the
scope for market integration.
(4) Competitive tendering of tariff market supply licenses
An additional competitive element that could also help market integration was the tendering of
tariff market (or last resort) supply licences for harmonised periods across the region. Together
with proposal (3) above, the contestability of the TM could be increased substantially.
We are not aware of such a practice at present in the region.
(5) Ownership unbundling of the TSO
While this is a sensitive issue, we see good practices around the region: Slovakia, the Czech
Republic, Slovenia and Romania stand out for their achievements. Major market distortions
including ones regarding CB capacity allocation, network pricing and balancing market
management can be mitigated most successfully by ownership unbundling.
(6) Fully transparent calculation and allocation of CB capacities (NTC)
Despite promising developments in the coordination of CB capacity allocation in the region,
the level of in-transparency both in calculating NTC and determining ATC values for auctioning
remains a major barrier to market integration. Regulatory and antitrust supervision of
coordinated auctioning is proposed to be strengthened significantly.
(7) Opening up balancing markets for competitive / international bids
Generating capacity and energy procured for serving balancing and ancillary services needs
gives an additional major chunk of the market (over 10% for capacity). The contestability of this
market segment is weak. Promising regimes are identified in Austria and the Czech Republic.
The removal of constraints on allowing competitive and / or international bids into this market
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segment as well as market pricing (instead of administrative pricing) of such services might
add to the market integration process.
(8) Revision of prohibitive access charge levels
Unreasonably high access charges might prevent the contestability of certain market
segments even under circumstances when third party access regimes are pro forma in place.
An outstanding example is Slovakia, where transmission charges are three times as high as
the comparable Austrian figures. Distribution charges also seem to be unreasonably high in
some instances (Austria, Slovenia). Hungary seems to be doing fine in this respect.
A coordinative effort of regulators to compare and revise network access charges on a regular
basis and propose modifications if found necessary could lead to moves towards more
harmonised levels of access tariffs in the region.
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Comparative Legal Study in Central and Eastern
Europe

4.1

Introduction

The market of electricity and its legislation both national and international is in a state of
transition towards a market fully liberalized. In our region, i.e. Central and Eastern Europe,
changes are triggered by the endeavours of the new member states of the European Union,
including states that are becoming members and are harmonizing their national legislation with
those of the EU. They are also opening their markets and industry to competition. Although
the process of energy market liberalization also aims to create a single market for electricity
it was started a decade ago with the Community Directive 96/92/EC48. The milestone is the
19th of February 1999, the deadline of the Directives implementation by the Member States
(with the exception of Ireland, Greece and Belgium which did later).
The wide-ranging and ambitious goal of the single market for electricity is to contribute to the
three European energy policy objectives of
• increased competitiveness through better service for energy consumers,
• improved environmental protection, and greater security of energy supplies,
• while ensuring the continued achievement of basic public service requirements.
Based on the experiences gathered since 1996 and to eliminate shortcomings a new Directive49
entered into force in 2003 repealing the earlier one along with a regulation50 (directly applicable
in Member States) providing for uniform conditions for trans-border exchanges of electricity.
It seems that the efforts have not brought about the expected effects, reflected by various
statements made by high EU officials or in different papers published. According to the main
conclusion of the report51 the European Commission stated Member States must implement
more effectively the market opening measures required under the EU’s electricity Directive.
With all that said we arrived at our intention to promote the cooperation of the countries
around Hungary by presenting their legal framework, i.e. the most important provisions of law
and the bodies of the central governments aiming at the liberalization of the electric energy
market constituting a significant fraction of the Single European Market in our region. We’d
like to stress that we confine our survey to the de jure situation, the analysis of how the market
functions de facto is the subject of another study.
48
49
50
51

Directive 96/92/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 December 1996 concerning common rules for the
internal market in electricity
Directive 2003/54/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2003 concerning common rules for the
internal market in electricity and repealing Directive 96/92/EC
Regulation (EC) No 1228/2003 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2003 on conditions for access to
the network for cross-border exchanges in electricity
Report on progress in creating the internal gas and electricity market, Communication from the Council and the European
Parliament, COM(2005) 568 final, Brussels, 15.11.2005
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First we list country by country the Parliamentary Acts on electric energy and the regulatory
bodies authorized by law to draft, propose, adopt or issue implementing regulations or to make
legally binding resolutions, decisions etc. Special attention is paid to the national regulatory
authorities established in each of the countries having different scope of authority ranging
from making decisions in individual cases to issuing general acts covering the entire sector of
electric energy.
Generation is a crucial activity without which no other component of the electric system
operates. In this chapter we review the prerequisites for the construction of new generation
units and the regulation applicable to the existing ones, the provisions discussing the generation
of electricity using alternative energy sources and how electricity produced is commercially
realized.
Theoretically the network is the physical infrastructure that is used to transmit and distribute
electricity. The operation of the networked system and other equipment aspects, like connection
or various production facilities, can be separated. In practice however, it is difficult to do so.
In addition, in most of the cases the transmission network licensee and the system operator
is the same entity although unbundled in several cases. For that reason the authors opted to
examine the legal provisions applicable to them in one and the same chapter.
Market trading and the organization of the market are gradually developing, although there are
countries being in the very initial phase. The most extensive market is functioning in Austria,
where traders deal on the Energy Exchange Austria and the European Energy Exchange. The
other extreme is that the independent system operator and the market operator are the same
company. In this section the legal conditions to be met by traders in electricity and by market
participants, including the market operator, are analyzed.

4.2

Expert’s opinion and proposals

It has been extremely cumbersome and many times unsuccessful in collecting the pieces of
legislation in English which we intended to examine. Maybe the same would have been the
case with Austria and Hungary if we also insisted to read their documents in English. The other
obstacle was comprehending the intention of the lawmakers, and the different wording used
for the same notion along with the different interpretation for the same words or phrases.
In addition to the law – in consequence of the pressure experienced from the EU to harmonize
the national legal instruments with the common laws of the Union – national laws are being
constantly amended resulting in a study which becomes partly obsolete on the publication
date.
The harmonization of the Electricity Directive in five – EU member – countries out of seven has
been completed at least formally. Croatia as a candidate for EU membership promulgated
new parliamentary acts related to electric energy in 2004. It is in general compliance with the
aquis (the relevant implementing regulations shall be adopted soon). Although Romania shall
be member of the Union on 1 January 2007, and the draft amendment of the Electricity Law
presumably making the law in force compatible with the Directive was published last autumn,
there is no sign of its promulgation.
We have to stress also that even if the parliamentary acts and lower level legislation are
compatible with the legal instruments of the EU. Practices of actors on the market and the
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regulatory authorities reluctantly change. All the countries in the region are in a continuous
learning process gathering experiences from their own failures and perhaps from others’.
According to our assessment it’s not the law which presents major barriers to further market
opening in the electricity sector. As shown in the sections below, the legal provisions are
comparable, licensing regimes are in place and entering into the market is free to anyone
fulfilling the licensing conditions. In several countries non-household consumers became
eligible to change supplier ahead of the EU timetable of July 2007, prices whether regulated,
fixed or free are set or negotiated properly, public service obligations are clearly defined and
supervised.
Furthermore regulatory authorities – offices, agencies – carry out their duties. This includes
meeting all their Directive obligations such as reporting yearly to the Union. Yet, it is worthy to
note that the Commission initiated infringement procedure against five countries where it found
that the national legislation on electricity infringed the legal instruments of the Union. None of
these is a new member state of the four covered by this study. Nevertheless – especially in
the light of the decision of the Competition DG regarding state aid in Hungary – we cannot be
sure that these countries will avoid such procedures in the future.
•	We need to stress it repeatedly; it’s not the law which impedes market opening even
if it definitely needs improvement. For example, the real progress is laid down in the
2005 Monitoring Report of the EU, summed up also in a press release52:
• European energy markets are not yet functioning on a competitive basis and there are
a number of serious malfunctions,
• Member States need to quickly and fully implement electricity directives not only in
letter but also in spirit,
• cross-border competition is not yet sufficiently developed to provide customers with
a real alternative from the nationally-established suppliers,
• inadequate use of existing infrastructure and insufficient interconnection between
many Member States prevents real competition from developing,
• many wholesale markets are not liquid either because of long term contracts or
because companies are active both in production and in the retail market limiting the
development of wholesale markets.
• In addition the Competition Commissioner said rather emphatically: “Energy is vital to
the competitiveness of the EU economy and yet we have found evidence of serious
malfunctions. I am determined to use competition law to protect European industry
and consumers.”
Despite the reports which shows Member States are meeting their reporting and notification
obligations under the Electricity Directive convincing everyone that everything is all right in five
countries out of seven, and in the other two states soon to join, may be harder.
What can you do? Perhaps more than you might think! The aim of the Regional Centre for
Energy Policy Research (REKK), especially with the Central and Eastern European Energy
Market (C3EM) Project is “to promote the harmonization of energy market regulation, under
the framework of the EU legislation, in those Central and Eastern European countries where
reform and restructuring of the energy sectors are in advanced status”. This study and the
others made in the framework of the C3M project certify that co-operation has started in our
region and shall be continued with the ardor it has been kicked off.
52

IP/05/1421, Brussels, 15th November 2005.
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The first stage of the project ended in 200553. In addition to the proposal made in the first
stage report authors cannot help stressing that
the availability of the legal instruments in English is a conditio sine qua non of an advanced
co-operation in the region,
in order to avoid impairment of the common interest in the region, the institutions concerned
or interested experts should exchange information regarding planned changes in the law on
electricity or foreseeable actions,
parties represented in various bodies of the EU or other international institutions with
connections to the electricity industry should formulate and stand for a common position.
The regulatory framework of the seven countries are determined by the forthcoming obligation
to introduce the fully liberalized market from 1 July 2007. (Croatia, as a candidate country for
EU membership will have fully opened electricity market one year later, July 1, 2008 which will
result in the substantial change of regulations). We might also state: the present legal analysis
lies within a temporary time-period but can provide guidance for forthcoming legislation.
In case of each country’s regulatory framework it holds true that the provisions contained in
Parliamentary Acts aimed at the intensification of competition on the market may not ensure
the expected outcome. A telling example for that is what happened in Hungary with the
implementation of Art. 17-18 of Act on Electricity. This granted the possibility to sell electricity
reserves, however transmission capacities were impeded. In order to assure that regulations
of competition law become living legal practice, regulations should motivate the subjects to
voluntarily respect the law on the one hand, or – where it is not the case – the regulatory
authority should be strengthened; not only in competence and retaliatory measures, but in its
operation, approach and spirit should all be tailored to ensure the obligations laid down in the
relevant EU directives are followed through.
Examining the regulations of the countries concerned no provisions were identified which
would be by themselves anti-competitive, or would have distorting effects on the regional
electricity market. The assessment of the real legal practices and the physical operation of
the markets are much more important but fall outside of the scope of this legal comparison,
instead they should be considered in a market analysis.
The enforcement by the regulatory authority of the provisions and preconditions related to
licensing is also of great importance. However it is acknowledged that the authors could not
discover any excessive (either too strict or too tolerant) provisions concerning licensing of
market participants. The present study could not construe for example, whether the regulatory
authority verifies the deposits and financial guaranties related to trading licensees examining
the application for license in a transparent and non-discriminatory way. The lack of such
verification or the discriminative use of it may also distort market competition.
Regarding generation sources that primarily determine the structure of the relevant market,
too strict or too tolerant provisions of licensing were not discovered. Yet, market competition
could be very much improved by arrangements stimulating generation. Where technically
up to date generation facilities are needed support of investment may contribute to market
improvement. The regulatory framework should be shaped such a way that the risk of
investment in generation becomes interpretable and entry in the market is a real alternative.
Though the physical infrastructure has not been analyzed there are supposedly countries
53
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C3EM First Stage Report, Finding the Barriers Preventing Regional Cooperation and Coordination in the Electricity Sector
in Central and Eastern Europe. Michael LaBelle and Petér Kaderják. Regional Centre for Energy Policy Research Corvinus
University of Budapest.

where plans, timetable and methodology should be worked out to guide the phase out of
outdated or uneconomical generators at the least possible cost.
In the forthcoming regulatory period and especially with respect to full market opening in
2007, cooperation of regulatory and competition authorities should be enhanced that grant
a good chance for exchanges of information and experiences as well. We all know that even
in optimal case regulation lags a half a step behind market mechanism. The outcome of the
present and forthcoming inquiries of DG Competition (in later 2006) as regards the markets
of relevant countries and that of the processes of national competition offices must also be
taken into account.

4.3

The general regulatory framework of the national electricity
systems

Parliamentary Acts on energy or specifically on electricity are the cornerstone of the regulatory
regimes granting authorization to the Government and the Minister responsible for the energy
sector to issue lower level legal instruments and establishing the national regulatory authorities
(NRA) with various scopes of function. It goes without saying that the procedures to follow by
the NRA-s are twofold: in general they are to follow the procedures laid down in the Act on
public administration except where the Act establishing them provides otherwise. In matters
of competition the situation is the same, the specific competition rules laid down in the energy
related legislation apply along with those contained in the Act on competition including the
authority of the Competition Office. Very similar statements can be made on the Acts on
commercial, consumer protection etc. regulations,
4.3.1

Austria

Austria is a federal state, in consequence acts in certain cases only provide a general framework
for a given legislative matter while the regulation in detail is left to the federal provinces. The
law on energy54 is also subject to article 12 of the Austrian Federal Constitution. The Acts on
energy in many instances only provide for a mandatory framework that has to be reflected
in provincial law by the nine Austrian provinces setting out the rights and obligations of the
various entities and persons subject to the law. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the
provisions of the federal acts do not leave too much room for regulations other than that of
administrative procedures and control.
Specific federal acts on energy are collected in a package under the title “Full liberalization of
the Austrian electricity market & green electricity”55 including also an Act on gas. The basic
legal provisions on the production, transmission and distribution of electricity, as well as on
the organization of the electricity sector; and on the regulation of price determination and
accounting are set out by the directly applicable Federal law on electricity56 (ElWOG).
54
55
56

The federal legislation on energy is published by the Energie-Control GmbH. on its Internet pages: http://www.e-control.at/,
route: strom/recht/bundesrecht. The homepage of the Austrian legal information system (in German): http://www.ris.bka.
gv.at/
In German: Voll-liberalisierung des Öterrechisches Energiemarktes & Ökostrom, which is different from its English translation,
and rightly, since an Act on gas is also included in the package, which is definitely not electricity
Bundesgesetz, mit dem die Organisation auf dem Gebiet der Elektrizitätswirtschaft neu geregelt wird (Elektrizitätswirtschaftsund -organisationsgesetz – ElWOG), BGBl. I Nr. 143/1998 [Arti-kel 1], idF BGBl. I Nr. 121/2000 [Artikel 7 Energieliberalisierungsgesetz]; BGBl. I Nr. 149/2002 [Artikel 2]; BGBl. I Nr. 104/2003 [§ 13 Abs. 2 aufgehoben mit Erk. des VfGH vom 2. Oktober
2003, G 121-123/03-11, Kundmachung des Bundeskanzlers, BGBl. I Nr. 104/2003]; BGBl. I Nr. 63/2004 [Novelle 2004].
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The Austrian electricity market is fully liberalized with supervisory and regulatory functions
exercised by two authorities – the Energie-Control GmbH and the Energie-Control Kommission
– subject to, and established by, the Energy Regulatory Authorities Act57.
The empowerment of Energie-Control GmbH (E-Control) covers:
• Creation of Framework Conditions
–	Other market arrangements including commercial/market code and metering code
– Grid & Distribution Codices
– Compiling and publishing comparisons of electricity and natural gas prices of final
customers
– Taking appropriate measures in the area of cross-border supplies necessary to
ensure compliance with EU requirements
– Publishing general information on its sphere of activity
• Monitoring and Supervisory Functions
– Monitoring compliance by market participants and system operators with competition
rules
– Supervising the unbundling process
– Supervising balance group representatives, clearing and settlement agents and
control area managers
– Supervising imports of electricity and natural gas from the area of EU and from third
countries
• Settlement of Disputes
• Duties and tasks in relation to the implementation of the Renewable Energy Act
•	Organisational Aspects of Compensation Payments between System Operators
• Execution of Provisions on Stranded Costs
• Statistical Work
It is a company (limited by shares), wholly owned by the federal government, supervised by the
Minister of Economics and Labor, who exercises the shareholder’s rights of the government
in the company. E-Control is fully independent, being subject only to Parliament decisions;
a ministerial direction can be issued, which in turn must be reasoned, made in writing and
published58 and there is no automatic obligation to follow it. It reports to the Parliament on an
annual basis.
Energie-Control GmbH manages the business of the Energie-Control Kommission and serves
the Kommission by expert advice, studies, etc.
The principal duties of the Energy Control Commission are:
• approving the general terms and conditions of system operators for access to electricity
and gas transmission and distribution networks;
• determining the network tariffs for electricity and gas, and if necessary other tariffs;
• forbidding the use of contractual terms and conditions for final consumers that constitute
breaches of legal prohibitions or good practice;
• arbitrating in disputes between market participants in the electricity and gas sectors;
• arbitrating in disputes relating to the settlement of balancing charges;
• hearing appeals against decisions by Energie-Control GmbH;
• granting licences to exercise the function of a transmission line undertaking and a
distribution undertaking and withdrawal pursuant to section 13 and 38a of the Natural
Gas Act.
57
58
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Bundesgesetz über die Aufgaben der Regulierungsbehörden im Elektrizitäts- und Erdgasbereich und die Errichtung der
Energie -Control GmbH und der Energie-Control Kommission (Energie-Regulierungsbehördengesetz – E-RBG). BGBl. I Nr.
121/2000 [Artikel 8 Energielibe-ralisierungsgesetz], idF BGBl. I Nr. 148/2002 [Artikel 2 GWG-Novelle 2002].
The authors of the study have not found any sign of, or reference to, such kind of ministerial directions.

The Commission consists of three members, and enjoys full independence, its decision
making being subject exclusively to the law.
Other federal acts being relevant from the point of view of this study:
• Settlement Agencies Act59;
• Steering Act60 (Federal Act concerning guidance measures to assure security of energy
supply),
• Green Electricity (ECO) Act61.
As mentioned above framework provisions of federal acts (in some respect very similar to
directives, guidelines or principles) have to be transposed into provincial acts complemented
with specific regulations of provincial or local nature.
The Vienna Electricity Act determines the competent authority, being the provincial government
and the E-Control, to which the act transfers most of the administrative functions, first of all
regarding supervision and control. Consequently it is the authors’ conviction that from the
point of view of the study there is no need to examine the provincial electricity acts which are
– and actually must be – basically the same.
The market rules including grid and distribution code, commercial code, general terms
and conditions, etc. contain all the prescriptions, regulations, resolutions etc. based on
legal instruments and contractual obligations, market participants shall observe in order to
enable and ensure the proper functioning of the market. It is the duty and responsibility of
the E-Control to work out proposals for market rules and to make them available to market
participants, grid operators, balance group representatives and settlement agents (balance
group coordinators). These rules include notably
• the list of specific tasks of the market participant and grid operator concerned;
• the structure and content of the general terms and conditions for access to the grid and
for the settlement agents;
• the implementation of the technical and organizational conditions;
• general specifications for the hardware and software to be used, and for data
management;
• standards for rules of guaranties;
• empowerment for grid operators to influence the output of generators in case of
insufficient grid capacity.
The rules are divided as
• general terms and conditions,
• technical and organizational rules, and
• other market rules containing among others the commercial and metering code.
General terms and conditions are as follows:
• distribution grid operators,
• transmission grid operators,
• balance group representatives,
• eco-balance group representatives,
• settlement agents.
59
60
61

Bundesgesetz, mit dem die Ausübungsvoraussetzungen, die Aufgaben und die Befugnisse der Verrechnungsstellen
für Transaktionen und Preisbildung für die Ausgleichsenergie geregelt werden, BGBl. I Nr. 121/2000 [Artikel 9
Energieliberalisierungsgesetz], idF BGBl. I Nr. 25/2004 [Aufhebung der §§ 3, 4 und 9 durch den VfGH]
Bundesgesetz vom 21. Oktober 1982 über Lenkungsmaßnahmen zur Sicherung der Energieversorgung
(Energielenkungsgesetz 1982), BGBl. Nr.545/1982 in der Fassung BGBl. I Nr. 149/2001
Bundesgesetz, mit dem Neuregelungen auf dem Gebiet der Elektrizitätserzeugung aus erneuerbaren Energieträgern und
auf dem Gebiet der Kraft-Wärme-Kopplung erlassen werden (Ökostromgesetz), BGBl. I Nr. 149/2002 [Artikel 2]
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4.3.2

Croatia

Reforms of energy sector in Croatia have started in the year 2000, when the Croatian
Government issued Energy Reform Strategy. The first major step in that direction was
promulgation of so-called “Energy law package” comprising five most important laws:
• Energy Law (Official Gazette No. 68/01 of 27 July 2001),
• Law on Gas Market (Official Gazette No. 68/01 of 27 July 2001),
• Law on Electricity Market (Official Gazette No. 68/01 of 27 July 2001),
• Law on Oil and Oil Derivatives Market (Official Gazette No. 68/01 of 27 July 2001),
• Law on regulation of energy activities (Official Gazette No. 68/01 of 27 July 2001 and
No. 109/01 of 11 December 2001).
The laws were in compliance with EU Directive 96/92/EC. On the basis of these laws the
Croatian Parliament passed the Law on privatization of INA and Law on privatization of HEP
(Official Gazette no. 32/02 of 28 March 2002). Also on the basis of same laws around forty bylaws should have been passed (e.g. Market Rules, Grid Code, General Conditions of Supply,
etc.).
The Parliament, aiming at the harmonization of the acts had a focus on the energy sector with
the relevant legislation of the EU – being important because the country became a candidate
for membership in the Community – thereby promoting the process towards full opening of
the market, this was passed in December 2004. These acts are:
• the Act on amendments to the Energy Act of 200162;
• a new Act on the Regulation of Energy Activities63;
• a new Electricity Market Act64.
These new documents are written in accordance with the current EU Directive 2003/54/
EC. Energy laws introduce market relationships between entities in the energy sector,
define transparent relationships between energy entities and customers and make step by
step liberalization of the sector possible. They also set up the legal framework for further
restructuring. Former monopolistic environment energy laws differentiate between regulated
and market based activities. Regulated activities are transmission and distribution of electricity
(grid infrastructure and services), power system operation as well as organization of the
electricity market. Until full market opening, electricity supply could be a regulated activity
(public service supply) or market based activity. Public service supply is allowed only for supply
of tariff customers while supply of eligible customers is free and negotiable on a competitive
market. Laws prescribe that an energy entity holding an appropriate license is allowed to
participate in electricity market competition. The biggest differences between the former and
current energy laws is changing from a model of independent system and market operator
(ISMO) to the model of transmission system operator (TSO) and independent market operator.
This includes the establishment of Distribution System Operator and the Croatian Energy
Regulatory Agency, and defining the supplier of last resort.
According to the Act on amendments the Government, the Croatian Energy Regulatory
Agency or CERA – with the exception of the tariff system (see below) – and the Minister (in
charge for the energy sector) had to pass the regulations for which they are authorized under
this Act within six months from the day of it coming into force.
62
63
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Energy Act, No. 01-081-01-2392/2, 24 July 2001; Act on amendment of the Energy Act, No: 01-081-04-3760/2, 10
December 2004.
Act on the Regulation of Energy Activities, No: 01-08-04-3761/2, 10 December 2004, repealing the earlier act of 2001
having the same title
Electricity Market Act, No: 01-081-04-3762/2, 10 December 2004, repealing the earlier act of 2001 having the same title

HEP – Transmission System Operator is fully established under a new organisational structure.
CERA is fully established under a new organisation and how it is operated. HEP – Distribution
System Operator was first registered in December 2005 and reorganization is under way. A
Market Operator is fully established under new organisation. The Market Operator is under
state ownership from 1st July 2006 (previously it was part of the HEP Group). Some regulations
are or will be adopted fully by 1st July 2006, these include:
• General conditions of electricity supply (approved in February 2006)
• Regulation on connection fee and increasing connection capacity (approved in March
2006) - fees will be determined by CERA
• Grid Code (approved in March 2006 by MINGORP)
• Market rules (in approval process)
• Rules on energy balance (in approval process)
• Rules on allocation and usage of cross-border capacities on Croatian borders (in
approval process)
Those regulations are preconditions for next steps in market opening and its efficient
functioning. In different stages of preparation there are:
• Rules on renewable and cogeneration
•	Fee for incentives for renewable and cogeneration
• Rules on conditions for obtaining eligible producer status
• Regulation on minimal share of electricity produced from renewable energy sources
and cogeneration for all suppliers.
Croatia is an EU candidate country. According to the first Progress Report65, Chapter 14,
Energy „(s)ome progress has been made in this area. In the field of security of supply and
emergency oil stocks, compliance with the Community’s legal framework remains to be
ensured. In the internal energy market a significant amount of implementing legislation remains
to be adopted. The proper functioning of the regulators, the transmission system operator and
the market operator has to be ensured. Regarding energy efficiency and renewable energy
sources, further alignment with the acquis is needed. Overall administrative capacity in the
sector requires strengthening”. The date of promulgation of the above mentioned acts and
that of the Report indicate that further improvement in legislation is required.
The prime objectives of the Energy Act are in general to ensure efficient power generation and
a secure and reliable energy supply. This entails laying down the principles of relevant policies
and strategies and of the regulation of energy activities carried out through efficient market
conditions or as public service obligations.
The Act defines various policy documents in the Energy Strategy, passed by the Parliament
upon the proposal of the Government for a period of ten years; the Strategy Implementation
Program based on the Energy Strategy and developed by the Government for three years,
as well as the National Energy Programs worked out with respect to the previous two by
legal entities, local and regional governments and self-governments having increased demand
for energy as a result of implementation of their development programs in cooperation with
interested energy undertakings. It also provides for Energy efficiency programs on national
and local levels, incentives for the use of renewable energy sources, energy efficiency and
cogeneration, licensing conditions, basic principles governing market based or obligatory
public services, rules on pricing and tariff systems, conditions of supply to customers.

65

Croatia 2005 Progress Report, 9 November 2005, SEC (2005) 1424, Chapter 15 Energy, see: http://europa.eu.int/comm/
enlargement/report_2005/pdf/package/sec_1424_final_en_progress_report_hr.pdf
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The most important provisions of the Energy Act are the following:
• definition of public services in energy sector;
• energy undertakings (legal or physical persons) can carry out an energy activity only
on the basis of an appropriate license issued by Croatian Energy Regulatory Agency
- CERA (previously Croatian Energy Regulatory Council - CERC was in charge of this);
• setting the basic principles of tariff system, i.e. elements of energy (electricity) price, as
well as general conditions of energy supply;
• obligation of formation and renewal of operational energy reserves - special measures
are possible in case of emergency situations;
• definition of stranded costs and taking care of them - recovery of the price of energy or
compensation pursuant to a special law;
• promotion of incentives for environmental protection measures, use of renewable
energy sources and cogenerations (establishment of an agency for energy efficiency
and renewable sources is foreseen);
• prescribing fees and/or tariff systems for renewables and cogenerations as well as for
the market operator;
• prescribing basic principles of relevant methodologies for the tariff system and for
determining the fee for connection to the network and for increasing the connected
load for existing producers and customers;
• inclusion of measures for customer protection, informing customers on the topic of
energy and efficient use of energy;
• suggesting construction of energy plants and facilities along with ensuring compliance
with relevant grants, permits and inspections;
• define “force majeure” in the framework of carrying out energy activities.
Administration and implementation of the Energy Act and its regulations is carried out by the
Ministry, while inspection authority rests within the State Inspectorate and other inspectors
pursuant to specific regulations.
The national regulatory authority – the Croatian Energy Regulatory Agency (HERA) – has been
established by the Act on Regulation. The Agency reports to the Parliament and is managed
by the Steering Council.66 The basic goals of energy regulations are:
• to ensure objectivity, transparency and non-discrimination of energy activities,
• to look after the implementation of regulated third party access to the network,
• to set the methodology for determination of tariff elements of tariff systems,
• to establish an efficient energy market and market competition,
• to protect energy customers and energy undertakings.
The scope of the Agency’s core activities are:
• issuing and revoking of licenses for carrying out of energy activities,
• granting the status of eligible producer,
• setting out the methodology for the determination of tariff elements of tariff systems as
well as other methodologies specified by this Law,
• giving opinions to the Ministry and the Croatian Government on relevant issues as
specified by this Law,
• passing energy sector regulations for which the Agency is authorized under this Law and
other relevant laws as well as giving opinion or consent regarding rules and provisions
related to the energy sector,
66
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STATUTE OF THE CROATIAN ENERGY REGULATORY COUNCIL, Decision of the Government of the Republic of Croatia on
giving prior consent for the Statute of the Croatian Regulatory Energy Council (class: 023-03/02-02/14, reg. no.: 503011602-1, of February 21, 2002; Official Gazette of the Republic of Croatia no. 21/02), passed the Croatian Energy Regulatory
Council on a session held on March 14, 2002. (outdated)

•
•
•
•
•

responsible for tendering the construction of generation facilities,
giving approval for construction of direct lines,
approving development and network construction plans,
participating in the energy policy design,
supervising application of all tariff systems and prescribed fees as well as supervising
energy undertakings and the quality of services,
• collecting and processing data related to the activities of energy undertakings,
• responsible for regulations related to the performance of public services, application of
measures to protect basic consumers' rights in accordance with special laws,
• resolving disputes related to regulated activities.

The Agency submits a report once a year on its work to the Croatian Parliament, in particular
addressing:
• observations that are of importance to the development of the energy market and
public services in the energy sector,
• analysis of the energy sector,
• budget performance of the Agency for the previous year.
Electricity Market Law regulates the following activities of the energy sector in Croatia: electricity
generation, transmission, distribution, supply and organization of the electricity market.
The Agency issues general and individual acts, makes decisions and proposals, carries out
supervisions, collects data etc. in matters listed in the Act. The general acts especially cover
the methodologies for:
• tariff systems, without amounts of tariff elements,
• determination of the compensation for the connection to the transmission and
distribution networks, and for increase in connected load,
• provision of energy balancing services in the electric power system.
There is a strong tariff system in the country: the Energy Act determines the energy prices by
application of tariff systems for
• generation and
• supply for other than eligible (i.e. tariff) customers;
• transmission and
• distribution.
The price of electricity is composed of the following elements:
• a portion of the price according to tariff elements, for energy activities to which the
tariff system applies (based on justified costs of operation, maintenance, replacement,
construction or reconstruction of facilities and application of measures for environmental
protection, taking into account a reasonable time period for return on investments in
energy plants, facilities and network or system);
• compensation for providing incentives for renewable sources and cogeneration,
• compensation for carrying out the regulation of energy activities,
• compensation for stranded costs, provided they were approved for a particular energy
type,
• compensation for carrying out the organization of the electricity market,
• other compensations subject to specific legislation (if any).
The tariff system for electricity produced from renewable energy sources or through
cogeneration determines an incentive price to be paid by the market operator. The price
for the same category of Tariff Customers is the same on the entire territory of the country.
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A tariff system is a prescribed methodology for defining tariff elements and their amounts. The
elements are expressed as tariffs enabling the calculation of the price for the billing period, and
may differ depending on the type of customer, delivery period and seasonal or daily delivery
pattern.
The methodology or tariff systems without the amounts of tariff elements are issued by the
Agency, taking into account the opinion of interested energy undertakings and the Ministry. It
belongs then to the Government to define – upon the proposal of the Ministry – the amount of
individual tariff elements in the systems. Energy undertakings performing the activities to which
a tariff system applies also submit their proposal to the Ministry which considers the opinion
of the Agency as well. The incentives and the tariff system for generation from renewable
sources and through cogeneration are defined by the Government upon the proposal of the
Ministry and a positive opinion of the Agency. It should be emphasized that this new tariff
system is to be introduced within a period of two years (until the end of 2006) from the day the
Act amending the Energy Act of 2001 comes into force.
4.3.3

Czech Republic

The fundamental piece of legislation on electricity is Act No. 458/2000 Coll. on the business
conditions and state administration in the energy sectors and amendments to other laws67
(The Energy Act), which – in harmony with the relevant directives of the European Union – lays
down the rules actors have to follow in a liberalized market environment, and defines the
state administration authorities along with their competencies in the energy sector. This aim
is served by provisions on the preconditions for safe and reliable supplies of electricity to all
final customers, on the framework for doing business in the sector and insuring a proper level
playing field for all market participants.
The other basic legal instrument – the Energy Management Act68 – lays down the rights and
obligations of natural and legal persons in the management of energy, in particular electricity
and heat, as well as gas and other fuels. It contributes to the economical use of natural
resources and protection of the environment, as well as to more efficient use of energy,
enhanced competitiveness, more reliable energy supplies, and to the sustainable development
of society. In addition a separate Act regulates the promotion of using renewable sources for
producing electricity69.
State administration authorities are
• the Ministry of Industry and Trade,
• the Energy Regulatory Office, and
• the State Energy Inspection.

67
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As amended by Act No. 151/2002 Coll., Act No. 262/2002 Coll., Act No. 278/2003 Coll., Act No. 356/2003 Coll. and Act
No. 670/2004 Coll.
Act No. 406/2000 Coll. on energy management, as amended by the Act No. 359/2003 Coll., the Act No. 694/2004 Coll.,
and the Act No. 180/2005 Coll.
Act No. 180/2005 Coll. of 31 March 2005 on the promotion of electricity production from renewable energy sources and
amending certain acts

The Ministry70 inter alia develops the national energy policy71, gives state approval for building
new source facilities in the electricity and heat sectors and approves the building of direct lines
and selected gas equipment, in addition it can organize tenders for new generating capacity.
The Office is the administrative authority and in charge of energy sector regulations. It is an
independent organization with its own state budget. Its chairperson is appointed for five years
or revoked by the Government. Its Annual Report72 is tabled for approval to the Government
and to the Parliament’s Chamber of Deputies through the Ministry. The mission of the Office is
to further market competition, to support the use of renewable and secondary energy sources.
It also protects consumers’ interests in those areas of the energy sector where competition is
impossible, with the aim to meet all reasonable requirements for the supply of energy.
The Office is involved in the drafting of laws that have a bearing on the energy sector. As part
of its responsibilities, it is authorized to issue regulations (primarily public notices and price
decisions). It regulates, among other things, the following:
• the required quality of the supplies and services related to regulated activities;
• the method of regulation and price control procedures;
• the conditions for connecting generating plants, distribution systems and final
customers’ supply points to the grid and the method for calculating the share of the
costs incurred in connection.
The Office also has other responsibilities:
• issue
– the Electricity Market Rules, and
– the principles of pricing the activities of the Electricity Market Operator,
• approve
– the Commercial Terms and Conditions of the Electricity Market Operator, and
– the Rules of the Electricity Transmission System Operation (Grid Code).
• award, change, or revoke
– business licenses in general, and
– license for the Electricity Market Operator’s activities in particular;
• impose obligation over and beyond licenses;
• make decision on price controls;
• notify the Office for the Protection of Competition of cases of market abuse by entities
with a dominant position on the market,
• impose fines for over pricing,
• monitor the activities in the sector and publish the findings in an annual report,
• decide disputes of license holders and between license holders and their customers,
• publish the annual and monthly report on the operation of the Grid.
The Inspection73 being part of the Government, subordinated to the Ministry, is the body to
supervise the activities in the energy sectors. Upon the Ministry’s or the Office’s proposal or
on its own initiative the Inspection
70	On the homepage of the Ministry - http://www.mpo.cz/english.html - you can find the Act and regulations of the electric
energy sector. In March 2006 you unfortunately could read only the following: „Dear User, we are currently updating our
website. Preparations for an English version are under way and it will be launched in April at the latest. You will find our old
website in English at http://www—old.mpo.cz/eng”, which contains really outdated information.
71
STATE ENERGY POLICY OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC (approved by Government Decision No. 211 of March 10, 2004),
72
The 2004 Report on the Activities and Finances of the ERO. See: http://www.eru.cz/frameset_aj.htm
73	On the home page of the Inspection - http://www.cr-sei.cz/ - you can find a list of the most important regulations, based on
which the Inspection acts and decides, which sanctions the right to request information and the duty to provide information,
and which govern other rights of citizens towards the Inspection
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• oversees the compliance with the obligations laid down in the energy related legislation
especially with the Acts quoted above,
• supervises the implementation of the EU cross-border Regulation,
• imposes fines for breaches of law on the basis of its own findings.
4.3.4

Hungary

The overall aim of the Act on electric energy in force74 is to promote market opening in line with
the intention of the European Community reflected in various legal instruments of the Union.
Hungary became a full member of the EU in 1 May 2004, and shortly after this date –from 1
July 2004 – all non-residential customers could buy electricity on the competitive market75.
The Act grants to the Minister of transport and economic affairs and the Hungarian Energy
Office the authority to issue decrees, decisions and other legally binding instruments to
regulate certain activities in order to promote competition, transparency, security of supply,
environmental protection etc.
The Government lays down (amongst others)
• the detailed rules of licensing
• energy policy requirements for the establishment of power plants;
• rules governing cross-border electricity transmission;
• rules governing the operation of the organized electricity market;
• detailed rules on the legal relationship between public utility suppliers and public utility
consumers, and the minimum content of public utility contracts concluded between
public utility consumers and public utility suppliers;
• detailed rules on the legal relationship between network licensees and system users,
and the minimum content of contracts for network services;
• detailed rules for the definition and management of stranded costs;
• detailed electricity transit rules,
while it belongs to the Minister to specify various detailed rules, the most important is:
• the financial and technical conditions for connection to the public power grid
• the rules of obligatory receipt of electricity generated from renewable sources or waste,
co-generated or produced in any other way specified by law, and establish, acting in
agreement with the Minister of Finance, the order of supporting electricity generated in
any of the above-specified manners, and
• determination, in agreement with the Minister of Finance, of the official prices (tariffs)
applicable for electricity supply as regulated in the Act on Prices, and the conditions for
the actual application of such tariffs, including specification of extra charges, charges
collected together with grid control fees for compensation of stranded costs, and
payable stranded costs.
The regulator is the Hungarian Energy Office (the Office), a national, public administration body
with independent powers and competence, acting under the Government’s control and the
Minister’s supervision. The President and the Vice-President of the Office – proposed by the
Minister – is appointed and dismissed by the Prime Minister. The Office operates according
to its own Operating and Business Rules set down by the President in line with the Act on the
General Rules of State Administration.
74
75
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Act CX of 2001 on electricity completed with the Governmental Decree 180/2002 (VIII.23.) on the enforcement of it
Government Decree No 181/2002 on the eligibility of electric energy consumers

The Office is authorized,
• to issue, amend, and withdraw licenses;
• to approve the Business Conduct Rules developed by licensees and to supervise the
observation of their provisions,
• to supervise the observation of statutory regulations and the provisions of the license,
• to approve the Electricity Supply Codes compulsory for all participants of the electricity
grid,
• to specify the general rules of access to the public power grid for eligible consumers,
• to prepare the official prices (tariffs) applicable in electricity supply and the terms of their
application,
• to announce tenders for the establishment of power plants, and
• to supervise the observation of the provisions laid down in legal instruments, licenses
issued or other rules approved, and penalize their infringements.
In addition the Office co-operates – with a view to the provisions of the Act on Consumer
Protection and in order to enforce consumers’ interests – with the General Inspectorate for
Consumer Protection.
It is not mentioned in the Acts in the package, nevertheless it’s taken for granted that the Act
on Competition applies to the activities pursued in the electric energy sector.
4.3.5

Romania

The structure of the legal framework relating to the electricity sector encompasses
• laws, approved by the Parliament; in some cases emergency ordinances are issued
having the character of law until they are passed by the Parliament;
• Government decisions;
• ANRE decisions and orders.
The last two legal instruments regulate in detail certain provisions included in the laws.
The basic legal instrument regulating the electric energy sector – the Electricity Law (the Law)
– has been in force since 200376, and although it needs amendment to be compatible with
the relevant EU legislation, the draft of the amendment77 has been published the authors of
this study have no information of its promulgation. As for the secondary legislation the legal
acts of competent bodies have been issued under the 2003 Electricity Law, therefore they are
to be amended or replaced by new ones reflecting the major changes foreseen by the draft
amendment.
Accession negotiations with the EU were closed in 2004 with the objective of welcoming
Romania as a Member State in January 2007. The ratification process by the Member States
is on-going. Romania has already ratified it. According to the latest Romania Monitoring
Report78 the framework legislation including implementing legislation in the electricity sector is
largely in place, but needs to be completed and further aligned with the acquis.
The national energy strategy is issued by the Government, while the energy policy is issued
in the medium term by the relevant ministry in compliance with the government program and
76
77
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Electricity law 318/2003
Draft Law for the amendment and complementation of the Electricity Law No. 318 /2003-rev. Oct. 2005 (see on the
homepage of the regulator: http://www.anre.ro/engleza/default_e.htm, route: Primary Legislation
Romania 2005 Comprehensive Monitoring Report (COM (2005) 534 final), 25 October 2005, Chapter 14, Energy: http://
europa.eu.int/comm/enlargement/report_2005/pdf/SEC1354_CMR_MASTER_RO_COLEGE.pdf
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the directives set by the energy strategy. The energy policy which includes the measures to
be taken in order to stimulate sector investments, research and development activities, etc. is
described in a program, approved through a Government decision. The national energy policy
is issued by the relevant Ministry ensuring the implementation of its directives.
The Ministry among others also
• draws up normative acts for the electricity sector,
• approves mandatory norms and technical prescriptions for the electric power system,
• acts as a concession granting authority.
According to the Law the competent authority in the electricity sector is the Romanian Energy
Regulatory Authority (ANRE), an independent public legal person of national interest under the
co-ordination of the relevant ministry. (In contrast to that ANRE’s 2004 Annual Report says
that “according to the Law 228/2004 that approves the Government Emergency Ordinance
(GEO) 11/2003 regarding the re-organization of certain governmental structures, ministries
and other central administration bodies, ANRE is under the direct co-ordination of the Prime
Minister”.) ANRE operates as per its own Organization and Operation rules approved by the
Government79.
Though ANRE is managed by a president and a vice-president appointed by order of the Prime
Minister upon the proposal of the relevant minister, its orders and decisions are adopted by
the Regulatory Committee. Members of the Committee are the president, the vice-president
and three regulators appointed by the relevant minister. The Regulatory Committee is assisted
by an Advisory Council having nine members appointed by order of the relevant minister
supporting the harmonization of the interests of both sector companies and consumers,
assessing the impact of ANRE regulations and making suggestions for improvement of the
organization and operation rules of ANRE. It seems that the president in exercising his duties
may also issue orders and decisions because a provision of the Law says that they “can be
appealed”, but the Law is silent about what his duties are or what his orders and decisions
may refer to.
ANRE has the following tasks and competencies:
• set up mandatory regulations for sector companies;
• issue, grant, suspend or withdraw authorizations and licenses (note: energy capacities’
construction and retrofitting works for which authorizations are granted and the activities
and services for which licenses are granted are of public interest);
• issue and approve calculation methodologies for prices and tariffs;
• set up tariffs for captive consumers;
• set up prices and tariffs to be used among sector companies, tariffs for system services,
prices and tariffs applied to activities and services related to the generation of heat in
co-generation;
• set up framework contracts for electricity supply and framework contracts for electricity
selling, purchase, transmission, dispatch and distribution operating among sector
companies;
• draw up the Regulation for electricity supply to the consumers, approved by a
Government Decision;
• approve technical and commercial norms for sector companies.
ANRE co-operates with the Competition Council, the National Authority for Consumer
Protection. It notifies the relevant ministry and the Competition Council in case of abuse of the
dominant position on the market and breach of legal provisions on competition.
79
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Government Decision (GD) 581/2002 and, respectively GD 1816/2004

The Monitoring Report mentioned above says that the electricity market has already been
opened in July 2005 for all non-household consumers, ahead of Romania’s commitments, so
there is no need for ANRE any longer to grant the status of eligible customers.
Other laws that have an impact on the electricity sector:
• Concession Law – 219/1998;
• Public Ownership Law – 213/1998;
• Energy Efficiency Law- 199/2000;
• Law 111/1996, regarding the safety of nuclear activities.
The strategy of the present Government foresees the issuance of laws for amendment of all
laws mentioned above.
It is important to mention that Romania, Albania, Bulgaria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia,
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia had signed the Treaty for
establishing the Energy Community in South East Europe.
The Treaty recognises that the territories of Austria, Greece, Hungary, Italy and Slovenia are
naturally integrated or directly affected by the functioning of the gas and electricity markets of
the Contracting Parties.
According to the Treaty, the member states assume the responsibility for implementing the
acquis communitaire for electricity, environment, competition and renewables. The Treaty also
contains some provisions regarding the establishment of a specific regulatory framework and
the single electricity market in the region.
4.3.6

Slovakia

Slovakia has implemented a range of thorough energy reforms over a short period of time
with impressive results. The government has initiated structural reforms and sectoral policies
according to the Slovakia’s 2000 energy policy. The government has largely succeeded in
separating its policy making functions from its regulation enforcement which is now ensured
by an independent regulator, and from the operation of energy suppliers. Such separation
has limited conflict of interest, and establishes a better balance between energy supply and
demand.
In less than a decade, regulatory reforms, restructuring the incumbent energy companies
and privatization have transformed the energy sector. The unbundling of electricity generation
ownership from transmission and distribution, and establishing transparent regulatory price
reform, contributed a great deal to market opening and created conditions for competition
that should be enhanced by completion of privatization still going on /in generation where
66 % of the market share is controlled by Enel (Italy’s largest electric utility company), and
distribution where 51 % of three distribution companies remain to be privatized. However, the
grid operator will remain state owned.
Both the 2001 regulatory80, and 2004 energy81 legislation have helped the government achieve
and consolidate a market based regulatory framework in line with EU directives. The result has
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Act No. 276/2001 Coll. of 14 June 2001 on Regulation in Network Industries and on Amendments and additions to some
Acts as amended; Amendments: 397/2002 Coll.; 442/2002 Coll. (Act on Regulation, or R Act)
Act No. 656/2004 on the Energy Sector and consequential amendments (Energy Act, or E Act)
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been cost reflective prices and favourable investment conditions which have attracted major
foreign direct investments.
The institutional structure was reorganized and reinforced. The Production and Network
Industries Section of the Ministry of Economy has a central role in policy making. It is in
charge of the design, implementation and monitoring of energy policy. It drafts primary energy
legislation for approval by the Parliament and adopts secondary legislation.
The performance of regulation and state policies is now largely in the hands of independent
agencies; the Regulatory Office for Network Industries (URSO) for energy regulation, the Slovak
Energy Agency (SEA) for energy efficiency and renewable energy, the Nuclear regulatory
Authority (UJD) for nuclear safety. The National Property Fund (NPF) and the Ministry of
Economy manage state owned assets.
The Regulatory Office for Network Industries has also been established by the Act on Regulation
and is empowered to regulate all the industries mentioned above. This solution suggests that
general regulation is carried out by the Office under this Act and more specifically under the
Energy Act. So the scope of regulation encompasses
• the determination or approval of the method, procedures and conditions for
– connection and access to transmission system, distribution system,
– transmission of electricity and distribution of electricity in a specified territory,
– provision of support services in the electricity sector,
– provision of services of a transmission system operator and of services of a
distribution system operator,
– access and connection of new electricity generating companies to the system or to
the network;
• the regulation of the price of services and of conditions for their application;
• determination of the method, procedure and conditions for
– operation of the system and network;
– supply of electricity to households;
– generation, transmission and distribution of electricity generated from renewable
sources of energy, electricity generated by combined generation of electricity and
heat, and electricity generated from domestic coal;
• rights and obligations of market participants and conditions necessary for nondiscriminatory and transparent organization of the market to be regulated in detail in
the Market Rules.
Subject to price regulation are:
• the production of electricity generated from renewable sources of energy, electricity
generated by combined generation of electricity and heat, and electricity generated
from domestic coal,
• the connection to a system or network,
• the connection of new electricity generating companies to a system or to a network,
• the access to a system or network,
• the transmission and distribution of electricity,
• the supply of electricity to households,
• the provision of system services,
• the provision of support services.
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The price regulation method82 applied on goods or services, delivery or provision of which is
subject to regulation, may be determined as
• direct determination of the maximum or fixed price, or a comparable price, or
• determination of the calculation method for setting the maximum or fixed price, or a
comparable price, whereas the calculation method has to take into account justified
costs and an adequate profit, including the scope of investment, which may be
included into the price; the scope of justified costs has to take into account the scope
of investments required to provide long-term operability of the system, including the
proportional part of mandatory levies for liquidation of nuclear installations and disposal
of spent fuel and radioactive waste, as set out by a special provision, or
• determination of the scope of justified costs that may be included into the price; the
scope of justified costs has to take into account the scope of investments required
for provision of long-term operability of the system, including a proportional part of
mandatory levies for liquidation of nuclear installations and disposal of spent nuclear
fuel and radioactive waste, as set out by a special provision, or
• determination of the amount of an adequate profit, including the scope of investments
that may be included, whereas the amount of an adequate profit has to take into
account the scope of investments required for provision of long-term operability of the
system. The amount of an adequate profit will also take into account a proportional part
of mandatory levies for liquidation of nuclear installations and disposal of spent nuclear
fuel and radioactive waste, as set out by a special provision.
Individual price regulation methods can be put together or combined.
With a view of complying with the provisions of the Act on Regulation the Office shall:
• perform surveillance over the compliance with the Act on Regulation, special acts and
generally binding provisions issued for the purpose of their execution,
• enforce measures to eliminate and remedy any deficiencies identified during the
inspection,
• impose penalties for violation of obligations arising out of the act in question.
The regulatory policy and respective implementation tools are determined by the Regulatory
Council of the Regulatory Office. The Regulatory Council has six members and has a quorum,
if at least four of its members are present, however, the chairman or the vice-chairman of the
Regulatory Council must always be present. The Regulatory Council takes decisions with the
majority of votes of all its members. The chairman of the Regulatory Council is responsible for
managing and calling the sessions of the Regulatory Council. Along with the vice-chairman
or another member of the Regulatory Council he also signs rulings and decisions issued by
the Regulatory Council. Members of the Regulatory Council are appointed and withdrawn
by President of the Slovak Republic based on the proposals submitted by both the National
Parliament and the Government.
The Market Rules are laid down by the Government upon proposal from the Office through an
ordinance83, covering the conditions for
• connection and access of a market participant to the system;
• transmission and distribution;
• supply of balancing electricity and supply to households;
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DECREE of the Regulatory Office for Network Industries of 30 June 2005 No. 2/2005, which lays down the scope of price
regulation in the electric energy sector and the method of its implementation, scope and structure of eligible costs, method
of determination of reasonable profit and background documents for price proposal
124 ORDINANCE OF THE GOVERNMENT of the Slovak Republic of 30 March 2005, which lays down rules for operation of
the electricity market (Electricity Market Rules)
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•
•
•
•

provision of support and system services, assuming responsibility for deviations;
assessment, clearing and settlement of market participant’s and system deviation;
method of prevention of overload and handling of overload of the system;
cross-border exchange of electricity under a special regulation (EU Regulation No.
1228/2003).

Beside the Regulatory Office the Energy Act designates two other state administration body
having additional scope of authority in the electricity sector: the Ministry of Economy and the
State Energy Inspection Board.
The Ministry develops and regularly updates the energy policy covering a period of at least
twenty years. Among many other responsibilities related to security of supply, technical safety,
etc. it also
• defines obligations under a state of emergency (or when preventing it),
• assigns responsibility for the balancing of system deviation within the defined territory;
• decides on the imposition of obligations in the general economic interest,
• decides on the granting of authorization for the construction of an energy facility,
• adopts measures to meet objectives regarding support for the generation of electricity
from renewable energy sources.
Further details on the scope and the procedure on providing information necessary for the
performance of the state administration covered by the Ministry of Economy on the field of
energy markets are laid down in the Decree No.156/2005 Coll. of the Ministry of Economy.
As far as particular responsibility of the Ministry of Economy is concerned reference is made
to the finding of the International Energy Agency presented in its study on the Slovak energy
policy in 200584: “The Ministry of Economy appears to retain influence, potentially impacting
on the functioning and operation of the market. For instance, under the new energy legislation,
ministerial discretion has been augmented in certain key areas, such as whether to authorize
the construction of new energy facilities, a task formerly assigned to URSO.”
The Board – along with the Regional Inspectorates – supervises the fulfillment of obligations
of market participants, and manages the performance of state supervision and the activities
of the Inspectorates; imposes measures to remove detected shortcomings, with validity
beyond the territorial jurisdiction of any one Inspectorate; imposes fines; decides as the
appeal authority against decisions issued by Inspectorates; issues decisions and preliminary
measures in administrative proceedings.

4.3.7

Slovenia

The process of liberalization in the energy sector has begun with the Energy Act in 1999,
which has been amended several times, its last amendment entered into force in May 200485.
The overall goals of the Act are similar to those stipulated by such legislation in any other EU
country, i.e. to ensure the requirements for secure and reliable supply of users with energy
services according to market principles and the principles of sustainable development, with due
consideration to efficient energy use, the economic utilization of renewable energy resources
84
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Slovak Republic Energy Policy Review 2005, OECD/IEA, 2006. See: http://www.iea.org/Textbase/publications/index.asp
The Energy Act (EA). The Official Consolidated Version 1 (UPB1) of the Act has been published on March 15, 2005 (Official
Gazette of RS, No. 28-891/2005).

and the requirements to ensure protection of the environment. The executive regulations partly
new and those that will be amended are mostly available only in Slovenian86.
The relevant EU directives have been transposed, the Regulation on Cross-border Exchanges
however does not fully apply, because – on the initiative of the Government – a country
specific Regulation87 exempted Slovenia from the application of Art. 6(1) until 1 July 2007.
The Act lays down
• the principles of energy policy,
• the rules for the operation of the energy market,
• the manners and forms of the operation of public services in the energy sector,
• the principles of a reliable supply and the efficient use of energy,
• the requirements for the operation of energy installations, and
• the conditions for the provision of energy-related activities;
establishes
• the Public Agency of the Republic of Slovenia for Energy (Energy Agency) and defines
its powers,
and regulates
• the issuance of licenses and energy authorisations, and
• the bodies responsible for the administrative tasks under the Act.
Based on the energy policy principles and the goals of the Act a national energy program cares
for the long-term development targets and strategic guidelines for energy systems and energy
supply. It takes into account environmental and technological criteria, the development of the
public infrastructure, infrastructure of national importance and incentives and aims to promote
the use of renewable sources of energy and the implementation of measures for the efficient
use of energy. It comprises goals, guidelines and a chosen strategy for energy supply and
consumption, the measures for achieving the set goals, prospective energy balancing, and an
evaluation of effectiveness in terms of achieving these goals. The program on the proposal of
the Government was adopted by the National Assembly88. This is used as a basis on which
local energy concepts are developed by local authorities, it provides the methodology and
content which guides the Minister responsible for the energy sector. These are all important
because the acts and decisions of the authorities need to be in harmony with the aims of the
program and local considerations.
The Energy Agency89 is a Government body, established by the force of the Energy Act by
parliamentary decision90 as an independent regulator. It is also subject to the provisions of
the Act on public agencies91, responsible for the supervision of the operation of the market in
electricity and natural gas. Its functioning is subject to the Act on systemization and organization
of the Energy agency of March 2006 (being a general act of the regulator and not a law). Its
managing bodies are the Director and the Energy Agency Council.
The powers of the Energy Agency are defined by the Energy Act and the Government cannot
take them over.
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See the homepage of the Energy Agency of the Republic of Slovenia: www.agen-rs.si
32004R1223 Council Regulation (EC) No 1223/2004 of 28 June 2004 amending Regulation (EC) No 1228/2003 of the
European Parliament and of the Council as regards the date of application of certain provisions to Slovenia
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Resolution on the national energy program, the Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia, No. 57/2004 (in Slovene only)
89	For more information see: http://www.agen-rs.si/en/
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Decision on the Establishment of the Energy Agency, the Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia, Nos. 63/2004,
95/2004
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The Public Agencies Act, the Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia, Nos. 52/2002, 51/2004
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The Agency amongst other regulatory and supervisory functions
• issues general acts regarding the implementation of public authorization with respect to
the methodology for
– calculating and defining the network charge; and the criteria for establishing the
eligible costs and calculating the resulting prices;
– preparing the tariff systems;
– defining the shares of individual production sources and their presentation;
• defines
– the network charge for electricity networks;
– the justified costs and other elements of the network charge for electricity;
• grants consent to
– the rules for the allocation of interconnection capacities;
– system operating instructions;
– general conditions for the supply and consumption of electricity from the transmission
and distribution networks;
– the tariff system for electricity applicable to tariff customers;
– rules on the operation of the balancing market in electricity;
• decides on
– the issuing and revoking of licenses;
– disputes, relating to network access, charged network prices, alleged breaches of
general supply conditions, system operation instructions and balancing rules;
• assesses
– the eligibility of the costs for the provision of ancillary services;
• issues
– guarantees of origin92;
– commercial (tradable) green certificates for electricity generated from RES,
• supervises
– independence of system operators;
– repair time for networks;
– network connection time;
– publication of information on interconnectors and network capacity;
– terms, conditions and tariffs for connection of new generators;
– unbundling of supply, generation, distribution and transmission;
– the degree of transparency and competitiveness of the electricity (and gas) market.
Though the Agency is an independent authority certain general acts of it are subject to the
consent the Government. Should this be refused the conclusion refusing the consent, together
with the reasons are to be published.
The principal role of the Energy Inspectorate, the other supervisory body of the Government,
is to ensure a safe and reliable operation of energy installations, equipments and plants,
intended for the generation, transmission, distribution, metering, protection and consumption
of electricity. It has the power to take measures by decision to order to remedy the shortcomings
or to prohibit activities being not compatible with what is laid down in the Energy Act or its
implementing legislation.
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The ordinance regarding the issuing of guarantees of the origin of electricity, Official Gazette of the RS, No. 121/05)

4.4

Generation

The key element of the entire system of electricity is without doubt the one producing it. No
wonder that license is needed for the producers which contain their obligations regarding
services to be provided in order to supply energy to the final consumers in a secure and non
discriminatory manner respecting the interest of other actors playing an indispensable role in
transmission, distribution etc. Capital investment to be made in generation is also a crucial
issue therefore – in order to protect incumbents and to guarantee the economic viability of
future investment – it is also subject to strong conditions. A new endeavour – the promotion
of production from alternative energy sources – is also supported by the legislation.
4.4.1

Austria

The law (Elwog) says that the implementing legislation shall in any case define the conditions
applicable to the construction and operation of generating plants and to any preliminary work
to be carried out, according to transparent and non-discriminatory criteria within the meaning
of Articles 4 and 5 of the Directive on the Single Market in Electricity (under which Articles 6
and 7 of the Directive 2003/54 should be understood). This is almost equivalent to a permit.
The implementing legislation may provide that generating plants producing electricity from
renewable energy sources or waste, or producing combined heat and power, be subject to a
simplified procedure or to registration, provided that their capacity does not exceed a certain
level. These plants which are subject to authorization or registration pursuant to the provisions
of the 1994 Industrial Code, shall in any case be exempt from the obligation to obtain an
authorization.
Any decisions refusing an authorization to construct or operate a generating plant shall be
transmitted to the competent Ministry, which shall notify the European Commission of such
refusal, giving duly substantiated reasons.
It is required by the implementing legislation that generators
• join a balancing group or to form a balancing group of their own;
• make any required data available to the grid operators concerned, to the settlement
agent, to the balancing group representative and to any other relevant market
participant;
• give advance notice of generating schedules to the grid operators concerned, to the
control area manager and to the balance group representative, to the extent necessary
for technical reasons;
• inasmuch as they use their own metering and data transmission equipment, comply
with the technical specifications of the grid operator;
• notify their generating schedules to the balance group representatives concerned.
4.4.2

Croatia

Basic provisions on generation are contained in the Electricity Market Act.
Regarding generation of electricity the Act prescribes conditions for carrying out this activity
and the possibility for granting the status of ‘eligible producer’. Eligible producers may be
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entitled for incentive price based on the tariff system for electricity generation from renewable
energy sources and cogeneration.
An electricity generator or an eligible electricity customer who has been denied access to the
network or who is not satisfied with the terms of access may file an appeal to the HERA. The
resolution of the HERA is final.
Producers (i.e. undertakings performing the activity of generation of electricity) have the rights
to
• sell their production on contracts subject to the relevant legislation,
• have access to the transmission and distribution network,
Producers have to comply with the rules of electricity market operation, the Grid Code and
other general requirements.
An undertaking generating electricity and heat in a single plant from waste or renewable
energy resources in an economically viable way in compliance with environmental protection
has the status of eligible producer subject to the decision of the Agency made with respect
to the requirements prescribed by the Minister. If its production capacity does not exceed 10
MW, it may claim an incentive price based on a specific tariff system This extra fee is collected
from the suppliers of both tariff and eligible customers by the market operator and is allocated
in accordance with the specific tariff system. System operators are obliged to take over their
total production.
A licensed producer may construct new generation facilities – to meet additional needs or for
replacement – provided it complies with the criteria defined in the relevant approval procedure
laid down by the Government upon the proposal of the Ministry, taking into account the
opinion of the Agency. The approval proper is granted by the Ministry.
The approval procedure for the construction of generation facilities shall be based on objective,
transparent and non-discriminatory principles securing the following:
• reliability and safety of the electric power system,
• protection of public health and safety,
• environmental protection criteria and securing permanent environmental impact
control,
• use of land and location,
• use of public land,
• energy efficiency,
• type of primary energy, technical, economic and financial capabilities of the applicant.
In the case that new capacities constructed prove to be insufficient to cover the volume of
increased consumption or measure for efficiency or environment protection required a public
tender is initiated. The tender is organized by the Agency for new capacities up to 50 MW,
and – proposed by the Agency – by the Government above this, and the best bidder wins
the tender procedure. The tender procedure, conditions for bidding and criteria for choosing
the best bidder shall be transparent and non-discriminatory. Details governing the tendering
procedure are laid down by the Minister.
The following shall be stated in the tender procedure:
• the location where the plant is to be constructed,
• the type of primary energy,
• the manner and conditions of generating and taking over electricity,
• conditions to be met after cessation of plant’s operation,
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• condition related to environmental protection and health and safety of citizens,
• the required energy efficiency level,
• incentive measures or subsidies for certain generation facilities, though the incentives
and subsidies will not apply to the hydro power stations with the capacity exceeding 10
MW,
• criteria as in the approval procedure,
• conditions for use of common and public goods.
Generation of electricity for eligible customers is market activity while for tariff (captive)
customers it is a regulated activity.
According to the Energy Act generation is a licensed activity and it is a public service where
electricity is generated for tariff customers (i.e. other than those having the status of eligible
customers) for a price set by the application of the relevant tariff system. A specific tariff
system – including incentive elements – applies for electricity produced from renewable energy
sources and cogeneration granting the producer a right to an incentive price payable by the
market operator for energy supplied. It is passed by the Government taking into account the
opinion the Agency.
To encourage energy efficiency and development of renewable sources, the Government may
establish an agency for energy efficiency and renewable sources. Entities granted incentives
in project construction for the use of renewable energy sources and cogeneration shall not
supply energy generated by such projects to international markets without approval of the
Government of the Republic of Croatia. Renewable energy sources and cogeneration have
granted access to the power system (managed by system operator).
4.4.3

Czech Republic

A government authorization is required to construct generating plants with installed capacities
of 30 MW or higher, awarded by a decision of the competent Ministry. Beyond the usual
conditions to be met, the applicant - a natural or legal person - should satisfy the requirement
for the availability of sufficient funds to finance the construction.
Beside authorization the applicant shall have permission for planning as well as permission
for building the generating plant as specified by the Building Act93 in the process of which the
Ministry shall be a party.
The written application submitted to the Ministry shall include the usual basic parameters of
the generating plant (location, fuel, capacity, efficiency etc.) and
• the opinion on the environmental impact assessment based on the pertinent special
legal regulation94;
• the consent of the clear air protection body95;
• the opinion of the transmission system operator or the respective distribution system
operator on compliance with the conditions laid down in the implementing legal
regulation on securing system services and on impact on safety and reliability of the
operation of the Grid.
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Act No. 50/1976 Coll., on Town and Country Planning and the Building Code (Building Act), as amended (note: will be fully
replaced soon by a new one).
Act No. 244/1992 Coll. on Assessment of Environmental Effects as amended.
Act No. 309/1991 Coll., on Air Protection Against Polluting Substances (Clean Air Act), as amended.
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Although the requisites and the details of the process of assessment of an application are
specified by the implementing regulation96, there is also a provision stating that “there shall
be no automatic legal title to the granting of authorization for the construction of an electricity
generating plant”. In consequence of that it remains within the discretion of the competent
Ministry to grant the authorization or not. In addition, generators must have an electricity
generation license as laid down by an ERO Decree97.
Generators – along with others – are market participants and from the date of full market
opening – Jan. 1. 2006. – they can sell their products to any other market participants including
end customers respecting the Electricity Market Rules and bearing their responsibility for any
difference. They are entities in charge of the difference settlement towards the transmissions
and the distribution system operators.
Licensed generators are entitled to:
• connect to the Grid in compliance with the connection and transport conditions
specified in the implementing regulation and the trading conditions specified in the
Transmission or the Distribution System Operating Rules respectively;
• offer the electricity generated in its own electricity generating plant on the short-term
electricity market organized by the market operator,
• supply electricity through the transmission or a distribution system
– on contract,
– onto the short-term electricity market organized by the market operator,
– when asked by the transmission system operator or the respective distribution
system operator to do so,
• offer and provide support services needed to secure the operation of the Grid.
Generators in turn have the obligation to:
• install facilities for the provision of support services at the newly built electricity generating
plants having a total installed electricity capacity of at least 30 MW in compliance with
the relevant (transmission or distribution) system operating rules, and operate them in
accordance with the Grid Code;
• contribute to the covering of the justified costs incurred by the relevant system operator
in respect of the connection of the generating plant in line with the connection and
transport conditions98;
• pay the relevant system operator for system services according to the market rules
(see below) in relation to the quantity of the electricity generated in their own generating
plant.
Although one of the requirements to acquire a license is to provide evidence of having
sufficient funds for performing the planned activities, availability of sufficient funds need not be
proved by applicants for licenses for electricity generation from renewable resources, unless
the installed capacity of the electricity-generating equipment is higher than 200 kW or the
installed capacity of the heat-generating equipment is higher than 1 MWt.
Generators producing electricity
• from renewable sources (hydraulic power up to the plant’s output of 10 MW, solar, wind
or geothermal energy, biomass and biogas), or
• by operating co-generation facilities for combined generation of electricity and heat
96
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MIT Decree No. 222/2001 Coll. on details of granting state authorisation for construction of electricity generating plant (n.a.)
ERO Decree No. 426/2005 Coll., of 11. October 2005, on the details of awarding licences for business in the energy
industries
ERO Decree No. 51/2006 Coll. on conditions of connection to the electrical grid

They enjoy the right of preferred connection from their electricity generating plant to the
transmission system or the distribution systems. It is taken for granted that they have to
comply with the relevant operating rules.
In addition, in order to accomplish the National Program for Economical Energy Management
and Use of Renewable and Secondary Energy Sources developed in line with the National
Energy Policy for
• the development of combined heat and power generation, and
• the promotion of the use of
– renewable and
– secondary energy sources (where energy produced is a by-product of the conversion
and final consumption of energy, and of waste disposal), the activities just identified
may be subsidized form the state budget.
In order to ensure that electricity produced from renewable sources and from sources of
combined generation of electricity and heat is really utilized, the distribution system operator
has the obligation, as far as technically possible and in case of combined generation if electricity
is generated for the purpose of supply to individuals or legal entities and for technological use,
to buy it in the manner specified in the implementing legal regulation.
None of the legal instruments make mention of long term power purchase agreements (PPA).
Nevertheless, the Issues Paper99 on energy of the EU (p. 40.) claims, that “(d)espite the fact
that Czech (…) PPA-s accounted for a small share of the national markets, the position of
the incumbent operators, each of which holds the vast majority of generation assets (…),
was further strengthened by long-term PPA-s, which allowed the incumbents to additionally
control some 20-30% of the remaining independent generation capacity.
4.4.4

Hungary

A license is required for the establishment and operation of a power plant with a capacity of
50 MW or more, or its expansion, the increase of its capacity, the selection or change of the
fuel used in the power plant, in such a manner and to such extent as specified in a separate
legal instrument (which is actually the implementing regulation of the Act logically integrated in
its text as referred to before), the termination of electricity generation or the decommissioning
of a power plant.
In the process of issuing a license for generators, the Office – as licensing authority – has to
verify more aspects related to energy policy. This general framework of principles includes
amongst other things that the establishment of a new power station or the termination of an
existing one should not jeopardize the safety of supply and the competitive market. Moreover,
only the power stations reaching efficiency of up-to-date technology can be established and
co-generation facilities or generation based on renewable sources and waste energy enjoy
priority. In addition the Minister has the right to instruct the Office to deny its consent to the
use of certain kind of energy sources or fuels if in the given case the planned development
puts at risk the balance of supply of the country or also the secure supply of different energy
sources.
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See: http://europa.eu.int/comm/competition/antitrust/others/sector_inquiries/energy/issues_paper15112005.pdf
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Finally there is the reasonable limitation reflecting the above principles that license for a natural
gas fuelled power station can be issued only in the case if natural gas can be replaced by
alternative source of energy (i.e. heating oil etc.) up to the limit and with the methods which
are provided in the related ministerial decree.
From the above the conclusion can be drawn that the regulation does not expressly include
limitations for the establishment of power stations, but the precondition for the calculable
practice of the discretional right reserved for the minister would be a new Energy Policy of
Hungary which is still missing.
There are no special provisions for the construction of new power plants. A license is certainly
required and the application for the license has to include the feasibility study prepared as
laid down in the implementing decree of the Act. Nevertheless it is left to the discretion of the
Office to grant the license or not, since there are no specific conditions to that end laid down
in the Act.
The Act stipulates that a generator which by the force of its operating license is required to
produce electricity for public utility purposes shall offer such electricity for sale to public utility
wholesalers, in any other case it is free to sell its production on the competitive market. The
methodology for the calculation of the prices for public utility purposes and the highest prices
for electric energy sold by the public utility wholesaler to public service providers or distribution
network licensee are laid down in a ministerial decree100.
The Act also provides for the introduction of the system of green certifications at a later point
of time, but in the mean time it promotes the establishment of generation facilities using
renewable and waste sources making it obligatory to take over the electricity produced. The
method and measure of compensation is different for each energy sources taking into account
the different recovery period of the related technologies.
The Minister sets purchase prices by decree101. The problem with the effective system of
subsidies (which is going to change) was that co-generation facilities with the capacities
above 200 MW caused difficulties in balancing the system in the off-peak period. On the
other hand (and this also indicates the absence of the energy policy) in the forthcoming period
(2006 and beyond) the unpredictable participation of subsidized renewable energy sources in
the Hungarian electricity system cannot be easily estimated with regards to either the system
operator or the investors.
In February 2006 the Parliament passed the amendment of the Act on electric energy thereby
restoring the administrative regulation of the producer price of electricity. It is to be recalled that
Hungary undertook the obligation of gradual market opening as laid down in the relevant EU
Directive. Aiming that, an earlier amendment of the Act repealed the regulation of the producer
price as from 1 January 2004, thereby forcing MVM to renegotiate the long term PPA-s with
the generation plants. The endeavours of the lawmakers did not meet their expectations,
negotiations were formal, MVM – referring to its all inclusive supply obligation – was unwilling
to forgo any purchase quantities guaranteed in the PPA-s.
100
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Decree No 4/2005. (I. 21.) of the Minister of Economy and Transport (GKM) on the regulation of prices for electric energy sold
for public utility purposes and for covering the loss of distribution networks, and on the prices set for electric energy sold by
the public utility wholesaler on regulated prices
Decree No. 56/2002.(29.12) of the Minister of Economy and Transport (GKM) on the rules of feeding in electricity falling under
feed-in obligation and setting of its prices. Last amendment: Decree of Minister of Economy and Transport No. 78/2005
(07.10)

It should be pointed out also – as it was determined in the electric energy sector enquiry
performed by the Hungarian Competition Office – that the provisions of the Act has not
allowed MVM to forgo at least partly the capacity guaranteed in the PPA portfolio, since its
public supply obligation was not in any respect different from that regulated before partial
market opening, especially because the opportunity laid down in Art. 17 and 18 – according
to which the producer is free to sell the capacities though contracted but not taken over by the
buyer – never became practicable under the Commercial Code approved by the Office.
A decision by the Office also obliged MVM to sell the system level services to the TSO, albeit
the resale of system level services definitely surpassed the terms contained in the license of
the public wholesaler. Whereas the system level services are resold not only to public utilities,
the resale itself is definitely a commercial activity, which might have been pursued by MVM in
order to meet its public service obligations.
Whereas a competitive market does not function even partly without liberally evolved producer
prices, the present amendment gravely infringes the provisions of the Directive, and is widely
different from the European practice. In Western Europe it is usual to regulate only the price
of electricity supplied to the captive customer, the service providers subject to public service
obligations procure the electric energy through market mechanisms.
The Government shall be able to implement that amendment – if it follows the procedure
regarding the determination of administrative prices – in the first quarter of 2007, because
first it has to issue the decree regulating the price setting rules. Based on rules the Office has
to work out a methodology of price assessment, independent experts should be assigned to
carry out the price assessment. Following that the Office will be able to make a proposal to
the Minister for producer prices to be fixed by the relevant decree. Conclusion: in an optimal
case the Government shall be able to restore the producer price in a year’s time, and only for
a couple of months, given that the date of full market opening – 1 July 2007 – is a must.
An amendment of the Act promulgated in 2005 obliges public wholesalers (if the generation
plant is connected directly to the transmission network) and public service providers (if the
generation plant is connected to the distribution network) to take over the electricity produced
in a generation plant, or in a small generation plant using renewable energy sources up
to the measure specified in the license of the producers. Based on that, the producer so
defined and the public wholesaler have to enter into contract for the period of the validity of
the producer’s license. It follows that the lawmakers instead of laying down specific rules to
promote the production of energy from renewable sources and to stipulate the conditions of
their connection to the electric energy system, they relegated the establishment of this kind
of generation capacities to the sphere of the private law. As a result a way has been opened
for new long term contracts, which can be re-regulated or restricted by compensating the
investors, even in the case when a given production plant – for reasons of system operation
– cannot be connected to the network.
The price for the energy produced has been also determined as the product of a fixed amount
and a factor depending on the RPI without being different by the period of the day, zone time
etc. paying not the least attention to the common interest of producers connected to the
network.
The time being the European Commission is examining the long term PPA-s of the MVM and
the production plants concerned. The main problem arises from the competition limitation
effect of the PPA-s and the state aid granted through a price previously set.
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4.4.5

Romania

For the establishment of new generation and co-generation (electricity and heat) capacities
or retrofitting of the existing capacities, exceeding 10 MW authorization by ANRE is required,
while for commercial operation of generation and co-generation a license is needed according
to the Rules on licensing, laying down license/authorization granting procedures, deadlines,
tariffs and conditions consisting of: criteria, power levels, certification, approvals, guarantees
and alike, differentiated by category of capacities and by activities subject to authorization,
developed by the competent authority and approved through Government Decision102.
Where a Romanian or a foreign legal person involved in a public-private partnership investment
project of a new energy generation capacity ANRE103 issues first a notice qualifying the project
as “favourable”, it is also subject to other regulations104. It is required to authorize, through a
Government Decision, the award of a wholesale contract for electricity or heat with insurances
related to quantities and prices of the contracted energy generated from the new capacity.
The producers of electricity are obliged
• to ensure the supply of electricity, in compliance with the terms imposed by licenses,
contractual clauses and the regulations in force;
• to offer the entire quantity of electricity available and to provide ancillary services, under
non-discriminatory conditions,
• to operatively comply with the requirements of the transmission system operator;
while they have the right
• to have access to the electricity networks of public interest,
• to trade electricity and ancillary services on the regulated and the competitive
markets.
Prices and tariffs of produced electricity are regulated, i.e. established on methodologies
approved and published by ANRE with regard to the justified costs of generation, the
development and environment protection costs, as well as a reasonable profit. In the process
aiming at the development or amendment of these methodologies ANRE shall inform and
consult the ministry and the companies concerned. The latter send substantiated proposals
in compliance with the methodologies issued by ANRE along with all underlying information.
At present, the idea of providing a firm contract with regulated prices and quantities on the
wholesale market is not finalized by the Government; as a matter of fact, this provision has
never worked, even if there is a legal provision in this respect.
The obligation to offer the entire available capacity regards only dispatchable producers (above
25 MW); it refers to the available power not to the entire produced electricity.
The electricity prices and quantities are only partially regulated for the quantities qualified
according to ANRE methodology. Regulation is now being prepared regarding the implementation
of Directive 2004/8/EC for the support mechanisms for promoting cogeneration.
Regarding renewables, there are Government Decisions that establish Romania’s RES targets
and support mechanisms. There is an obligation that a certain amount of the electricity sold by
102
103
104
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DECISION No. 540 / April 7th, 2004 On approving the Rules for electricity sector licensing and authorizing. Issued by:
Government of Romania. Published by: MONITORUL OFICIAL AL ROMANIEI, No. 399, May 5, 2004
ANRE Regulation concerning the Analysis of Investment Projects for Energy Generation. Order No. 1/2004
Law No. 137/2002 regarding some measures for privatization acceleration and Government Ordinance No.73/2002
regarding the organization and the operation of the district heating utilities

suppliers will be generated using renewable energy sources (RES). Trading in this electricity is
pursued on a green certificate market.
Connection of RES producers to the grid exists special facilities, moreover, there is the priority
obligation to buy electricity generated from renewable sources.
ANRE can qualify as Uncontrollable Priority Production the electricity generated by producers
that have in commercial operation RES units or cogeneration units and wish to benefit from
the Support Schemes (Order no. 33/2005).
To protect the hydrogenerator against hydrologic risks it is possible to conclude contracts
with an electricity purchasing/selling option between Hidroelectrica and the thermal or nuclear
generators.
4.4.6

Slovakia

An investment to be made into the construction of an electricity facility, and hence a new
generator is subject to a certificate issued by the Ministry upon a written request. The Ministry
shall keep the records of all applicants applying for the certificate and shall publish in its Official
Journal and on its web site a list of certificates issued. No such certificate is required for
small generators (the total installed capacity of which does not exceed 0.5 MW). Having such
certificate the investor has to apply and be given a planning and construction permit subject
to the Building Act105 as well.
The criteria and the procedures for the issuance of the certificate on the investment plan’s
compliance with the long-term concept of the Energy Policy shall be determined by the
Ministry and published on its web site and in its official journal. It shall be noted, that from the
legal point of view such a publication can’t be deemed a legal instrument.
The certificate is granted if the planned investment is in compliance with the long-term concept
of the Energy Policy, approved by the Government upon a proposal by the Ministry. Should
the application for the certificate rejected, the Ministry shall give reasons for the rejection,
which shall be objective, non-discriminatory and duly substantiated.
The Ministry of Economy may put an electricity facility operator under the following obligations
in accordance with general economic interest assigned by the Ministry of Economy in
compliance with the provisions of law:
• to introduce technologies which:
– increase energy efficiency of the system,
– reduce electricity consumption;
and if these do not sufficiently ensure the security and reliability of the system, or the existing
electricity capacity is insufficient or does not ensures security and reliability of the system
• take measures aimed at preparing the construction or construction of new power
facilities.
The general economic interest in the energy sector shall mean, among other things, the
ensuring:

105

Act No. 50/1976 Coll. on Spatial Planning and Construction Permit Procedures (The Building Act), as amended.
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• security of the system, quality of the supplies, protection of the environment;
• priority access to the system in order to supply electricity generated from renewable
sources and from domestic coal;
• utilization of renewable energy sources, combined generation and domestic coal in
generation.
The Ministry may, upon imposing any of these obligations, grant economic incentives in
accordance with a separate Act106. Should that be the case the supplier of technologies
necessary to meet the obligation imposed shall be selected through a tender organized and
controlled by the Office.
The electricity producer has the right to
• connect its electricity generating facility to the system;
• supply electricity generated in its own electricity generating facility for its own
consumption;
• propose to the transmission system operator, under the principle of economic
efficiency, a connection to its own electricity generating facilities in order to provide
ancillary services and supply of regulation electricity.
Although the law is silent about that, producers - it follows of the fact that they are market
participants - may sell electricity to any eligible customer.
The only restriction regarding the free choice of their purchaser is that they have the obligation
to provide, in case their total installed capacity exceeds 75 MW, ancillary services necessary
for ensuring the operational reliability of the system and for the provision of system services if
the competent Ministry so decides. Should that be the case they are to install facilities to that
end.
Regarding the effect exercised on generation by PPA-s the same applies as with the Czech
Republic (see there).
4.4.7

Slovenia

For new facilities for generating electricity in excess of 1 MW of nominal capacity to be
connected to public electricity network an energy authorisation is needed to be obtained
prior to the preparation of the site plan issued by the Minister, who is also authorized to lay
down the requirements for granting the authorisation and the contents of the application for
it. To start the construction a building permit subject to the relevant provisions of law is also
required.
Any entity in generation business should prepare a ten year development plan, although it has
no binding legal consequences for the generator.
Should the volume of capacity for which the authorisation has been granted not ensure the
reliability of supply, the Ministry may call for public tenders for constructing new capacities or
introduce saving measures. The tender may also have the aim of reducing negative impacts
on the environment or promoting new technologies not yet commercially utilized.

106
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Act No. 231/1999 Coll. on State Aid as amended

The public tender has to make it possible to offer, instead of a new generation capacity,
the electricity from existing generation capacities, on condition that its long-term supply is
ensured, and that equal supply reliability can be provided. No such tender has been published
yet since it would burden the network charges. At the moment the electricity supply is still
adequate.
For generation, i.e. for the production of electricity a license issued by the Energy Agency is also
needed subject to the Government decree laying down detailed requirements regarding the
extent of financial resources and professional qualifications, etc. for the issuing of licenses107.
It should be pointed out that the licence grants the right to perform generation business in
Slovenia (i.e. access to the generation market), while the electricity authorization relates to a
specific facility and should be granted even before the zoning process begins.
The producer may sell the electricity generated to eligible customers or traders either directly
or via the electricity exchange which is organised as an entity with public service obligations.
Nevertheless, both the transmission and the distribution system operator have the obligation
to purchase all electricity offered by:
• qualified producers, connected to the transmission and distribution network,
• producers using domestic fuel, subject to a maximum of 15% of the primary energy
required for generation of the electricity consumed in a calendar year in accordance
with the energy balance sheet of the country, while only the transmission operator is
obliged to purchase all electricity offered by
• producers generating electricity on the basis of the public tender described above, at
the price determined by the Government.
These producers however may sell all or part of the produced electricity freely and shall
be entitled to the payment of a premium for the sales of this energy as determined by the
Government. This premium is the difference between the fixed price and the expected average
annual market price of electricity. Producers shall receive the premium from the system
operators. All costs incurred by the operator arising from such purchase and sale, or the
payment of the premium, shall be covered by the price for the use of networks.
The status of qualified producer (by definition: a producer, which, in individual production
facilities, generates electricity with above-average actual efficiency rate during the cogeneration of electricity and heat, or uses renewable sources of energy in a manner consistent
with the protection of environment) is awarded to producers meeting the requirements laid
down in a Government ordinance108 specifying the volume of the production, the type of
energy source and the achieved efficiencies as well. The agency indirectly supports the use
of RES in electricity generation by issuing green certificates, upon request of the producers. It
should also be mentioned: that generators do not pay network access charge.
The position of qualified producers on the electricity market, the rules for purchasing electricity
from qualified producers, as well as the purchasing price and premium for the electricity sold
independently by them are also laid down by the Government in an ordinance109.

107	Ordinance regarding the requirements and the procedure for issuing and revoking the licenses for operating the energyrelated activities, the Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia, Nos. 21/2001, 31/2001, 66/05, (n.a.)
108	Ordinance relating to the conditions for obtaining the status of qualified producer of electricity, the Official Gazette of the
Republic of Slovenia, Nos. 29/2001, 99/2001
109	Ordinance regarding the rules on setting the prices and on the purchasing of electricity from qualified producers of electricity,
the Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia, No. 25/2002, Decision on the prices and premiums for the purchasing of
electricity from qualified producers of electricity, the Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia, No. 8/2004
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4.5

Networks and system operators

Theoretically the network as the physical infrastructure serves the transmission of electricity
and the operation of the system. It consists of networks and other equipments for connection
of various facilities to it /e.g. generators or consumers (or rather their separate networks with
equipments consuming electricity, called loads), measuring, protection, control etc. devices/
can well be separated, in practice, however, it is difficult to do so. In addition to that in most of
the cases the transmission network licensee and the system operator is the same entity. For
that reason the authors opted for handling them together.
4.5.1

Austria

The implementing legislation shall oblige grid operators to grant parties access to their
(transmission or distribution) grids under general terms and conditions110 approved, and at set
tariffs for grid use, set by E-Control (regulated third party access). E-control is also authorized
to request operators of transmission grids to change their general terms and conditions insofar
as this is required with a view to creating a competitive market.
Grid operators have to be licensed according to the provisions of the provincial electricity
acts (see e.g. the Vienna electricity act, Art’s 60 to 71). The operators are obliged to improve
or expand their grid according to needs. In case they fail to fulfil this obligation – or any other
as laid down in these acts – the authority (the provincial government) has to charge them to
eliminate the deficiency within a reasonable time.
On the date – 1 July 2004 – the EU Regulation on conditions for access to the network for
cross-border exchanges in electricity entered into force. The rules in practice are in conformity
with this Regulation.
One of the cornerstones of the liberalization of network markets is the separation of monopoly
areas like network, from the competitive areas like generation and supply in order to exclude
discriminatory treatment of market participants that are not linked to a system operator by
common ownership as laid down by the Electricity Directive (Art. 10.). In line with that the
amended ElWOG (passed in June 2004) it complies with the unbundling provisions of the
Directive. It requires transmission system operators (Verbund - Austrian Power Grid AG, der
Tiroler Regelzonen AG and VKW Übertragungsnetz AG) to be independent of other activities
in the industry unrelated to transmission, at least as far as their legal form, organizational and
decision-making structures are concerned. Each of the transmission grids of these enterprises
shall be assigned to an independent grid operator. These independent grid operators shall be
designated as control area managers.
The criteria for the independence of a system operator forming part of an integrated undertaking
are:
• the complete separation of the management of a distribution system operator from the
other company structures of an integrated undertaking;
• measures to ensure that the management of a distribution system operator has effective
decision-making rights;
• the provision of sufficient assets to operate, maintain and develop the network;
110
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See e.g.: General terms and conditions for access to the transmission grid of VERBUND-Austrian Power Grid AG (in German)
(http://www.verbund.at/en/apg/netzinfo/tarife/pdf/ab_20040114.pdf)

• establishment of a compliance program containing arrangements for the monitoring of
compliance and the exclusion of discriminatory conduct.
All these shall be reflected in the license required to perform the activities of a system
operator.
Transmission system capacity though limited began to increase throughout Europe and in
Austria as well. Since the existing technical infrastructure is sometimes inadequate to meet the
full demand for transmission capacity for cross-border electricity exchanges, the transmission
system operators currently allocate capacity explicitly, i.e. trading of transmission capacity
alone, or implicitly, i.e. simultaneous trading of energy and transmission capacity, and pro rata
allocation to each of the applicants.
Control area managers are obliged to
• provide system services (frequency-load control) in accordance with the relevant
technical rules, such as UCTE;
• manage schedules between control areas;
• organize and dispatch balancing energy according to the supply curve, in co-operation
with the settlement agent;
• meter electric quantities at the interfaces of his electric grid with other grids and transmit
the data to the settlement agent and to other grid operators;
• take measures to balance transmission constraints;
• dispatch power stations with a view to procuring balancing energy in accordance with
the specifications of the settlement agent;
• delimit electricity used for frequency control from balancing energy according to
transparent and objective criteria;
• ensure a physical balance between supply and demand within the grid of which they
are in charge;
• ensure the clearing and settlement of imbalances through an agency licensed to carry
out this task, and making the necessary data available to this agency and to balance
group representatives, in particular any data required to calculate deviations from the
schedule and load profile of each balance group;
• prepare a load forecast with a view to diagnosing potential transmission constraints;
• conclude agreements on the exchange of data with other grid operators, with balance
group representatives and settlement agents, as well as with other market participants,
in accordance with market arrangements;
• comply with the instructions of the settlement agent if no bids for balancing energy
have been made.
The settlement agent by the definition of Elwog is „a natural or legal person licensed to operate
a settlement agency”, having the competence and responsibility to settle and distribute the
balancing energy among the balance groups. It plays a key role on the liberalized electricity
market proven by the fact that a separate federal act regulates the rights and obligations of
settlement agencies for transactions and price formation with regard to balancing energy, as
well as preconditions for their operation (Settlements agencies act). The agent must have
a license issued by the Federal Minister of Economic Affairs and Labor. Licenses shall, as
a rule, only be granted for one control area, in the interest of expedience and cost saving,
however, licenses for two control areas may also be granted. As a matter of fact there are two
such agents functioning in the country. The Act leaves no room for implementing regulation
neither in federal nor in provincial level except that E-Control is authorized to approve the
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general terms and conditions of the agent111, as well as to set a tariff for the charge (clearing
fee) payable for its services112. The agent is an entity legally distinct from any other company
pursuing no other activity.
The term “balancing” refers in general to primary, secondary and tertiary balancing power
(minute reserve) and energy as defined by UCTE. In that context, balancing and “balancing
market” in particular refer to the so called (in Austria and Germany) minute reserve and its
market based procurement. Cross-border balancing markets are presently not implemented
but the discussions on gradual integration and harmonization of balancing markets is ongoing
between several TSOs in Europe. The balancing markets in the three Austrian control areas
are for the provision of minute reserve capacity. In the case of secondary control, tendering
of power to be paid for in kind introduces market elements into the system. The balancing
market is run by the balancing group coordinators which also have the duty of clearing and
settlement (see Figure 4‑1).

Figure 4-1 Balancing Group

Figure 4‑1 Balancing
Group
(Source: http://www.verbund.at/en/apg/bilanzgruppe/bgmodell.htm)
(Source:
http://www.verbund.at/en/apg/bilanzgruppe/bgmodell.htm)
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Verordnung der Elektrizitäts-Control GmbH, mit der die Clearinggebühr für die Erfüllung der Aufgaben eines
Bilanzgruppenkoordinators festgesetzt wird
Verordnung der Energie-Control Kommission, mit der die Tarife für die Systemnutzung bestimmt werden (Systemnutzungstarife-Verordnung 2006, SNT-VO 2006)

Grid tariffs
– in the case of connected grids of different operators within a defined grid area –
113
are determined by aggregating the costs per grid level; the income from the paid for utilization
of these
grids within the grid areas and grid levels is divided up among the respective grid
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Grid tariffs – in the case of connected grids of different operators within a defined grid area –
are determined by aggregating the costs per grid level; the income from the paid for utilization
of these grids within the grid areas and grid levels is divided up among the respective grid
operators according to their respective share in the costs. Compensation payments among
grid operators are made where necessary. In the case of grids which are exclusively supplied
at the same voltage level from grids of different operators within the same grid area, without
being directly linked to higher level grids via a transformer, tariff prices are determined by
aggregating the costs per grid level for these grids; the income from the utilization of these
grids is divided up according to the volume of electricity supplied through these grids and
according to the respective costs. Compensation payments among grid operators shall be
made where required. The organizational and technical aspects of compensation payments
are laid down by E-Control114.
4.5.2

Croatia

The definition of the transmission (or distribution) system operator /undertaking performing
the activity of transmission (or distribution) of electricity/ given in the Electricity Market Act
suggests that the integrated function of transmission (or distribution) and system operation on
the infrastructure level is carried out by a single company.
Concerning electricity transmission and distribution two companies shall be established:
transmission system operator (TSO) and distribution system operator (DSO). In order to
achieve their independence functional, accounting and legal unbundling is required. The
ownership of the transmission assets and distribution assets need not be separated from the
vertically integrated company.
Under the Company Act, members of HEP Group are separate legal companies, with their
charter document. Companies have their management boards and supervisory boards,
managers are independent in respect to day-to-day operation decisions, TSO and DSO
management boards have effective decision-making rights related to assets they operate. As
separate legal companies members of HEP Group prepare their financial statements which
are audited by an independent audit company and published in accordance with the law.
The activity of transmission covers the transport of electricity through interconnected networks
for the purpose of its delivery to final customers or an energy undertaking performing
distribution, not including supply, while that of distribution means distribution of electricity
through the distribution system for the purpose of its delivery to customers, not including
supply either. Both activities are by the force of the Act regulated activities.
Both transmission and distribution system operators shall provide non-discriminatory access
to system users – i.e. for all legal entities licensed to carry out energy activities or having the
status of an eligible customer – according to the principle of regulated third party access,
pursuant to the general conditions of electricity supply115 and the Grid Code.
The Grid Code regulates the mode of operation and the method of transmission and distribution
system management developed by the transmission system operator in cooperation with the
distribution system operator passed by the Minister, subject to prior opinion of the Agency.
114
115

Verordnung der Elektrizitäts-Control GmbH, mit der die Ausgleichszahlungen zwischen Netzbetreibern geregelt werden
(Ausgleichszahlungsverordnung, AGZ-VO)
See under the title „Consumers”
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The Grid Code covers the fields:
• management (operation) of power system,
• development and construction of transmission and distribution network,
• metering code.
The Grid Code specifically regulates technical and other criteria for the access to the network,
for interconnection and operation of networks and of the safe operation of the electricity system
ensuring reliable supply for the market with quality electricity, along with setting the procedures
to be applied for system operation in emergency situations. The Grid Code incorporates the
Distribution Code and the Metering Code for the first stage of market opening, which will
afterwards become separate Codes.
The Agency sets out the methodologies for
• determination of the compensation for the connection to the transmission and
distribution networks, and for the increase in connected loads116,
• provision of energy balancing services in the electric power system.
The amounts of fees for connection to the network and for increase in connected load are
prescribed by the Government on suggestion of the Minister, taking into account the opinion
of the Agency117.
The transmission system operator (TSO) coordinates electricity generation, transmission and
distribution as well as the operation with neighbouring TSO’s in the interest of security of supply.
It provides information on future electricity demand with the consent of the market operator as
well as other information required by the regulatory body and/or market participants. The TSO
is not allowed to trade in electricity. In that respect electricity procurement for the purpose of
balancing, covering the system losses and providing system services is not considered as
trading.
The transmission system operator’s obligations include
• managing the electricity flows in the transmission network taking into consideration the
electricity exchanges with other interconnected networks, and securing availability of all
required ancillary services,
• hiring generation facilities on its territory and determining the use of interconnections to
other networks based on the criteria which must be objective, publicly announced and
applied on a non-discriminatory basis,
• securing energy to cover the losses in the transmission system, securing balancing
energy, and energy required for the provision of system services under transparent,
non-discriminatory and market principles,
• taking care of system losses,
• passing objective, transparent and non-discriminatory rules on balancing the electric
power system, including the rules for charging the fees paid by the system users for
electric power imbalances; those shall be passed in cooperation with the market
operator.
The distribution system operator (DSO) is also obliged to provide energy to cover the losses
in the system in accordance with transparent, non-discriminatory and market principles, while
taking care of system losses.
116
117
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Regulation (of the Energy Regulatory Council) on the method and criteria for determination of the amount of the fee for use
of transmission and distribution network, 2003
Decision on the amount of compensations for the use of transmission and distribution networks, 2003

The TSO/DSO is responsible for operation and maintenance, development and construction
of the transmission/distribution system (development plan prepared for the period of three
years) as well as for partial production of reactive energy. TSO/DSO has to ensure regulated
third party access to its network. TSO and DSO take all energy from eligible producers, while
the market operator collects funds from the charge to incentivize renewable energy sources
and cogeneration from the suppliers. Data on possibilities for the use of transmission or
distribution system shall be public.
Tariff items for electricity transmission and distribution have to include elements taking
into account the development and construction plans to be compatible with the Energy
Development Strategy and the Energy Development Strategy Implementation Plan developed
by the relevant system operators for three years subject to the approval of the Agency.
To set the fee for the use of transmission and distribution network, the non-transaction stamp
method is used. Gross access is valid for all voltage levels, meaning that the fee for the use
of a specific network at certain voltage level contains a portion covering the use of networks
of higher voltage levels. The use-of-network fees is paid only by customers (100 percent on
L), while electricity producers are responsible for network connection. Network fees include
network usage and ancillary services. Method and criteria for determination of the amount of the
fee are defined by Regulator (CERA). These include the use of the transmission and distribution
network, fees for coverage of costs for providing the system services, fees for coverage of
costs of technical losses, and additional fees as defined by the laws or regulations,.
4.5.3

Czech Republic

Law provides for the secure, reliable and efficient supply of electricity while protecting the
environment, electricity market in the country which is based on the free access to the
transmission system and the distribution systems (“regulated access”).
The transmission system operator shall:
• connect to the transmission system any individual or legal entity applying, except of
evidenced lack of capacity,
• provide electricity transmission on contracts,
• control the flows within the transmission system while respecting electricity transmissions
between the interconnected grids of other countries and co-operating with the operators
of the distribution systems within the Grid;
while it may buy, at the lowest cost, the support services and electricity needed to cover the
losses from the transmission system and to meet its own needs. The TSO identified by name
in several lower level legislations is CEPS jsc, a joint-stock company, licensed and obliged to
carry out that activity118.
The TSO shall also:
• prepare and publish, upon approval by the Energy Regulatory Office, the Transmission
System Operating Rules,
• keep a list of eligible customers connected to the transmission system and submit it to
the market operator.

118	For more information see: http://www.ceps.cz/
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The conditions of connection to and transmission in the network are regulated in details by
the Energy Regulatory Office119.
The prices for the transmission and for the system services are determined by the Office in a
decision120 taking into account the data prepared by the operator121.
The independency of the entity entrusted to carry out the task of the transmission system
operator is insured by a special section of the Energy Act. The TSO, if it is a part of a vertically
integrated undertaking, shall be in terms of its legal form, organization and decision-making
be independent of other activities unrelated to electricity transmission. Nevertheless this
requirement shall not be construed as a demand for a separate ownership of property. In
addition the TSO may not be a holder of an electricity trading, electricity distribution and
electricity generation license. It does not exclude the procurement of electricity required for the
reliable operation of the transmission system which is not considered to be electricity trading.
Besides that, basic provisions for the independence of the TSO is warranted by detailed rules
regarding the independency of the management and statutory bodies of the TSO, including
any influence with regard to its decision making. To that end the TSO is obliged to work out a
program in the form of an internal regulation containing measures to eliminate discriminatory
conduct with respect to other electricity market participants, in particular as regards access
to the transmission system operated by it and the use of its services; and rules for making
accessible the information on the operation and development of the transmission system and
access to it, publishing and making them available – by way of remote access – on equal
terms also to other electricity market participants. Further to all that the TSO is to maintain
separate accounts for electricity transmission and system services122.
The TSO shall
• - secure reliable operation and development of the transmission system;
• - provide electricity transmission on the basis of contracts concluded;
• - control the electricity flows within the transmission system while respecting electricity
transmissions between the interconnected grids of other countries and co-operating
with the operators of the distribution systems within the Grid; and
• - be responsible for the provision of system services for the Grid at the level of the
transmission system.
Transmission System Operator CEPS is a joint stock company 100% owned by the state and
has a licence for the transmission of the electricity.
In regards to electricity exports/imports, and, as the case may be, transit, the quantity of
traded values is limited by the limited capacities of the lines on cross-border interconnections.
The size of free cross-border capacities depends on the physical electricity flows themselves
and also on the commercial load at the respective border interconnection. The method of
free capacity allocation is carried out applying the ETSO’s (European Transmission System
Operators) methodology based on the principle of explicit auctions. The TSO offers all free
cross-border line capacities (in the direction into and from the country) using non-discriminatory
market mechanisms, i.e. annual, monthly and daily explicit auctions are organized for all
interconnections.
119
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Decree No. 51/2006 Coll. of the Energy Regulatory Office, on conditions of connection to the electrical grid
ERO Price Decision No. 10/2004 of 29 November 2004 Laying down the prices of electricity and related services
ERO Decree No. 13/2003 Coll. of 14 January 2003 incorporated in the original wording of Decree No. 438/2001 Coll. of 4
December 2001, which specifies the content of economic data and price regulation procedures in the energy sector
Decree No. 404/2005 Coll. specifying the rules for keeping separate records of sales, costs, and revenues for the purposes
of regulation and the rules for distributing costs, sales, and revenues from capital invested into the power industry /Changes
effected by an amendment (ERO Decree No. 74/2003 Coll. of 7 March 2003) incorporated in the original wording of Decree
No. 439/2001 Coll./

The charge for system services shall be paid by the final customers connected to the grid
together with the charge for electricity transmission or distribution, to the operator of the
transmission system or the distribution system to which these final customers’ equipment
is connected, under an agreement on electricity transmission/distribution. The charge is
based on the product of the final customer’s electricity consumption times the rate for system
services in CZK/MWh in accordance with the ERO’s Price Decision123.
Prices for the provision of system services by the TSO (the electricity transmission license
holder) are fixed by ERO as follows:
• for system services related to each MWh of the total quantity of electricity expressed
in MWh and transported by the distribution company to all final customers connected
to its distribution system, for other consumption by the distribution company under
a separate legal regulation, with the exception of the electricity bought outside the
Czech electricity grid and consumed in island operation conclusively separated from
the Czech electricity grid,
• for system services related to each MWh of the total quantity of electric energy
expressed in MWh and transported by the distribution company to all final customers
taking electricity from an originally separated island operation in the event of its full or
partial connection to the Czech electricity grid over and beyond the profile approved in
the daily operations planning,
• for system services related to each MWh of the total quantity of the local consumption of
1st category generators and local consumption of 2nd category generators, generated
in their own over 100 kW facility,
• for system services related to each MWh of the total quantity of electric energy expressed
in MWh and taken by final customers from the transmission system,
• for system services related to each MWh of the total quantity of electric energy
expressed in MWh and taken by generators from the transmission or distribution
system outside the plant compound, with the exception of the electricity consumed by
the generator directly for electricity generation or directly for heat & power generation,
or the electricity consumed by the generator for pumping at pumped-storage hydroelectric power plants.
The TSO has the right to acquire, at the lowest cost, the support services and electricity
needed to cover the losses from the transmission system and to meet its own needs. The
details of the method of using the facilities for the provision of support services are regulated
by the Ministry of Industry and Trade124, while the Grid Code proper is worked out, maintained
and published by the TSO (i.e. the grid operator). Support services by definition (see Energy
Act) mean activities of individuals or legal entities whose equipment and devices are connected
to the Grid, such activities are designed to provide system services, and after activation of
which electricity supply is facilitated.
The TSO shall determine the categories and required volumes of ancillary services in accordance
with the Czech grid’s needs and UCTE rules and recommendations. The electricity generators
who own the required facilities and hold a certificate for providing these services provide
ancillary services. All electricity generators having an installed capacity of 30 MW or more are
obligated to install, at their own cost, equipment for providing ancillary services in newly built
facilities. However, they are not obliged to offer such services to the TSO – the law gives them
the right to offer and provide these services.
123
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ERO Price Decision No. 10/2004 of 29 November 2004, laying down the prices of electricity and related services
Decree of the Ministry of Industry and Trade no. 220/2001 Coll. on the Grid Code of the Electricity System of the Czech
Republic (setting out the details of the method of using the facilities for the provision of support services) (n.a.)
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ERO fixes also the balancing price for clearing the differences between the values of actual
consumption obtained from readings, and values determined using typical profiles under a
separate legal regulation125.
Neither the decree on the Grid Code, nor the Grid Code itself was available in English for the
authors of this study, though a short summary of the latter published by the TSO in English
says: (the Code) describes AnS (ancillary services) and TrS (?), trading, commercial terms and
conditions and rules of AnS purchase and their specification. It defines terms and conditions
for tenders and their evaluation. It describes also conception of operating electronic on-line
AnS day ahead market of the TSO on the Internet. It lays down the methodology of commercial
case verification within export, import and transit of the power output on international
transmission profiles, so that there could be a technical verification of a safe transmission
feasibility performed for each commercial case. Balancing energy is marketed on the market
of regulating energies, organized and settled by the market operator under an agreement with
the transmission system operator, in which cleared entities participate.
The system operator is also authorized to limit or interrupt, to the extent necessary, electricity
supply to buyers, i.e. individual or legal person consumers, in cases only, described in detail by
the Energy Act (without further regulating the matter by implementing regulation), which can
be among others danger of life, illegal connection or consumption etc., carrying out planned
maintenance and repair, as well as state of emergency.
The distribution system operator shall:
• connect to the distribution system any individual or legal entity applying for that, except
of evidenced lack of capacity;
• enable electricity distribution on contract;
• control the electricity flows within the distribution system while respecting electricity
transmissions between other distribution systems and the transmission system in cooperation with the transmission system operator;
• conclude supply contracts with protected customers on request and supply them
electricity at regulated prices till 31 December 2004 (note: from 1 January 2005 all end
consumers except of households have become eligible customers, and from 1 January
2006 all end consumers including households have become eligible customers);
• buy electricity from any generation licensees, all of which enjoying the right of regulated
access to the system for the purpose of selling their output;
while it may
• buy, at the lowest cost, support services and the electricity needed to cover the losses
in the distribution system.
The Distribution System Operating Rules are prepared and published, subject to approval by
the Office, by the system operator.
The prices for the distribution and of electricity supplied by ultimate supplier to households
and small customers who apply for it are determined by the Office in a decision (see sections
12 Obligations beyond the scope of the license and 12a Ultimate supplier of the Energy Act).
The decision is based on the data and information gathered by the system operator to be
submitted to the Office.
The system operator has to maintain a list of eligible customers connected to the distribution
system and submit it to the market operator.
125
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ERO Decree No. 541/2005 Coll. that lays down the rules for electricity market organization and the principles of pricing the
market operator’s activities (n.a.)

4.5.4

Hungary

For the transmission and distribution of electricity on the relevant networks a license is required
which is issued by the Office. Special rights and obligations are attached to a transmission or
distribution network referred to as public network, which, on the proposal of the independent
system operator, is declared by the Office as such being necessary for the secure, efficient
operation of the system of electric energy.
The detailed rules on the legal relationship between network licensees and system users,
and the minimum content of contracts for network services are laid down in the decree of the
Government (as published with text integrated in the Act).
For the network users who wish to establish a new connection or to modify their already
existing connection the following provisions are effective. The regulation divides the access
to the network into two parts and orders the conclusion of a contract for connecting to the
network on one hand and the contract for the use of network with the licensed network
operator on the other.
The precondition of the connection to the network is the conclusion of the effective contract
for the connection to the network in written form according to the form stipulated in the general
business rules of the distribution company. The contract for the connection to the network
covers the relationship of the distributor and the network user and is to be concluded for the
connection point of the system user to assure and maintain the preconditions of capacity
available. A trading company representing eligible costumer can also act at the conclusion
of this contract. The contract for the connection to the network itself will not authorize the
network user for the feed in or off take of electricity. The distributor (on the basis of his own
general business conditions) and upon the data available for him has to provide information
within 30 days from the date of the notice or if within this period of time such information
cannot be provided he has to inform the claimer about this fact and also advise him on the
date when information will be provided.
If a consumer in the public utility sector acting as eligible costumer takes electricity from the
network for the first time, he and the licensed distributor are obliged to conclude the contract
for connection to the network. In this case the licensed distributor cannot demand any other
fees beside the ones provided in the decree on the fees of the system usage. The contract on
the connection to the network will remain effective if the consumer later returns to the public
utility sector. The network user can denounce the contract for the connection to the network
in writing with a termination period of 30 days. The licensed distributor can disregard this 30
days termination period, but he can only denounce the contract for the connection to the
network if the network user fails to fulfil his payment obligation through 30 calendar days.
The contract for the use of network is established for the relationship between the network user
and the licensed distributor and covers the feed in or off take of electricity, the establishment
of consumption measuring device at a place of consumption or at power station, the fitting of
certain parts of the measuring devices, the instillation of the measuring device, the continuous
reading and control of the measuring device, the turning on of the place of consumption
or power station. The use of network of public utility consumers is assured by the public
utility contract. With the operational territory stipulated in their license, licensed distributors
are charged with the obligation to conclude contract for the use of network with network
users, except for those within the public utility sector. Inasmuch the network user fulfilled the
stipulations of the information, and concluded the contract for the connection to the network
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and posses an effective supply or balancing circuit contract he can initiate the conclusion of
the contract for the use of network.
A consumer in the public utility sector having an effective contract on the connection to the
network, an effective supply contract or balancing circuit contract can initiate the conclusion
of a contract for the use of network.
The network user can at any time denounce in writing the contract for the use of network with
a termination period of 30 days. The licensed distributor can denounce the contract for the
use of the network, if he is informed the user of network having contract with him has stopped
the use of network at the contracted connection point, including the case if it cannot be
diagnosed who is providing supply to the network user, and also in the case when the network
user fails to fulfil his payment obligation through a period of 30 calendar days.
According to our experiences consumers’ claims related mainly to the identification and
numbering of connection points aroused only in the first year of market opening at the
conclusion of contract for connecting to the network. The consumers opting to enter to the
competitive market resented that the licensed distributors calculated more connection points
than stipulated in the public utility supply contract. This phenomenon would have caused
substantial increase of the fees of network usage, which would have meant that the licensed
distributors would make technical obstacles for consumers opting to enter the competitive
market. Such problems have not occurred when the consumers decided to buy supply from
trading companies belonging to the group of owners of the licensed distributors.
Earlier the prohibition of the transfer of cross border capacity rights formed a serious obstacle
to market competition. The relevant government decree (see below) and on the basis of that
the Trading Codes of the system operator provided that a market player can only sign off
the acquired cross border capacity right, but did not allow the assignment of it, not even in
the case when the sale of electricity was realized through a trading company to an eligible
consumer.
The practice of EU even at that time gave the opportunity to assign the already gained cross
border capacity right on the basis of a preset process with the involvement and subject to the
approval of the system operator in the case if the assignee of these rights can fulfil the conditions
to gain such a right. This practice was confirmed by the above mentioned 1228/2003 EC
regulation on the rules of access to the cross border interconnections which was approved in
the summer of 2003 and explicitly provided that for the introduction the competitive market
the capacities gained at auction must be freely assignable (with the obligation to inform to
TSO about it and assuming the use of capacities).
This regulation, which is obligatory for the member states and forms a precondition for
the functioning of the liberalized market, was implemented by a government decree126. Its
amendment in force since 1 July 2004 provides for the possibility of one time assignment of
capacity right won at auction to eligible market players. Even nowadays, the fact forms an
obstacle that – besides force major situation as well – the system operator, pleading to causes
of safety of supply can deny the execution of contracts for the use of cross border capacities
without any obligation for financial compensation. The option should be considered where the
system operator – except for force major cases – would have to be charged with an obligation
for compensation, where the cost partly could be built in the fees related to system operation.
126
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Government Decree No 182/2002. (VIII. 23.) on the regulation of cross-border transmission of electric energy as amended
by Government Decree No 200/2004. (VI.23.)

Finally, in order to increase the available cross border capacities the actually effective long
term import contracts of the public utility sector should be removed from the AAC values and
should be treated in a way which harmonizes with the rules of capacity auctions.
Physical import capacities are available despite of the fact that long term purchase agreements
reserve a good part of them (about 40 %). On the other sides of the Hungarian borders there
are mostly competitive markets with surplus on the supply side. The provision that market
actors cannot give back any longer the import capacities that they gained at auctions to the
system operator without any financial consequences, but these capacities can be resold only
on the secondary market, this cancelled the earlier possibility to influence the fee of import
capacities by putting unrealistically high offers at the yearly capacity auction which would form
an obstacle to the import of competitive electricity and to the entry of new eligible customers
to the competitive market.
4.5.5

Romania

The transmission network is under public ownership of the state, and it must not be sold, but
only given in administration, concession or rent; must not be subject to forceful execution
and must not be used as real guaranties. The Ministry of Economy and Commerce has
the authority to grant concession by tender, direct negotiation or competitive dialogue. The
distribution networks do not have this status, but they can be conceded only by Government
decision. Four of the eight electricity distribution companies have been already privatized and
the remaining ones are planned to be privatized in 2007.
Transmission or distribution is carried out by the transmission or distribution system operator
respectively under a license subject to the Government Decision mentioned under the title
“Generation”. Nevertheless, the licensing conditions for distribution are being revised and laid
down in separate regulation127.
Access to the networks is a regulated mandatory service to be provided to all licensees and
consumers which can be refused only where conditions in justified cases do not allow128. The
access tariff is also regulated.
The transmission system operator
• provides public utility services for all the users of the electricity transmission networks,
without discrimination, ensuring the access to these networks of any applicant meeting
the requirements hereof, in compliance with the norms and performance standards
specified in technical regulations subject to the approval by ANRE;
• is allowed to take part in the trading of electricity only within the limit of the electricity
quantity purchased in order to cover the electricity losses in its networks;
• provides non-discriminatory system services for all users of the National Power System
(SEN) as well as the operative control in order to ensure the safe operation, uniform
frequency and voltage and the uninterrupted supply to the consumers and the coordination of electricity exchanges with other power systems;
• ensures the public electricity transmission service and the electricity transit on the
Romanian territory, according to the contracts concluded;
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The conditions of the license for electric power distribution. Revision No 2, 2005.07.22.
Government Decision no. 867/2003 for approval of the Regulation regarding the connection of the consumers to the
electrical network of public interest
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• ensures metering of the electricity traded on the wholesale market and supplies all data
required for settlement on the balancing market;
• ensures the transmission of the electricity metering results to the market operator and
the access of the transmission service beneficiaries to verify the metering units;
• carries out SEN operational scheduling and operative control through its dispatch
centres at a central and regional level based on its own forecasts according to the
electricity market regulations129;
• exchanges information with the interconnection partners and with other concerned
parties according to the UCTE regulations;
• qualifies the ancillary services suppliers according to their own procedure that shall be
subsequently approved by the competent authority;
• draws up and submits, after consultation with the electricity market participants, the
technical norms and the specific regulations for the operative control activity to the
competent authority for approval130.
Attention should be paid to the definition of
• system services meaning the services provided in order to ensure the safe operation of
the power system and the quality of the transmitted energy at parameters specified in
the norms in force; and
• ancillary services meaning the services generally provided by the producers upon the
request of the transmission system operator.
Regulated tariffs apply to
• electricity transmission and distribution services, that are natural monopoly activities;
• ancillary services;
• transformation and interconnection services;
• connection to network;
• services provided to market participants by the transmission system operator.
The ways and means of the regulation is the same described under the title „Generation”.
Tariffs for transmission services are set according to the methodology approved by ANRE131
which lays down the method for setting the revenue by a cap formula and calculating the
tariffs for the service provided for:
• consumers, producers connected to the network;
• suppliers and distribution operators,
• export/import.
The transmission tariffs proper are approved by ANRE and enter in force at the beginning of
each year covering especially
• cost of electricity covering the grid losses,
• costs for removing the congestion by re-dispatching,
• cross-border electricity exchanges costs.
The counterpart of that methodology applies to the distribution service132. The distribution
tariffs apply to all users connected to the distribution network covering:
• captive consumers;
• eligible consumers;
129
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Scheduling and Dispatching Regulations for the National Electrical Energy Supply System. Approved by ANRE Decision no.
18/1999.
Technical code of the transmission networks approved by ANRE President’s Order No. 20/2004, Cod ANRE:
30.1.402.0.00.15/11/04
Methodology for establishing the tariffs for the electricity transmission service, Code ANRE: 30.1.402.0.00.15/11/04
Methodology for establishing the tariffs for the electricity distribution service, ANRE code: 31.1.403.0.00.15/11/04

• generators, auto producers that use the distribution network for electricity purchased
for own technological consumption;
• other electricity suppliers (if the distribution service is contracted by the supplier) or
transport and system operator for the transit of electricity through the distribution
network;
• between the distribution operators having appointed an exclusive geographical area
through concession contracts concluded with the relevant ministry and the local
distribution operator, distribution platform type.
The tariffs themselves are worked out by the service providers and approved by ANRE each
year no later than the 30th of December for the next year.
The distribution operator actually has more or less the same functions mutatis mutandis as the
TSO where applicable observing the relevant technical regulations in force133.
4.5.6

Slovakia

There are no restrictions with respect to the access to networks. The operators are obliged
to ensure transparent and non-discriminatory access to the system, including - in the case of
the transmission network - access to cross-border exchanges of electricity. Access may be
refused only if the system has insufficient capacity.
The responsibilities regarding the legal obligations of the system and network operator are
split between two institutions.
The Ministry of Economy shall
• monitor the observation of the security of electricity supplies;
• prepare draft measures for ensuring the security of electricity supplies;
• determine the scope of criteria for the technical system or network;
• publish annually a report about the results of monitoring the security of electricity
supplies.
The Office
• makes decisions on dispute concerning the obligation to provide access to the system
or network;
• monitors and assesses measures adopted to avoid the overloading of the system, and
imposes new measures for remedying situations;
• monitor compliance by the system operator with their obligations set in both E Law and
R Law;
• monitor compliance by the system operator with their obligations to provide to the
affected parties information;
• approve the Rules of Operation of the system or network Operator.
Cross-border interconnection capacity is a critical issue in most of the new member states.
Therefore the allocation of capacity and congestion management requires clear, nondiscriminatory and transparent criteria to be published by the so called dispatching centre.
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Technical code of the distribution networks approved by ANRE decision no. 101/2000
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Setting the capacities for the use of cross-border connections is the duty of the dispatching
centre established by the transmission system operator which besides the management of
generation and consumption cooperates with the dispatching centres within the territory of
Member States and of third states.
The compensation scheme for cross-border flows is adopted by the transmission system
operator.
In order to gradually increase the cross-border connection capacity to the extent required by
the integrated electricity market of the European Union, the transmission system operator
prepares every year a five-year plan for transmission system development, including a plan
for cross-border interconnection development, and submits it for the following year to the
competent Ministry.
The Slovak TSO is on the one hand the only operator of high voltage networks and at the
same time the system operator on the other. Though it is not part of any vertically integrated
company, and therefore the management of the transmission system is legally unbundled
from any other activities related to production, distribution and supply of electricity, the
management of the transmission of electricity proper and the system operation as such are
carried out within the one and the same company. The operation of the transmission network
is carried out according to the relevant transmission code134.
Cross-border electricity exchanges on the Slovak network are substantial and reflect a
general flow from north to south. Slovakia reached a balance between imports and exports
of electricity in 1999. It became a significant exporter of electricity from 2001. However, the
decommissioning of generation capacity beginning in 2006 and the anticipated need to
import larger electricity volumes will be a challenge for the Ministry of Economy with respect
to planning the further development of the Slovak Grid.
The government has indicated that new transmission lines should be developed by the Slovak
TSO. The Energy Act provides for the possibility that Ministry of Economy could oblige TSO
as grid operator to take measures for development of new transmission lines as a PSO under
certain conditions.
Feasibility study has been completed for double 400 kV transmissions lines that are in the
planning phase. The proposed 2x400 kV interconnection with Austria is a long-standing
proposition from 1993, but which has been hindered by public opposition and the threat of
legal challenges in Austrian courts. The proposed third interconnection with Hungary would
serve to relieve congestion on the existing lines.
TSO has been developing principles for congestion management on the interconnectors.
Common monthly auctions of ATC on the Czech-Slovak profile began in May 2003 and on the
Poland-Slovak profile began in 2006. The transmission lines between Slovakia and Hungary
are the most congested.
Monthly auctions for all four countries have been conducted during 2005 by TSO’s Auction
Office. Daily auction are being developed for all four profiles. Intraday auctions are prepared
at the profile with CEPS.
134	Operational Code, approved by the Office, in force: 2006, available in Slovak language in the TSO’s web site:
www.sepsas.sk.
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Management and allocation of interconnection capacity among individual countries is the
full responsibility of the TSO as well. The relevant EC regulation on cross-border exchanges
was taken into account, in the Energy Act, as well as the Electricity Market Rules. Within this
specified legislative framework the details on management of cross-border exchanges have
been taken into account in the TSO’s Operational Code.
Electricity transmission throughout Slovakia is performed by the SEPS, a. s. company135.
It provides transmission of electricity from power plants to distribution networks and large
consumers connected to 220 kV and 400 kV grids. Electric lines and substations of the
transmission system enable import, export and transit of electricity and its accurate
measurement. At the same time, the company performs technical management of the electricity
system of the Slovak Republic by means of the Slovak Dispatch Centre. This company is in
fact the system operator. SEPS, a. s. is a joint stock company, with the 100% share ownership
by the National Property Fund of the Slovak Republic; the Ministry of Economy has been
commissioned to execute shareholder rights.
The management of system congestion has priority to commercial wholesale activities.
Prevention from any system congestions is directly handled by the Electricity Market Rules.
In case of any system congestion the TSO is obliged to deal with the situation by:
• changing the connection of its power plants,
• changing the dispatch of power plants,
• electricity export from or import to the transmission system to be used for purpose of
regulation.
Any changes in the dispatch of power plants are managed by the Dispatch Centre of the
transmission system subject to the Dispatching Order136. Participants of the electricity market
will carry out the change in dispatch of their generating stations based upon the requirements
of the Dispatch Centre that collaborate on the removal of congestion with a respective TSO
in an EU member state or the third country. If the above-mentioned measures appear to be
insufficient for dealing with congestion, the Dispatch Centre will arrange export or import of
electricity from or to the system for the purpose of system regulation.
Prices of electricity used for regulation137 and tariffs for transmission and access to network138
are to be set according to the Decisions made by the Office.
Prices or tariffs of the services provided by distribution companies are also regulated by the
Office139.

135	For more information see: http://www.sepsas.sk/seps/en_index.asp
136
Dispatching Order for Control of the Transmission System of the Slovak Republic, approved by the Office, in force: 2002.
September.
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Decision of the URSO No. 0001/2006/E dated 29 October 2005, setting out the details concerning the procedure for setting
the tariffs for transmission and access to the network (available in national language only)
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Decision of the URSO No. 0008/2006/E dated 29 October 2005, setting out the conditions for determination of prices and
tariffs for providing of system and ancillary services (available in national language)
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90 Decision of the URSO No. 0004/2006/E dated 30 October 2005, setting out the details concerning the procedure for
setting the tariffs for distribution and providing balance services for users of the distribution system (available in national
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4.5.7

Slovenia

At least every two years, the system operators of electricity transmission and distribution
networks prepare development plans drawn-up for at least 10 years and brought into line with
the national energy program.
The transmission system is operated on the entire territory of the country by a single organization
being established as a public undertaking wholly owned by the Republic of Slovenia and totally
controlled by it and appointed by Government the for period no exceeding 50 years140.
The same applies to distribution system operators141 with the difference that they are
established as “public undertakings”, too, but they are only about 80% owned by the state
and are therefore not completely controlled by it. Therefore, these entities are granted, as far
as Community law is concerned, so called “public works concession” according to Art. 56
and following of the Directive 2004/18/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of
31 March 2004 on the coordination of procedures for the award of public works contracts,
public supply contracts and public service contracts (Official Journal L 134 , 30/04/2004 P.
0114 – 0240). Since the Court of the European Communities has decided in so called case
Halle142, that public contracts cannot be awarded without tendering procedures to entities
not wholly owned by public authorities, after Slovenia joining the EU the Government cannot
simply appoint the distribution system operators (as EA states in Art. 23/2), but has to tender
it according to the rules governing public works concessions. Despite this, the old Decision
referred to above is still valid.
There are five regional distribution system operators with exclusive rights in their respective
areas to perform the tasks of distribution system operators which all together also cover the
whole state territory. Both, transmission system operation and distribution system operation
are obligatory public services at the state level.
The system operating instructions shall regulate the operation and manner of the management
of transmission and distribution networks for electricity, worked out by the operator and
approved by the Energy Agency and the Government.
They lay down the following in particular:
• the technical and other requirements for the safe operation of networks with the aim to
ensure a reliable and high-quality energy supply;
• the manner of providing ancillary services;
• the procedures for the operation of networks in critical situations;
• the technical and other requirements for connection to the network;
• the technical conditions for the interconnection and operation of the networks of various
system operators.
The transmission system operator’s most important function is to establish and control the
mechanisms used for managing flows and balancing network deviations, defined in the
system operation instructions and to make decisions on the use of interconnections. The
decisions shall be based on the objective and non-discriminatory rules for allocating capacities
140
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Decision on determining the operator of the transmission network for electricity in the Republic of Slovenia, Official Gazette
of the RS, Nr. 54/00) (n.a.)
Decision on determining the operators of distribution networks for electricity in the Republic of Slovenia, Official Gazette of
the RS, Nr. 54/00) (n.a.)
Case C-26/03, preliminary ruling under Article 234 EC, from the Oberlandesgericht Naumburg (Higher Regional Court,
Naumburg, Germany), made by decision of 8 January 2003, received at the Court on 23 January 2003, in the proceedings
Stadt Halle, RPL Recyclingpark Lochau GmbH v Arbeitsgemeinschaft Thermische Restabfall- und Energieverwertungsanlage
TREA Leuna.

of interconnections in the cases when such capacities are insufficient to cover all the requests
for the access to the network. The rules are developed by the system operator and – having
been approved by the Energy Agency and the Government – are to be published. It should be
noted that there are no other provisions in the Energy Act to regulate cross-border exchange,
from which follows that for the allocation of cross-border capacities the relevant EU regulation
is applied (except for the Art. (1), for which Slovenia was given derogation until 1 July 2007).
Both transmission and distributions system operators need to be fully legally unbundled.
This means that transmission or distributions system operation has to be performed in a
separate legal entity which does not do any other energy business, or for that matter any other
business. Also, they need to be functionally unbundled, which means they have to follow rules
on management separation and information containment. For distribution system operators,
the rules on legal unbundling become applicable on July 1 2007.
Both operators shall allow network users access to the networks in a transparent and nondiscriminatory manner, in accordance with the principle of regulated third-party access. Network
users pay to the operator a network charge, being a part of the price for the use of networks
intended for paying the provision of public services of distribution and transmission network
operators and covering the costs of ancillary services. The methodology for calculating and
defining the network charge is developed by the Energy Agency subject to approval by the
Government before publication143. The charge is determined separately for the transmission
and distribution networks, interconnection lines, and individual ancillary services, other than
the services for which a competitive market is organized.
The eligibility of the costs for the provision of ancillary services in accordance with the criteria
applied to the assessment of costs for a network operator is estimated by the Energy
Agency.
Regarding disputes between network users, or interested parties and system operators (or
the electricity exchange) regarding individual matters relating to
• access to the network;
• the price charged for the use of networks;
• alleged infringement of general supply conditions and system operating instructions;
• established imbalances and amounts needed to cover the costs for them, as well as
• infringement of general acts regulating the imbalances and their balancing the Energy
Agency makes a decision, at the first instance in the administrative procedure (according
to what is laid down in legal instruments mentioned under the heading “General
regulatory framework ….”).

4.6

Market and trading

Market opening entails trading by entities other than the traditional market actors pursuing
activities related to transmission or distribution and a market place operated by an organization
independent from any other market participants. Though our seven countries show a wide
variety of solutions a fully liberalized market – both de jure and de facto – exists only in Austria.
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Act determining the methodology for calculating the network charge, as well as the methodology for setting the network
charge and the criteria for establishing eligible costs for electricity networks, the Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia,
No. 121/05, and Decision on setting the network charge for the use of electricity networks and the correction factors for
balancing the revenues from network charges, the Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia, No. 121/05
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4.6.1

Austria

Information on market actors may be drawn from the documents available on the web site of
the E-Control (www.e-control.at).
Electricity liberalization led to the division of what had been integrated supply markets into
separate markets along the supply chain. The main competitive markets are
• generation,
• wholesale,
• balancing energy,
• very large and large consumer, and
• small consumer’s markets.
Substantial numbers of market participants are trading large volumes of standardized electricity
products on the wholesale market. The players include generators, traders, retailers and large
consumers. Smaller final customers and subsidized green power generators do not trade on
the market directly. The latter are not obliged to derive their income from the free market, since
they receive financial support by way of guaranteed injection tariffs (see below). The prices
obtained on the wholesale market serve as a basis for estimation when preparing offers to final
customers, and thus influence the prices charged to them. The transactions involve both spot
and forward products, and are conducted bilaterally (OTC) or via organized markets (electricity
exchanges). Austrian traders deal in short-term electricity contracts on the Energy Exchange
Austria (EXAA) and the European Energy Exchange (EEX). These offer similar products and
compete in the same regional market.
Organized markets exist also in the three control areas for the provision of minute reserve
capacity. However, in the case of secondary balancing power tendering of power to be paid
for in kind introduces market elements into the system. The balancing market is run by the
so-called “balancing group coordinators”.
The Viennese Stock Exchange as holder of a General license for commodity trading products
has commissioned Energy Exchange Austria (EXAA)144 in 2001 as the clearing and settlement
party for energy products. Therefore the actual regulations of the Viennese Stock Exchange145
are also valid for all operating business activities (member participation, trading, fees etc.). All
parts of the trading at the EXAA are defined in detail and are set out in the legal base for all
business activities of the EXAA as follows:
• General Business Terms of the Viennese Stock Exchange
• Schedule of Fees of Wiener Börse AG (Part 4 EXAA)
• Clearing and Settlement Rules Electric Power
• Participation Rules Electric Power
• Trading Rules Spot Products Electric Power
To trade on EXAA membership is needed, which is acquired by entering into contracts with
EXAA in the form of an agreement choosing from the following:
• Clearing and Settlement Agreement Electric Power
• Membership Agreement with Wiener Börse AG - EEA States
• Membership Agreement with Wiener Börse AG - Third Member States
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See: http://www.exaa.at/cms
See: http://www.wienerboerse.at/cms

There are different membership forms (participation in spot and/or eSPREAD146 trading as a
full member, as a broker client or as a broker) and different admission requirements detailed in
the Application Procedure and the Membership Conditions.
4.6.2

Croatia

The Electricity Market Act defines the following categories of market activity:
• generation of electricity for eligible customers,
• supply of electricity for eligible customers,
• trading, mediation and representation on the electricity market.
These activities can be performed by freely negotiating the quantity and price of delivered
electricity by concluding short-term or long-term contracts or directly on the organized
market.
The organization of the electricity market as regulated by the Electricity Market Act belongs to the
market operator with respect to the Rules on electricity market operation under the supervision
of the Agency based on the principles of transparency, objectivity and non-discrimination. The
Rules are developed and – having been approved by the Agency – published by the operator
taking into account the opinion of the transmission and the distribution system operator.
The obligations of the market operator are the following:
• recording all contractual obligations of undertakings acting on the market,
• settlement of balancing energy based on the quantities contracted by the transmission
system operator,
• harmonization of market plans as regards technical possibilities and extraordinary
situations in the transmission and distribution system based on information given by
the transmission or the distribution system operator,
• keeping records on eligible customers on the market until full opening of the electricity
market,
• keeping a register of eligible producers,
• keeping records on suppliers,
• entering into contracts with all suppliers for the purpose of ensuring a minimum share
of electricity produced from renewable energy sources and cogeneration,
• collecting fees to promote the use of renewable energy sources and cogeneration from
the suppliers concerned,
• entering into contract with eligible producers entitled to incentive price,
• settlement, collection and allocation of funds from the fee for promotion of the use of
renewable energy sources and cogeneration for producers concerned based on the
contracts entered into,
• passing objective, transparent and non-discriminatory rules on electric power system
balancing, including rules for calculation of fees paid by system users for energy imbalances, which shall be passed in cooperation with the transmission system operator,
• analyzing market operation and proposing measures for its improvement.
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eSPREADs: First Steps Towards a Futures Market. eSPREADs are day-ahead futures on indices differences. The expected
price differences between two equal day-ahead products of different European energy market places are traded. Analogous
to the EXAA spot market the eSPREADs are traded in auctions in which the market participants incur rights and obligations
pursuant to determined rules. At the conclusion of an eSPREAD trade the settlement of a cash transaction in the amount
of the difference between the auction price and the actual price difference between the underlying products is agreed
on. The fulfilment of eSPREAD trades is exclusively restricted to the financial settlement and is settled as soon as the
relevant exchange indices for the traded delivery day are available. eSPREADs replace the classic swap deals, being the
simultaneous buying of a physical electricity contract in one market and the selling of the same contract in another. In the
eSPREAD auction the settlement of a cash transaction is agreed on. No physical delivery is involved in trading eSPREADS.
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Trading – and mediation or representation – in the energy market is defined in the Energy Act
as one of the licensed energy activities. They are on the other hand by definition network/
system users using the network/system for the transit of energy which by definition is the
transmission of energy originating from another country and intended for a third country
through the territory of Croatia, or the transmission of energy originating from another country
and intended for such other country through the territory of Croatia. Now the question arises
what that traders buy or sell on the Croatian organized energy market. The Market Rules147
– presumably outdated – may answer the question.
The three main Rules for functioning of the market will be adopted by 1st July 2006:
Market rules
Rules on energy balance
Rules on allocation and usage of cross-border capacities on Croatian borders”
Rules for the Operation of the Electricity Market (Market Rules) explain:
• general provisions define some important terms as trading participants, balancing
energy, contract’s schedule (for supplier and for trader), etc.;
• supplier of tariff customers,
• supplier of eligible customers who sign a “Contract of balancing energy” with TSO,
• bilateral contracts that are registered by the Market Operator.
Legal and natural persons wishing to operate on the organized market must enter an
accession agreement with Market Operator. The daily market is a spot market in which
supply and demand of electricity for the next working day are matched. Market Operator shall
continuously monitor the entire trading process and coordinate the Market Plan with TSO.
Trading participants can request changes to the Contractual Schedule from TSO once a day
and not more than one hour before the trade. The Market Operator is obliged to make clearing
and TSO is obliged for settlement that Rules on Balancing Energy define.
General provisions define trading participants obliged for balancing: producer, supplier
of eligible customers and trader. They have obligations to the Market Operator for giving
complete information of all registration meters and Contractual Schedule, and toward the
TSO for paying balancing energy. The Minimum requirement for trading participants is for the
balancing market in the form of financial guarantees between it and the TSO (in case of not
paying for the balancing energy). Suppliers of eligible customers are also obliged to inform the
TSO about all changes caused from new customers or if the contract between the company
and the customer is not valid any more. The TSO is free to halt the Contract of balancing
energy in the case of: not paying for balancing energy, not fulfilling a provision from the Grid
Code and not giving data to the Market Operator which is needed for clearing. After the data
has been verified and improved, the TSO or DSO shall be obliged to forward it to Market
Operator (according to contracts between them). Clearing is based on the following:
• supplier who took more energy than set in Contractual Schedule purchases the energy
difference from the TSO,
• supplier who took less energy than set in Contractual Schedule sells the energy
difference from the TSO,
• producer and trader who gave more energy than set in Contractual Schedule sells the
energy difference from the TSO,
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• producer and trader who gave less energy than set in Contractual Schedule purchases
the energy difference from the TSO.
According to these data (differences and the price of energy), the Market Operator analyzes
the clearing of balancing energy and forwards it to the TSO. The TSO issues an invoice for
balancing energy separately for every exchange member according to clearing of balancing
energy.
General provisions define cross-border transmission capacities, trader participants (producer,
supplier, trader and trader for transit), physical products as transmission capacities, marginal
price, periodic allocation, auction, Contract of allocated cross-border transmission capacities.
There are three physical products: band transmission capacity (MW) 00:00-24:00; peak
transmission capacity (MW) 08:00-20:00; night transmission capacity (MW) 20:00-08:00.
The TSO allocates the Croatian part of the cross-border transmission capacities based
on the results of periodic allocation (for annual period, period of six months and period of
three months), auction (for period of one month and period of one day) and the Contract
of allocation cross-border transmission capacities (for period of one hour until one month).
Trading participants are obliged to sign the Contract of using cross-border transmission
capacities before first participating. Those transmission capacities can only be transferred from
the supplier of a regulated customer to a supplier of an eligible customer when a customer
changes his status.
In the periodic allocation there can be every market participant who imports electricity into
Croatia for all customers and those that export electricity, except eligible producers. The basic
quantity unit “one lot of standardized product” is 1 (MW). Before the participant signs the
Contract for using cross-border transmission capacities he must deliver to the TSO a valid
Contract for electricity sale. Those transmission capacities are not chargeable. Participants
could cancel a contract without penalty, five days before a cancelled period. In the case when
part or whole transmission capacities are not used there is a penalty of 1 €/MWh for every
hour not used transmission capacities.
In the Auction process the basic unit “one lot of standardized product” is 1 (MW). Every
product gets its own identification number and bids for separate auction. Daily auctions are for
day-ahead allocation cross-border transmission capacities. Participant bids and the price is
the highest price he intends to pay for transmission capacities. The TSO could cancel the offer
if it is not in compliance with the rules and therefore needs to inform participants. Participants
of an auction pay a marginal price. He must deliver to the TSO a valid Contract of electricity
sale in an appropriate period. In the case when part or whole transmission capacities are not
consumed, the penalty is 1 €/MWh for every hour of not used transmission capacities.
4.6.3

Czech Republic

Trading in electricity is pursued by electricity market participants, defined as:
• generators,
• the transmission system operator,
• distribution systems operators,
• the market operator,
• electricity traders and
• end customers.
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The electricity market shall use the Grid facilities, including:
• electricity generating plants,
• transmission system,
• distribution systems,
• direct lines,
• service connection lines.
The electricity trader - a natural or legal person - buys electricity for resale. While carrying out
this activity the trader may buy electricity from licensed generators as well as other licensed
electricity traders and sell it to other market participants. The trader may also buy electricity
from, and sell electricity to, other countries.
Nevertheless electricity import may be restricted by the competent Ministry where
• the obligations and duties of electricity generators and eligible customers in the country
from where electricity is imported, are not comparable with the rights and obligations of
electricity generators and eligible customers in the Czech Republic, the environmental
effects of electricity generators in the country from where electricity is imported are not
comparable with such effects of electricity generators in the Czech Republic.
Cross-border trading of electricity takes place with respect to – among other internal rules
– the Commission Regulation explicitly referred to in the market rules (see below).
Based on a contract concluded between traders and the transmission and the distribution
operators the trader has the right to the transportation of the agreed volume of electricity.
For market operation purposes the trader has to submit the technical data of the electricity
supply contracts to the market operator.
The Electricity Market Operator, i.e. the organizer of the electricity market is a joint-stock
company, founded by the government, with inscribed shares and may not have a license for
any other business activity in the electricity sector148.
The Electricity Market Operator
• prepares balances of the supply of and consumption for electricity for the specified
periods on the basis of effective electricity supply contracts and forwards them to the
transmission and the distribution systems operators respectively,
• organizes the electricity market.
If a short-term electricity market is involved, the market operator respecting the provisions laid
down by the relevant Decree149 of the Minister:
• gathers offers of and demands for electricity supply and intake,
• based on assessment of such offers and demands, publishes the price for the shortterm transactions,
• confirms for the participants in such short-term transactions the electricity price and
volume as a basis for contractual relationships.
The market rules and the prices charged for the market operator’s activities – based on
data and information gathered and provided by the operator – and the method of billing and
148	Operátor trhu s elektřinou, a.s. Homepage: http://www.ote-cr.cz/
149
Decree no. 19/2002 of the Ministry of Industry and Trade laying down the organization modality of a short-term electricity
market as amended (n.a.)
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payment by the individual electricity market participants are defined by the Office (Market
rules)150.
According to the Market rules the purpose of the electricity market is
• to supply electricity (active electric energy) between electricity market participants under
contract;
• to apply regulated access to networks for the purposes of physical electricity supplies;
and
• to take measures involving regulating (balancing) energy.
The organization of the market of physical electricity supplies consists in:
• the evaluation, clearing, and settlement of imbalances of cleared entities,
• organization of the spot electricity market,
• organization of the balancing market,
• transmission of the actual values of electricity supplies for the purposes of billing to
eligible customers who have changed their supplier; supporting the process of supplier
change by eligible customers; and supporting the process of changing contracts related
to electricity supplies between electricity market participants.
The effort of the Czech TSO ČEPS to cooperate with neighbouring TSOs is a good example
for other countries.
Cross border capacity is allocated through auctions.
ČEPS/APG, ČEPS/SEPS, ČEPS/EON – bilateral auctions yearly, monthly and daily. ČEPS/
PSE-O/VE-T three TSOs auctions where ČEPS is auction office.
An Independent Auction Office was established in 2006 by national TSOs in the region to
organize coordinated allocation mechanism.
Coordinated auctioning concept is agreed by TSOs, auction rules are checked, amended and
generally agreed.
All end customers including households are from the 1st of January 2006 eligible customers,
determined by the Energy Act, to choose their supplier of electricity, but large customers
only an interest for new electricity traders. Small customers and households can change but
differences are about 2 percent. How end customers can change their provider is published on
the web pages of ERO. For new electricity traders the quantity of households should be about
100 000 to have some profit from the electricity trade. However, the cost of administration
is high, thus severely restricting profit levels. There are three main distributors of electricity in
the Czech Republic. ČEZ distribution in central, western, northern and eastern Bohemia and
northern Moravia, E-ON distribution in southern Bohemia and Moravia and PRE in Prague.
Legal and management unbundling was carried out in ČEZ and E-ON and in PRE will be
ready-made till end 2006. According to information from OTE (Operátor trhu s elektřinou) i.e.
EMO (Electricity Market Operator) only 0,25% of end customers on the low voltage level and
3,3% customers on the medium voltage level changed the electricity provider last year.
The rights and obligations of the electricity trader are laid down by the Energy Act and the
electricity distributor is obliged to connect to the distribution system the equipment of any
individual or legal entity and allow electricity distribution from everyone who calls for and
fulfils conditions laid down in the implementing legal regulations and the business conditions
150

Ero Decree No. 541/2005 Coll. laying down the rules for electricity market organization and the principles of pricing the
electricity market operator’s activities.
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specified in the Distribution System Operating Rules. Except in cases where there is a lack of
evidence for capacity in the distribution equipment or cases of danger to the reliable operation
of the distribution system.
Nevertheless the electricity trader must have licence for electricity trading granted for a period
of 5 years and pay for this licence 100 000 CZE. Licence is granted by the Energy Regulatory
Office.
The competition in this sector is difficult to provide because of ČEZ’s dominant position in
electricity generation (about 70 %). There are approximately 50 Independent Producers (mainly
CHP plants), 50 Industrial CHP Plants and approximately 60 Small Hydro Power Plants. The
independent electricity trader has two possibilities to buy electricity either from ČEZ or abroad
where it is more expensive (except of Poland and Slovakia).
It is necessary to closely monitor the electricity market and prevent possible abuses of
dominant position of electricity generators. ČEZ announced the average price increase for
2006 will be about 8 % but in some tariffs (low tariff for heating and energy pumps increased
from 20 to 40 %).
4.6.4

Hungary

The Act defines two types of trading and accordingly two types of traders as well as follows:
• trade: regular and businesslike purchase and sale of electricity by a party licensed to trade
in electricity called electricity trader for purposes other than the purchaser’s own use;
• public utility wholesale trade: trade within the framework of which an undertaking
licensed to carry out public utility wholesale trade called public utility wholesaler is
obliged to satisfy the contractual electricity demand of an undertaking licensed to
provide public utility supply.
Consequently the electricity market is segmented as follows:
• the free market where the actors are
– system operator (MAVIR),
– generators,
– licensees of the transmission and distribution networks,
– trading companies,
– eligible customers;
• the public utility market including:
– public utility wholesaler (MVM),
– public utility service providers.
Within the existing public utility regime public utility service providers buy the electricity from
the public utility wholesaler and supply to the consumers staying in the public utility sector.
The system operator (MAVIR) acting basically as a one-buyer market actor buys system
level services The detailed rules of buying are defined in the Trading Code and the Code of
Operation of MAVIR.
Buying electricity for system level services is rather specific, whereas MVM as the public
utility wholesaler concluded long-term power purchase agreements (PPA-s) with domestic
generators during the privatization process, making the larger part of capacities unavailable
for consumers and traders.
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On the basis of these PPA-s MVM resells the system level services in one lot to MAVIR, and
as a matter of fact MAVIR resells these services at regulated prices to the balance group
representatives. This practice is followed to the contrary of what the Act provides for, i.e.
that the competence of the public utility wholesaler includes only buying exclusively for the
public utility sector and the resale for public utility service providers. Hence the public utility
wholesaler does not have the right to trade with system level services.
Purchase of electricity covering the losses of distribution networks is realized through MAVIR
– and since the Act provides that it must be covered from domestic sources – MAVIR buys
these from MVM based on the PPA-s also covering this product. This all happens despite the
fact that both the system level services and the covering of distribution network losses serve
the interest of the whole electricity market and not only that of the public utility sector. So the
problem is not within the regulation but rather in the implementation of the Act properly which
– possibly without intention – caused a rift in the PPA-s, but the parties concerned failed to
recognize it.
The organized electricity market by definition is a form of trade conducted by licensees of
the organized electricity market, whereby electricity demand and supply are focused in a
manner, at a place and time publicly announced and specified in advance. This market shall
be a business association operating as a company limited by shares. Accordingly the market
organizer shall be – once established – this company. There is no market organizer as yet in
the country, at least not in the sense of the Act.
Once established
• generators with available power plant capacity,
• electricity traders,
• the independent system operator, and
• eligible consumers
shall have the right to trade on the organized market, where trade shall be conducted through
standardized contracts.
Taking into account that the generation capacities covered by PPA-s realized with the public
utility wholesaler mount up to the 85-90% of the total generation capacities of Hungary,
perspectives for a real competitive market in the country are rather dim.
Regulation takes an unsuccessful attempt to remedy this situation by putting the obligation
on the public utility wholesaler MVM to renegotiate these contracts as a precondition of
the compensation of stranded costs. The de jure termination of regulated prices to be paid
to generators was also such an attempt. The method of compensation de facto survived
and stranded costs compensated by the system users to the public utility wholesaler have
motivated neither MVM nor the generators to modify the PPA-s.
The Act defines stranded costs as costs, which cannot be compensated from any other
sources and are related to the introduction of the liberalized market, and originate from
contracts concluded before 18 August 1999. According to the regulation stranded costs can
be compensated only from the fees collected together with fees related to system operation
and kept on the separate account of the system operator. The system operator is obliged to
indicate the amount and its revenue collected to separated account but not paid to the public
utility wholesaler as financial liability. The competent minister defines the payable amount of
stranded cost at the end of every single period upon the request of the public utility wholesaler
on the basis of the proposal made by the Office. Stranded costs can be compensated in the
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temporary period till 2010. Detailed rules for the definition and management of stranded costs
are laid down by a Government Decree151.
Attention is called to the Decision of the European Commission, Competition DG, opening a
procedure, dated 9/11/2005, based on Art. 88(2) of the EC Treaty, in the subject: State aid
NN 49/2005, Hungarian stranded costs152.
4.6.5

Romania

The Law does not provide for wholesalers, although the wholesale market exists as presented
below.
The electricity market consists of
• the regulated market and
• the competitive market.
Electricity transactions are
• wholesale or
• retail transactions.
The participants in the electricity market and the associated operational structures are:
• the producer,
• the auto-producer,
• the transmission system operator,
• the distribution operator,
• the supplier,
• the market operator,
• the eligible customer and
• the captive consumer.
Starting with 2006 generators can sell electricity on the Centralized market of bilateral
contracts. They offer the quantities of electricity they wish to sell, the contract conditions and
the minimum selling price. Based on these terms, the Market Operator – OPCOM – organizes
a bid and the contract is awarded to the highest price bidder (Order 42/2005).
A special part of the market is the balancing market, which is a centralized market organized
and administered by the TSO together with the balancing market operator in order to collect
and use the balancing energy offers submitted by the balancing market participants, in order
to ensure the safety and operational stability of the SEN and to solve the network constraints.
On the balancing market prices are capped in order to avoid any abuses of generators and to
protect the consumers (Order 44/2005).
The regulated market operates on contractual arrangements with regulated prices, concluded
between market participants. ANRE’s role is to establish the quantities to be contracted in the
wholesale transactions between the producers and the suppliers.
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The operation of the wholesale market is governed by the relevant commercial code153 under
which producers, suppliers and network operators can make transactions for the sale or
purchase of different services.
The participants on the electricity wholesale market are legal persons, Romanian or foreign,
licensed parties, registered as:
• participants in the day ahead market;
• participants on the balancing market;
• auction participants;
• parties responsible for balancing.
The wholesale market comprises the following specific markets:
• the bilateral contracts market (see under the title Public Services),
• the centralized day-ahead market,
• the compulsory centralized balancing market,
• the centralized ancillary services market,
• the centralized transfer capacity allocation market.
The centralized day-ahead market is organized by the market operator (SC Opcom SA)
ensuring the trading of the amounts of energy and determining the prices on the electricity
market.
The centralized ancillary services market is there to ensure a sufficient amount of ancillary
services available for the TSO and DSO on auctions for determined periods of time and/or
bilateral contracts. The insurance of the primary regulation and preserving the availability of the
primary reserve are mandatory for all electricity producers in accordance with the provisions of
the Grid Code. The producers who have contracted ancillary services (secondary and tertiary
reserves) are obliged to offer on the balancing market at least the quantities of electricity
corresponding to the volumes of the contracted ancillary services.
The balancing market is administered by the balancing market operator being the TSO (CN
Transelectrica SA). The TSO purchases and/or sells active electricity to/from the market
participants which are holding units/loads registered for dispatch, in order to balance the
deviations from the programmed values of the electricity production and consumption. The
producers registered for dispatch are obliged to offer on this market the entire available
quantity of electricity in addition to the notified quantity of electricity for the upward regulation,
and the consumers registered for dispatch the entire notified quantity of electricity for the
downward regulation. The offers and the transactions on that market are done at the level of
a production/load unit to be dispatched.
The available transfer capacity is determined by the TSO and allocated by an auction procedure
according to which the TSO having defined the groups of interconnections, calculates and
publishes, separately for each group of interconnections and for each sense of import and
export, respectively, the following data:
• the total transfer capacity (TTC);
• the transmission reliability margin, which derives from:
– involuntary deviations of the physical flows during the operations, due to the physical
operation of the frequency control;
– emergency exchanges with other countries, to manage the unforeseen situations of
real time imbalance;
– metering inaccuracies.
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• the net transfer capacity (NTC);
• the already allocated capacity (AAC);
• the available transfer capacity (ATC).
Allocation of the interconnection capacity for import is done by implicit auctions, distinctively
for:
• imports realized through contracts, for periods of up to one year;
• transactions on the day-ahead market.
Allocation of interconnection capacity for export on long term contracts is done by the
neighbouring countries’ authorities, and the amounts remained not allocated on contracts are
allocated through implicit auctions on the day ahead market.
Allocation of transfer capacity for transit is done:
• before allocation for the imports achieved through contracts, provided reciprocity
conventions between both states involved in the transaction;
• after allocation for the imports achieved through contracts, for all the other cases.
The settlement of transactions is done by the settlement administrator (a separate department
organized within S.C. OPCOM S.A.) under the Settlement Rules (also part of the Commercial
Code).
In addition to the Commercial Code market participants do better to respect the relevant
Code of conduct154, too, because infringement of the provisions of the Code may entail
accountability before the Ethics Council or before law authorities, as applicable.
To cover the amount of RES electricity that suppliers are obligated to sell, the green certificates
market is organized.
The functioning of the system of obligatory quotas for RES promotion calls for the following
steps:
• the regulatory authority establishes the fixed quota of electricity from RES, which the
suppliers have the obligation to buy,
• the regulatory authority annually qualifies the generators of electricity from RES, to
obtain the Green Certificates,
• for each unit of electricity (1 MW) delivered to the grid the generators receive a
Green Certificate that can be sold separately from electricity, on the Green Certificate
Market,
• to meet their obligation, suppliers must have a number of Green Certificates equal to
the quota of RES electricity that was imposed on them,
• the value of the Green Certificates represents an additional gain received by generators
for the “clean energy” they supply to networks,
• the electricity price is determined on the electricity market,
• the additional price received for the Green Certificates sold is determined by a parallel
market, where the benefits for the environment are traded.
The value of the Green Certificates is established by market mechanisms
• either by bilateral contracts between generators and suppliers;
• or on a centralized market organized and administered by OPCOM.
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The price of the Green Certificates fluctuates within a range (Pmin ÷ Pmax) established by
Government Decision. The minimum price is imposed for generators’ protection while the
maximum price is imposed for consumers’ protection. For the 2005-2012 period the annual
minimum and maximum trading price of green certificates is 24 Euro/certificate and 42 Euro/
certificate respectively, as calculated at the exchange rate established by the National Bank of
Romania for the last working day of December in the previous year.
Electricity is traded separately from the green certificates. Within TSO there is organized the
Wholesale Market Metering Operator – OMEPA – that ensures metering in the key points of
the market and performs the aggregation of the measurements at the level of a responsible
party and the balancing with a view to achieve the settlement of this market, by the market
operator. All parties responsible for balancing have the obligation to sign an agreement with
OMEPA.
Suppliers have the obligation to annually send their customers’ data regarding the structure
of the electricity delivered (thermal, hydro, nuclear) and elements regarding CO emissionsenergy labeling. Energy labelling represents an instrument of energy policy for sustainable
development and a complement of the market liberalization (Order no. 41/2004); it is done in
order to ensure transparency, information and education of the public.
In order to facilitate cross-border trading on the market in South-East Europe, TSO applies the
CBT mechanism (Order no. 56/2005).
For arbitration of disputes regarding the transactions on the market an arbitration committee
is set up of three persons who have no interests in the market. The Committee is annually
appointed by a Decision of the President of ANRE. The Committee decisions can be contested
at the Regulatory Committee of ANRE (Order no. 60/2005).
ANRE, the Market Balancing Operator and OPCOM monitor the wholesale electricity market
to asses the competition level, prevent the abuse of dominant position and discourage anticompetition practices. ANRE notifies the Competition Council where legal provisions on
competition and transparency are not observed (Order no. 57/2005).
4.6.6

Slovakia

The market is changing rapidly in Slovakia. Despite the position of the largest generation
company – SE, the imports by eligible costumers were up in 2004. Some of SE’s market
influence over the distribution companies may be diminishing. SE sold 18 % less power to
the distribution companies in 2004. This loss was however offset in part by selling more
to its direct customers. SE direct sold to its high-voltage customers. SE’s long-term supply
agreement (until 2013/2017) reportedly sets an exceptionally low price.
The TSO (SEPS) is required to purchase the necessary ancillary services through bilateral
contracts, and transmission/distribution services are provided under contract in accordance
with regulated prices set down by URSO.
The distribution companies and final consumers directly connected to the transmission grid
are charged fees by SEPS for balancing services, and these fees are regulated under price
regulatory decrees issued by URSO.
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The electricity market is defined as a market comprising
• the supply of electricity,
• connection and access to the electricity transmission system,
• electricity distribution system, the transmission and distribution of electricity within the
defined territory,
• provision of ancillary services in the electricity sectors,
• provision of system services in the electricity sector.
According to that market participants are:
• the electricity producer,
• the transmission system operator,
• the distribution system operator;
• the electricity supplier,
• the final electricity customer,
• the wholesale customer of electricity.
Market participants have a right of access to the electricity market on the basis of regulated
access. The rules of regulated access and other rules on market operation are laid down by
the Government in an ordinance upon proposal worked out and submitted by the Office.
The Market Rules provide for rights and obligations of market participants and conditions
necessary for non-discriminatory and transparent organization of the market.
In order to avoid possible differences between contractually agreed quantities and quantities
actually supplied market participants with a right of regulated access to the market are
responsible for their system deviation, and therefore are the subject of the settlement of their
deviation. This responsibility may be transferred by contract to another entity.
The transmission system operator has the right to purchase ancillary services necessary for
securing the provision of those system services that maintain the quality of the electricity
supply and secure the reliability of the system operation.
Both the transmission and the distribution system operator have the right to purchase electricity
necessary for covering losses in the system in a transparent and non-discriminatory way.
The wholesale customer (a natural or legal person) by definition is actually a trader able to
purchase electricity for resale and has the right to
• transmit and distribute electricity provided that they have concluded a contract on
transmission with the transmission system operator or a contract on distribution with
the distribution system operator;
• transmit electricity provided that they have concluded a contract with the transmission
system operator for the settlement of a market participant's deviation;
• supply electricity to electricity customers except for household customers.
There is no provision for a market organizer in the legislation on electricity, although the Market
Rules determine the conditions for organization of the market, covering:
• deadlines for connection to a system or network and deadlines for performance of
maintenance and repair of a system or network, deadlines for supply of electricity and
deadlines for provision of service,
• method of prevention of overload and handling of overload of the national system or
network,
• procedures for assessment of market participant’s deviation and system deviation,
• scope and method of provision of support services,
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• scope and method of supply of balancing energy,
• conditions of use of type diagrams for off-take of electricity or gas,
• scope, method and procedure for publishing information by transmission system and
network operator,
• method of publishing of information on use of capacity of cross-border electricity
exchange, use of national system and network capacity.
System and network operators are also obliged to make their operating rules compatible with
the Market Rules subject to approval by the Office. Operating rules approved by the Office are
binding upon market participants.
It may well be that an organized market can be established – similar to that in Austria – under
the Act No. 455/1991 Coll. on Licensed Trade, which was amended by the Eact.
4.6.7

Slovenia

The organization of, trading, and acting as agents or intermediaries on, the market in electricity
are licensed activities. Licenses are issued by the Energy Agency according to the relevant
executive regulation.
In general, energy supply shall be conducted as a market-based activity, in which the supplier
and the eligible customer are free to agree on the quantity and price of the energy supplied.
Such an agreement may be reached in the form of short-term or long-term contracts, or
directly on the organized electricity market.
The participants in the market holding an appropriate license are
• producers selling on their own behalf;
• eligible customers buying on their own behalf;
• traders acting also as agents or mediators buying and selling electricity for a third
party;
• agents acting also as a mediators representing a legal entity or individual, and performing
all transactions on that entity's or individual's behalf under the power of attorney that
may;
• brokers acting as a mediators in making contracts for the purchase or sale of
electricity.
The organization of the electricity market is a mandatory public service, which are regulated
in general by the Public Utilities Act155 , and in particular with respect to the provisions of
the Energy Act by the Government156. The electricity exchange has been appointed by the
Government.
It may be added here that, despite the provisions on the open market in the Energy Act,
one entity, Government owned HSE (Holding Slovenske Elektrarne, the power plant holding),
which also controls most of the Slovenian generators, has a predominant role in the electricity
market.

155
(Official Gazette of RS, No. 32/1993 and 30/1998).
156	Ordinance relating to the operating mode of the public service of organizing the market with electricity, the Official Gazette of
the Republic of Slovenia, Nos. 54/2000, 70/2003
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The electricity exchange beside its main function to organize trade performs
• accounting, settling and fulfilling the obligations arising from deals concluded on the
electricity market,
• balancing the electricity market in line with the instructions and under the supervision of
the transmission system operator,
• establishing and balancing imbalances in the supply and consumption of electricity
from the operation schedule,
• recording all concluded contracts regarding electricity supply in the country, in terms of
volumes and schedules, once a day for at least 24 hours ahead.
In balancing the bids received, the electricity exchange may organize separate auctions for
the electricity bids of:
• qualified producers of electricity and electricity produced from renewable sources of
energy,
• producers using domestic fuel, subject to a maximum of 15% of the primary energy
required for generation of electricity consumed in a calendar year in accordance with
the energy balance sheet of the country,
• producers generating electricity on the basis of a public tender (see under the title
“Generation”).
The rules of the operation of the market157 are issued and enforced by the market operator
Borzen, after having coordinated these with the TSO and obtaining the Energy Agency’s
consent.
The structure of the market is illustrated below.

Figure 4‑2 Power Exchange 

Figure 4-2 Power Exchange
(Source: Borzen)

(Source: Borzen)

Attention is called to the transmission rights market, on which cross-border capacities are
allocated, which is actually the right of the sole transmission system operator. The TSO issues
157
Rules regarding the Operation of the Electricity Market (Official Gazette
of the RS, No. 30/01, 118/03) and other documents
the rules onandallocation
cross
border capacities158 which are subject to Energy Agency’s
regulations can of
be found:
http://www.borzen.si/eng/dokumentiinpravilniki.asp.
consent. The electricity exchange issues executive regulation and relevant market rules159
156
mentioned
above.

Attention is called to the transmission rights market, on which cross-border capacities are
allocated, which is actually the right of the sole transmission system operator. The TSO issues
the rules on allocation of cross border capacities158 which are subject to Energy Agency’s
consent. The electricity exchange issues executive regulation and relevant market rules159
mentioned above.

158
159

Rules on the mode and requirements for the allocation of and the criteria for the access to the cross-border transmission
capacities, the Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia, Nos. 103/2002, 103/2003
Rules on Implementation of Auctions for Allocation of Cross-border Transmission Capacities, see:
http://www.borzen.si/eng/dokumentiinpravilniki.asp.
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5.1

Introduction

Since early 2005 there has been a general emphasis on preventing the stalling of the
liberalisation of electricity and gas markets. Examined in this chapter are the perspective
of market participants who identified key obstacles preventing greater cooperation and
coordination in the Central and Eastern Europe’s electricity market.
The main objective of the interview and questionnaire portion of the C3EM study was to have a
cross-section of industry experts express their own opinions on the market and by identifying
top market barriers. The outcome has been the identification of three regional barriers which
are preventing greater levels of competition and efficient market coordination. These are: (1)
lack of cross-border capacity, (2) the need for common rules and regulation, and (3) a need
for greater political support for regional action.
The justification of this study was verified by some of the questionnaire responses. For example,
the regional perspective offered by respondents in Central and Eastern Europe, indicates that
competition is not being fully realized. As Figure 1 shows a majority of questionnaire respondents
still feel that their country’s electricity system is more monopolistic than competitive with fully
competitive markets being in short supply. However, there is a true desire for a competitive
wholesale market in Central and Eastern Europe (Figure 2), and as discussed below, regional
and domestic action are perceived to hold the possibility for a more efficient marketplace.
The opinions of participants indicate that if there were fewer barriers in the region the price of
electricity would equalize, as Figure 3 indicates. Thus while there is a desire for competition in
national markets and regionally, there also appears an equalization of price regionally. However,
as discussed below, interviewees and questionnaire respondents see further benefits to be
had in reducing barriers between national markets, such as greater transparency and benefits
for end-users.
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Figure 5‑2 Anticipated price changes in a regional market
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Figure 5-1 Classification of electricity market

Figure 5-2 The need for a regional competitive market

Figure 5‑3 Anticipated price changes in a regional market

The methodology of this study involved carrying out 32 in-depth interviews with electric
industry leaders in six Central and Eastern European countries. These were conducted
between July and November 2005. In addition there was a questionnaire which was started at
the same time, but ended in March 2006. Interviewees were granted anonymity for their open
assessment of market and regulatory conditions. The names used here are pseudonym given
to interviewees to maintain this anonymity. Secondary sources, like yearly reports, recent
academic and market research reports have helped to understand the rapid changes in the
industry. All interviewees were asked to fill in a questionnaire before each interview took place.
There were 24 questionnaires received back from interviewees and other respondents; part
of this low rate can be attributed to joint fillings by colleagues, which have not been counted
separately. The results of the questionnaire have been combined with the interview results to
give a comprehensive picture of the opinions of participants.
Due to the breadth and focus of this study there are three limitations to this study. The first
limitation of this project deals with the geographic grouping involved. Austria, Croatia, Czech
Republic, Hungary, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia are considered to be interconnected
enough, or with the greatest possibility to be interconnected, so that they may affect directly 160
or indirectly each other’s markets. However, it is apparent that some countries are tied to other
national and regional markets not involved in the study. For example, Austria and the Czech
Republic are heavily tied to the German market while Slovenia and Romania are also tied to
the South East Market. In addition, Poland was viewed by participants as an important country
that was not included in the study’s geographic remit. Despite these additional geographic
connections, the countries chosen did prove to be interlinked and dependent to different
degrees on each other. Thus supporting the initial assessment of the geographic scope of
this project.
The second limitation in this portion of the project is on the heavy reliance of interviews
and questionnaires. Because the purpose is to solicit opinions on the state of the electricity
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An example of this is the complaint filed by CEZ to both the Austrian and Czech regulators
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concerning a long-term PPA between Poland and Austria, which flows through the Czech
Republic. Part of the line capacity is taken up by this PPA which prevents the full capacity from
being openly bid on by all interested parties. If the complaint is not successfully resolved at
this national level it can be appealed to the European Court of Justice, which in the past has
found these agreements illegal.
This frustration by some market participants reflects the new dynamic operational structure of
electricity markets. There is a greater reliance now on market liquidity and national differences in
electricity prices which long-term PPAs prevent. “You need to have liquidity so that this works,
because this means that traders rely more on spot trading, rather then buying out capacities
for long-term [PPAs]” (interview Lazarova 2005). This view was reflected by a national regulator,
who also saw greater regional market liquidity essential for market development, “We have to
be able to import a sizable amount of electricity, otherwise we do not create any pressure on
the market unless you have 7 to 10 [big regional] companies” (interview Regulator C 2005).
Currently, for this regulator this liquidity or market structure does not exist.
The interviews have established that large regional and European wide companies have a
greater interest in seeing barriers between national markets reduced. Within national markets,
Figure 7 and Figure 8 demonstrate that the international energy companies are pushing for
more competitive markets than domestic companies, although the extent is not widely agreed
on. One way that these international energy companies can play in moving forward a regionally
competitive electricity market is in their ability to link the different national markets together. Or
as one Vice-president of a multi-national energy firm remarked, the precondition [to market
liquidity] to this happening in Central Europe is that you first bring markets together, and
liquidity [will be] expanded to the whole region” (interview Lazarova 2005).

Figure 5-7 Pressure from international energy firms for competition

Figure 5‑7 Pressure from international energy firms for competition
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market flexibility and weakening the bargaining position of distribution companies and energy
energy traders. For a national regulator there existed two possibilities to reduce the market
traders. For a national regulator there existed two possibilities to reduce the market power
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idea of exposing the former or current national utility to competition through crossborder competition was supported by the Vice-President of a multi-national energy firm that
also has a significant market presence in the same country as Regulator A.

This idea of exposing the former or current national utility to competition through cross-border
competition was supported by the Vice-President of a multi-national energy firm that also has
a significant market presence in the same country as Regulator A.
A more efficient solution would be to speed up the creation of internal markets
so the competition goes across borders and that national players are exposed
to competition from abroad and therefore their market power gets limited.
I think that should be a priority (interview Lazarova 2005).
The failure to more actively tie the different national markets together may actually not be
beneficial for important local generators. A significant majority of questionnaire respondents
viewed more intensive regional integration as benefiting important local generators (Figure 10).
Holding back on boosting interconnectors and market liquidity may be preventing economic
benefits from reaching even large generating companies which may be still relying on longterm PPA’s and thus preventing a more regionally integrated market from developing.
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We have to think of a system that makes it more economically interesting for
TSOs to build a line and integrate markets. They are not doing so. So I think we
should take all congestion revenues from TSOs and put that into a fund… [use
it] only for a reserve for upgrading interconnecting capacity…. Because now
a national TSO has much more incentive to have bottlenecks and congestion
ranked, because it’s an easy way of making more money…. If you put that
into a fund and they don’t give access to it, maybe even say you have to
pay penalties if the congestion remains over a longer period of time (interview
Regulator C 2005).
The downfall of the failure to reinvest is obvious. By not reinvesting into the grid, which
supports both national and regional supply, the security of supply is jeopardized. In addition
projects that can reinforce internal lines and regional interconnectors are prevented from going
forward. The perspective of a Vice-President from one of the larger regional utilities was also
animate about re-investing into the grid.
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On a wider scale, countries in the region, particularly Romania and Slovenia stand to benefit
from market and regulatory developments within the South East European Energy market.
They view this region as an area where greater cooperation and trade could occur. The signing
of the EU/South East Europe Energy Community Treaty on October 25, 2005, is viewed
as positive for both regions. The geographic position of Slovenia in particular is viewed as
advantageous for exporting electricity to the Italian and (South) Austrian markets, where prices
are higher and there is a shortage of generation. Figure 12 demonstrates that all countries
in the Central and Eastern European market and those in the South East European market
would benefit by more intensive market integration. Only a small number of respondents felt
that some countries would lose out on closer integration.
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Electricity market rules, there are different rules in each country. [For
example] if you want to sell electricity from the Czech Republic to Germany,
you have to fulfil rules in the Czech Republic and also in Germany. If there are
different closing times, because you cannot make a contract, because you
have to fulfil different rules… it is a problem, because of timing in balancing
market mechanisms and so on (interview Regulator D 2005).
On another level it was viewed that some authority, depending on where it lies, may create a
conflict of interest, which may not serve for the effective monitoring or promotion of market
forces. Implicit favouring or subsidies may occur if effective independence of institutions
and market actors does not exist. Movement away from state owned utilities was seen as a
good way to reduce some subsidies. “When you start to privatize, either when you start to
privatise one company, this cross-subsidization issue is history. Because you cannot sell a
production company to a private owner and with the assumption that they will subsidize one
big consumer” (interview Fredricks 2005). To alleviate this subsidization it was also viewed
as essential to have clear rules. “First what you need are clear rules. Forget it if there is only
one company or there are ten companies. Important to have really transparent, clear rules for
everyone that should be the starting point” (interview Fredricks 2005).
Following on clear rules is also the availability of information which ensures the rules are openly
enforced and adhered to by market participants. Mainly this could centre on the type and
amount of information that is collected by state institutions. According to interviewees there
exist different reporting requirements in each country and different amounts of information that
is publicly, and even privately available to other state institutions, like TSOs. For example, the
physical characteristics of the interconnectors are not publicly available while for some national
regulators information from generators is also unavailable. Or as two TSO staff members
remarked:
Alexander: There is one [European] electricity system, but it is divided into
several states and in each there is a different approach. For example, the
information exchange is very important to capacity calculation. Not each
system has possibility to receive complete information from … generators.
Hasek: [this is something created] by national market rules and national
legislation, which means what kind of information is public and should be
publicly accessible (interview 2005).
This information could be deemed important to help greater cooperation to ensure system
stability. Problems with loop flows in the region, which are increased by wind power, have
resulted at times, in excess generation in the system (interview Alexander and Hasek 2005).
In addition, for the balancing market there are national legal issues of where a TSO can buy
electricity from, such as in Slovakia. There are mandatory requirements that direct TSOs to
buy electricity from incumbent (former) state owned generators. This could be considered an
indirect subsidy to these utilities. However, regionally there does not appear a major problem
of direct or indirect subsidies, but 30 percent of respondents still listed being aware of some
(Figure 14).
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cooperation has to occur. How deep this cooperation extends is the issue at hand here. One
TSO
manager remarked that in his experience in discussions for setting up the Common
The need for greater regional cooperation was remarked on by interviewees in all areas of the
Auction
Office, it was apparent that regional and national interests were colliding. For him,
electricity sector, from regulators, TSO managers to incumbent utilities. The nature of electricity
the difficult behaviour of regulators showed that they were working more closely in line with
and the natural forces that propel the electrons through the system dictate that cooperation
national interests and not in the interest of the region (interview Hasek 2005). Figure 16
has to occur. How deep this cooperation extends is the issue at hand here. One TSO manager
demonstrates the perspective of respondents of the institutions and actors that support or
remarked that in his experience in discussions for setting up the Common Auction Office, it
oppose more intensive regional market integration. Regulators, as discussed above, along
was apparent that regional and national interests were colliding. For him, the difficult behaviour
with EU institutions are seen as very supportive, while generators, TSOs, distribution
of regulators showed that they were working more closely in line with national interests and not
companies and households are less supportive of this effort.
in the interest of the region (interview Hasek 2005). Figure 16 demonstrates the perspective
of respondents of the institutions and actors that support or oppose more intensive regional
market integration. Regulators, as discussed above, along with EU institutions are seen as
very supportive, while generators, TSOs, distribution companies and households are less
supportive of this effort.
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Which institutions and actors think supports/oppose more intensive
regional electricity market integration
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a mix between supranational institutions and national institutions are perceived to be essential
for pushing countries in Central and Eastern Europe closer together.
Which institution(s) should be the strongest leaders for integrating the regions
electricity systems?  (listed from most important to least important)
1
Regional Transmission System Operator
2
National Regulatory Agencies
3
EU Institutions
4
Energy Ministries
5
Consumer Groups
6
Transmission System Operator
7
National Parliaments
8
Sub-national government units
9
Regional Electricity Exchange
Table 5‑1 Regional opinion of institutions which should lead market integration

There was common agreement by many participants that there needed to be greater
involvement by politicians in both national and regional market issues. It was viewed that
politicians should be involved to address the issue of greater regional cooperation and to move
national institutions to consider their position regionally. Nearly 50 percent of respondents
stated that responsible ministers do support greater market integration (Figure 16). Politicians
are perceived, by interviewees as having the power to advance beyond the technical remit of
regulators, TSOs or other market participants and create legal consensus on a regional scale.
One of the interviewed regulators drew on the Scandinavian example of what could be done
in Central and Eastern Europe.
The Finnish regulator is leading a project of how to integrate the retail market
in Scandinavia…But it is only because of the political support, which was at
the beginning of it [that allowed it to begin]. I also think in this region without
political support it will not work” (interview Regulator B 2005).
The movement to greater regional cooperation and coordination may be viewed as undermining
current national players, however as shown in Figure 10, local generators will benefit through
regional cooperation. In addition, regional opinion also demonstrates that domestic companies
should not be favoured (Figure 20). For the politicians, allowing greater interconnection and
trust in other countries’ institutions can exist. Drawing from the view of regional regulators,
one regulatory participant remarked, many regulators respect the opinions of their peers in
other countries (interview Regulator E 2005). This respect and not mistrust should be built
upon by individuals in all government institutions. This trust may help establish greater regional
coordination in areas of infrastructure, legislations and regulations.
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reach this point there does need to be a common regional perspective which includes political
involvement and agreement over what physical investment needs to occur.
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5.5

Conclusion to the Barriers

There is a strong coherency between the issues in each of the categories and between the
three categories themselves. Any attempt to solve one of the three categories also requires
addressing the other two. For example, to increase cooperation in the building of crossborder capacity, also calls for the involvement of politicians. The objective of the first phase
of the C3EM project was to determine the barriers to greater cooperation and coordination
which could lead to a more efficient allocation of electrical resources. This was done by asking
the opinion of key individuals active in the region’s electricity sector.
The identification of interconnectors constraining both the different domestic markets and
the region’s market demonstrates the need for TSOs to act on interconnector capacity. For
interviewees and questionnaire respondents the constraints were a result of both the physical
capacity and amount available for open bidding. In turn this reduced the liquidity of both
national and regional electricity markets. This key constraint to the market was viewed as
adding to the market power of incumbent utilities. The impetus for infrastructure improvement,
both physically and through greater market transparency was viewed as falling on the TSOs.
Reinvestment of their profits from network tariffs was a chief concern for many participants.
Whether this was through fines or legal cases, movement on interconnector capacity was
viewed as key to reduce regional barriers for an efficient market in Central and Eastern
Europe.
Interconnectors could improve the physical connections between countries, but common
rules and regulations were viewed as essential in creating a regional policy environment open
to effective market transparency. The reduction of conflict of interest between ministries,
regulators, TSOs and utilities was viewed as possible through regional agreement of best
practices. The establishment of clear rules and regulations could, according to interviews,
provide an effective and fair enforcement of market standards. Part of this could be achieved
by greater availability of information for all market participants.
Creating regional cooperation in the electricity sector raises important questions of how national
institutions can act also in the regional interest. Reducing national barriers to encourage
regional cooperation and coordination calls for the involvement of politicians to establish how
national interests correspond with regional interests. Among national actors, regulators are
viewed as leading cooperation with other countries, however ministers are only viewed 50
percent of the time pushing for more intensive regional integration. It is the politicians that have
the ultimate authority to help break down national barriers and increase regional coordination.
Their involvement is essential for moving forward in attempts to reduce market barriers. This
includes authorizing building more infrastructure, participation in capacity auctions, fostering
greater transparency and accepting common rules and regulations. The Central and Eastern
European neighbourhood can benefit by establishing a definable regional interest accepted
by all national institutions.
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Renewable Electricity: ambrosia or delicatessen?
A survey of electricity markets

6.1

INTRODUCTION

This survey is to provide actors of the regional electricity markets with concise information on
renewable electricity production and regulation in countries of the C3EM project. The study
intends to be more than a descriptive overview of this topic. The authors investigate renewable
electricity from the perspective of actors in the liberalized electricity markets in order to
understand how much renewable electricity capacity and renewable electricity production is
going to be available for the free market segment currently and in the future. For the countries
of our survey, we ask the question, is renewable electricity destined to remain the untouchable
ambrosia, food of gods, which is administered by the chosen authorities and consumed by
the invisible system or might it be turned into an open access delicatessen for anyone who
wishes to pay a little extra for those savoury treats?
The possibility of purchasing renewable electricity by market actors, currently, is very limited
or non-existent in the regional markets. Renewable electricity is mostly supported by various
types of feed-in obligation, thus any voluntary demand for renewable electricity simply gets
crowded out by administrative buying. Such support schemes prohibit existing renewable
capacities from supplying market demand and new installations from entering the market by
simply making any renewable investment outside of the feed-in obligation regime unworthy.
Therefore, in order to understand the chances of accessing renewable electricity, it is critical
to assess the qualities of the support policies in the region and the quantities of renewable
capacities that are under various regimes of operation. The survey is structured accordingly.
The first section provides a comparative analysis of the support policies currently used in the
seven countries of the study: Austria, Czech Republic, Croatia, Hungary, Slovakia, Slovenia,
and Romania. The second section formulates our best practice support policy proposals
based on the lessons learnt from advantages and shortcomings of the regimes we discuss. In
the third chapter we present a quantitative survey of renewable electricity in the region. And,
eventually, we draw conclusions for actors of the regional electricity markets in chapter four.

6.2

POLICY SURVEY

This section describes the current status of renewable energy support policy in countries of
the C3EM project. The aim of this section is to evaluate renewable energy policy instruments
on the basis of their compatibility with electricity markets. The review is designed to assess
how much changes are needed in current policy practices in order to facilitate access to
renewable electricity by actors of the liberalized electricity markets. Based on our findings,
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we suggest proposals to policy changes that could be taken without fundamentally altering
the ongoing support philosophy but which would be essential if an efficiency drive is to be
introduced later.
Support regimes differ from country to country. Some very obvious differences are not important
from our perspective. There are other subtle differences, in some lesser details, hiding below
seemingly identical regimes that may turn out to be very important when some changes are
made to regimes. This survey will focus on these delicate differences that become critical
when support programs start embracing cost-efficiency principles. We believe the turning
point is when markets are welcomed and fostered in the context of renewable electricity. How
far these countries are from that turning point is what this section is about.

6.3

Definition of electricity from renewable sources

The national definitions are mainly in compliance with the EU Directive 2001/77/EC. There are
only variances at the definitions of biomass, landfill gas, sewage and waste treatment. In the
table below, we highlight matching national definitions and provide further information in case
of dissimilarities.
EU
wind
directive:

solar

geowave
thermal

tidal

hydro-power biomass

the upper
excludes waste,
limit for small
At
X
X
X
X
X
sewage sludge,
hydro at 10
waste liquor
MW
Cr
X
X
X
Water steams
X
the upper
Only
limit for small
Cz
X
X
X
PV
hydro at 10
MW
includes the
biodegradable
fraction of
capacity not waste and
Hu
X
X
X
exceeding 5 sewage water,
MW
of agriculture,
forestry food
industry and of
energy crops
Sl
X
X
X
(water)
X
the upper
limit for small
Sk
X
X
X
hydro at 10
X
MW (or 1
MW)
the upper
limit for small
Ro
X
X
X
X
X
hydro at 10
MW
X= similar to definition in EU Directive 2001/77/EC.
Table 6‑1 Table Definitions of renewable electricity by sources and by countries
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Austria

landfill
gas

X

sewage
biogases
treatment
plant gas
X

X
X

X

X

(X)

X

X

X

X

X

The Austrian renewable Act uses mainly the same definitions as the RES Directive. Renewable
energy sources include renewable non-fossil energy sources (wind, solar, geothermal, wave,
tidal, hydropower, biomass, landfill gas, sewage treatment plant gas and biogas). The only
definition that differs is biomass. The Austrian Act (EIWOG 2000) excludes waste, sewage
sludge and waste liquor. Electricity produced from renewable energy sources is defined as
electricity produced by plants using renewable energy sources exclusively, and the proportion
of electricity produced from renewable energy sources in hybrid plants using conventional
energy sources as well. Renewable electricity used for filling storage systems is included but
electricity produced as a result of storage systems is excluded.160
6.3.2

Croatia

In the Croatian legislation renewable energy sources are defined as energy sources which are
“preserved in nature that can be fully or partially renewed, specifically energy of water steams,
wind energy, solar energy, biodiesel, biomass, biogas, geothermal energy, etc.”161
6.3.3

Czech Republic

The new law on electricity from RES entered into force in August 1, 2005 and implemented
the EU Directive 2001/77/EC in Czech National legislation. The law supports the production
of electricity from RES, i.e. hydropower (with an installed capacity up to 10 MWe), wind power,
biomass power plants including landfill gas, sewage gas, biogas, geothermal plants, PV.162
Large hydroelectric plants are included in the calculation of the renewable electricity targets
but excluded from any support mechanism. The Czech Act does not mention tidal and wave
energy. The definition of biomass is specified. Municipal and industrial waste can be used as
a fuel in electricity production under the support mechanism only as separate biodegradable
waste. Furthermore, co-firing of biomass in coal power plants is included in the support
mechanism, which is a major issue in the definitions section of the Czech Act. Landfill gas and
incineration of mixed municipal and industrial waste is not included in the Czech Renewable
Act. These sources are excluded both from support and from the definitions eligible to meet
the national target.163
6.3.4

Hungary

In Hungary the renewable energy sources were defined in the Act CX. of 2001 on Electricity.
According to this, the following types of energy sources are considered renewable: geothermal,
biomass, solar, wind and hydropower (capacity not exceeding 5 MW). The energy from
waste is not defined explicitly as a renewable source of energy. The Act provides for power
production from “renewable sources and waste” together, and states that “in order to enforce
environmental protection requirements and diversify energy sources, the use of renewable
sources and waste must be promoted”.
According to the Ministerial Decree 56/2002 ‘biomass’ includes the biodegradable fraction of
160
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waste and sewage water, of agriculture, forestry food industry and of energy crops.
Interestingly, the Hungarian nomenclature has been enhanced recently, by the addition of
a secondary definitive dimension: weather-dependence. The enforceable text of the above
decree has implemented the term of “weather dependent renewable energy sources” to wind
and solar power, therefore, the rest of renewable energy resources are complementary identity
of non-weather dependent renewables. This distinction is going to be import at the tariff
entitlements.
6.3.5

Romania

The definitions of the Romanian Act are the same as the definitions in the EU Directive, with
the only exception of tidal energy, which is not mentioned.
6.3.6

Slovakia

In general the Slovak definitions are in compliance with the EU directive. Renewables are
defined indirectly through the Act on Taxes (tax breaks for renewables) or state support
scheme for energy savings and renewable energy. Renewable energy definitions include solar,
wind, biomass, hydro and geothermal energy. Minor inconsistency of the small hydropower
eligibility is that, under the law on taxation, hydropower eligible for tax breaks is defined as the
facility rated up to 1 MW of installed capacity and, meanwhile, financial support schemes set
the upper limit for small hydro at 10 MW. Renewable sources do not include industrial waste
and non-renewable municipal solid waste. Until now, there has been no attempt to redirect
support from renewable sources to the incineration of industrial or municipal wastes. In the
official documents, biomass is not specified with regard to biogas or co-firing of biomass and
coal.164
6.3.7

Slovenia

The definition of electricity from renewable sources is described in the Energy Law of 1999,
which is as follows: “all energy sources that are replenished or mostly replenished by nature,
especially the energy of flowing water, wind, non-accumulated solar energy, biomass, biogas
and geothermal energy.” Waste is only indirectly included. Biomass is further defined as the
biodegradable fraction of products, waste and residues from agriculture (including vegetal and
animal substances), forestry and timber industries, as well as the biodegradable fraction of
industrial and municipal waste, but only if the use of which for energy purposes is permitted by
waste management regulations. Technically the definition matches the EU definition.165
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6.4

Policy targets

This section provides an overview of quantitative and qualitative policy targets, with a special
focus on the voluntary commitments made under the EU Directive on renewable electricity
support.
Austria
78,1%
Croatia
Czech Republic
8%
Hungary
3,6%
Slovakia
12%
Slovenia
31%
Romania
33%
Table 6‑2 Share of electricity from renewable
sources as % of gross electricity consumption
– target by 2010

6.4.1

Austria

The policy targets of Austria are formulated in the Article 4 of the Green Electricity Act as
follows:
• Achievement of the 78.1% target in accordance with Directive 2001/77/EC, taking
account of the 56.1 TWh base indicated in the Directive
• More efficient use of support resources
• Technological prioritization towards market readiness
• Security of investment for current and future plants
• At least 4% “other” green electricity in 2008
• 9% small-scale hydroelectric power in 2008
The reference base for these figures is the total annual electricity supply from all Austrian grid
operators to end users.
Interestingly, according to a recent status report by the Austrian Federal Ministry of Economics
and Labor, some recent studies suggest that by realistic forecast scenarios Austria cannot
reach the target of 78.1% from renewable energy sources in relation to gross domestic
electricity consumption in 2010.166
6.4.2

Croatia

No policy targets were discovered.
6.4.3

Czech Republic

According to the EU Accession Treaty, the Czech Republic is obliged to meet the target
of 8% renewables in its gross electricity consumption in 2010 and comply with binding EU
emissions limit (SO2 265 000 tons, NOx 286 000 tons, VOC 220 000 tons). This target is
also being adopted in other energy- and environment-related policies and documents. Some
lower targets were previously established but those moved up to reach higher present targets.
166
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Besides the EU RES-E target, another long term target was set in order to create favourable
conditions for total primary renewable energy production. The long term target for renewable
energy is between 15% and 16%, percent of domestic consumption of total primary energy
by 2030.167
There has been a steep growth in Czech electricity production recently, and renewables have
not followed suit. According to current assessments by the Ministry of Industry and Trade, the
Czech Republic would fail to meet its 8% commitment.
6.4.4

Hungary

According to Government Resolutions 1107/1999 on the Strategy of Energy Conservation and
Improving Energy Efficiency the share of renewables in gross domestic electricity consumption
will be at least 3,6% by 2010. This is the equivalent of approx. 1400 GWh, which will be
covered by 186 GWh of hydropower, 700 GWh of biomass, 400 GWh of waste incineration,
50 GWh of sewage treatment, and about 50 GWh of wind energy. The country is expected to
develop a significant biomass-to-energy sector, the potential of which is a result of very low
agricultural production quotas assigned to Hungary by the Accession Treaty. Joining of the
EU Common Agricultural Policy it is forecast to remove as much as 10 to 25% of arable land
from food crop cultivation.
6.4.5

Romania

The national target of Romania is to have 33 % of its gross electricity consumption produced
from renewable sources by 2010.
6.4.6

Slovenia

In Slovenia the share of renewable sources of energy within the total primary energy mix should
rise to 12% by 2010. There are targets set for energy sub-sectors accordingly: With regard
to electricity production, the Slovenian target is to raise the share of renewable electricity up
to 33.6 % by 2010,
Targets for individual types of renewable sources of energy are not specified. Taking into
account the rapid growth in electricity consumption in the Republic of Slovenia, however,
the Ministry of Economy Directorate for Energy has recently indicated these targets to be
extremely high and almost unreachable.168
6.4.7
Slovakia
The government of the Slovak Republic wishes to ensure a more effective policy to enhance
renewable energy production through the following instruments:
•
investment support for new projects by using the support mechanisms by means of EU
structural funds;
•
support for the growing of energy crops in the agricultural sector;
167
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support for economically feasible methods of electricity production from RES;
support for the use of RES within regional assistance, support for the environmental and
air protection;
•
support for the use of RES by the introduction of emission trading;
•
determination of purchase prices for electricity produced from RES in order to ensure a
reasonable rate of return on investments.
However, a recent status report to the EU Commission hints at Slovakia’s indicative target set
at 31% appearing to be too ambitious.169
•
•

6.5

Licensing

The following section summarizes licensing procedures for renewable plants, including
licensing thresholds, licensing requirements and authorities involved. The coverage is limited
to countries where renewable licensing is different from other power plant licensing.
6.5.1

Croatia

The Croatian Energy Regulatory Council supervises the energy sector. The Council issues
energy licenses and ensures that the license conditions are observed. No specific details have
been identified with respect to renewable licensing.170
6.5.2

Hungary

Renewable energy power plants need an environmental permit, which is issued by the regional
environmental authorities on condition of a proper environmental impact assessment (it is
regulated in detail in the Ministerial Decree of 20/2001). Then a construction license is needed
from the local authority. If the rated capacity of the installation is over 0,5 MW a simplified
operation license is to be acquired from the Hungarian Energy Office, the national regulatory
body. If the renewable capacity exceeds 50 MW the operation licensing procedure is identical
to that of conventional power plants. The Hungarian licensing policy has taken a surprising
twist recently. Due to limited support budgets, The Hungarian Energy Office has deliberately
limited issuance of operation licenses to renewable plants. It is a strange substitute for a
support grant allocation policy and it results fewer renewable capacities and obscure licensing
procedure.
6.5.3

Slovakia

The district authorities in Slovakia issue construction permits for the installation. In the case
of hydropower, also the state river management company has a veto over the proposal of a
new hydropower plant. Permits for the delivery of power to the grid are issued according to
the agreement between the power producer and the regional power distributing company.
Environmental impact assessment is needed in the technical documentation for all RE
installations. The district environmental authorities have to review this documentation. The
administration and the supervision lie with the Slovak Energy Agency.
169
170
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The producer of electricity from renewable energy sources in a facility with a total installed
capacity up to 5 MW does not need a license to conduct business in energy sector; and the
Slovak Government claims to run a relatively transparent and non-discriminatory issuance of
operation licenses for facilities with a total installed capacity greater than 5 MW.171
6.5.4

Slovenia

To obtain the status of qualified power producer (QP), the administrative procedure is relatively
complicated. To file an application for QP status, the following documents are needed: license
for performing energy activities, confirmation of expert qualifications for performing energy
activities, registration for performing energy activities, agreement for access to the grid, an
energy license, a contract on selling of heat, a summary of the project, a report on ecological
measurements, description of the current situation, a building and use permit.172

6.6

Production support schemes

In this section we identify renewable electricity feed-in support schemes and try to group on
the basis of the economic nature of the support. We believe there are fundamental differences
between a general feed-in obligation with a regulated price premium and a quota-based
purchase obligation with market-based price premium. Any blend of the two is indicated and
explained.
General or quota- Fixed Feed in
based
Tariffs
X
X
X
G
X
X (over 100 kW)
G
X
X (only for hydro)
G
X
X
G
X

Obligation

Austria
Croatia
Czech R.
Hungary
Slovakia
Slovenia
Romania
Table 6‑3 Direct feed-in support schemes

6.6.1

Green Bonus
X

Other support
scheme
X
X
X

X

X

Austria

In Austria, there has been a subsequent reform of feed-in tariffs for green electricity plants in
2002 and 2003. The tariffs are quite high compared with other countries and a large number
of plants have been set up as a result. Every electricity trader in Austria who sells electricity to
end users within Austria is allocated green electricity by the balancing group representatives
on the basis of the values of the preceding year. Accordingly, every end user obtaining power
from the grid receives the same share of green electricity.
The green electricity support scheme in Austria (“small hydro” and “other green electricity”) is
implemented through the three control area managers (Verbund-APG, VKW and TIRAG) as
171
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balancing group representatives. They have to purchase renewable electricity at fixed feed-in
tariffs. For new plants these prices are laid down in the Green Electricity Regulation.173
6.6.2

Croatia

In Croatia there is no support scheme for electricity from renewable energy sources.
6.6.3

Czech Republic

In the Czech Republic, electricity distributors are required to purchase electricity generated
from renewable sources. The producers of renewable electricity may choose the support
scheme they prefer. There are two options:
•
Fixed feed in tariffs
•
Green Bonus
In case of the fixed price, the operator of the distribution system is obliged to purchase
the electricity for regulated fixed prices. The price is valorised through a price index of the
industrial producers. The feed-in tariffs are fixed each year for one year ahead for each type
of RES. For new installations, the feed in tariff of the electricity from RES is valid for the year
of commissioning, and the price index is guaranteed.174 For existing installations, the price of
the year 2005 is guaranteed, and the price index is applied. Stability of the purchase price is
guaranteed for each installation for 15 years.
In the case of the Green Bonus, the producer sells electricity on the market for the wholesale
price. Additionally, he receives a premium (=Green Bonus) (in CZK/MWh) from the distribution
system operator. This way, the risk is higher, but the revenue is also higher. Green Bonuses
are fixed each year for one year ahead for individual types of RES in a way that the total of
revenues for the average purchase price is expectedly higher than that for the fixed purchase
prices. The payback period for investments is shorter than in the case of the fixed feed in
tariffs. The Energy Regulatory Office will take into account the increased risk entailed in placing
green electricity on the market, therefore a higher revenue is given. The price of the Bonus
is flexible according to the purchase price of the electricity. For electricity from combined
combustion of biomass and fossil fuels, only the Green Bonus can be applied.175
6.6.4

Hungary

The Electricity Act provides for feed-in obligation and a fix feed-in tariff for producers of
renewable electricity over the capacity threshold of 0,1 MW. The initial feed-in tariff is set in the
text of the Act at HUF 23 (€ cent 8.23) subject to yearly indexation by official consumer price
index. The price authority later decided to implement the legally fixed tariff as a computable
average over a weakly period of operation and thus it became possible to differentiate the tariff
over the daily and weakly load profile of the grid. Subsequent modifications of the Ministerial
Decree 56/2002 first set up two distinguished periods with different feed-in tariffs: peak and
off-peak. Later, off-peak was split into two sub-categories, allowing for the discrimination of the
173
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plummeting “pit” period of the very early hours, and a broader period in the week-end nights.
All renewable plants - except for weather-dependent ones (practically wind turbines, see
section on definitions) - are encouraged by the tariffs to schedule their production according
to the grid load profile. Peak tariffs are almost 14% higher than off-peak tariffs, and pit tariffs
are almost 60% lower than off-peak tariffs.
6.6.5

Romania

In Romania, tariff schemes for direct subvention of renewable electricity selling prices are
lacking. Indirect stimulating mechanisms are used to encourage utilization of renewable
energy sources. The support for renewable energy can also be granted by using the market
mechanisms as ecological certificates.176
6.6.6

Slovakia

The new Energy Act in the Slovak Republic came into force in January 2005, which stipulates
that the producers of electricity from Hydropower - with no limit to the generation capacity have the right for preferential transmission and distribution for their electricity. An obligation for
preferential transmission and distribution for electricity from other renewable energy sources
may be imposed by the Ministry of Economy in a separate regulation. So far, such a regulation
has not been issued. The law does not provide for a purchasing obligation, however, according
to the governmental decree 124/2005 on regulation of the electricity market system operators
must preferentially purchase electricity produced from renewable energy sources in order to
cover the system transmission and distribution losses. The fixed purchase prices are set by a
decree of the Regulatory Office. If the producer received an investment subsidy from the sate
these tariffs are reduced.177
6.6.7

Slovenia

According to the Energy Law which was adopted in 1999 and amended in 2004, the
network operators are obliged to purchase electricity from “qualified producers” at prices
which are fixed by feed-in tariffs. Qualified producers are producers that generate electricity
in an individual generating facility with a higher-than-average efficiency for heat and electricity
cogeneration, or that use renewable energy sources in a manner which is in accordance with
environmental protection. The system operator of the electricity distribution or transmission
network is responsible for purchasing all electricity from all qualified electricity producers which
are connected to its distribution or transmission network with a price premium set by the
Government. Similarly to the Czech case, the Slovenian renewable electricity producers may
sell all or part of the electricity they generate independently and shall receive a premium for
that energy. The system operator of the distribution or transmission network, whose network
the qualified power plant is connected to, shall pay the premium to the producer.178

176
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178
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6.7

Tariffs and tariff setting

In the section to follow, we give detailed information on renewable electricity tariffs.179 Besides
including actual rates, we seek to understand the most important features of the tariff system.
Therefore, we check to see if there is any degressive effects in the tariffs, such as if there
are any time limitations, technology distinctions or nominal efficiency requirement. We also
researched the sources of tariff funding to see if there needs to be involvement by electricity
consumers only, or there needs to be some involvement of the central budgetary authorities.

15 years
until 2010

Technology
distinctions
Y
N
Y
Y

12 years

Y

10 years

Y

Feed in tariffs

Degressive effect

Time limitation

At
Cr
Cz
Hu

Y
Y
Y

Y

13 (15) years

Sk

Y

N
No – fixed prices
are increased for
the next year by the
core inflation index
Y

Sl
Y
Ro
Table 6‑4 Summary of tariff system features

€ cent/kWh
Hydropower
Biomass

At
6,25
– 3,15
16 – 6,5

Co-firing of biomass or waste
12,8 – 3
with fossils
13 – 10
Liquid Biomass
6–3
Landfill/Sewage Gas
16,5
Biogas
– 7,725
Wind power
Geothermal Energy

7,8
7

Solar Energy

Cr

Cz
8,215
– 5,828
10,287
– 8,04

Hu

3.7 - 10.3
3.7 - 10.3
7,83
3.7 - 10.3
10,461
3.7 - 10.3
– 8,847
11,024
9.1
– 8,847
15,8
3.7 - 10.3
– 12,78
46,344
9.1
– 22,048

Y

Y

Sk

3.7 - 10.3 4.91 - 6.2
3.7 - 10.3

Nominal efficiency
requirement
Y

5.17
- 7.75
5.17
- 5.68

Sl

Ro

6 – 6,3
16,69
– 16,17

6.46
4.91
- 7.23

14,55
– 14,05

9.04

14,05

20.67

89,67
– 15,46
3.7 - 10.3
16,05
Combined PP using RES
Table 6‑5 Comparing feed-in tariffs of the countries in the study by sources of renewable electricity, € cents, 2005
Photovoltaic

179

60 - 47

3.7 - 10.3

The tariffs provided are nominal as of 2005 converted at calendar year average exchange rates of national currencies.
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€ cent/kWh
Hydropower

“Green bonus”
Czech Republic
5,02 – 2,633

“Guaranteed premium”
Slovenia
2,9
2,6
8,69 - 8,17

Biomass
6,881 – 4,634
4,423
Landfill/Sewage Gas
Biogas
7,056 – 5,442
9,479 – 7,092
6,55 - 6,05
Wind Power
12,78 – 9,76
6,05
Geothermal Energy
44,202 – 19,907
Solar Energy
Photovoltaic
81,67 - 7,46
8,05
Combined PP using RES
Table 6‑6 Guaranteed price premium for renewable power producers who voluntarily sell their electricity
in the market, € cents/kWh, Czech Republic and Slovenia, 2005
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6.7.1

Austria
Wind

Up to 2 MW
2 MW
Solid biomass
5 – 10 MW
Over 10 MW
wood and wood-waste,
e.g. bark or sawdust
HBF waste (wastes
other waste technology,
containing high biogenic
particle board waste
fractions)
Other primary energy
sources, Tab. 1 and 2
Green Electricity Act
Co-firing
Biomass
Solid biomass (e.g. forest
wood chips or straw)
wood and wood-waste e.g.
bark or sawdust
Co-firing at thermal
other
waste technology,
power stations
particle board waste
Other primary energy
sources, Tab. 1 and 2
Green Electricity Act
Co-firing
Up to 200 kW
Liquid biomass
Over 200 kW
Up to 100 kW
100 – 500 kW
Biogas derived from
agricultural products
500 – 1000 kW
Over 1000 kW
Biogas derived from co-fermentation of wastes
Up to 1 MW
Landfill and sewage gas
Over 1 MW
Geothermal
Photovoltaic
Up to 20 kWp
[up to total domestic
Over 20 kWp
capacity of 15 MW]
Small hydro
a) Old existing stations (pro rata reductions in cases of budget overruns) a)
b) Following investments resulting in an electricity output increase of at
b)
least 15%
c) New station or increase of at least 50% in electricity output
c)
a)
5,68
first 1,000,000 kWh
4,36
next 4,000,000 kWh
3,63
next 10,000,000 kWh
3,28
next 10,000,000 kWh
3,15
over 25,000,000 kWh
Table 6‑7 Feed-in tariffs by renewable electricity sources, € cents/kWh, Austria, 2005

7,8
16
15
13
10,2
minus 20%
minus 35%
2,7
Pro rata
6,5
5
4
3
Pro rata
13
10
16,5
14,5
12,5
10,3
Minus 25%
6
3
7
60
47

b)
5,96
4,58
3,81
3,44
3,31

c)
6,25
5,01
4,17
3,94
3,78

Since 2003, the support scheme in Austria is based on a grid feed-in tariff scheme. (Green
Electricity Regulation laying down feed-in tariffs for electrical energy from green electricity
plants - BGBl. II No 508/2002 as amended in BGBl. II No 254/2005). For new plants the
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prices are laid down in the Green Electricity Regulation. For installations authorized up to the
end of 2002, the prices are valid on the date of authorization applied, as laid down in the
previous feed-in tariff regulations of the Länder. This is to last up to the end of the statutory
support period, for reasons of investment certainty. Article 30(4) of the Green Electricity Act
provides that this period ends 10 years after the date on which the installation was taken into
service.
The feed-in tariffs apply for a 13-year period (15 years for new small-scale hydropower plants)
from the date on which the green electricity plant is taken into service for all plants that have
been authorized up to the end of 2004 and are taken into service until the middle of 2006
(wind energy, sewage gas, landfill gas, geothermal and photovoltaic) or to the end of 2007
(solid, liquid and gaseous biomass and small hydro).180

180

200
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6.7.2

Czech Republic
Feed-in tariff

Small Hydro < 10
MW

Small Hydro < 10
MW with 2-tariff
bands

commissioned after 2006/01/01 (incl), on new locations

8,215

5,021

commissioned after 2005/01/01, incl. and reconstructed small
hydro power plants

7,478

4,283

commissioned before 2005/01/01

5,828

2,633

13,341
commissioned after 2006/01/01 (incl), on new locations
5,653
commissioned after 2005/01/01, incl. and reconstructed small 12,183
hydro power plants
5,126
commissioned before 2005/01/01

Biomass

combustion of white biomass category O1, installation
commissioned after 2006/01/01
combustion of white biomass category O2, commissioned after
2006/01/01
combustion of white biomass category O3, commissioned before
2006/01/01
combustion of white biomass category O1, installation
commissioned before 2006/01/01
combustion of white biomass category O2, commissioned before
2006/01/01
combustion of white biomass category O3, commissioned before
2006/01/01

–
–

9,48 – 4,002
10,287

6,881

9,128

5,723

10,182

4,634

10,287

6,881

9,128

5,723

8,04

4,634

co-firing of a mixture of biomass category S1 and fossil fuels

4,143

co-firing of a mixture of biomass category S2 and fossil fuels

2,984

co-firing of a mixture of biomass category S3 and fossil fuels

1,896

parallel combustion of biomass of category P1 and fossil fuels

5,021

parallel combustion of biomass of category P2 and fossil fuels

3,862

parallel combustion of biomass of category P3 and fossil fuels
Landfill Gas

commissioned after 2006/01/01

Sewage Gas

2,774
7,829

4,424

commissioned after 2006/01/01

7,829

4,424

commissioned after 2006/01/01

10,462

7,057

8,8

5,442

commissioned before 2004/01/01

9,199

5,793

commissioned after 2006/01/01

8,637

7,092

commissioned between 2005/01/01 and 2005/12/31

9,479

7,934

commissioned between 2004/01/01 and 2004/12/31

9,936

8,391

commissioned before 2004/01/01

11,024

9,479

commissioned after 2006/01/01

15,799

12,78

commissioned before 2006/01/01

15,799

12,78

commissioned after 2006/01/01

46,344

44,202

commissioned before 2006/01/01

22,048

19,907

commissioned between 2004/01/01 and 2005/12/31

Biogas

Wind Power

Geothermal Energy
Solar Energy

Green
Bonus

Table 6‑8 Feed-in tariffs and guaranteed price premium (Green Bonus) by renewable electricity sources, € cents/
kWh, Czech Republic, 2005

Electricity distributors are required to purchase electricity generated from renewable resources
at rates determined by the Energy Regulatory Office in its annual pricing decisions.181 The Office
determines the purchase prices for electricity from renewable sources for the subsequent
calendar year in advance, separately for the individual types of renewable sources and green
181
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bonuses. The Office aims to create proper conditions to meet the indicative national target for
the share of renewable electricity. The minimum level of purchase prices is maintained for a
period of 15 years, taking into account the price index of industrial products.
When the Office determines the level of green bonuses, it takes into account the increased
rate of risk of selling electricity from renewable sources on the electricity market. The Office
bases its decision on green bonus value on the different costs of acquisition, connection and
operation of the individual types of plants, including their development in time. The purchase
prices set by the Office for the subsequent calendar year is not lower than 95 % of the value
of the purchase prices valid in the year during which a decision is made on the their new
values.182
6.7.3

Hungary

The Hungarian feed-in tariffs were substantially raised by the Electricity Act in 2005. The
overall kick-off rate was set at HUF 23 per kWh (€ cent 8.21) subject to be indexed yearly by
annual rate of consumer price index. These feed-in tariffs are valid until the end of 2010. As
noted before (section on definition and direct feed-in support scheme) the renewable electricity
installations are distinguished on the basis of their ability to operate on a previously designed
schedule. The reason for this distinction was, basically, to apply different feed-in tariffs in
typical sections of the system load profile, as follows.
Peak
Off-peak
9,1
9,1
Weather dependent (solar, wind)
Non-weather dependent (geothermal, biomass, biogas, small hydro
energy, sewage treatment gas and energy from wastes)
10,3
9,1
7,4
3,7
Large hydro (> 5MW)
Table 6‑9 Feed in tariffs for grid-connected renewable electricity by periods and sources
unit: € cent/kWh, Hungary, 2005

Pit
9,1
3,7
3,7

The definition of the above periods are set administratively and published in an enforceable
ministerial decree. The periods are designed as follows. Week-end days and holidays have no
peak periods, off-peak is extended accordingly, pit period remains.
Periods of day (time zones)
Peak period

Summer time
Winter time
Between 08 – 14 h
Between 07 – 13 h
Between 18 – 21 h
Between 17 – 20 h
Between 06 – 08 h
Between 05 – 07 h
Off-peak period
Between 14 – 18 h
Between 13 – 17 h
Between 21 – 03 h
Between 20 – 02 h
Between 03 – 06 h
Between 02 – 05 h
Pit period
Table 6‑10 Table: Peak, off-peak and pit periods as applied in the Hungarian system operation
Daytime
Evening
Morning
Daytime
Night

Feed-in obligation without price premium is provided for hydro power over 5 MW capacity. The
tariff is identical to the non-competitive wholesale price. In the case of biomass a certificate
is needed either from the Forest Stewardship Council or from the Hungarian Energy Office
(or from the Regional Forestry Office, in case of Hungarian wood) in order to ensure, that the
source of the renewable electricity is originated from sustainable forest management.
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Czech Republic No. 180/2005 Coll. ACT of 31 March 2005 on the promotion of electricity production from renewable energy
sources and amending certain acts (Act on Promotion of Use of Renewable Sources)

6.7.4

Romania

No tariff support.183
6.7.5

Slovakia
€ cent/kWh
Hydropower with installed
power up to 5 MW

Solar Power
Wind Power

put into operation until 2005/01/01

4,91

put into operation after 2005/01/01
for increased output of reconstructed installation
after 2005/01/01

5,94

put into operation until 2005/01/01
newly installed, put into operation after
2005/01/01
installations older than 3 years, put into
operation after 2005/01/01

Co-Firing of Biomass or
Waste with fossil fuels

20,67
6,46
7,23
4,91
9,04

Geothermal
Combustion of Biomass

6,20

biomass from plantations dedicated to energy
production
waste biomass, installation put into operation
until 2005/01/01
waste biomass, installations put into operation
after 2005/01/01
put into operation until 2005/01/01

7,75
5,17
6,97
5,17

put into operation after 2005/01/01
5,68
6,46
Combustion of Biogas
Table 6‑11 Feed-in tariffs by sources of renewable electricity, € cents/kWh, Slovakia, 2005

The Slovak tariff system for renewable electricity requires the confirmation of electricity origin.
The prices have been set so that a rate of return on the investment is 12 years when drawing
a commercial loan. These fixed prices will be increased for the next year by the core inflation
index published by the Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic.
If any other form of state aid or payment from an EU fund has been provided to a facility, the
fixed price for electricity is reduced by 15%.184
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184

http://www.eva.ac.at/enercee/ro/supplybycarrier.en.htm#res
Report by the Slovak Republic on achievement of the indicative target p4 http://ec.europa.eu/energy/res/legislation/doc/
electricity/member_states/sk_2005_report_en.pdf
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6.7.6

Slovenia
Power capacity

Hydroelectric QP
Biomass QP
Wind QP
Geothermal QP
Photovoltaic

up to 1 MW inclusive
From 1 MW up to 10 MW inclusive
Up to 1 MW inclusive
Above 1 MW
Up to 1 MW inclusive
Above 1 MW
Up to 36 kW inclusive
Above 36 kW

Uniform annual Uniform annual
price
premium
€ cent/kWh
6,3
2,9
6
2,6
7,1
3,7
7,1
3,5
6,2
2,8
6,8
3,5
6,2
2,8
38
34,6
6,5
3,2
12,3
8,8
6,8
3,4

Other QP
Combined QP using RES
PP or heating plant using
Up to 1 MW inclusive
5,4
2
communal waste
Table 6‑12 Feed-in tariffs and guaranteed market price premium by sources of renewable electricity, €
cents/kWh, Slovenia, 2005

Qualified producers (QP) shall be eligible for a uniform annual price or a uniform annual premium
for their electricity production. The uniform annual premium represents the difference between
the uniform annual price and the expected average annual price of electricity on the market,
and shall be treated in the same way, as the uniform annual price for the purchase of electricity
from a qualified producer. The distribution or transmission system operator shall conclude an
agreement covering the purchase of electricity from the qualified producer for a period of ten
years. On the basis of this agreement, the network operator shall buy electricity at the uniform
annual price or pay the qualified producer the uniform annual premium for electricity.
In Slovenia there is a digressive support system: Uniform annual prices and uniform annual
premiums for an individual qualified power plant shall apply for a period of five years from the
start of operation, and shall then be reduced by 5 %. Ten years after the start of operation they
shall be reduced by 10 %. The start of operation of a qualified power plant shall be counted
as the day that it began to deliver electricity to a public network on the basis of an operating
license.
For qualified power plants that received a non-refundable state subsidy, for every 10 % of
non-refundable state subsidy received, depending on the level of the investment, the uniform
annual price or uniform annual subsidy shall be reduced by 5 %. The qualified producer must
indicate to the network operator the level of the non-refundable state subsidy received when
concluding the purchase agreement.185
Prices and premiums are calculated according to a single tariff or double tariff system. Qualified
producers choose the double tariff system voluntarily. In the case of the single tariff system,
the price and premium are equal to the uniform annual price or the uniform annual premium in
all seasons of the year and at all times of day. In the case of the double tariff system, there is a
seasonal adjustment and producers are encouraged to adjust to load changes. Following the
double tariff system may result higher benefits for the renewable plant operator.
185
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Republic of Slovenia Ministry of the Economy Directorate for Energy: Report of the Republic of Slovenia to the European
Commission on the implementation of Directive 2001/77/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on the promotion
of electricity produced from renewable energy sources Ljubljana, February 2006 p10 http://ec.europa.eu/energy/res/
legislation/doc/electricity/member_states/sl_2005_report_en.pd

6.8

Other support schemes

We shall see in this section what sorts of other support programs are designed for renewable
electricity production in these countries. The theoretical armoury is very wide from the
supply side instruments such as investment grants, compensation, tax preferences, indirect
support (energy sources production), R & D support, to the demand side instruments such as
investment grants, tax preferences. These can become very important especially in countries
that do not run a direct production support scheme through the tariff system.
6.8.1

Austria

Under Article 22(4) of the Green Electricity Act, the Länder receive support payments to
promote new technologies for generating green electricity amounting to a total of €7 million a
year. Additionally there are subsidies of about 30% of the investment costs for solar thermal,
biomass, geothermal, wind, hydropower on project basis.186
6.8.2

Czech Republic

The State Environmental Fund provides some investment support for eligible projects (like
hot water heaters for homes, small hydroelectric stations, co-generation projects using
biomass and/or biogas, wind turbines, heat pumps, photovoltaic cells and education,
promotion and counselling in the field of renewable energy). The support program is grant
based, with no mandatory obligation for the Fund to financially support all installations. Most
of the demonstration projects and household installations (solar, geothermal or wind) receive
a subsidy. The State Environmental Fund is supervised by the Minister of the Environment,
and it provides a range of subsidies and loans to renewable energy projects available to
both businesses and governments. Direct subsidies may be provided from 30% to 90% of
the investment costs, actual grants depending on the status of the applicant, with a clear
preference for a non-profit enterprises. For-profit enterprises have the possibility of receiving
low interest loans.
In its recent Country Study, the International Energy Agency came to the conclusion that
these mechanisms might be beneficial in some cases but they cannot lead to the significant,
widespread development of renewable technologies in the Czech Republic. This can be
assured only by production support in which a certain amount of revenue from every produced
kWh is guaranteed for a set amount of years.187
6.8.3

Romania

The Romanian government has encouraged foreign investment in hydropower through
Hydroelectrica, the state-owned hydropower producer. Furthermore it is planning to implement
a new program for increasing the use of renewable energy.
For the authorization of state support in renewable energy investments, the general conditions
186

Commission Staff Working Document The share of renewable energy in the EU Country Profiles Overview of Renewable
Energy Sources in the Enlarged European Union Brussels, 26.5.2004 p5 http://ec.europa.eu/energy/res/biomass_action_
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for investments in environmental protection are provided. Investments for promoting the
renewable energy sources are assimilated to the environmental protection investments as
long as they are made to reduce gaps in national environmental standards. The measures
aimed to support the renewable energy sources represent one of the long-term targets that
have to be encouraged. The base rate of support for investments in renewable energy is 40%
of the eligible costs. In the case of production capacities of energy from renewable sources
that cover entirely the energy consumption of a community, the investments made can get a
bonus of 10% over the base rate of 40%. In very special cases the supplying authority can
support the renewable energy investment up to 100% from the eligible costs. The respective
installations will not be entitled for other types of support.
In the case of renewable energy sources the eligible costs of investment are defined as the
additional costs taken by the economic body in comparison with a conventional energy
installation with the same energy production capacity.
The state support for renewable energy sources can be granted according to the following
options:
• when the investments costs are very high and, the renewable plant cannot operate at
competitive prices on the market;
• support for renewable electricity can be calculated based on external costs that are
avoided.188
Renewable energy can be granted the use of marketable ecological certificates as well.
6.8.4

Slovakia

The support for energy savings and the use of renewable energy sources has been provided
since 2003 in the form of financial assistance funded from the state budget. Projects using
renewable energy sources for the production of electricity and heat are supported with
financial resources provided under Aid Scheme de Minimis DM-003/03, EU structural funds
and the Environmental Fund. Beneficiaries are SMEs, associations of natural and legal
persons registered in the Slovak Republic, organizations established by the state and public
administration bodies which conduct business activities, participate in economic competition
and in which public sector holds a share equal to or higher than 51 %. Eligible projects focus
on construction or reconstruction of small hydropower plants (installed capacity up to 10
MW), construction or reconstruction of facilities for energy utilization of biomass; installation
of thermal pumps; installation of solar collectors and photovoltaic cells; construction or
reconstruction of facilities for geothermal energy utilization; installation of facilities for wind
energy utilization.189

6.9

Treatment of additional system costs of intermittent
renewable electricity

Many issues arise with the grid-connection of renewable electricity producers. The most
frequently addressed ones are balancing, system reinforcement and schedule management.
All the three embodies significant system costs the distribution of which is a delicate matter.

188
189
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6.9.1

Austria

The green electricity support scheme in Austria is implemented through the three control
area managers (Verbund-APG, VKW and TIRAG) in their capacity as balancing group
representatives. They have to balance renewable energy fed into their system.
Every electricity trader in Austria who sells electricity to end users is allocated green electricity
by the balancing group representatives. The settlement price of the green electricity at the
balancing group representative is the price of 4.5 cents/kWh in 2005 - in accordance with
Article 19 of the Green Electricity Act..190
6.9.2

Czech Republic

Renewable electricity producers (hydraulic power up to the plant’s output of 10 MW, solar,
wind or geothermal energy, biomass and biogas) have the right of preferred connection to
the closest grid (either on the level of distribution or transmission). The distribution system is
obliged to buy electricity produced from renewable sources and from sources of combined
generation of electricity and heat, as far as it is technically possible. The fluctuating nature
of renewable electricity production should not be a reason for refusing this access. The grid
operator is obliged to pay for the grid strengthening and maintenance, but the connection
from the source side to the closest possible connecting point is fully financed by the renewable
source operator. The connection price payable by the renewable plant operator is not fixed
per unit of installed capacity.191
6.9.3

Hungary

The regulation of the obligatory feed-in of renewable and co-generated electricity is included in
the repeatedly amended Decree of Minister of Economy and Transport 56/2002. The electricity
suppliers are obliged to allow renewables accession to the grid, if the accessing application’s
capacity is above 0,1 MW and if it meets the technical requirement of the grid (published by
the utility). Consequent costs and requirements are to be argued on a bipartisan basis by the
plant operator and the grid operator. Therefore, connection costs and requirements may be
substantially different; there are no detailed regulations to follow. Costs up to the assigned grid
station are to be covered by the power plant. Station costs can be shared by the grid, but
usually the grid operator requires an up-font accession payment with no chance to know the
underlying cost of connection.
Balancing of renewable electricity is to be provided by the balancing group. All renewable
power plants must submit a production schedule. Failing to submit a schedule is sanctioned by
the grid code for all grid connected power plants, universally, but failing to keep the submitted
schedule is not sanctioned evenly. Non-weather dependent renewable power plants must pay
the balancing cost for their failure to keep their schedule just like any other non-renewable
power plant. Renewable plants that are defined as weather dependent (i.e.: wind) are not
facing any sanction, any balancing cost for getting off-schedule.
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6.9.4

Slovakia

The Slovak legislation does not seem to have a clear priority for green power as far as system
management is concerned. All potential independent power producers, including renewables,
are treated in the same way.192 The system operators are obliged to ensure the technical
requirements of electricity producers producing electricity from RES. (quality and amount of
delivered power) Power producers are also responsible for covering the cost of extension
lines.
Any independent power plant, including RES-E, with an installed capacity of more than 400
kW is obliged to permanently deliver at least 50 % of its installed power capacity into the
grid. Planned outages have to be submitted to the grid operator at least 15 days ahead. This
amount is purchased by the system operator at tariffs set at 1,35 Sk/kWh for the low voltage
grid (€ cents 3.37) and 1,45 Sk/kWh for high voltage grid (€ cents 3.63).193
6.9.5

Slovenia

The producers pay no network charges if an extension and strengthening of the grid is not
needed (this is decided when the installation is plugged into the network or the plug-in power
changes). The price for the use of the network includes the costs of the development and the
needed investments for upgrading the network, but it does not include the fee for plugging
into the network. Network access can only be denied in the case of technical or operational
limits in the network.194 The Energy Act includes technical and other conditions for connection
to the network, and provisions on the costs of the technical measures necessary for the
connection of new electricity producers.
Qualified producers do not need to draw up daily schedules for micro and small qualified
power plants from which the purchase of electricity takes place on the basis of a decree.
Qualified producers shall not pay for non-permitted deviations.195

6.10

Certification

We were eager to find out the status of certification in the countries of study. We were
especially looking for any fully-fledged certification of RES origin in operation currently mandatory or optional. Also, any preparation for adapting the EU Guarantee of Origin scheme
would be important. In this section, we discuss our findings. Some countries might get direct
experience with non-mandatory certification systems or soon get involved in transactions like
a domestically acquired RES certificate exported to another country. So it is very important to
understand certification system for producers and administrator alike.

192	WWF: The Eastern Promise Progress Report on the EU Renewable Electricity Directive in Accession Countries January 2004
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Regulator
X
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Table 6‑13 Experience with certificate systems

6.10.1

RES certificates
exported to another
country
Y

?
?

Austria

The Austrian national legislation has implemented the provisions on guarantee of origin in
accordance with the provisions of Directive 2001/77/EC. Since the Green Electricity Act
entered into force on 1 January 2003, there has been a fully functional guarantee of origin
scheme, including an electronic guarantee of origin databank managed by Energie-Control
GmbH in collaboration with the grid operators. The guarantee of origin should contain the
quantity of energy generated, the type and minimum output of the plant, production period
and place, and the energy resources used. There are two independent agencies involved
in ensuring the quality of information of the guarantees of origin. The use of primary energy
sources is certified by the head of the regional government. The grid operator certifies the
amount of electricity, which is verified by an independent agency. At the end of the procedure,
there is one single competent authority for a plant in Austria to issue guarantees of origin. In
terms of information quality with regard to the issue of guarantees, Austria is at a very high
level.
Each Austrian operator of a green electricity plant has the right to receive a guarantee of origin
from the grid operator. The head of the regional government is responsible for supervising the
issuing of guarantees of origin.
The grid operator is free to decide on the format (paper or electronic) and the period and unit
to be used. In 2004 Energie-Control GmbH made the guarantees of origin databank available
for the actual issuance procedure. For quantities of energy settled through the green electricity
balancing group, guarantees of origin are transferred to the energy suppliers’ accounts
corresponding to their supply to end users.196
6.10.2

Czech Republic

On the request of the electricity producer, the electricity market operator shall issue a guarantee
of origin of electricity from renewable sources.
The Ministry of Industry and Trade recognizes guarantees of origin issued in another Member
States of the European Communities. Import electricity from renewable sources can be
included in the share of electricity from renewable sources in the gross consumption of
electricity in the Czech Republic only if the exporting country has a similar provision to permit
imports of renewable electricity. The details of records of import and export of electricity from
renewable sources will be stipulated in an implementing regulation.197
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6.10.3

Slovakia

The Slovak Guarantees of origin of electricity produced from renewable energy sources are
issued upon the producer’s request, by the Regulatory Office for Network Industries. The
confirmation includes specification of the source of the electricity produced, date and place of
production and, in the case of hydroelectric power plants, also their capacity.
Renewable electricity guarantees of origin issued in European Union Member States is valid
also in the Slovak Republic. The reliability of guarantees of origin is founded by Government
Regulation No. 124/2005 about the electricity market rules.198
6.10.4

Slovenia

In Slovenia the producer of electricity generated from renewable sources may request
the issuing of a guarantee of origin. A guarantee of origin can also be requested, with the
authorization of the producer, by a trader, intermediary or agent on the electricity market. In
principle, guarantees of origin are issued in electronic form. A guarantee of origin shall be
issued by the Energy Agency for the basic unit, which is 1 kWh of electricity. Guarantees of
origin and invoices in the database are free of charge for users. The Energy Agency covers
the operating costs.
The Energy Agency is responsible for a suitable central database and also responsible
for issuing and publishing instructions for the use of the database. The database will be
constructed in such a way that every respective holder of a guarantee of origin may himself
transfer his ownership to another person holding an open account in the database. Transfer
of ownership is carried out by the transfer of electronic records of guarantees in the database
of guarantees of origin. The holder of a guarantee of origin may redeem it for the purpose of
proving consumption or supply of a specific quantity of electricity from renewables or from an
efficient cogeneration facility. Following redemption, all redeemed guarantees are transferred
to the list of redeemed guarantees, in accordance with the provisions covering the guarantees
database. Redemption is carried out by the Energy Agency as the issuer of guarantees of
origin of electricity. The holder of a guarantee of origin may request a written certificate of
redemption from the issuer when redeeming the guarantee. Guarantees of origin of electricity
from other EU Member States and third countries issued in accordance with the provisions
of Directives 2001/77/EC in 2004/8/EC are also valid in Slovenia, but shall not count towards
national quotas for achieving the target share of electricity from renewables.199

6.11

Labelling

Our last policy focus is an end-user instrument of support: electricity labelling. Labelling of
products is based on the assumption that consumers make their voluntary choices in the
product markets on the bases of relevant product attributes, among which price is only one,
albeit the most important piece of information. Non-price product quality is often a matter
of key importance, for example food, health care, education. There are good examples with
standard market products, as well. Energy efficiency classification standards made their way
198
199
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in the markets. Highly energy efficient refrigerators or washing machines, classified as “A”
standard, are sold at significantly higher prices. Still, they are popular, many suggest that
class “A” shall be further refines with one-star, two-star, etc sub-categories. We have identified
only two countries, which have already started to think of renewable electricity as a premium
market product sellable to devoted voluntary buyers, who can get their favoured renewable
attribute of electricity by means of labelling.
6.11.1

Austria

According to the Energy Liberalization/Electricity Act 2000, electricity suppliers in Austria
are required to show the primary energy mix used to generate the electricity they supply on
their customers’ electricity bills. Provincial governments are responsible for ensuring that this
information is correct. In case of incorrect specifications, administrative fines are implemented;
in case of repeated abuse the party will lose its right to supply. However, electricity suppliers
have the option to show the average European energy mix used on the bills instead of the
actual domestic energy mix.200
6.11.2

Czech Republic

According to the Czech Energy Act, electricity generators are obliged to inform the market
participants about the shares of the sources used for electricity generation, the share of CO2
emissions and the amount of radioactive waste produced in electricity generation in the
preceding year. In billing the electricity supply to final customers, electricity traders are obliged
to include, besides standard billing information, data indicating each electricity source’s share
in the supplier’s overall mix of fuels for the preceding year, and a reference to a public source
of information on the impact of electricity generation on the environment. The issues related
to guarantees of origin are also addressed in the law on support for electricity generation from
renewable sources. Under the provisions of this law, guarantees of origin shall be issued by
the electricity market operator in compliance with a public notice promulgated by the Ministry
of Industry and Trade.201

6.12

BEST PRACTICE POLICY PROPOSALS

Up to a point, an all-inclusive production support scheme is effective for an infant renewable
electricity industry. Yet, after some maturity is achieved and administrative feed-in budgets
get swollen, improving the efficiency of the support regime is going to be advocated. Costefficiency is going to matter more so that the society gets more renewable electricity for the
same amount, or, alternatively, the required amount of renewable electricity is supplied at a
lower cost. So any support regime, even an all-inclusive mandatory feed-in system that runs
market-compatible details and routines within the scheme is actually properly preparing the
renewable producers for a cost-efficiency adjustment of the regime. On the other hand, a
support regime that is exclusively bureaucratic would take much longer and be much harder
to convert into a cost efficient scheme.
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Various market compatible features can be functional under a feed-in support regime without
fundamentally changing it. Below we highlight how the most important elements of any
support program can be modified to facilitate any support regime. Thus provide an easy and
quick efficiency adjustment of the support regime without a shock to the system. Having
those features up and running would spell years of advantage when the support regime is
changed.
6.12.1

Work out verification of renewable electricity

Some kind of verification is needed in any paradigm in order to guarantee that beneficiaries of
the support scheme meet the definition of renewable electricity. But actually how the origin is
guaranteed can be rated quite dissimilarly on the scale of market compatibility. The keywords
here are transparency, accountability and readiness. We believe there are clear roles for the
authority, which is distinguished from procedures that are best provided by independent
agents. The authority must provide for three solid items as follows: the definition of renewable
electricity, the method of calculating and monitoring it and the accreditation of independent
auditors. Actual auditing shall be done by independent firms who get selected and contracted
to verify the amount of renewable electricity by the producers.
The definition of renewable electricity and the approved method of monitoring must be properly
worked out and set for the long term by a legal regulation. Long term is critical here, so before
deciding details of definition, impact studies, industry consultation and public hearings would
be important. Once the definition and the monitoring system are approved those shall not be
reviewed before a deadline published many years ahead. We us the term “monitoring” to refer
to the method of calculating the amount of renewable electricity in a given installation and in
a given period based on fuel types, operating hours, nominal capacity, efficiency and nonrenewable inputs. Monitoring rules also shall include approved methods of measurements,
frequency and formats of self-reporting by producers and data obligation to the public and
to the authority. After monitoring rules are set by an appropriate regulation for a long term,
renewable electricity producers shall be made liable to provide all data requirement in due
terms and contract independent auditors to inspect and validate the volume of renewable
electricity. Auditors must get accreditation by the authority.
Therefore, the authority shall set up normative rules how a private consultancy firm can get
accredited to be included on the list of certified auditors of the system. This must be laid out
in a legal regulation and list of approved auditors published repeatedly. And that is where the
authority involvement shall end regarding verification of renewable electricity.
We identified best practice in Austria, however the other countries lag behind. The Czech
and Slovak Republics have passed the legislation, and implementation is currently underway.
Transparency is going to be crucial in these countries, Austria provides an example of good
practice. The Austrian verification procedure is prepared to avoid double-triple counting –
an issue to emerge in all other countries. Also, proper rules will be needed to transfer or
“translate” the guarantees from one country to another country - only the Czech regulation
has addressed this issue.
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6.12.2

Facilitate licensing

Licensing shall be non-discriminatory, quick, easy and cheap. It shall be limited in scale and
scope. It is very important that eligibility for production support shall not be a condition of
licensing. When support budgets get constrained eligibility is getting hard or impossible and
that may halt renewable investments. There should be a one-office license system by assigning
a competent authority who is in charge of coordinating all other concerned authorities and
facilitating the complete license procedure.
Any government program that effects RES-E investments must be made public soon as
possible and designed for long enough periods to help investors to adjust. For example, very
good effects were achieved in Denmark and Germany by spatial pre-planning for the future
development of renewable investments. In pre-planned areas, the permit requirements are
reduced and implemented faster.
6.12.3

Smart tariffs

Most fixed-price feed-in schemes enforce different tariffs for different renewable energy
sources or renewable energy technologies. This requires the authority to appraise production
costs of each category. The authority is prone to get trapped into a situation when producers
submit data on their investment capital requirements, capital costs, fuel costs, operation and
maintenance costs and the authority has to justify eligible cost volumes. This phenomenon
is referred to in the literature of regulatory economics as “regulatory capture”. The authority
shall spend the support budget efficiently, therefore, tariffs shall be designed to account for
efficiency improvement of the RES-E technology and set tariffs for the long term to provide a
safe business environment. The RES-E support system shall make use of tariff incentives to
encourage renewable plants to adjust their operation to the load profile of the grid.
6.12.4

Do not hide system costs

It is essential to prepare renewable producers to meet the operational needs of a coordinated
grid system. It would be a serious mistake to introduce scheduling and balancing requirements
for renewables overnight. But it would be a serious irresponsibility to hide scheduling and
balancing costs completely from renewables. Introduce production scheduling for renewables
with no obligation to keep the schedule. So, first, it is advisable to introduce price premium
for renewable generators which manage to keep 12 hour schedules. Secondly, it can be very
useful to introduce price premium for renewable generators who join balancing groups
The more accountable a power plant is, the greater the value of the electricity it produces.
In these countries there is no obligation on renewables to provide an operating schedule
in advance. However, in several countries, like Denmark, the UK and Spain, wind power
operators must submit operating schedule to the system operators. This requires the dayahead prediction of wind. Moreover, they are strongly encouraged to keep their schedule. In
case of deviation from schedule, wind power operators are charged for the balancing cost
they trigger.
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6.12.5

Enforce labelling

End-users must clearly note how much of their monthly electricity consumption was purchased
from renewable electricity producers. Electricity labelling is a very powerful tool for the endusers’ information. Authorities shall make sure that suppliers clearly distinguish renewable
electricity from fossil and nuclear electricity. Besides, some indication shall be provided for
consumers about the environmental effects of their electricity consumption.
6.12.6

Facilitate export

It shall prove very effective if exports of RES-E is facilitated in the countries of the region. This
may be a boom to clean technological investment within the country. There is no reason why
extra amounts of renewable electricity which are over the domestic willingness to purchase
shall not be encouraged to be exported. If the domestic administrative support budget is
limited, then allowing renewable power plants to establish their operation on export markets
should occur. RES-E export is about exporting the “renewable” attributes of the production.
Exporting RES-E actually means insignificant physical export but significant involvement in
certification
6.12.7

Policy proposals from a recent EU report202:
The supported price level for wind power is clearly insufficient in Slovakia and
Slovenia, as the level is below marginal generation costs. The level seems to be
sufficient in the Czech Republic. For Hungary, support is enough to stimulate
investment.
•	For most of the EU-10 countries, the supported price for biogas is low compared
to the long-run marginal generation costs except for the Czech Republic and
Slovenia. In other countries of the region financial support is insufficient to trigger
significant investment into biogas technology. Effectiveness is nearly zero due to
the lack of sufficient support.
• Very good financial conditions for small hydropower exist in Slovenia. Too low
feed-in-tariffs for small hydropower in the Czech and Slovak Republics.
• Photovoltaic: is best supported in Austria
• Biomass: Austria have chosen a policy of medium- and small-scale biomass
installations, which has higher costs but is driven not only by energy policy but
also by environment and rural development considerations. In the Czech Republic,
Hungary, Slovakia and Slovenia the support level for biomass is sufficient.
• Most of the countries are still characterized by the dominance of one or a few
power companies, often vertically integrated. This might entail a monopoly-like
situation, which could hamper the development of RES-E.
• It is essential to have independent Transmission System Operators and Distribution
System Operators in order to guarantee fair grid access to all producers and to
develop the network infrastructure
• Governments in the region have to improve consumer information on how the
cost of a renewable energy support is transferred to the user.
• Green certificate scheme with differentiation by technology is needed in order to
encourage technology diversity
• Best practices to study: Denmark and Germany with the most effective support
systems within the EU.
•
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Figure 6‑1 Total net capacity of renewable electricity generation, MW, 2004203

According to the latest data sources, the exclusive renewable energy source the analyzed
countries use for electricity generation is hydro, but some exceptions show (i.e. Austria and
Hungary). In order to get an idea of non-hydro renewable electricity, we have stripped hydro212
capacities off the chart in order to refine the scale and highlight subtle differences. In the figure
below, we see Austria dominating the non-hydro renewable segment as well.
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1,7 % municipal solid waste. The following figure shows how big a slice of the cake is built
on renewable energy source.
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In 2004, more than 297 TWh electricity was produced in the seven countries, from which 26,6
% was RES-E. As we noted, 36,8 % of total electric capacity was renewable, so these two
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Again, hydro is overwhelming: 93,6 % of the total renewable electricity was produced217
by
hydro plants in the region, 3,2 % in biomass plants, 1,9 % in wind turbines, 1,3 % in plants
using municipal solid waste.

Again, hydro is overwhelming: 93,6 % of the total renewable electricity was produced by
hydro plants in the region, 3,2 % in biomass plants, 1,9 % in wind turbines, 1,3 % in plants
using municipal solid waste.
6.13.4

Share of renewables in total consumption

We have already seen the rate of renewable versus non-renewable electric capacities by
countries. The next figure shows the share of electricity from renewable sources in the total
domestic gross electricity generation. By comparing the charts of total installed renewable
capacities and total renewable electricity generation, it can be seen that the biggest difference
between the utilization of the installed renewable capacity is in Slovenia versus the Czech
Republic. The average operating hours of the renewable capacity was the largest in Slovenia
(4284 h/a), which is followed by Hungary (3804 h/a), Croatia (3387 h/a), Austria (2702 h/a),
Romania (2630 h/a) Slovakia (1670 h/a) and the Czech Republic (1595 h/a). Since hydro
dominates the landscape, uneven weather conditions (rainfall) could have seriously influenced
this one-time picture.
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doubling its RES-E production, while the production of the Czech Republic was intended to
increased by 60% within this period.
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6.14

CONCLUSIONS FOR THE ELECTRICITY MARKETS

216

We found the renewable electricity sector, with the outstanding exception of Austria, to be
rather limited in the countries of the survey. In the region, renewable electricity is basically
represented by hydro stations installed many years before as part of centrally planned
electricity system development programs. Accordingly, these hydro stations are mostly state
owned and their costs written off.
There are fundamental consequences to note. The renewable electricity support policy would
tend to rely upon fix-price feed-in obligation schemes. The effectiveness and low administrative
requirements of such programs is a proper choice to enhance the infant renewable electricity
industry. The old hydro stations would not need high prices so their tariffs would be discriminated
against and this opens up the opportunity for the authority to differentiate feed-in tariffs for
all relevant technologies and energy sources. This is how we end up with the current RES-E
landscape that is expected to continue into the long-term.
It remains to be seen if this RES-E support environment would allow markets to access
renewable electricity. The production of electricity from renewable sources is expected to
remain heavily influenced by state ownership, government purchases and tariffs. Therefore,
the RES-E segment is not immune to obscure and unforeseen changes. Still, there may be
some room for electricity markets to get access to some renewable electricity sources. At
the end of our survey, we attempt to draw some useful conclusions for actors of the regional
electricity markets. In the final section we provide some hints on how to build a strategy to
acquire either these electricity sources or their renewable attributes, or both.
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6.14.1

Watch out for any limitations under the production support regime

• RES-E definition fulfilled but operating license is not issued
• RES-E definition fulfilled, operating license is issued, but only a limited production quota
is supported
• RES-E definition fulfilled, operating license issued, but the total capacity seems to be
utilized at less than the benchmark availability rate
In any such case the authority may be worried about running short on the support budget. If
voluntary purchase shows up much additional renewable electricity might get produced.
6.14.2

Watch out for national targets

• Authorities tend to adjust support schemes to the national target. They do not want to
support RES-E over target, that is.
• If the target is met or close to being met, renewable producers would be more willing
to contract voluntary buyers, and maybe look for export options.
6.14.3

Watch out for definitions

• If a national RES-E definition set is not compatible with the EU directive or with
subsequent changes to it at the community level then adjustments would be made at
the national level.
• This might provide options to buy-in or invest in technologies, or also to set up power
purchase agreements beforehand.
6.14.4

Watch out for administrative capacity quota distribution procedures

• If only a limited amount of RES-E capacity is eligible for production support it is important
to note how the total amount of eligible capacity per technology is distributed among
applicants.
• Any administrative procedure other than open tenders incurs inefficient distribution.
•	Under inefficient allocation regimes some of the cheapest RES-E installations might
end up with no administrative purchase obligation. Such producers might be willing to
contract on a voluntary basis.
6.14.5

Watch out for time limitations, termination of the support program

• Most support programs come with a deadline. As the program deadline is approaching,
some RES-E producers might be willing to reduce the administrative or political risk of
their revenues by a fix contract on a voluntary basis
• Mature and written-off investments might feel threatened to be dropped out of the
program when their assets are fully depreciated – yet another opportunity to make
voluntary power purchase agreements.
6.14.6
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Watch out for low tariffs in schemes with technologically differentiated feed-in

prices
• In many differentiated tariff regimes, certain RES-E technologies and producers with
lesser lobby power might end up with pretty low administrative tariffs.
• Some of these producers might actually be very close to break-even at that tariff level.
•	Others may get tariffs very close to market prices.
• In both cases voluntary contracts to market demand might be at or above par.
6.14.7

Watch out for any indication that system costs would show up for RES-E
producers

The system costs may include anything in the following categories:
• balancing – the purchase of balancing energy
• system reinforcement – grid assets or dispatch systems might need updating
• schedule management – day-ahead or 12-hours-ahead operating schedules might be
required, even if RES-E producers are not supposed to meet them
This may be quite natural for some RES-E investors, while others would feel the monetary
and/or management costs of these requirements to be prohibitive. Especially small scale
RES-E potential can be facilitated if they are provided with business and legal consultancy,
schedule management, etc.
Pooling several RES-E projects can also considerably decrease the project specific system
costs.
6.14.8

Watch out for any sign of marketability

The Czech and Slovenian regulation has already provided for markets to purchase electricity
form renewables. The point here is that the “renewability“ attributes do not go along with
the electricity. The state offers of the Green Bonus in the Czech Republic and the Uniform
Price Premium in Slovenia is too attractive for the market to compete against. But both are
very favourable schemes to follow, and they properly prepare all actors to start voluntary
transactions in case the government’s willingness to purchase renewable electricity declines.
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Can Closer Integration Mitigate Market Power?
A numerical modelling exercise

7.1

Introduction

The current study is part of the Central and Eastern European Energy Market (C3EM) project
and deals with the quantitative modelling of the wholesale electricity market in the C3EM
region. Our purpose is to investigate the optimal actions of market participants on the supply
side given certain economic assumptions of the market structure, and to quantify the effect of
cross-border network constraints on competition in the region. In a related manner, the effects
of closer market integration – in the form of increased cross-border transmission capacity
available for trade – are also studied within the model.
Why is it interesting to model regional wholesale competition? First, large parts of the electricity
markets in the C3EM region are still under tight regulation for the time being. This is, however,
bound to change in a very short time frame: EU directive 2003/54 stipulates full market
opening in all member states by July 2007. Combined with the phasing out of inherited longterm power purchase agreements, this development should lead to more intense producer
competition within each country. Second, physical cross-border links are relatively strong in
the region. Combined with the low cost of electricity transmission across the region, the
physical conditions for a lively regional power trade are present. Much depends, of course,
on the methods of determining and allocating available cross-border capacity. In this area,
too, developments are pointing towards economically more efficient flow-based allocation
mechanisms, although the applied zonal pricing approach of the paper does not seem likely
to be implemented in the short term.204
How should we go about modelling regional competition? An attractive first approach – and
the one taken in parts of this paper as well – is to assume price-taking firms and calculate
perfectly competitive equilibria subject to cross-border and generation capacity constraints.
However, the results of this method in a region with power producing companies that own
a dominant share of generation capacity in their home country is likely to be misleading, for
the simple reason that it is not rational for large companies to act in a price-taking manner.
The novelty of the current numerical exercise is that it applies a model developed to address
market power questions in electricity markets of the C3EM region. There are several versions
of such models (for a comparative review, see Neuhoff et al, 2005), the one we apply has been
developed, tested and tailored to the C3EM region by Julián Barquín and Miguel Vázquez at
the Instituto de Investigación Tecnológica, Universidad Pontificia Comillas in Madrid.
204

A promising development is the Dry-run Coordinated Auction, a flow-based explicit auction method for Southeast European
countries, currently in the simulation phase by the Southeast European Transmission System Operators Task Force. For
more information, see the simulation website at www.drcat.at
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Although the modelling details and assumptions will be spelled out in greater detail in the
following chapters, we provide a brief summary at this point. As most market models,
the C3EM model205 constitutes of a supply (power generation) and demand (electricity
consumption) side. Input data on power generation is estimated based on publicly available
information on generation capacities, technologies, and fuel costs. Demand data is also taken
from published sources, while the price responsiveness (elasticity) of demand is assigned
according to commonly used modelling practices (e.g. see the Benelux market study in
Neuhoff et al, 2005).
In a crucial way, the model has a spatial structure with each country in the C3EM region
representing a sub-market. The power flows on cross-border lines resulting from the
transmission of electricity from one market to another are calculated by the application of
physical laws governing the flow of electricity on networks. In one way, the model represents
an idealized version of cross-border trade: namely the cross-border transmission capacity
allocation method is completely flow-based (nodal pricing).
Regarding the market structure and the behavioural assumptions, one strength of our
modelling approach is the simulation of strategic interactions between market players. That
is, in addition to the standard perfectly competitive market equilibrium, we calculate equilibria
with several strategic competitors as well.
It is important to stress that the aim of the exercise is to attempt the quantification of market
power in the region, and not to forecast actual market power exercise. Although oligopolistic
competition theory does not provide unambiguous predictions for market outcomes in most
markets (and electricity is no exception), the current exercise allows us to move beyond the
calculation of simple market concentration indexes and to circumvent the necessary a priori
definition of the relevant geographic market to some extent.206 In addition, we can also provide
a rough estimate of adequate interconnection capacity for market power mitigation purposes,
which is a relatively cheap and non-intrusive competition remedy as compared with, for
example, generation divestures.
The structure of the study is the following. In the first section, we describe the data sources,
simplifying assumptions and calculations regarding the composition of the supply side of
the model. In section 2, we deal with the demand side in the same way. The third section
discusses the applied network model and data, and gives some intuition concerning the effect
of network constraints on model outcomes. Afterwards, we define the model scenarios, and
present the results of the simulations along with some interpretation and discussion. In the
last part, we draw a few conclusions from the modelling exercise, stress the limitations of the
applied modelling approach and suggest some directions for further research.

7.2

Generation data

In this chapter, we summarize our approach in estimating generation costs and capacities
for the purposes of the model. First, we will outline the general methodology used for data
gathering and calculation, which is followed by a country-by-country overview of the most
important power generating assets.
205	For reasons of conciseness and convenience, we will refer to the model as the “C3EM model”. Nevertheless, it should be
understood that we are always talking about an applied version of the “Madrid model”.
206
At least as long as the ex ante definition of regional borders is not too limiting. We will discuss this point in the concluding
section.
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7.3

General methodology

Our approach to the estimation of generation costs and capacities is based on technology,
mainly on the type and average age of power plants and the cost of fuel. There are several
reasons for choosing this approach: (1) public information about generation assets is limited;
(2) more detailed information is only partially and/or inconsistently available throughout the
region; (3) marginal (fuel) cost estimation based on a technological approach is likely to be
approximately correct for our purposes; (4) by applying a consistent approach for estimation,
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In the following sections, we describe our cost and capacity estimation methodology for each
type of7.3.1
power plant.
Thermal plants

7.3.1 Thermal plants

With the above qualifications, the applied formula for fuel cost estimation in thermal power
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opinion and advice of a technical expert.208 Table 1 presents the resulting efficiency values.

Our thermal efficiency values are based on the efficiency parameters applied in a recent study
by KEMA Consulting (2005, pp. 190, Table 18). We also took into consideration the second
opinion and advice of a technical expert.208 Table 1 presents the resulting efficiency values.
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build
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An alternative approach would be the application of non-constant marginal costs (e.g. piecewise linear merit order curves
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Table 7-1 Net thermal efficiency parameters for power plants built in different years.

For years in between, efficiency parameters have been linearly extrapolated.
Source: KEMA Consulting (2005), Advanced Power (2006)

Our thermal efficiency values are based on the efficiency parameters applied in a recent study
by KEMA Consulting (2005, pp. 190, Table 18). We also took into consideration the second
opinion and advice of a technical expert.208 Table 1 presents the resulting efficiency values.
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thermal unit
30%
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50%

Table 7-1 Net thermal efficiency parameters for power plants built in different years.
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For years in between, efficiency parameters have been linearly extrapolated.
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Hard coal
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Table 7-2: Fuel prices in 2003, expressed in € cent/GJ.

KEMA Consulting (2005)
Table 7‑2 Fuel prices in 2003, expressedSource:
in € cent/GJ.

Source: KEMA Consulting (2005)

7.3.2 Nuclear power plants
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Austria). In theory, their marginal (fuel) costs could be estimated by the same methodology as
the one we used for the thermal units. However, we have chosen to take a different approach
Almost all countries in the region have nuclear generating assets (with the exception of Austria).
for the following reasons. (1) The marginal costs of nuclear plants are usually very low
In theory, their marginal (fuel) costs could be estimated by the same methodology as the one
compared to all other generating assets. Thus, it is a reasonably good approximation to
we used for the thermal units. However, we have chosen to take a different approach for the
assume that they are in a base load operation at full capacity at all times. (2) It is often
following reasons. (1) The marginal costs of nuclear plants are usually very low compared to
claimed that frequent variation in the production level of nuclear plants is neither safe, nor
all other generating assets. Thus, it is a reasonably good approximation to assume that they
economical. Therefore, the generation level of a nuclear power plant is not a strategic decision
are in a base load operation at full capacity at all times. (2) It is often claimed that frequent
variable in the model.
209

The data trends are broadly supported by a recent OECD/IEA (2005b) quarterly publication on energy prices and taxes,
although sizeable differences exist between the two sources. Since the published OECD/IEA data is less complete, we
consequence,
actual
decided to use the the
above
values.marginal cost of the nuclear plants is not very interesting from a

As a
modelling point of view, as long as it is low enough to put them close to the beginning of the
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merit order curve. Nevertheless, we have chosen to apply the estimated fuel cost data
published in OECD/IEA (2005a) for the countries participating in that study, and similar cost
data based on simple averages for all other countries in the C3EM region.

variation in the production level of nuclear plants is neither safe, nor economical. Therefore,
the generation level of a nuclear power plant is not a strategic decision variable in the model.
As a consequence, the actual marginal cost of the nuclear plants is not very interesting from
a modelling point of view, as long as it is low enough to put them close to the beginning of
the merit order curve. Nevertheless, we have chosen to apply the estimated fuel cost data
published in OECD/IEA (2005a) for the countries participating in that study, and similar cost
data based on simple averages for all other countries in the C3EM region.
7.3.3

Hydro generation

Estimating the marginal cost of hydro generators is a complicated issue, if we think in terms
of opportunity costs. In the case of a reservoir, for example, the opportunity cost of using
water to generate electricity during a given hour of the day is the price of electricity that is not
generated with the same water at some other time. Thus, to accurately model the optimal
production pattern of hydro generators, we should apply a dynamic optimization model
taking into account natural as well as market parameters (such as river discharges or demand
characteristics). However, that level of complexity is beyond the scope of the current exercise.
For this reason, we will simply assume that the marginal cost of hydro units is zero (“water
flows for free”).
Regarding hydro generation capacity, we need to distinguish between run-of-river and storage
(or pumped storage) plants. As the former have no reservoirs, they are more constrained by
the actual discharge of the river than by their own installed capacity. Of course, the electricity
generation of storage plants also depends on the discharge of the river they are built on in
the medium term. Although our focus here is on short term equilibrium, we think it is prudent
to assume that storage plants also optimize from a medium term perspective, and do not
generate more power than what the river feeding the reservoir allows them to. Therefore,
we have modified the available short term capacity of both run-of-river and storage plants
to reflect the average amount of electricity that they generate during the course of a year
(approximately 35 percent of installed capacity).
7.3.4

Renewable electricity

As the accompanying survey in this volume on renewable electricity sources shows, RES-E
production (other than hydro generation) does not play a significant role in the C3EM region
(e.g. see Figure 2 of that study). Even then, some form of preferential treatment is available
for renewable electricity, which – in the short term – can reasonably be simplified to mean
assured feed-in at above-market prices. As a consequence, renewable electricity production
can safely be modelled as a non-strategic supply source at zero marginal cost. Available
capacities are considered at 25 percent of installed capacity for wind power, and 90 percent
of installed capacity for all other sources (primarily wood- and wood wastes, and municipal
solid wastes in the case of Austria).
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7.4

Country overview

In this section, we present the estimated merit order curves for each country. In each figure,
we also separated the main market players, designating all other generation capacity as a
competitive (price-taking) fringe in the country. The graphs are drawn to the same scale on the
vertical axes, but to different scales on the horizontal axes (to make small countries visible).
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7.5 Demand data
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Figure 7-9: Winter peak demand in the C3EM region.Source: UCTE.
Source: UCTE.
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choice of parameters is commonly applied in the modelling literature (e.g. Neuhoff et al,
2005).

7.6236
Network model

It is a special feature of our strategic competition model that we also take into account the
spatial structure of the regional market as well as the physical laws governing the flow of
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10). The country nodes are connected by stylized links, where such cross-border links
exist (e.g. there is none between Austria and Slovakia, even though they are neighbouring
countries). Since currently we are only interested in the seven countries of the C3EM region,
we will concentrate on the cross-border links denoted by the solid lines in the figure.
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7.7 The laws of power flow

210	Where more than one cross-border lines connect two countries, those lines have also been reduced to single
interconnectors
211	Unfortunately, it is hard to tell how limiting these simplifications are, mostly for the lack of available network data. A more
transparent policy by TSO-s regarding
212 the transport network would allow us to address these issues and to evaluate the
quality of the model more accurately.

With the above caveats, we can proceed to describe the flow of electricity on the grid. There
are two basic laws to recon with. The first, Kirchhoff’s Current Law states that incoming
210
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7.7

The laws of power flow

With the above caveats, we can proceed to describe the flow of electricity on the grid. There
are two basic laws to recon with.212 The first, Kirchhoff’s Current Law states that incoming
and outgoing power at each node in the network must exactly cancel each other out. (To
be more specific, production plus incoming power must equal consumption plus outgoing
power, disregarding network losses which are bound to be negligible for our purposes.) This
law basically requires a physical supply-demand balance at each node.
The second rule, Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law states that power flowing from node A to node
B on a network distributes itself along all parallel paths between the two points, roughly in
inverse proportion to the impedance of each path. Thus, a 100 MW export from Hungary to
Austria does not entirely flow through the HU-AT interconnector. In fact, only about 34 MW
flows through that line, the “rest” takes parallel routes through Slovakia, the Czech Republic,
Croatia, Slovenia – but also through Poland, Germany, Italy, and even France and Switzerland.
Of course, the more far-flung the route is, the less power flows in that direction.
To capture these loop-flows, we use Power Transmission Distribution Factor (PTDF-) matrices
that define the proportion (and direction) of power flows that result on each interconnector as
a consequence of a given export from country A to country B. PTDF-matrices are calculated
by TSO-s from the physical characteristics of power lines using the exact formulae of the
Kirchhoff Laws.213 The matrix we use for the model simulations is one typical version calculated
by the Hungarian TSO, MAVIR.214
Once in the possession of a PTDF-matrix, we can quantify the power flows that a commercial
trading arrangement between two countries causes on the interconnectors of third countries.
If cross-border capacity corresponding to the amount of loop-flows is not reserved on each
interconnector (as in most European cross-border transactions), then these – unpaid – power
flows constitute pure externalities and decrease the economic efficiency of the system. In
other words, cross-border congestion costs are paid for not by the parties who cause the
congestion, but by the parties who happen to be adjacent to the congested line. Such a
system invites free-riding on one side, and causes justified complaints on the other. Closer
market integration should – in theory – alleviate such concerns and increase the overall welfare
gains from international power trade.
The evaluation of such changes in cross-border trading rules in the direction of closer integration
is – regrettably – beyond the scope of the current study. At this stage, we only consider the
effects of increased cross-border capacity (as a consequence of closer regional integration)
on competition and market prices. The exercise we conduct is theoretical in the sense that we
apply a nodal pricing model, which eliminates all externalities in the system, and describes an
“idealized” world of full cost-causality in congestion payments. For an exhaustive discussion
of nodal pricing, see for example Schweppe et al (1988), or Part 5 of Stoft (2002).

212

At this point, we are assuming away the AC (alternating current) feature of the electricity system and replacing it with an
equivalent DC (direct current) load flow approximation. In a high voltage transmission network (such as the one we are
interested in), this approximation is reasonably accurate. For more details, see Appendix D in Schweppe et al (1988).
213
Naturally, for the calculations to be accurate, not only the interconnectors, but also the within-country transmission lines
must be taken into account, and assumptions must also be made regarding where exactly the power originates from in the
exporting country, and where exactly it is consumed in the importing one. Depending on these assumptions, several sets of
PTDF-matrices can be (and are!) calculated for the same region on a regular basis. For regions made up of small countries,
however, the variation in these matrices is rather small.
214	We are grateful to Zoltán Sulyok, Head of the Department for Network Development at MAVIR for sharing this data with us.
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7.8 Cross-border capacities
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will choose not to produce anything to avoid piling up losses. Since we chose to model the
marginal cost of each generating unit as constant, production will be an all or nothing decision

local market exceeds the marginal cost of production. When this condition holds, they make
money on each MWh generated. On the other hand, when price is below marginal cost, they
will choose not to produce anything to avoid piling up losses. Since we chose to model the
marginal cost of each generating unit as constant, production will be an all or nothing decision
for most infra-marginal units218: they will either operate at full capacity or not operate at all.
Marginal units, on the other hand, may operate at intermediate capacity levels, depending on
how much electricity the consumers demand.219
Thinking of several interlinked markets with supply and demand in each market and costless
transportation opportunities between any two markets (“no network loss”) as in our C3EM
model, it is clear that market prices must equalize across all countries in the region. Indeed,
this result holds as long as transmission is not constrained in any way. If, however, some
transmission lines become overloaded, it is no longer possible to transport electricity from
low price towards high price markets. In this case, market prices will tend to deviate in
equilibrium, with the price difference between two markets signalling the “shadow price” of
scarce transmission capacity.
The special nature of power flow (the Kirchhoff Laws) adds one more twist to the above
result. Since power distributes itself along all parallel paths between any two points in fixed
proportions (depending on the network structure), it is not possible to choose a different route
of transport if one becomes congested. To illustrate this point with an example, suppose that
the market price in Hungary is higher than the price in Slovakia, and that the line between
Austria and Hungary is already congested (in the direction of Hungary), but the one between
Slovakia and Hungary is not. Conventional wisdom would suggest that power can be exported
from Slovakia to Hungary for a per unit profit that equals the price difference. However, in our
completely flow-based capacity allocation method, this is not possible, because an additional
commercial transaction from Slovakia to Hungary would result in increased power flows (in
the direction of Hungary) on the already congested Austria-Hungary interconnector as well,
which is forbidden. Thus, in a fully flow-based capacity allocation system, it is possible to have
different prices between neighbouring regions without their common interconnector being
congested. In more general cases, this means that even a single congested line can cause
equilibrium price deviations between all the markets.220
Within the fully competitive scenario, our main question will be how do increases in crossborder capacity (a proxy for closer market integration) change the main output variables of the
model: market prices, net export or import positions, direction of power flows, location and
severity of congestions, and company production and profits.
Regarding the input values for cross-border capacity, we have taken a cautious approach.
Our baseline will be the TSO-published NTC values for the winter of 2005/2006. As we have
discussed above, these are conservative numbers to apply in a regional nodal pricing model
such as ours, because they set capacity limits for bilateral trade only, already deducting likely
regional loop-flows from the total available capacity. However, they are confirmed by TSO-s
and are certain not to cause internal congestions in any country (unlike our other estimates for
cross-border capacity), so they provide a good starting point nevertheless.

218	Units whose marginal cost of power generation is strictly lower than the market price.
219
Since price equals marginal cost for units “on the margin”, they will be indifferent towards their level of production. All levels
of capacity usage will yield exactly zero profit for them.
220	For a more detailed discussion and numerical example, see Cardell et al (1997).
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At the other end of our capacity spectrum lies the data we presented in Figure 12 as available
thermal capacity. Even if the C3EM region were to introduce full nodal pricing (or rather: zonal
pricing with one country representing one zone with a single system price), it is likely that our
estimated available thermal capacity would not be feasible to apply directly – mainly because
thermal limits on internal transmission lines would be violated long before any interconnector
becomes congested.
Between these two extremes, we will derive model results for nine different, equally-spaced
capacity scenarios. In particular, available capacity on each interconnector will be calculated
as a weighted average of NTC values and estimated available thermal capacity values – with
the weights being 1:9, 2:8, 3:7 etc. From this exercise, we also hope to learn which lines
would cause the most hindrance to regional electricity trade in a flow-based congestion
management system.
After the discussion of competitive settings, we will try to address the same issues in an
environment with strategic actors. This approach is warranted by observing on Figures 1-7
that in almost all C3EM countries, the former incumbent utility owns close to or even way
above half the total power generation capacity, with the rest being distributed among smaller
local producers (for more discussion on this point, see Kaderják, 2005). Even discounting
the countries with mostly state-controlled power sectors (Romania, Slovenia and Croatia),
we have two large and two medium-sized actors (CEZ/SE, and Verbund/MVM, respectively).
In addition, there are some smaller, but potentially still influential generating companies in
Hungary, such as those owned by AES, Electrabel, or RWE.
By dedicating these companies as strategic actors, in effect we assume the following. All of
them are aware of the shape of each demand function, the supply potential of the competitive
fringe, and the network constraints in the region. Each of them sets its own production level
to maximize its own profits, while assuming that no other strategic actor will consequently
change its own quantity decision and the fringe behaves in a price-taking manner (the socalled Cournot-assumption). Moreover, each strategic player also has assumptions about
which interconnectors will be congested. We reach an equilibrium when the prior beliefs of all
strategic actors about the others’ production decisions and about the location of the congested
lines coincide with the actual decisions and congestions. In other words, equilibrium in this
setting implies that no company has an incentive to deviate from its own production decision
unilaterally, because it yields a loss of profits. For more exact details of the applied model and
solution procedure, see Barquín and Vázquez (2005).
For both the competitive and the strategic scenarios, we will conduct some sensitivity analyses
regarding the demand side of the model. Mainly, we will check whether and how our results
change if we decrease the overall demanded quantity, or increase the price responsiveness
(price elasticity) of demand. The former could be interpreted as off-peak demand, or as
– exogenously given – net import into the C3EM region from outside countries. The later
exercise addresses the uncertainty regarding the true price elasticity of demand, but it can
also be loosely interpreted as choosing different time horizons for the model. (Since people
usually need time to fully adjust their consumption to price changes, it is generally accepted
that demand is more price-elastic over longer time horizons.) Naturally, this interpretation is
very limited, since we do not model time explicitly on the supply side.
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7.10

Competitive setting

The result of our competitive baseline scenario, with demand and supply parameters defined
in sections 2 and 3, and available cross-border capacity equal to NTC values shown in Figures
11 and 12, can be seen in Figure 13. The interpretation of Figure 13 is the following.
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countries, and (2) the fact that we limited the generation capacity of hydro storage plants243
to
average available capacity (which makes a large difference in the case of Austria, since it has
plenty of reservoirs that could probably be used as peak reserve capacity).

to each other. Finally, the highest price is observed in Austria, which is most likely the result
of two effects: (1) congestion on the CZ  AT interconnector limiting import from low price
countries, and (2) the fact that we limited the generation capacity of hydro storage plants to
average available capacity (which makes a large difference in the case of Austria, since it has
plenty of reservoirs that could probably be used as peak reserve capacity).
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The most striking difference between Figures 13 and 14 is the dramatic increase in Czech
exports towards both Austria and Hungary. The net exporting position of Romania has
The most striking difference between Figures 13 and 14 is the dramatic increase in Czech
slightly diminished, but is still strongly positive. Both Austria and Hungary have greatly
exports towards both Austria and Hungary. The net exporting position of Romania has slightly
increased their “dependence” on imports, while the export-import balance of all other
diminished, but is still strongly positive. Both Austria and Hungary have greatly increased their
countries has only slightly worsened.
“dependence” on imports, while the export-import balance of all other countries has only
slightly
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Correspondingly, congestion still exists between the Czech Republic and Austria, but line
limits between Austria  Hungary and Romania  Hungary are no longer binding.
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Flow
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congestion on the Romania o Hungary and Austria o Hungary interconnectors would both
cease to exist relatively early on, while CZ o AT congestion is more persistent.
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that electricity consumption has large fluctuations even on a daily and hourly basis, it
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consumption has large fluctuations even on a daily and hourly basis, it is
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7.12 Strategic
Strategic setting
setting

In a related sensitivity analysis, we examined the effect of changing the price elasticity of
demand from a relatively low value (for electricity) of -0.1 to a high value of -0.5. In that case,
we did not find significant deviations from our main results.

7.12

Strategic setting

For the depiction of strategic scenario results, we will use the same graphical tools as in
the last section. The strategic actors will be those introduced earlier: Verbund (Austria), CEZ
(Czech Republic), SE (Slovakia), and AES, Electrabel, MVM, and RWE (Hungary). Romania,
(Czech Republic), SE (Slovakia), and AES, Electrabel, MVM, and RWE (Hungary).
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There are some remarkable differences between the strategic and the competitive baseline.
Regarding net export positions, the most striking is how much production in the Czech
Republic was cut back. Numerical results show that as a strategic player, CEZ decreases its
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generation by almost 3,400 MW (or: 44 percent) which is only partly substituted by the 525
MW (14 percent) increase in Czech fringe production. There is also a sizeable decrease in
power generation by Verbund (1,019 MW), SE (809 MW), and MVM (524 MW). As a result,

There are some remarkable differences between the strategic and the competitive baseline.
Regarding net export positions, the most striking is how much production in the Czech
Republic was cut back. Numerical results show that as a strategic player, CEZ decreases its
generation by almost 3,400 MW (or: 44 percent) which is only partly substituted by the 525
MW (14 percent) increase in Czech fringe production. There is also a sizeable decrease in
power generation by Verbund (1,019 MW), SE (809 MW), and MVM (524 MW). As a result,
prices have gone up considerably throughout the C3EM region (except Romania, where
competitive prices prevail by assumption).
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a strong exporter, which continues to cause congestion on the RO  HU interconnector.
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Let us now turn our attention to the alternative cross-border capacity scenario (see Figure 21).
Let us now turn our attention to the alternative cross-border capacity scenario (see Figure 21).
This time, again, we set the estimated available thermal capacity for all interconnectors.
This time, again, we set the estimated available thermal capacity for all interconnectors.
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Relative to the corresponding scenario under the competitive setting, we can make the
following observations. (1) Capacity withholding has decreased trade in the region and took
Relative
corresponding
scenario all
under
the competitive
setting,
weHU
can
load offtothethe
interconnectors
eliminating
congestions
(although the
RO o
linemake
is stillthe
following
observations.
(1) Capacity
hasprices
decreased
trade in the
and took
very close
to being congested).
(2) withholding
As a result, all
have converged
to region
41.23 €/MWh
load
off is
the
interconnectors
eliminating
all congestions
the RO
 HU
is still
which
much
higher than any
of the market
prices under (although
the competitive
setting
withline
similar
very
close to being
congested).
(2) As
a result,
all prices
have
to regional
41.23 €/MWh
cross-border
capacities
(see Figure
14).
(3) Slovakia
took
overconverged
the role of
net
exporter from the Czech Republic. Romania exports almost twice as much as in the
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competitive environment. (4) Strategic behaviour with unrestricted trade results in higher
overall price levels than competition with most restricted trade (compare Figures 13 and 21).
Regarding the effect of market integration with strategic actors, we see the following results.
(1) All prices (except in Romania) have dropped by around 20 percent on average. (2) The

which is much higher than any of the market prices under the competitive setting with similar
cross-border capacities (see Figure 14). (3) Slovakia took over the role of regional net exporter
from the Czech Republic. Romania exports almost twice as much as in the competitive
environment. (4) Strategic behaviour with unrestricted trade results in higher overall price
levels than competition with most restricted trade (compare Figures 13 and 21).
Regarding the effect of market integration with strategic actors, we see the following results.
(1) All prices (except in Romania) have dropped by around 20 percent on average. (2) The
direction of power flows remains the same. (3) The Czech Republic and the Adriatic countries
take a net importing position (from being net exporters). The export-import balance of Austria
slightly worsens, while that of Hungary and Slovakia gets better. (4) The “missing energy”
is provided by price-taking firms in Romania, which increases the system price there to the
regional level as well.
We also discuss the effects of gradual changes in market integration, as we have done in the
competitive setting (see Figures 22-24 below).
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Figure 7‑24 Cross-border capacity usage with closer regional integration in a strategic scenario

There are two observations worth making from Figures 22-24. First, prices in all countries
except Romania decrease and converge very quickly, with only a slight (20-30 percent on
average) increase in available cross-border capacity. This result is mostly due to the capacity
increase on the HU  AT interconnector (which is actually faster due to a low base effect).
Convergence with Romanian prices, on the other hand, takes a much larger increase in crossborder capacity.
Second, congestion on the HU  AT line is also quickly eliminated, and usage levels fall in line
with the other non-congested interconnectors.
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Second, congestion on the HU o AT line is also quickly eliminated, and usage levels fall in
line with the other non-congested interconnectors.
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Sensitivity analysis in the “THERMAL” scenario shows a very similar picture and leads to the same
conclusions, therefore it is omitted from the discussion.
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Let us finally sum up the lessons from the modelling exercise. Although we have run both
competitive and strategic scenarios, we believe it to be more relevant to focus on the latter
cases. After all, perfect competition is more of an ideal benchmark than a real phenomenon in
electricity markets. The problem, of course, is that whereas only one type of perfect competition
exists, there are a number of different ways that strategic companies can act and compete
against each other. We have chosen one such behavioural assumption, that of Cournotoligopoly, which is equivalent to assuming that firms believe that their production changes
will not be reacted upon by the competitors. It is important to note that other behavioural
assumptions may lead to different market equilibria (and possibly different interpretation).
Having said that, we can draw the following conclusions from the C3EM model results.
In the environment we have modelled, large firms have considerable market power to raise
market prices above competitive levels across the region. With current NTC values as available
cross-border capacity, this mark-up can range from 2 €/MWh (Austria) to 44 €/MWh (Czech
Republic), with a typical value of 12-15 €/MWh. In percentages, the margin averages between
25-40 percent.
At the same time, two interconnectors are very heavily used: those from Romania to Hungary
and from Hungary to Austria. Congestion on these lines is the effect of competitive power
production in Romania trying to reach the Western part of the region, where capacity
withholding by influential market players creates a shortage of supply.
Closer market integration, embodied by an increase in available cross-border capacity from
NTC values to estimated available thermal capacity, does reduce the market power of dominant
players. It does so by allowing more fringe production from the East of the region (mainly
Romania) to compete with strategic supply in Western markets. It is important to see that this
result hinges upon the assumption that power producers are price-taking in Romania.
Even in a closely integrated regional market, strategic actors wield strong market power.
They are capable of raising the market price to 1.5-2 times above the competitive level (with
integration), even considering the tempering effect of competitive supply from the East. Thus,
it is fair to say that closer integration mitigates market power relative to a more segmented
regional structure, but it is not nearly sufficient to eliminate it altogether. Indeed, the strategic
mark-up on competitive prices is barely dented in a more integrated market.
Our results are sensitive to changes in demand. Both a lower demand level (off-peak scenarios
or outside import to the region) and a higher demand elasticity constrain market power
effectively. In fact, both of these factors prove to be a stronger temperance on market power
than a two-fold average increase of available cross-border capacity.
The limitations of our approach must be noted, before we take our conclusions too far. First,
the model is no smarter than the behavioural assumptions and the input data that are fed into
it. We have simplified the structure of the regional market very strongly to retain tractability,
which inevitably results in loss of realism. To mention just one aspect, disregarding dynamic
production and consumption issues places a strong limitation on the practical applicability of
model results.
Second, it can rightly be argued that we have drawn the borders of the C3EM region without
prior quantitative analysis of the strategic significance of outside competition. Not modelling
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the German or Polish electricity sector explicitly, for example, may have lead to overstating the
true importance of CEZ as a strategic producer in the region (especially taking into account
the relatively cheap coal-fired power generation in Poland). Extending the number of countries
in the model should lead to a better understanding of the market power potential of different
firms in the region.
Third, as noted earlier, our capacity allocation mechanism (flow-based implicit auctions) is
far from current practice. An important direction of future research would be the modelling of
explicit bilateral or coordinated auctions, and contrasting its results with those of this paper to
get a better understanding of the significance of cross-border capacity allocation mechanisms
in the C3EM region.
Finally, a more specific research agenda for the C3EM region could model the interaction
between the liberalized and the regulated (“last-resort”) segments of the electricity markets,
accounting for country specific rules that govern consumer switching between the two. As
some countries in the C3EM region seem likely not to turn to full liberalization in the short
term, the results of this research could aid decision-makers to devise better performing hybrid
market models.
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Demographic and macroeconomic outlook

The GDP and the number of population are the most widely accepted indicators about the
wealth of a nation. They give us a certain impression about the country’s energy market as
well. While the number of population helps us in predicting the increase in demand for energy
in households, services and transportation, then the GDP tells us about the intensity of the
use of energy, and the amount of energy needed.
8.2.1

Demographic outlook
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The GDP and the energy intensity

GDP at market prices (Millions of euro)

The GDP by its definition gives us an idea about the gross output of an economy. Indirectly,
it can also be a sign of energy demand necessary to produce that output. However, direct
correlation cannot be assumed since domestic households are part of the non-productive
sector of the economy. At the same time their demand cannot be ignored in terms of the
growth in the domestic product.
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Gas Supply and Production

It is quite amazing evolution of the natural gas market. Its success lies in ease of handling
and environmentally friendly characteristics. In the last two decades the estimates of world
reserves has doubled. Today even big oil producer countries can see more business in natural
gas. (Earlier, in the Middle-East, natural gas, as a by product of oil pumping, was simply burnt
off.) Its only drawback is in transportation which requires building and maintaining expensive
pipeline infrastructure.
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per capita of gas
consumption
(1000 m3)
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1
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Table 8‑3 Main Index of gas consumption, 2003
Total consumption
(bcm/year)

Share gas of energy
Annual rate
consumption
1995-2003
(%)
(%)
16,2
23,8
19,0
25,9
24,7
22,7
42,8
19,1
32,8
-6,1
13,3
30,4
29,1
1,8
Source: EUROSTAT, CEER

Average per capita consumption is high in Hungary, Austria, Slovakia, intermediate in Czech
Republic, Romania, and lower Croatia and Slovenia. This index draws on other data sources
like availability of other energy sources, industry structure, population density, etc.
Considering all three indicators, gas markets in Austria, Hungary, Romania, can be regarded
as mature because of high levels of per capita consumption and recent and expected low
growth rates. On the other hand, gas consumption in Croatia, can be expected to develop
rapidly according to forecasts, given the relatively low starting point, although this has yet to
occur.
The average share of gas in primary energy in the examined countries is around 25 percent,
similar to the European Union. But the values of this index are diverse (see Table 3, Column
2).
The share of gas in primary energy consumption is affected by several factors: these are related
to the economics of natural gas, demand, the gas supply in the country or in neighbouring
regions.
AT
117561
11436
110701
9707
839

CR
29405
6254
40379
0
756

CZ
58942
4931
117342
1512
3175

H
165386
8005
78479
93
9391

RO
217636
63259
237854
1024
1055

SLO
6854
197
28944
0
0

SK
68404
8710
65375
21722
3623

19712

4936

58817

87940

21502

2173

15527

73837
24058
111740
0
0
1378
343793
105788
357837
Table 8‑4 Gas consumption by sector, 2004 (1000 toe)

179256
4352
532902

Transformation
Energy Sector
Industry
Transport
Agriculture
Commercial and Public
Service
Residential
Other Non-Specified

119146
4013
74864
0
0
0
661476
42181
258225
Source: EUROSTAT, CEER

Usage patterns of natural gas vary in the region (Table 4). In less advanced markets the share
of the residential and commercial markets are usually smaller. Hungary, Romania and Austria
are three main gas customer in this region (The Hungarian index is second in all countries of
Europe). These countries mainly use gas for the residential sector. In more mature countries,
consumption patterns are more mixed and evenly distributed among the main consumption
sectors (e.g. Austria).
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8.3.1

Security and gas supply

Security of gas supply is a primary and widely shared objective of natural gas policy. In the
opinion of CEER the main factors that strengthen security of supply in a country or region
are:
• multiple supply sources by country;
• multiple supply sources by company;
• multiple connections to other countries;
• domestic production;
• fungible sources, notably LNG terminals;
• significant storage and line-pack capacity;
• long term contracts;
• interruptible uses, e.g. in multi-fuel power stations and industrial plants
% of gas from
% of import
domestic
production
AT
23,5
76,5
HR
59,0
41,0
CZ
2,0
98,0
HU
20,3
79,7
RO
70,5
29,5
SLO
2,0
98,0
SK
2,2
97,8
Table 8‑5 Index of Security of Supply, 2004

multiple import
sources

multiple supply
companies

YES
NO
YES
YES
NO
YES
YES

YES
NO
YES
NO
YES
NO
YES

multiple
long term
connection to
contracts
supply sources
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
Source: EUROSTAT, CEER, IGU

Romania and Croatia have significant domestic production. In the rest of the countries
domestic production is low, inland gas reserves of the region is small and insignificant. Current
gas field production in all countries is expected to decline. In the coming decades the amount
of gas import and import dependency will increase.
Though the countries are connected with the European gas networks and the import sources,
the market concentration of several countries is very high, with the number of supply companies
very low, and long-term contracts dominate.
SK
SLO
RO
HU
CZ
HR
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France

Ukraine

Algeria
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Figure 8-7 Gas import structure by country, 2003
Source: EUROSTAT, CEER
Source: EUROSTAT, CEER

Figure 8‑7 Gas import structure by country, 2003

The structure of imports varies widely, but the main gas importer, for all countries, is the
Russian Federation (Figure 7). This high dependency is worsened by the existence of
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The structure of imports varies widely, but the main gas importer, for all countries, is the Russian
Federation (Figure 7). This high dependency is worsened by the existence of destination
clauses that may limit re-routing of gas when necessary, and by the lack of connections. In
the near future this limited supply portfolios will need to be changed with diversification of gas
source, it will also be necessary to strengthen the relationship with importer countries.

8.4

The Gas Networks

The natural gas infrastructure (transmission and distribution pipelines, storage systems) is well
developing in the region.
8.4.1

Transmission

The length and state of development of the transmission system depends on the size and
geographical location of states. The largest country, Romania has the longest transmission
pipeline-system. The transmission pipelines lengths of main gas transit countries (Slovakia,
Czech Republic, Hungary) are average (Figure 8).
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8.4.2

8.4.2 Distribution
Distribution

The distribution network of the region are well developed. The length of distribution pipelines
depend on the number of small gas customers (mainly residential customers) and
The distribution network of the region are well developed. The length of distribution pipelines
geographical size of distribution areas. This index is the highest in Hungary and Czech
depend on the number of small gas customers (mainly residential customers) and geographical
Republic. In both countries the share of gas in final energy consumption and the household’s
size of distribution areas. This index is the highest in Hungary and Czech Republic. In both
gas consumptions are relatively high. In the near future the distribution network will not
countries the share of gas in final energy consumption and the household’s gas consumptions
develop intensely, because in these countries the number of supplied users is high.
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number
storage
facilities

max.
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volume
capacity
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storage working gas
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%
annual
consumption

are relatively high. In the near future the distribution network will not develop intensely, because
in these countries the number of supplied users is high.
max. working
volume
(million m3)
AT
4
2820
HR
1
558
CZ
9
3376
HU
5
3380
RO
7
2500
SLO
SK
3
2000
Table 8‑6 Index of Gas Storage, 2004

max. withdrawal
capacity
(million m3/day)
33
NA
55
44
NA
30

number of storage
facilities

8.4.3

storage working gas as
% annual consumption
31,7
21,2
33,8
23,1
13,7
30,8
Source: IGU, CEER

Storage

Gas storage is very important to each country. Since the Russian-Ukrainian gas conflict
gas storage has been more and more important for all states. The numbers of national
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only one main import source (Russian Federation), and have limited international connection.

8.4.4

8.4.4 LNG-network
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8.4.5

Infrastructure developments in region

In future the development of gas transmission system will be significant for the countries
of Central and Eastern Europe. The bases for the future development are two different
intercontinental pipeline’s project:
• The Nabucco pipeline (Figure 10)
• It is intended to transport gas from the regions of the Caspian Sea and Middle East to
Europe. The projected gas pipeline would run from Turkey via Bulgaria, Romania and
through Hungary to Austria, and possibly to other Central European countries.
• Length: 3400 km
• Initial capacity is 8 billion m3
• Target capacity is 25-30 billion m3.

Figure 8‑10 Nabucco pipeline

Figure 8-10 Nabucco pipeline
Figure 8-10 Nabucco pipeline
Source: OMV
Source: OMV

Source: OMV
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Figure 8-11 Blue Stream pipeline
Source: GASPROM
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The most important strategic strategy in the region is the development of underground gas
storage. Since January 2006 there have been a collection of new ideas about building more
gas infrastructure, particularly strategic gas storage. Most countries are planning to construct
new storage or enlarge existing capacity.

8.5

Regulatory framework

The countries of the region, even those not in the EU, have close economic contacts with the
EU. Some countries are members of EU, and the others (Croatia and Romania) are candidate
states. All countries need to introduce the same EU rules concerning the treatment of the
energy markets into their own state regulations.
8.5.1

The gas directive

The first step of regulations of the European gas market was the passing of the 98/55/EC
directive. The opening of gas markets started in August, 2000. In the last five years the
European gas market has substantially changed, new players have entered the market and
the market-structure has changed.
On July 1 2006, the Directive 2003/55/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26
June 2003 concerning common rules for the internal market in natural gas entered into force.
This repealed the previous Gas Directive (98/30/EC). The new EU directives main elements
are:
• The complete opening of national markets by 1 July 2007;
• The introduction of regulated network access;
• The establishment of independent regulators;
• Mandatory separation of system operation from the other activities of integrated
companies in legal, organizational and accounting terms (“unbundling”);
• Exemptions from the regulation of access to “new infrastructure” in the gas sector
under certain circumstances;
• A strong emphasis on security of supply and strengthening consumers’ rights.
8.5.2

The market model

Due to the huge cost associated with the development of the infrastructure required, the
operation of the natural gas system, historically, has lead to a monopolistic situation. In most
countries, these monopolies were held by the state, or if not, the trade of gas by privately
owned corporations was still controlled by the state through regulated prices.
In the last few years, however, with the introduction of competition, operations based on
market principles have reached the natural gas industry. The aim is to dismantle monopolies
and reduce the gas prices. While the US, did this with the expectation of modernizing the
sector, the European Community focused on making its gas more marketable.
Monopolies are now being dismantled and there is the appearance of new participants. The
gas sector is gradually changing. Transmission, storage, distribution and trading activities
are becoming separated in an attempt to reduce costs. The intent is to have the network
accessible to all participants. Thus capacity management and maintenance of the balancing
system becomes not just more important, but increases with complexity. Independent system
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administration and consulting/auditing companies have entered the scene. The market should
remain transparent at all times, free of discrimination and cost minimizing. In this market model
the physical transportation of gas, is separated from contractual relations.
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The gas markets will be opened completely in all countries in January, 2007 (except for
Austria, where the market is open fully already – Table 7). In implementing change, countries
The gas markets will be opened completely in all countries in January, 2007 (except for
have followed the rules of the Gas directive; in addition market opening levels depends on the
Austria, where the market is open fully already – Table 7). In implementing change, countries
structure of each country’s gas market.

have followed the rules of the Gas directive; in addition market opening levels depends on the
structure of each country’s gas market.
Declared Market
CURRENT STATUS OF OPENING
Opening

AT

100%

Declared Market CURRENT
100% open as of Oct.
2001
Opening
OPENING

TIMETABLE

STATUS

OF

TIMETABLE
market open
already

Market opened to the eligible customers
Customers
over 9 GWh/yr:
1 July 2006; all
market
open
open as
of Oct. 2001
over 20 GWh/yr and100%
with direct
connection
non-household
customers: 1 July 2007; all
already
100%
to transmission network
customers:
1 July 2008over 9
Customers
CZ
77%
1 Jan. 2006 for all non-household
Full – 7 Jan.2007.
GWh/yr: 1 July
Market opened to the eligible 2006; all nonHU
67%
Opened 1 July 2004 to all non-households Full (proposed) – 7 Jan.2007.
customers over 20 GWh/yr and household
HR
45%
with direct connection
toJan
customers:
1 July
RO
83.5%
83.5% all non-household
Full – 7
2007.
transmission network
2007;
all
SLO
90%
1 July 2004 for all non-households
Full – 7 Jan 2007
customers: 1 July
SK
72%
Opened 1 Jan 2005 to all non-households Full – 7 Jan.2007.
2008
Table 8‑7 Index of opening market
1 Jan. 2006 for all non- Source: CEER, European Union
CZ
77%
Full – 7 Jan.2007.
household
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Opened 1 July 2004 to all non- Full (proposed) – 7
HU
67%
households
Jan.2007.
RO
83.5%
83.5% all non-household
Full – 7 Jan 2007.
HR

45%AT

Number of
Regulatory
Authorities

AT

2

Name of
Regulator

Legal Status

Other Fields
Covered By
Regulatory
Authority in
Charge of
Electricity

E-Control
Corporation
E-Control
Commission

E-Control
Corporation
is a private
corporation
E-Control
Commission
is a federal
commission

electricity, gas
and energy
from renewable
resources

HR

1

CERA
(previously
CERC)

agency

CZ

1

ERO

agency

HU

1

HEO

Public
administration
agency

RO

4

ANRE
ANRGN
ANRSC
ANRM

independent
public
institutions

SLO

1

AGEN-RS

public agency
under law on
public agencies

SK

1

RONI

office

Table 8‑8 Main factors of Regulatory Authorities

8.6.2

Starting Date

Originating
Legislation

2001

Energy
Regulatory
Authorities Act,
March 2001

electricity, gas,
oil, heat

2005 - CERA
2002 - CERC

electricity, gas
electricity, gas,
district heating
(heating is
generation only)
ANRE electricity,
cogen.
ANRGN
- natural gas
ANRSC district heating
ANRM - oil,
coal, etc.

2001

CERC: Law on
Regulation of
Energy Activities,
July 2001
CERA: Law on
Regulation of
Energy Activities,
Dec. 2004.
Energy Act

1994

Act on Natural
Gas Supply (Act
XLI of 2004)

1999

Emergency
Ordinance No.
29/1998

electricity, gas
district heating

2000

Energy Law
79/1999.

electricity, gas,
heat, water

2000

Act of
Regulation
of Network
Industries
Source: CEER, Regulators

Regulatory Authority

All countries have regulatory authorities (Table 8). These organizations are independent, but
their legal status varies (see Table 8, Column 4). The regulatory authorities have several tasks
in connection with the market opening and the activities of the gas market (and usually the
electricity).
8.6.3

Unbundling

The unbundling is an important tool for gas market liberalization. It is an effective tool for
dismantling the cross-subsidies. TSOs and DSOs are in the process of legal and accounts
unbundling (Table 9).
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Unbundling of TSO
AT
legal
HR
legal
CZ
accounts
legal
HU
legal
RO
legal
SLO
SK
accounts
Table 8‑9 Steps of Unbundling

8.6.4

Unbundling of DSO
legal
legal
accounts
accounts
legal
accounts
accounts
Source: CEER, Regulators

Third party access and balancing

In most countries of the region access to domestic pipelines is regulated (but in Austria they
have a so-called due system and Czech Republic have mixed regulations.). For congestion
management, in most countries the adopted approach is “first come first serve” (Table 10).
Network coding is not in place in most countries. However, there are some rules for system
operators.
  
Regulator
TPA
AT
ex-ante
regulated
HR
monitoring power
negotiated
CZ
ex-ante
combination
HU
ex-ante
regulated
RO
ex-ante
regulated
SLO ex-ante
regulated
SK
ex-ante
regulated
Table 8‑10 Index of TPA and Balancing

8.7
8.7.1

Transmission Tariff Structure
post/distance
post
:
post
post
post
:

Capacity booking procedure
Flexible
1st come 1st Serve
:
Auction
1st come 1st Serve
1st come 1st Serve
1st come 1st Serve
Source: CEER, Regulators

Market structure after market opening
market structure of wholesale market

The concentration in wholesale markets is still very high because new players cannot enter
markets where long-term contracts dominate. The share of the three largest shippers is 100
% in every wholesale gas market (Table 11). The long-term contracts (supply or network-use
contracts) are dominant in the markets.
Number of companies with 5%
Number of companies with
share of production/ import
5% share of available gas
capacity
AT
2
4
HR
:
:
CZ
2
1
HU
:
:
RO
1
1
SLO
SK
1
1
Table 8‑11 Dominant players of wholesale markets
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Share of 3 largest gas
shippers in wholesale market
80%
:
100%
100%
100%
100%
Source: CEER, Regulators

8.7.2

Market structure of retail market

This market is still very small, with the number of eligible customers limited (Table 12).
Experience in competitive markets is in short supply; also existing regulated prices hinder the
development of competition.

Companies with Number of fully
market share
independent
over 5%
suppliers
AT
4
6
HR
:
:
CZ
7
0
HU
7
0
RO
:
:
SLO
6
0
SK
1
0
Table 8‑12 Dominant players of retail market

Market share
of largest 3
companies
power plants

Market share
of largest 3
companies large
industrial users

:
95%
:
100%

:
54%
77%
:
100%

Market share
of largest 3
companies
very small
commercial/
household
:
:
51%
57%
76%
79%
:
:
0%
100%
100%
Source: CEER, Regulators

Market share
of largest 3
companies
small/medium
businesses

The retail market is to a considerable extent characterized by regulated prices. Price regulations
vary in the region. For example in Hungary all customers pay the regulated prices, whereas the
Austrian gas prices are not regulated. Generally the prices for households and small users are
regulated in the CEE countries (Table 13).
Regulated tariffs - industrial
users
AT
N
HR
:
CZ
N
HU
Y
RO
:
SLO
N
SK
N
Table 8‑13 Price Regulation by users

Regulated tariffs - small
commercial users
N
:
Y
Y
:
Y
N

Regulated tariffs households
N
:
Y
Y
:
Y
Y
Source: CEER, Regulators

The main aim of liberalization and integration of the European gas market is reduction of gas
prices. But this effect has not been fully felt yet in the region (Table 14). External factors also
have an impact. Gas prices are linked to the increase in oil prices (Figure 13) and other factors
involved in international political-economics.
GAS PRICE FOR HOUSEHOLDS
CHARGE
CHARGE
2005
1990-2000 (%) 2000-2005 (%)
AT
13,36
:
25
HR
7,99
:
:
CZ
7,49
:
45
6,19
108
80
HU
4,79
:
:
RO
10,33
63
72
SLO
SK
8,14
:
:
Table 8‑14 Gas price by user

GAS PRICE FOR INDUSTRY
CHARGE
CHARGE
2005
1990-2000 (%) 2000-2005 (%)
8,19
:
:
6,73
:
:
5,11
:
43
6,03
83
113
3,68
:
:
5,89
74
33
5,08
:
:
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47.2%

48.1%
1.1%

2.1%

0.7%
0.8%

coal price
general inflation
heavy fuel oil
light fuel oil and gasoil
other
fixed
Table 8‑15 Gas price index in Eastern Europe

8.7.3

Source: European Union

Customer switching
Table 8-15 Gas price index in Eastern Europe
Source: European Union

The number of customers switching is a very important index of the effectiveness of competition.
At present the switching of customers is very low (on average <5%).

8.7.3 Customer switching

The number of customers switching is a very important index of the effectiveness of
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and
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switching of customers is very low (on average <5%).
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Though all countries have completed their
legalcompetition
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opening
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The
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geographicalThe
andgeneral
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8.88.8 Market
concentration
MARKET
CONCENTRATION

Access to gas for new entrants is essential for the future development of European gas

Access
to gas
entrants
is essential
for thestill
future
development
of European
competition.
Butforthenew
level
of market
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is very
high. Dominant
players gas
who
competition.
But
the
level
of
market
concentration
still
is
very
high.
Dominant
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who
were monopolies before liberalization still maintain their old status.
were monopolies before liberalization still maintain their old status.

The number of newcomers into the European gas markets is very small. New entrants are

The
numberonofincumbents
newcomersfor
into
the European
gas the
markets
is chain.
very small.
entrants
areto
dependent
services
throughout
supply
This New
includes
access
dependent
on
incumbents
for
services
throughout
the
supply
chain.
This
includes
access
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wholesale markets and with the absence of effective regulation, this dependence affirms the
dominant position of incumbents and is seriously impeding the development of competition.
The development of wholesale trade has been slow, and the dominant players control the total
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gas sector. Market entry at wholesale level is limited by the incumbents’ control of gas import
contracts too. Some incumbents also control indigenous gas production.
Import contracts are typically flexible as to volumes, reducing incumbents’ incentive to trade
gas. Most contracts are of a very long duration with 15-20 years being typical. Control over
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the gas available within nearly all national markets is thus highly concentrated to the benefit of
the historical incumbents.
8.8.1

Vertical foreclosure

The levels of vertical integration are very different in the region. Considering the highly
concentrated upstream markets, it is particularly important to avoid that these structures are
propagate into markets downstream.
New entrants can procure gas either directly from producers, or on national wholesale markets.
But the new-comers do not obtain the gas sources, because the ‘old’ market players have
long-term import contracts. This lack of liquidity is aggravated by flexibility clauses in the
incumbents’ long-term supply contracts which avoid situations of excess or shortage of gas,
thereby reducing the incumbents’ need to trade gas at national wholesale markets.
Access to storage is seriously prevented by long-term reservations. In some cases booked
storage is not being fully used. Moreover, separation of suppliers from affiliated storage
operators is unclear, leading to concerns about discrimination.
Legal and organizational unbundling is not yet full-implemented and incumbent suppliers still
have access to network information. A number of allegations of discrimination by network
operators in favour of affiliates have been received.
8.8.2

Transparency

Up-to-date and real-time information is absolutely necessary for the development of fullcompetition. Network users are requesting more transparency on access to networks and
transit capacity, as well as on storage. Precise and certified information about access to
networks is vital for successful market opening. The following information is needed:
• technical capacity of the pipelines;
• congestion levels;
• technical possibilities to raise the pressure in the pipe;
• expansion possibilities in case of request by new entrants; and
• identification of capacity holders on entry points to facilitate secondary trading.
At present the information flow is insufficient and difficult in all countries
8.8.3

Market integration

In the region the gas market liberalization has already begun, however market integration is
not occurring yet. The keys of integration are: the cross-border sales, access to the transit
pipelines and to entry points. The barriers to large integration are the lack of limited free crossborder capacity.
The new-comers are unable to get hold of free capacity of cross-border pipeline (primary
transit capacity). This is controlled by incumbents based on legal contracts that derogate from
normal third party access rules.
The concentration of the historical players in their domestic markets is the same in other
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markets, they lack sales. Swaps are not marginal phenomena and can substitute physical
transport of gas. However, they are largely tools used by incumbents.
The secondary transit capacity market will be formed in the future.
8.8.4

Price controls

The price controls level is very high in the region (see unit 3.4.3). At present the gas prices are
very inflexible and not fully transparent due to price regulation and long-term contracts.
The price indexation is not consistent in all counties and the European Union, prices do not
reflect the real cost of gas. The methods of network-use price are very different in all countries.
In most of the examined countries gas prices are not seasonal yet. The reasons for that are
obstacles to development of real European gas price and the European single gas market.
8.8.5

Steps of liberalization

The transformations of gas markets of the region, of course, are staged. So in these countries
there are two gas model functions at the same time: a liberalized market and a pre-liberalized
market.
The key factors of the “old” market model in most countries are: public service obligation,
security of gas supply, well contact between gas market players, financial security. On the
other hand the main benefits of “new” gas market are lower gas prices and more independent
gas supply.
The costumers change gas supplier with difficulty, because:
• they are contented with their own gas suppliers and its gas prices
• the lower gas prices go together with lower security of supply most times
• the rules of liberalized gas market are still changing
8.8.6

Barriers for gas exchanges

Gas exchanges are a very special gas trading platform. Two large energy exchanges have gas
products (future, options and derivative products): NYMEX (USA) and IPE (Great-Britain).
Both countries have:
• lots of experience in the gas market liberalization process
• almost 100% of their natural gas market is open to competition
• important domestic natural gas resources
• minimal import dependence
• well developed gas technology infrastructure, etc.
The examined region has large import dependency (it will grow), and the national gas markets
are not fully opened (in 2007) and are not flexible. The numbers of national gas consumers are
relatively low, so at best a regional energy exchanges could develop in the region.
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Removing C3EM Market Barriers:
providing a blueprint for future action

9.1

Conclusions and key areas for further action

The completion of the Central and Eastern European Energy Market project has resulted in a
range of findings that might support further efforts to speed up electricity market integration in
the region. This chapter summarizes briefly the findings of each study. The second part of the
chapter attempts to outline some of the key areas for action to move towards a more efficient
Central and Eastern European regional marketplace for electricity.

9.2

Key Research Points

The technological possibilities exist in the CEE region to create a more physically integrated
electricity market. As laid out in Chapter Two, one of the biggest barriers is the transmission
bottlenecks at the borders (also identified by other studies). These must be reduced if
competition is to develop regionally and for electricity to be freely traded. Agreeing to common
standards in the calculation and publication of NTC and TTC values is also deemed important.
The region does have a good generation mix and pricing differentials based on place and time.
And there is well-defined mutual aid for cross-border crisis situations.
The purpose of Chapter Three was to identify major barriers to market integration due to local
market structures and regulations. It was assumed that the less contestable local market
segments (tariff market, competitive market, balancing market) would be serious obstacles
to integration. The first finding is that in a number of countries the regulated electricity market
is far larger than just the household sector. This development is due to inconsistent price
liberalisation in the course of gradual demand side market opening: customers are allowed to
return from the free market to sheltered regulated rates. This so-called hybrid market regime
seems to be the most vulnerable for such distortions and judged non-favourable for market
integration.
Second, the contestability of national balancing markets - a major chunk of the regional market
- is also hindered by restrictions on international bids and administrative price controls. Third,
the review of supply side distortions identified a number of additional obstacles to market
integration. Highly concentrated local generation and wholesale markets are typical in the
region (with the exception of perhaps Romania and Austria). Significant differences in the level
of access charges are present in the region. Intensive cross-border trading is unquestionably
present in the region; however net importing and / or major transiting countries (Austria, Croatia
and Hungary) seem to use the majority of their critical interconnectors in a non-transparent
manner. Import protection and non-transparent trading might serve the interest of the affiliated
generating and trading arms of the relevant TSOs.
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The legal study chapter set out to determine if equivalent and interoperable legal frameworks
exist in the seven countries of the C3EM study. It was determined that, in legal terms, there
is nothing standing in the way of greater coordination and cooperation between the different
countries. Key categories were analyzed in each country: the general regulatory framework,
generation, networks and market trading. Between these categories there are a variety of
approaches taken to regulate the electricity industry. However, they do not prevent greater
integration or coordination between different market participants. The overarching of the EU
legal framework influences the formation and implementation of laws in this sector, but as
made clear in the EU Preliminary Sector Inquiry (2006) into the electricity and gas industries
there is widespread failure to implement the spirit of the laws. Therefore if greater integration is
to occur which fosters regional competition then progress must be made that extends these
acts from their paper form to actionable market reform.
Chapter Five draws on the interview and questionnaire portion of the C3EM study. The purpose
of this study was to have a cross-section of industry experts state their own opinion on the
barriers preventing greater coordination and cooperation in the CEE region. Their views can
be grouped into three barriers preventing greater integration from going forward, 1) lack of
cross-border capacity, 2) the need for common rules and regulations, and 3) a need for greater
political support for regional action. The findings in this study correspond with the findings
from the other studies thereby lending support that through the examination of different data
sources, there emerges a top list of barriers that need to be solved if an effective and efficient
marketplace in electricity is to be developed.
The domination of the renewable electricity market by governments leaves little room for
market actors to buy and sell at a competitive price. The study in Chapter Six set out to
review and analyze the different regulatory approaches to renewable electricity and how
the regulatory schemes could be structured to prepare the industry for shifts in government
support. It also took the perspective of competitive market actors who might be interested
in buying renewable energy to sell onto customers. This study underlines again, the many
different approaches taken in the region for electricity regulation and the need to introduce,
even slightly, some market based reforms that will allow competitive market players to advance
renewable electricity.
The results of Chapter Seven send a clear warning that regional integration, without further
reform could result in the exercise of strategic behavior on the part of some large firms to
increase prices. However, increased power production in the East (Romania) could result in lower
regional prices by making them competitive against higher priced ‘Western’ power. However,
more transmission may need to be built to realize fully competitive pressure from the East. If
the model is connected to the findings of the other studies then a powerful argument develops
for effective market reforms to take place. Both separately and jointly they indicate that the
market power of incumbents needs to be controlled and more interconnectors should be built to
reinforce the system from loop-flows and to bring all generators equally into the marketplace.
The level of competition in the gas industry, as Chapter Eight makes clear is low. There is a high
level of market concentration in addition to barriers for new entrants wanting to participant in
the market. The lack of an effective gas exchange further complicates the movement towards
a more competitive gas market. As shown in the study, there exists a need to extensively
expand the storage capacity of the industry and to diversify both sources and reinforce the
region’s gas pipeline network. This sector too, has a legal framework that could promote
competition, but the actual steps by governments and market participants does not bring the
spirit of the laws to bear on market operations
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9.3

Key areas for action

While electricity market liberalisation and integration clearly promises substantial benefits for
the region as a whole (see Chapter Seven), these processes might hurt the particular interests
of countries, companies or customers. Thus the process will not be an automatic one and
market integration can only proceed through the concerted effort of all actors. The original
idea behind the C3EM project was specifically to identify such barriers and suggest actions to
remove them. Beyond removing barriers by force (legislative and regulatory change), it is also
important to stimulate cooperation and to create incentives for market participants to support
the integration process. What follows is our shortlist of proposed priority actions falling into
four categories: the first dealing with local market structure and model; the second with crossborder issues; the third with requirements for antitrust oversight; and the fourth including
institution building and support for the integration process.

9.4

Market structure

9.4.1

Remove regulated prices for eligible customers.

Inconsistent price liberalisation in the course of gradual demand side market opening can
result in conserving a relatively extensive regulated market segment and thus create a barrier
to the international integration of that market segment. The removal of regulated final prices
can also help in fully liberalising generation prices, a precondition to competition in generation.
Inconsistent price liberalisation leads to a “hybrid” market model. This model will always tempt
policy makers to restrict final electricity prices and to subsidise tariff customers in some way.
The examples of Austria, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Slovenia demonstrate that a
consistent price liberalisation policy does not result in price shocks that could undermine
industry competitiveness or the credibility of the market opening process.
9.4.2

Abolish exclusive supply rights and purchase obligations.

Another prevailing feature of national electricity markets in the region is the significant presence
of exclusive supply rights and connected purchase restrictions for certain market players. The
most common exclusive rights are for serving tariff customers, for providing network losses
and for providing ancillary services. The purchasers of those services are often restricted in
their choice of supplier. Such restrictions seriously reduce the contestability of the connected
market segments. This barrier to market opening and integration is significant, since it is
envisioned that even after full market opening, the majority of countries will introduce last
resort suppliers for the entire household sector. This means that such restrictions could
retain approximately 25-30% of liquidity from the regional market and thus reduce the scope
for market integration. Network losses consist of another 10% of electricity consumption.
Balancing regimes cover about 15% of available capacity in the region.
9.4.3

Accomplish the ownership unbundling of the TSOs.

Except for Austria, Croatia and Hungary, C3EM countries implemented ownership unbundling
of their TSOs. While in Romania and Slovenia the ownership of both the TSO and major
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generating companies remains with some state agency(ies), the gradual privatization of
generation assets is leading to a more and more complete ownership unbundling in the Czech
Republic and Slovakia. While ownership unbundling is not (yet) required by the EU Directive, its
full implementation in the region could prevent cross subsidization between regulated (network)
and market activities (generation, trading and supply) and could also remove the incentives for
some TSOs to underutilize the interconnection capacities they control. As we saw in Chapter
Seven, a relatively moderate improvement in cross border capacity utilization could capture
the rest of the benefits from increased international trade and market integration.

9.5

Borders

9.5.1

Improve the fair access to and use of cross border capacities.

While each study concentrates on a different aspect of the region’s electricity industry
from government oversight to the technical requirements of the system, the one common
theme that continues to emerge, are the impediments in access to and non-transparency of
allocation of CB capacities. Whether this is the interconnectors themselves or the different
technical standards and rules applied within each country, it is apparent that the free flow of
electrons is both physically impaired by existing infrastructure and also restricted because of
policies. Three major elements of improvement here might be a) the abolishment of preferential
treatment of long term contract based transactions at the borders; b) an increase of NTC
values closer to the actual thermal capacity of lines, and c) the publication of NTC and ATC
calculation methodology by TSOs.

9.6

Antitrust oversight

9.6.1

Care about further concentration in generation.

Electricity generation of the C3EM group is half of Germany’s generation. Still we find at least
a dozen of major electricity utilities, controlled by different owners active on these markets.
Nevertheless, we have demonstrated that even in an integrated regional market, strategic
actors wield strong market power. They are capable of raising the market price to 1.5-2
times above the competitive level (with integration), even considering the tempering effect
of competitive supply from the East. Thus, it is fair to say that closer integration mitigates
market power relative to a more segmented regional structure, but it is not nearly sufficient to
eliminate it altogether. Indeed, the strategic markup on competitive prices is barely dented in
a more integrated market. This is why we argue for a strong antitrust oversight of mergers and
acquisitions affecting generation assets in the region.
9.6.2

Care about the potential anti-competitive behavior of TSOs.

Recently major efforts have been taken by TSOs to correct for the inefficiencies of the typical
individual explicit CB capacity auctions and have teamed up to organise coordinated CB
capacity auctions. The Polish, Czech, Austrian and two German TSOs started coordinated
auctions from January 2006. The TSO of Hungary also started coordinated auctions with its
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partners from Austria and Croatia. Slovenia and Croatia are currently starting coordinated
auctions. While this institutional development seems promising at first, coordination alone is
insufficient to bring more CB capacity to transparent auctions. Furthermore, if we – perhaps
incorrectly – assume that in the region a significant share of preferential CB reservations
facilitate the transactions among generation (trading) affiliates of the TSOs in question, then a
strong and independent antitrust oversight of those coordinated auctions seems necessary to
prevent undue behaviour of TSOs.

9.7

Institutional support:

9.7.1

More political and institutional support for integration process.

One of the biggest themes emerging out of the different studies is the set of problems caused
by the different national regulatory and technical standards that exist in the CEE region. This
should not be a great surprise when understanding that legislation and company structures
are localized and emerge out of each nation’s political and economic history. However, the
C3EM regional interviews and questionnaire study found participants dissatisfied with the
lack of regional coordination in infrastructure and market rules planning and development,
including enforcement of current directives and national laws (Chapter Five). The legal study
also highlighted the many different laws and lack of uniformity that exist between national
legislation (Chapter Four). In addition, it was felt that most participants saw a division between
working in the national interest and the regional interest.
The establishment of a Regional Energy Market Roundtable is proposed to help cooperation
and coordination of efforts in this area. The Roundtable is envisioned to be a collection of
leading industry, government and customer representatives who are dedicated to regional
efforts. The Roundtable would meet to discuss and push for changes that would benefit
the whole region. A sub-group or one of the Roundtables first projects could be to develop
a regional standards working group. Such a group could monitor and report on regulatory
issues with regional relevance, such as access charge developments or issues related to
cross border trading.

9.7.2

Coordinate the efforts of the CEE Regional Mini Forum and the Energy Treaty
process of South East European Market.

The analyses in this volume have demonstrated the importance of cooperation among CEE
and SEE countries. The two processes should be coordinated and support each other in
order to create a regional marketplace for electricity.
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